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I. INTRODUCTION

Universal Energy Systems. Inc. (UES) was awarded the United States
Air Force Summer Faculty Research Program on August 15, 1984. The
contract is funded under the Air Force Systems Command by the Air Force
Office of Scientific Research.

The program has been in existance since 1978 and has been conducted
by several different contractors. The success of the program is evident
from its history of expansion since 1978.

The Summer Faculty Research Program (SFRP) provides opportunities
for research in the physical sciences, engineering, life sciences,
business, and administrative sciences. The program has been effective in
providing basic research opportunities to the faculty of universities,
colleges, and technical institutions throughout the United States.

The program is available to faculty members in all academic grades:
instructor, assistant professor, professor, department chairman, and
research facility directors. It has proven especially beneficial to
young faculty members who are starting their academic research programs
and to senior faculty members who have spent time in university
administration and are desirous of returning to scholarly research
programs.

Beginning with the 1982 program, research opportunities were
provided for 17 graduate students. The- 1982 pilot student program was
highly successful and was expanded in 1983 to 53 students; there were 84
graduate students in the 1984 program.

In the previous programs, the graduate students were selected along
with their professors to work on the program. Starting with the 1985
program, the graduate students were selected on their own merits. They
were assigned to be supervised by either a professor on the program or by
an engineer at the Air Force Laboratories participating in the program.
There were 92 graduate students selected for the 1985 program.

Again in the 1986 program, the graduate students were selected on
their own merits, and assigned to be supervised by either a professor on
the program or by an engineer at the participating Air Force Laboratory.
There were 100 graduate students selected for the 1986 program.

Follow-on research opportunities have been developed for a large
percentage of the participants in the Summer Faculty Research Program in
1979-1983 period through an AFOSR Minigrant Program.

On 1 September 1983, AFOSR replaced the Minigrant Program with a
new Research Initiation Program. The Research Initiation Program
provides follow-on research awards to home institutions of SFRP
participants. Awards were made to approximately 50 researchers in 1983.
The awards were for a maximum of $12,000 and a duration of one year or
less. Substantial cost sharing by the schools contributes significantly
to the value of the Research Initiation Program. In 1984 there were
approximately 80 Research Initiation awards.

1
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PREFACE

The United States Air Force Graduate Student Summer Support Program

(USAF-GSSSP) is conducted under the United States Air Force Summer

Faculty Research Program. The program provides funds for selected

graduate students to work at an appropriate Air Force Facility with a

supervising professor who holds a concurrent Summer Faculty Research

Program appointment or with a supervising Air Force Engineer. This is

accomplished by the students being selected on a nationally advertised

competitive basis for a ten-week assignment during the summer

intersession period to perform research at Air Force

laboratories/centers. Each assignment is in a subject area and at an Air

Force facility mutually agreed upon by the students and the Air Force.

In addition to compensation, travel and cost of living allowances are

also paid. The USAF-GSSSP is sponsored by the Air Force Office of

Scientific Research, Air Force Systems Command, United States Air Force,

and is conducted by Universal Energy Systems, Inc.

The specific objectives of the 1986 USAF-GSSSP are:

(1) To provide a productive means for the graduate students to

participate in research at the Air Force Weapons Laboratory;

(2) To stimulate continuing professional association among the

Scholars and their professional peers in the Air Force;

(3) To further the research objectives of the United States Air

Force;

(4) To enhance the research productivity and capabilities of the

graduate students especially as these relate to Air Force

technical interests.

During the summer of 1986, 100 graduate students participated.

These researchers were assigned to 25 USAF laboratories/centers across

the country. This two volume document is a compilation of the final

reports written by the assigned students members about their summer

research efforts.

i



LIST OF 1986 GRADUATE STUDENT PARTICIPANTS

NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Susan M. Abrams Degree: B.S., Human Factors
University of Illinois Engineering, 1984
Dept. of Bioengineering Specialty: Zoology
Chicago, IL 60680 Assigned: HRL/OT
(312) 996-8661

William H. Acton Degree: M.A., Applied Behavioral
University of New Mexico Science, 1984
Dept. of Psychology Specialty: Psychology
Albuquerque, NM 87131 Assigned: AAMRL
(505) 277-4121

Julie A. Albertson Degree: B.S., Mechanical
Washington State University Engineering, 1985
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Pullman, WA 99164-2920 Assigned: FJSRL
(509) 335-8654

Jay H. Ambrose Degree: M.S., Mechanical
University of Kentucky Engineering, 1985
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Lexington, KY 40506 Assigned: APL
(606) 257-2663

Mark R. Anderson Degree: M.S., Engineering,
Purdue University Aeronautics and Astro-
School of Aeronautics and nautics, 1984
Astronautics Specialty: Engr. Aeronautics and
Grissom Hall Astronautics
W. Lafayette, IN 47907 Assigned: FOL
(317) 494-5154

Stanley F. Anton Degree: M.S., Cognitive
Rutgers-The State University Psychology, 1986
of New Jersey Specialty: Cognitive Psychology

Psychology Department Assigned: AAMRL
Psychology Bldg.
Busch Campus
New Brunswick, NJ 08903
(201) 932-4036
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Christopher P. Antworth Degree: B.S., Chemistry, 1980
Florida State University Specialty: Chemistry
Department of Chemistry Assigned: ESC
Box 13
Tallahassee, FL 32306
(904) 644-1274

Sherif A. Aziz Degree: B.S., Systems and
Wright State University Biomedical Eng., 1984
Systems Engineering Specialty: Biomedical Engineering
School of Engineering Assigned: AAMRL
130 Eng. and Math Bldg.
Dayton, OH 45435
(513) 873-2403

Alan H. Baginski Degree: B.S., Electrical
University of Lowell Engineering, 1983
Electrical Engineering Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Lowell, MA 01854 Assigned: RADC
(617) 452-5000

Joseph M. Boroughs Degree: M.A., Psychology, 1981
University of New Mexico Specialty: Psychology
Psychology Department Assigned: AAMRL
Albuquerque, NM 87131
(505) 277-4121

Dale T. Bracken Degree: B.S., Psychology, 1985
University of Georgia Specialty: Psychology
Dept. of Psychology Assigned: HRL/ID
302 Morris Hall
Athens, GA 30602
(404) 542-8362

Angela M. Braun Degree: B.A., Biology, 1986
Trinity University 5pecialty: Biology
Biology Department Assigned: SAM
715 Stadium Drive
San Antonio, TX 78212
(512) 736-7011

David A. Bridenstine Degree: M.S., Engineering, 1985
Arizona State University Specialty: Engineering
Mechanical & Aerospace Assigned: ML
Engineering

Tempe, AZ 85287
(602) 965-3291
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Paul E. Bussey Degree: B.S., Electrical
University of Colorado at Engineering, 1986
Colorado Springs Specialty: Electrical Engineering

Austin Bluffs Parkway Assigned: FJSRL
Colorado Springs, CO 80933-7150
(303) 593-3351

Timothy T. Clark Degree: BSME, Fluid Dynamics, 1983
University of New Mexico Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering Assigned: WL
Albuquerque, NM 87131
(505) 277-2761

Otis Cosby, Jr. Degree: BS, Natural Science, 1983
Meharry Medical College Specialty: Natural Science
School of Medicine Assigned: SAM
1005 D. B. Todd Jr. Blvd.
Nashville, TN 37208
(615) 327-6223

Jennifer L. Davidson Degree: M.S, Mathematics, 1986
Department of Mathematics Specialty: Mathematics
University of Florida Assigned: AD
201 Walker Hall
Gainesville, FL 32611
(904) 392-0268

Douglas W. DeHart Degree: B.S., Engineering
University of Wisconsin-Madison Mechanics, 1985
Dept. of Engineering Mechanics Specialty: Engineering Mechanics
1415 Johnson Drive Assigned: RPL
Madison, WI 53706
(608) 262-3990

Brian J. Doherty Degree: B.S.E., Bioenginnering, 1984
Duke University Specialty: Bloengineering
Biomedical Engineering Dept. Assigned: AAMRL
Durham, NC 27706
(919) 684-6185
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Franklin 3. Dunmore Degree: B.S., Physics, 1982

Howard University Specialty: Physics

Dept. of Physics and Astronomy Assigned: ML

2355 Sixth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20059
(202) 636-6241

Michael P. Farr Degree: M.S., Polymer Science, 1984

Pennsylvania State University Specialty: Polymer Science

312 Steidle Building Assigned: ML

University Park, PA 16802
(814) 863-0154

Christopher A. Feild Degree: B.S., Chemistry, 1986

Dickinson College Specialty: Chemistry

Box 914 Assigned: ML

Carlisle, PA 17013
(717) 245-1533

Michelle 3. Ferry Degree: B.S., Chemistry, 1984

Wright State University Specialty: Chemistry

Dayton, OH 45435 Assigned: AAMRL

(513) 873-2855

Carl V. Frank Degree: B.S., Computer Science,

Univ. of Southern Mississippi 1985

Computer Science Dept. Specialty: Computer Science

Southern Station, Box 9157 Assigned: SAM

Hattiesburg, MS 39406-9157
(601) 266-3216

Beverley A. Gable Degree: B.S., Psychology, 1984

Ohio University Specialty: Psychology

Psychology Dept. Assigned: AAMRL

1222 Carriage Hill
Athens, OH 45701
(614) 594-7167

Michael D. Garner Degree: B.S., Physics, 1984

University of North Carolina at Specialty: Physics

Greensboro Assigned: RADC

Physics Dept.
Greensboro, NC 27412
(919) 379-5844
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Maurice B. Gilbert Degree: B.S., Biology, 1982
Meharry Medical College Specialty: Biology
Medicine Department Assigned: SAM
1005 Dr. D.B. Todd Blvd.
Nashville, TN 37208
(615) 327-6111

Beverly E. Girten Degree: M.S., Exercise
Ohio State University Physiology, 1983
Exercise Physiology and Specialty: Physiology,
Physiological Chemistry Dept. Assigned: AAMRL

College of Medicine
333 W. 10th Avenue
Columbus, OH 43210
(614) 422-1462

Ellen S. Goldey Degree: B.S., Biology, 1984
Miami University Specialty: Biology
Zoology Dept. Assigned: AAMRL
210 N. Main #4
Oxford, OH 45056
(513) 529-3451

Alfred W. Gordon Degree: B.A., Biology, 1976
Atlanta University Specialty: Biology
Dept. of Biology Assigned: SAM
360 Westview Drive, S.W.
Atlanta, GA 30314
(404) 681-0251

Nadia C. Greenidge Degree: M.S., Physical Anthropology
New York University Specialty: Physical Anthropology
Dept. of Anthropology Assigned: AAMRL
25 Waverly Place
New York City, NY
(212) 598-3258

Peggy J. Grigsby Degree: M.S., Mathematics, 1978
Wright State University Specialty: Mathematics
Physics Department Assigned: ML
Dayton, OH
(513) 873-2950
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Brad L. Halverson Degree: B.S., Civil Engineering,
Washington State University 1985
Dept. of Civil and Environmental Specialty: Civil Engineering
Engineering Assigned: WL

Sloan Hall 102
Structures Section
Pullman, WA 99164-2914
(509) 335-4921

Charles R. Hammond Degree: M.S., Mechanical
Vanderbilt University Engineering, 1983
Dept. of Mechanical and Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Materials Engineering Assigned: AEDC
P 0 Box 1592, Station B
Nashville, TN 37235
(615) 322-0892

Darren E. Hart Degree: B.A., Psychology, 1984
Texas A&M University Specialty: Psychology
Dept. of Psychology Assigned: HRL/MO
College Station, TX 77843
(409) 845-2581

Peter V. Hlinomaz Degree: B.S., Electrical
University of Michigan-Dearborn Engineering, 1985
4901 Evergreen Road Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Dearborn, MI 48128 Assigned: RADC
(313) 593-5420

Stephen Hom Degree: M.S., Structural
Massachusetts Institute of Engineering, 1977
Technology Specialty: Structural Engineering

Mechanical Engineering Dept. Assigned: ML
77 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 253-5028

Jamal A. Hussein Degree: M.S., Mechanical
University of Toledo Engineering, 1986
Mechanical Engineering Dept. Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
2801 W. Bancroft Assigned: APL
Toledo, OH 43606
(419) 537-2620
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David W. Jansen Degree: M.S., Zoology, 1980
Dept. of Zoology Specialty: Zoology
Washington State University Assigned: AAMRL
Pullman, WA 99164-4220
(509) 336-3564

Karl K. Klett, Jr. Degree: B.S., 1979
University of Wyoming Specialty: Astrophysics
P 0 Box 3905 Assigned: AFGL
University Station
Laramie, WY 82071
(307) 766-6150

Raymond M. Kolonay Degree: B.S., Civil Engineering,
Ohio State University 1985
Dept. of Civil Engineering Specialty: Civil Engineering
2070 Niel Avenue Assigned: FDL
Hitchcock Hall, Room 470
Columbus, OH 43210
(614) 422-2771

Craig A. Langenfeld Degree: B.S., Mechanical
Ohio State University Engineering, 1986
Mechanical Engineering Dept. Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
305 Stonemill Road Assigned: APL
Dayton, OH 45409
(513) 299-3218

Tieu-Binh Le Degree: B.S., Chemistry, 1985
Wright State University Specialty: Chemistry
Chemistry Dept. Assigned: ML
Dayton, OH 45435
(513) 873-2855

Mark W. Lisee Degree: B.S.E.E., expected 1988
University of Lowell Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Dept. of Electrical Engineering Assigned: AFGL
Box 2615
North Campus
I University Avenue
Lowell, MA 01854
(617) 452-5000
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Robert K. Littleton Degree: B.S., Chemistry, 1975

University of Colorado Specialty: Chemistry

Physics Department Assigned: FJSRL

Austin Bluffs Parkway
Colorado Springs, CO 80903
(303) 593-3000

George A. Liu Degree: B.A., Chemistry, 1986

Meharry Medical College Secalt: Chemistry

Dept. of Physiology Assilned: SAM

1005 18th Avenue, North

Nashville, TN
(615) 327-6413

Isabel Lopez Degree: M.S., Chemistry, 1985

Wright State University Speclaltv: Chemistry

Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: AAMRL

Dayton, OH 45435
(513) 873-2855

Michael M. Lukes Degree: B.S., Meteorology, 1973

Florida State University Specialty: Meteorology

Meteorology Dept. Assigned: ESC

Tallahassee, FL 32306
(904) 644-6205

Wayne R. Lundberg Degree: B.S., Physics, 1985

Wright State University Specialty: Physics

Dept. of Physics and Mechanical Assigned: ML

Engineering
3640 Col. Glenn Hiway
Dayton, OH 45435
(513) 873-2954

William A. Marty Degree: B.S., Electrical

University of Oklahoma Engineering, 1985

Electrical Engineering and Specialty: Electrical Engineering

Computer Science Assigned: AL

202 West Boyd, Room 219
Norman, OK 73069
(405) 325-4721

Mary R. McGill Degree: B.S., Chemistry, 1985

Eastern Kentucky University Specialty: Chemistry

Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: ESC

1661 Foxhaven #3
Richmond, KY 40475
(606) 624-9772
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Jennifer McGovern-Weidner Degree: M.A., Gifted Education, 1983
University of Florida Specialty: Psychology
Dept. of Psychology Assigned: SAM
114 Psychology Bldg.
Gainesville, FL 32611
(904) 392-0605

Dara C. Merenski Degree: B.S., Systems Analysis, 1986
University of Dayton Specialty: Systems Analyst
Computer Science Dept. Assigned: HRL/LR
300 College Park Drive
Dayton, OH 45469
(513) 229-2343

Peter D. Meyer Degree: B.A., Chemistry, 1984
University of Montana Specialty: Chemistry
Physics Department Assigned: AD
Missoula, MT 59801
(406) 243-6535

Douglas R. Moore Degree: B.S., Chemistry, 1977
Univ. of Southern Mississippi Specialty: Chemistry
Dept. of Polymer Science Assigned: ML
Southern Station Box 10076
Hattiesburg, MS 39406-0076
(601) 266-4868

Eric V. Morris Degree: B.S., Biological Sciences,
Meharry Medical School 1984
1005 18th Street, N. Specialty: Pharmacology
Nashville, TN 37208 Assigned: SAM
(615) 327-6000

Russell Moy Degree: MSE, Chemical Engineering,
Dept. of Chemical Engineering 1982
The University of Michigan Specialty: Chemical Engineering
2135 Dow Building Assigned: FJSRL
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-2136
(313) 764-3379

Glenn D. Munkvold Degree: B.S., Chemical Engineering,
University of Texas at Austin 1984
Dept. of Chemical Engineering Specialty: Chemical Engineering
Austin, TX 78712 Assigned: SAM
(512) 471 -1046

x



Conrad R. Murray Degree: B.S., Pre-Medicine, 1983
Meharry Medical College Specialty: medicine
1005 D.B. Todd Blvd. Assigned: SAM
Nashville, TN 37208
(615) 327-6111

Victoria T. Nasman Degree: B.A., Psychology, 1983
Northwestern University Specialty: Psychology
Psychology Department Assigned: SAM
CRESAP Laboratory
633 Clark Street
Evanson, IL 60201
(312) 492-7643

Sharon E. Navard Degree: M.S., Statistics, 1984
Univ. of Southwestern Louisiana Specialty: Statistics
Dept. of Statistics Assigned: AD
USL Box 44187
Lafayette, LA 70504
(318) 231-6772

Bernadette P. Njoku Degree: B.A., Chemistry, 1982
Meharry Medical College Specialty: Chemistry
School of Medicine Assigned: SAM
1005 D.B. Todd Blvd.
Nashville, TN 37208
(615) 327-4098

David P. Norton Degree: M.S., Electrical
Louisiana State University Engineering, 1986
Dept. of Electrical and Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Computer Engineering Assigned: RADC

Baton Rouge, LA 70803
(504) 388-5488

Roland L. Palmer Degree: M.A., Psychology, 1985
The University of Alabama- Specialty: Psychology
Tuscaloosa Assigned: HRL/MO
Psychology Department
Box 2968
University, AL 35486
(205) 348-5083

Daniel S. Park Degree: MSAE, Aerospace
Univ. of Southern California Engineering, 1985
Aerospace Engineering Specialty: Aerospace Engineering
University Park Assigned: FDL
Los Angeles, CA 90089-0126
(213) 743-7177

xi



April G. Parker Degree: B.S., Ceramic
The Ohio State University Engineering, 1985
Dept. of Ceramic Engineering Specialty: Ceramic Engineering
177 Watts 2041 College Road Assigned: ML
Columbus, OH 43202
(614) 422-2960

Deborah L. Parker Degree: M.A., Experimental
Tulane University Psychology, 1985
Psychology Department Specialty: Psychology
2007 Percival Stern Hall Assigned: HRL/LR
New Orleans, LA 70118
(504) 865-5331

Werner K. Perry Degree: B.S., BEG-CIS, 1986
University of Florida Specialty: Engineering
Computer and Info. Sciences Assigned: AD
3117 S.W. 29 Avenue
Gainesville, FL 33312
(904) 374-8971

Frank M. Pitman Degree: B.S., Mechanical
Clemson University Engineering, 1985
Mechanical Engineering Dept. Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Clemson, SC 29631 Assigned: FDL
(803) 654-5140

Amy B. Powell Degree: B.S., Psychology, 1984
Texas A&M University Specially: Psychology

I Psychology Department Assigned: HRL/MO
College Station, TX 77843
(409) 845-0377

Surya Raghu Degree: M.S., Engineering, 1980
Yale University M.S., M. Philosophy, 1986
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering Specialty: Aeronautical Engineering
Mason Laboratories Assigned: APL
Box 2159
New Haven, CT 06520
(203) 436-8676
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Mark L. Ratcliff Degree: B.A., Math, 1984
University of Tennessee Specialty: Mathematics
Space Institute Assigned: AEDC
Dept. of Mathematics
U.T.S.I. Upper E
Tullahoma, TN 37388
(615) 455-0631

Christopher Reed Degree: M.S., Engineering Science,
University of Florida 1984
Dept. of Engineering Sciences Specialty: Aerodynamics
Gainesville, FL 32611 Assigned: AD
(904) 392-0961

Gregg A. Reger Degree: B.S., Dietics, 1981
Univ. of Texas - San Antonio Specialty: Dietics
Life Sciences Dept. Assigned: SAM
6900 Loop 1604 W.
San Antonio, TX 78285
(512) 691-4458

Anthony E. Restaino Degree: B.S., Meteorology, 1984
State Univiversity of New York- Specialty: Meteorology
at Albany Assigned: AFGL
Dept. of Atmospheric Science
1400 Washington Avenue
Albany, NY 12222
(518) 457-3987

Dennis W. Richardson Degree: B.S., Electrical
Pennsylvania State University Engineering, 1983
Dept. of Electrical Engineering Specialty: Electrical Engineering
322 Atherton Hall Assigned: AL
University Park, PA 16802
(814) 862-7595

Kyle W. Ross Degree: B.S., Mechanical
University of New Mexico Engineering, 1982
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Albuquerque, NM 87131
(505) 277-2761
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Susan E. Sadofsky Degree: M.A., Mathematics, 1986
Boston Universtiy Specialty: Mathematics
Math Department Assigned: AFGL
111 Cummington Street
Boston, MA 02215
(617) 353-2560

Yolman 3. Salinas Degree: M.S., Biochemistry, 1984
Meharry Medical College Specialty: Biochemistry
School of Medicine Assigned: SAM
1005 Dr. D.B. Todd Blvd.
Nashville, TN 37208
(615) 327-6308

William D. Schmidt Degree: B.S., Physics, 1983
Indiana Univ. of Pennsylvania Specialty: Physics
Physics Department Assigned: AL
Indiana, PA 15705
(412) 357-2100

James P. Seaba Degree: B.S., Mechanical
The University of Iowa Engineering, 1984
Mechanical Engineering Dept. Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
2228 Engineering Bldg. Assigned: APL
Iowa City, IA 52242
(319) 353-6045

Laura Sewall Degree: B.S., Psychology, 1985
Brown University Specialty: Psychology
Psychology Department Assigned: HRL/OT
Box 1853
Providence, RI 02912
(401) 863-2727

Loren T. Simpson Degree: B.S., Mathematics, 1986
Davidson College Specialty: Mathematics
Mathematics Department Assigned: AFGL
P 0 Box 2964
Davidson, NC 28036
(704) 892-8226
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321 Aerospace Building Assigned: AD
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Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons
in Particulate Turbine Engine Exhaust

and From Combustion of Single Compound

Fuels

By

Dr. William D. Schulz and Miss Mary R. McGill

ABSTRACT

Particulate exhaust samples of turbine engines and a combustor rig

were sequentially extracted with methylene chloride, benzene-methanol

and toluene. No solvent was found superior to methylene chloride for

the entire range of polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PNAs) in these

samples.

Turbine engine exhaust samples from three engines at four different

power settings were extracted, concentrated and analyzed. Analysis was

by G.C. (F.I.D.) and GC/MS. Blanks and samples contained large amounts

of plasticizers and filter loadings were too low for reliable quantita-

tion or identification by GC/MS. G.C. (F.I.D.) analysis and identifica-

tion by retention times indicated that PNA concentration was highest at

the "idle" power setting and that it was also higher for the one after-

burning sample.

Samples of exhaust particulates from a bluff body combustor, burn-

ing pure acetylene, propane, propene, butane, 1-butene and isobutene

were extracted, concentrated and analyzed. Soot yield of the fuels was

not determined. Higher concentration of higher molecular weight PNAs

were found for the aliphatic compounds with unsaturation and for iso-

butene, with unsaturation and branching.
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I. Introduction

One area of interest to the Environics Division at Tyndall Air

Force Base is the mechanism of soot formation. This interest is evi-

denced by the Combustor Laboratory, with equipment for precise condi-

tions of combustion in a centerbody burner (or "bluff body combustor")

and laser light scattering equipment for particle size and density

measurements. Information gathered in soot formation studies is of

fundamental importance in a number of areas: Air Quality (as measured

by visibility), Health Effects (the concentration of hazardous materials

adsorbed on air particulates formed by combustion) and Tactical Concern

(possible abatement of turbine engine soot trails). Applications of

such studies can range from waste incineration particulate formation to

particulates emitted from tactical fighter aircraft turbine engines.

Another area of interest to the A.F.E.S.C. Environics Division is

the total characterization (and Photoreactivity) of turbine engine ex-

haust. This area is primarily with concern for environmental and health

effects of jet engine exhaust. Study of this area of concern has been

contracted to Dynamac Corporation (1)for literature review and to Battelle

(2-4)
Corporation (Columbus) for actual implementation. The area not cov-

ered by the Battelle contract is the concentration of hazardous sub-

stances on turbine emitted particulates. Although this area is covered,

at the present, in a recent contract with Battelle Corporation, parti-

culate samples would become available from May or early June 1986 sampl-

ing that would not be analyzed by Battelle, and these samples could not

only be analyzed for hazardous materials (principally polynuclear aro-

matic hydrocarbons-"PNAs"), but could also be used for experiments to

determine the optimum methods and conditions for extraction, concentra-
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tion and analysis of particulate turbine exhaust samples.

I have had intensive experience in sampling, extraction and high

resolution gas chromatography-mass spectrometry analysis of air parti-

culate samples over an academic year and two summers under NSF grant

ATM-801 4191, with Kent J. Voorhees, at the Colorado School of Mines in

1981-82. Because of this experience, Mr. S. B. Joshi of the Environics

Division and Dr. C. W. Spicer of the Battelle Institute thought it de-

sirable for me to experiment with extraction and concentration techni-

ques and to attempt to analyze turbine exhaust samples preliminary to a

contract effort by Battelle to analyze particulate samples collected in

the late summer or fall. It was thought that this effort, at a minimum,

would provide data necessary for successful turbine exhaust particulate

collection and analysis in the Battelle contract work.

Miss Mary R. McGill is a Masters Degree candidate at Eastern Ken-

tucky University who had recently completed my Analytical Separation

Methods course. She expressed an interest in working on this problem as

a part of her thesis research, under my direction, and was awarded the

A.F.O.S.R. Graduate Fellowship by Universal Energy Systems upon approval

by the Environics Division at Tyndall Air Force Base.
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II. Objectives of the Research Effort

The initial objective of this research effort was to be evaluation

of extraction techniques, solvents and extract concentration methods for

analysis of samples from aircraft turbine engine exhaust particulates.

Samples collected at Tinker A.F.B., Oklahoma, by the Battelle Corporation

in May or early June were to be analyzed for polynuclear aromatic hydro-

carbons (PNA). The analyses and method development both require gas

chromatography-mass spectrometry for positive identification of analytes.

Upon arrival at Tyndall A.F.B., a serendipitous decision was made to

begin extraction experiments with soot from the combustor laboratory,

where pure aliphatic hydrocarbons (acetylene, propane, propene, l-butene

and isobutylene) were being burned in soot formation studies. Analysis

of extracts of soot formed by these fuels indicated that the nature of

the PNA content of the soot varied with the nature of the fuel.

A literature search indicated that, while soot formation had been

studied for several pure compounds, essentially no research had ever been

done involving qualitative and quantitative analysis of the PNAs formed

from combustion of pure, simple aliphatic compounds. With this finding,

extraction and analysis of soot samples from the combustion of pure fuels

from the combustion laboratory because of at least equal importance to

analysis of the turbine engine exhaust particulates.

The major objectives of this effort then became:

1. Method development and analysis of authentic particulate exhaust

samples from aircraft turbine engines with the goal of at least

identifying problem areas and advising Battelle personnel on

optimum conditions for their own subsequent sampling and

analysis.
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2. Extraction and analysis of particulates formed by the combus-

tion of pure aliphatic hydrocarbons in the combustor laboratory.

3. Establishing a pattern from the PNA content of pure fuel parti-

culates and attempting to understand the significance of the

pattern.

4. Attempting to devise a sampling procedure for the combustor

laboratory that would give samples with "real world" combustion

product implications.

III. Background

A. Extraction and Analysis

Particulate matter associated with incomplete combustion of organic

materials (soot) is of environmental concern for several reasons, includ-

ing esthetic, but the paramount concern is for the health-related as-

pects. Chief among the health related concerns is the association of

polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons ("PNAs") with soot. Many of the PNAs

(also known as "PAHs" or "PACs", for polycyclic aromatic compounds) are

proven carcinogens. The literature of analysis of PNAs in combustion

products is voluminous. A 1981 review of chemical analysis of parti-

culate carbon by Lee and Bartle (5)contains 127 references. The 1986
(1).

literature survey by Dynamac Corporation for the A.F.E.S.C. Evironics

Division contains 282 references.

Examination of the literature shows that there is no general agree-

ment on the method of extraction of PNAs from particulate carbon. In

the reviews cited above, there are references citing the comparison of

soxhlet extraction vs. ultrasonication and recently supercritical fluid

extraction (6)has been claimed to be more efficient for extraction. Sol-

vents for Soxhlet extraction include cyclohexane, dichloromethane,
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benzene-methanol, toluene, di and trichlorobenzenes and even napthalene

at reduced pressure. All of these have been preferred by various

groups. In a very recent study by Junk and Richard (7 ), pyridine, ben-

zene, dichloromethane, dimethylsulfoxide, dimethylformamide and n-

methylpyrrolidone were compared, both by Soxhlet extraction and ultra-

sonication, for extraction of PNAs from urban air, diesel and stack

particulate samples. The results were ambiguous. The researchers con-

clude that "there is neither a single extraction technique nor a solvent

that is effective for the efficient extraction of all organic compounds

from all types of solid matrices". This is not surprising if one con-

siders that the extractable compounds are formed with, and in a matrix

of, the graphitic, insoluble portion of the particulate matter. The

nature of a soot sample then, depends upon a number of combustion para-

meters and extraction efficiency can not be absolutely determined. This

is in contrast to an adsorbtion model, in which extraction efficiency

could be simply determined by "spiking" a known amount of deutero, or

other "tagged" compounds into a known amount of sample. The conclusion

would seem to be that, for an uninvestigated matrix, the analyst should,

at the very least, sequentially extract his samples with known efficient

solvents until satisfied with the recovery is maximized.

Analysis of extracts of exhaust particulates is indeed the analysis

of complex mixtures. Capillary gas chromatography of such extracts

typically gives dozens to a few hundred peaks. Samples are usually ex-

pensive and difficult to collect, so it is usually undesirable to apply

clean up procedures that would remove all but one class of compounds.

Analysis of extracts under these conditions requires high resolution gas

chromatography-mass spectrometry. The mass spectra of isomeric PNAs are
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essentially identical and identification must be made on the basis of

retention time but the mass spectrum is necessary to assure a peak is

due to a PNA for example, and not a nitro-PNA. In spite of recent

publication of relative retention indices (89)it is essential to have

authentic compounds for identification standards since relative re-

tention can change with cross-linking of the stationary phase or with

nominally identical stationary phases from different suppliers. In

spite of earlier problems with the separation of isomeric PNAs (such as

triphenylene and chrysene or benzo [a] and [e] pyrene) and even synthe-

(10)sis of stationary phases as exotic as bonded phase liquid crystals

common modern, bonded phase capillary columns essentially separate PNAs,

up to a molecular weight of about 400 Daltons. Quantitation can only

be done at high levels of precision by the use of standards due to the

vastly different detector response for different PNAs. Ideally, quanti-

tation would be with per-deutero internal standards for each compound of

interest, by GC/MS.

B. Soot Formation and PNA Identity

The mechanism(s) of particulate carbon and PNA formation by combu-

tion are certainly complex and are certainly far from being well eluci-

dated. It is, however, generally accepted that soot formation involves

two distinctly different mechanism steps; pyrolysis and pyrosynthesis.

Organic molecules are partially cracked (pyrolysis) to give smaller,

highly reactive species. These species, mostly radicals, recombine to

give larger relatively stable aromatic compounds (pyrosynthesis). The

literature of formation of PNA in combustion has been reviewed by Crit-

(11)
tenden and Long . It is generally accepted that aromatic rings in

fuels accelerate soot formation and that both chain branching and un-
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saturation result in increased soot and PNA formation. It is known that

soot and PNA yields, as well as the identity of the PNA formed, can vary

widely depending on temperature, residence time in a combustion zone and

the nature of the organic fuel being burned. It is assumed that chemi-

cal characterization of PNA products of combustion can lead to valuable

information for the understanding of the mechanisms of formation in

combustion. Whether or not this is true, it is rapidly becoming ap-

parent that there may be immediate and practical applications for the

identification and quantification of PNA's from combustion. In 1982

Spitzer and Dannecher (12)found substantial amounts of three PNAs in the

exhaust of Pratt and Whitney JT3D3 turbine engines on a Boeing 707 air-

craft that are absent, or present in trace quantities, in urban air

samples. Such findings obviously have health implications for personnel

such as flight line and test cell mechanics.

A very recent report by National Bureau of Standards personnel sug-

gests that the identities of PNAs in soot from arson can be used to
(13)

identify the accelerant or even to prove arson through the detection

of an accelerant.

Findings such as these indicate that, as more information on the

identity and relative quantity of different PNAs from different fuels

and flame conditions become known, there are immediate and practical

uses, as well as the theoretical possibilities for such information.

One very exciting prospect is that of source apportionment of particu-

late pollution and another is that of proving that all soot producing

process are not equally health-threatening per gram of soot produced.

IV. Experimental Materials and Methods

A. Reagents

High purity analytical standards were obtained from a variety of
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sources, chiefly Chem Service, Inc., and the U.S.E.P.A. and were check-

ed by G.C./M.S. for 70 eV spectra and retention indices. Solvents were

HPLC grade (Fischer Chemical and Burdick and Jackson) and were blanked

by FID-G.C. analyses.

B. Sample Extraction and Concentration

Samples were Soxhlet extracted employing Whatman 33x80 mm single

thickness cellulose thimbles with a light glass wool plug at the top.

The glass wool and thimbles were always pre-extracted with the extrac-

tion solvent, dried at 50°C/3 torr and tared. Solvent volume was ap-

proximately 250 mL and the cycle time for the extraction was approx-

imately 6 minutes. Samples were extracted for 24 hours, replenishing

solvent if necessary. After extraction, samples were concentrated to

5.0 mL in a Kudena-Danish apparatus, at 98°C in a water bath. Samples

for GC/MS analysis were further concentrated by "blowing down" with dry

nitrogen to a final volume of 0.20 mL.

"Free" soot samples, scraped from the combustor rig burner face, of

between 0.090 and 0.10 grams were placed directly in the thimbles,

weighed to 0.1 mg. and extracted. Variable weights of soot collected on

various filter media were extracted by placing the folded filter into

the soxhlet thimble. In all cases the samples were contained by a pre-

weighed light plug of glass fiber. Solvent from pre-extractions of the

thimbles and glass fiber plugs was routinely concentrated and analyzed

by FID gas chromatography.

C. Sample Collection

Soot samples were collected from the combustor rig (center body

combustor) located at the Tyndall A.F.B. Combustion Laboratory. The

combustor has been described elsewhere (14) In all cases, the soot col-
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lection was secondary to light scattering studies of particle size and

rate of formation. Samples were simply scraped off the face of the

burner after any run in which a pure hydrocarbon fuel was burned. The

samples were scraped onto a glassine weighing paper, weighed, the

weighing paper folded around the sample, then placed in a small paper

envelope and stored in at 0 C in a glass container in a freezer until

they were extracted.

Other samples were obtained on 47 mm. teflon coated "Millipore"

filters, using a pumped probe set at fixed distances behind the burner

head. Later, a filter holder was designed which fit into the stainless

steel exhaust system, in order to obtain soot samples at room tempera-

ture. The filter holder was a 12 inch diameter aluminum plate with a

centered 4 1/2"x 7 l/2'rectangular aperture, fitted with a frame and

wing nuts to hold one half of a Schleicher and Schull binder-free quartz

micro fiber 8x10 inch filter. The filters were conditioned in an oven

at 400 C for four hours, cooled, weighed and stored in a dessicator

prior to use. Samples were collected, using this system, for burns of

each pure hydrocarbon fuel, weighed, protected by 400 C fired aluminum

foil and stored with samples collected from the burner head, from the

same burn, in a covered cake pan in a freezer at 0C.

Exhaust particulate samples from 3 different engines at 4 different

power settings were collected by personnel from Battelle Institute,

Columbus, Ohio at Tinker AFB on 6/6 to 6/10, 1986. The filters were

Pallflex Corporation 2500 QAST 6 inch diameter quartz fiber filters.

(2)The sampling rake and collection procedure are described elsewhere

The filters were preweighed in a controlled humidity chamber and held

at 1500C for the duration of sampling. They were again equilibrated in
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the humidity chamber and reweighed after sampling. The filters were

stored in glassine envelopes enclosed by "zip lock" plastic bags. The

samples were delivered to Tyndall A.F.E.S.C. in ordinary packaging by

common carrier.

D. Analytical Conditions and Instruments

The gas chromatographic analysis were carried out using a J and W

Scientific 30 M. x 0.25mM x 0.1 UM bonded film of DB-5 (J and W Scien-

tific) in a Perkin-Elmer Sigma 2000 instrument using the flame ioniza-

tion detector (FID). The injection mode was a 30:1 split ratio (because

of lack of a splitless injection port liner) and the linear velocity of

helium through the column was 35 cm/sec at 100 C. The injection port

and detector were maintained at 300 C. The oven temperature program was

2 minutes at initial temperature of 500 C, then increased to 1250 C at

50 C/min. and then increased to 300 0 C at 80C/min., with a 10 minute final

temperature hold. One or 2 UL samples were injected. The initial gas

chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC/MS) analyses were performed on a

Hewlett-Packard (H-P) 5987 mass spectrometer with capillary-direct

sample introduction from an H-P 5880 gas chromatograph with control and

data collection by an H-P RTE-6 data system. The chromatography was

with the splitless injection mode, system purge on at 0.5 minutes with

a 50M by 0.20 mM by 0.10 uM bonded phase "HP-5Ultra" column (Hewlett

Packard Corporation). The linear He velocity was 2.5 cm/sec., at 2000C.

The same temperature programs used in the G.C. FID analysis were used.

The mass spectrometer was programmed to scan from 50 to 400 amu and

operated in the 70 eV electron impact mode.

Later analysis were carried out using an identical capillary column

with an H-P 5890 GC/5970 "NSD" system employing essentially identical

G.C. and M.S. conditions. Except that the 5970 analyzer was operated

-5
at above five times the source pressure (2-3xi0 torr) as the 5987 in-

strument (A-5xl0-6 torr).
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V. Results and Discussion

A. Combustor Soot Formation: Initial data from the analysis of

PNAs formed in the combustion of the different pure compounds is sum-

marized in Table I. Representative chromatograms from these analyses

are shown in Figure I. The elution order in these chromatograms is es-

sentially the same order as increase in boiling point. Many unidenti-

fied peaks are due to methylated PNAs for which standards were not avail-

able. The difference in PNA composition patterns is quite dramatic in

the chromatograms. The 1-butene and isobutene soot extracts, particu-

larly, are much richer in five and six ring components. The flame tem-

peratures and fuel/air ratios are, unfortunately, not known for these

samples.

The lower set of two chromatograms in Figure I is a comparison of

sequential (I. methylene chloride, and 2. benzene/methanol) extracts of

the same sample. The results are representative; in no case was more

than 10% of a given PNA found in a second extraction, when solvents were

benzene/methanol, toluene or dichloro benzenes. This observation, coup-

led with increased difficulty in solvent removal made methylene chloride

the obvious choice for sample extraction with these samples. The same

results were observed for the same experiments with turbine engine ex-

haust particulates. (Lack of space prevents presentation of more chro-

matograms).

Table II is a representation of the PNA content of soot collected

for three fuels, (a) from the burner head, and (b) from a filter at es-

sentially ambient temperature about 10 ftdown the 75 ft. 3 min- I exhaust

stream. Soot samples from the other three fuels are currently being

analyzed. Representative chromatograms are not presented due to the
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page constraint. The quantitation is relative. Quantitation was to

have been done with internal standards by SIM mode GC/MS. Instrument

problems made this impossible in the 10 week period.

These soot extracts do not show the dramatically higher concentra-

tion of higher molecular weight PNAs for 1-butene. The data are con-

sistent in the absence of lower PNAs in soot collected at low tempera-

ture, with high air dilution. This could either be attributed to loss

of volitiles from the sample or to quenching of the pyrosynthesis mec-

hanisms at the burner face. We believe that it is the latter. We

believe very strongly that this work needs to be repeated with known

flame conditions, collection temperatures and for a statistically sig-

nificant number of samples.

B. Turbine Engine Exhaust Particulates: Table III represents FID

data from turbine engine particulate exhaust analysis. Quantatative

data is given only for benzo (a) and benzo (e) pyrene. These data were

generated from external standards run several days before the samples.

Detector response could not remain constant over the time interval and

the data should be considered semi-quantitative at best. Samples of

these extracts were run by GC/MS but due to a very high noise level,

with numerous large noise spikes the PNAs were essentially below the

limits of detection. Filter blanks of these samples were not subjected

to the 150 0C collection temperature or airflow, but were otherwise

handled the same, including installation in filter holders. The

"blanks" all contained two different phthalates at more than 100 times

the concentration of any analyte. Only comparative amounts of phthalate

were found in actual samples. Several of these extracts were run on an

HP 5970B instrument about six weeks after extraction. Compounds were

well above limits of detection but there was some indication of sample
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degradation/oxidation. This, coupled with the initial gross imprecis-

ion of sample mass leads to the conclusion that, although possible, re-

analysis of these samples would be largely a waste of time. A ratio of

benzo (a) and/or (e) pyrene to total particulate would be significant

for comparison to other combustion sources.

Several hundred G.C. and several dozen GC/MS runs were done in the

course of this investigation. Some of the data is still being organiz-

ed and some analyses are still being done. Significant results and a

report addendum will be presented to our Environics Division colleagues

in a short time.

VI. Recommendations

A. Turbine Exhaust Samples: (1) A decision on the type of infor-

mation required must be made before particulate sampling and the sampl-

ing technique can then either be biased toward; (a) real contribution Cf

hazardous compounds to particulate pollution, or (b) precursor compound

formation, by turbine engine exhaust. (2) If the goal is (a, above)

then samples should be collected by air dilution cooling and sufficient

residence time to duplicate the atmospheric equilibrium products. We

believe that there is a definite quenching effect on PNA formation in

combustion processes and that this should be avoided unless kinetic/

mechanistic studies of soot formation are planned. (3) Sampling must

be conducted in a way to obtain sufficient particulate loading (without

vapor condensation) on filters to give sufficient concentrations for

reliable analysis. We suggest 100 mg. as a reasonable lower limit.

(4) Sample blanks should be handled in exactly the same manner, includ-

ing heated air flow, as sample filters. (5) The method must give a

reasonable degree of precision for the total particulate load on fil-

ters. (i.e., blanks should indicate no load to 0.1 mg. if samples are
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in the 100 mg range). (6) If there is to be a high volume of this type

of work done, or if it should become routine, research should be done

on automated supercritical fluid extraction/S.F. Chromatography/Mass

Spectrometry for analysis of large numbers of samples. We believe that

these rather new techniques could be automated to very high efficiency

and precision if they seem economically attractive. (7) If small vol-

umes of very light samples are done, unusual methods of concentration

such as a "solid injector" or on column cyro trapping should be used.

We have been supplied (Capt. Paul Kerch) with a large number of

filters (over 70) collected from J-79-GE-15A engines at various power

settings, with and without ferrocene additive. The filter set contains

duplicates for each collection conditions and each set has a very good

sample mass correlation. The filters all have over 100 mg load and seem

to have been subject to reasonable preservation. We recommend that these

samples are worth funding for extraction and analysis. We have adequate

facilities for extraction and concentration, appropriate standards and

we can essentially dedicate a GC/MS system to analysis of extracts for as

long as is required.

B. Combustor Laboratory Samples: We feel that our summer results

from analysis of the particulate combustion products of pure hydrocarbons

are very exciting, but that a great deal more experimentation is neces-

sary for truly significant results. We believe that the difference in

PNA contents of "burner face" and "downstream filter" samples is due to

reaction quenching at the burner face. This could be tested and "quench-

ed" products could be analyzed from a sampling probe that would give very

rapid cooling at or in the sooting flame. In addition, the particulate

products collected at essentially ambient conditions should be repetit-

ively collected and analyzed. The collection should be done for precis-
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ely determined combustion and collection conditions. The combustor

laboratory at Tyndall A.F.B. has the capability for this sample pro-

duction and collection. We will propose to extract, concentrate and

analyze such samples and to attempt interpretation of the results in

terms of soot formation mechanism.
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figure I
Chromatograms of Soot Extracts

from Pure Fuels
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Tahle I

PAN's Identiftd by
Retent ion Times In Combustor

Soot Sam~ples

Fuel 
Area PAN Identified

tropane 
5516 Azuev*

(Peaks Present- 22; Peaiks Identified -2)164 Bftgh)Prln

Propene 
33406 RaPthalent
5831. Azulene
16682S 1-4 Dimethylnapthalene
2237 Phtnanthrtne
1222 genzo(h) Fluorene
4370 Trlphenylene
1339 Ben'.o(a) anthracene
858 IeftzO(b) fluoranthene
21364 3enizo(e) pyrene
2700 Benzo(a) pyrene
29038 Benzo(ghi) perylene
10459 Coronene

(Peaks Present- 42; Peaks Identified -12)

Butane 
25369 Napchalene
2570 Benzo(b) fluorene
9385 Trlpi ,nylee
25372 Benwu(e) pyrene
64560 Inderno (1,2.3,cd) perylene
1704 benzo(ghi) perylene
8776 Coro:nene

(P.aks Present- 45; Peaks Identified -7)

l-Utenfe 
1033 1-5 Dimethylnapthalene
7084 Fluroantnene
2650 Tripthenylene
$578 Benzo(b) fluoranihen.
13090 Sc'fzo(e) pyrene
22253 Benzl(ghi) peryiene
20848 Coronene

(Peak, Present- 40; Peaks ldentifi,.,3] -7)

&-rtylent. 
79830 NarItlhnlene
R1201 1-5 Dim..thvlnapthalene

18630 Ben-11(c) pyrene
1499 Ben;:o(a) pyrene
5320 '-rlplhcnylene
7695 Corc-nene

(Peaks Present -49; Peaks Identified -7)
Pu 1Area PAN Identified

Isobutylene 
33598 Napthalene
114843 1-5 Dimethylnapthalene
2237 Fluorene
18121) Fluoranthene
23.07 Benz (b) fluroanthene
8309 Chrv'ene
16197 Ben- Wa anthracene
20948 Benz,,(k) tiuoranthene
3483 Benz" (e) pyrene
79693 Benv,(gh±) perylene
hills Coronne
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Table 11
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CmDI ex Dem,-,du 1 at i r f,-r Trend and Rhyt -m ;-,Aria yis

Because much time ser:es data IE co1i,2cted over a vast t., c:.itw'

respect ti the sampirz rate) the cycleas can c: ieat e E e ..C.

:ir formati i r. With compiex demrc, dulat ion the trend, I, sa;.--,

removed to iocck at the cycle (Sirg. Thor-re, H2,ge, arL .-- ,..: F. 9.

G. Variance Index
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EG waveform Is calculated and then the ratic, c- twc ad jace -].oresD

is calculated. The rati, fo r stat ist ical reasors, car: "ne t st.-c;

5igriicarce with ar, F rati:-, table. The utty cf time variance
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C. V-Mask Control Schemes

The assurlnot iorn that errcor is r:,rmal ly d is tri e z. ca:;- Z'.,

upheld. Because the entire V-mask scheme rests on ti asum , ::,

is not apprcopriate for cur use at this tine. Because it ia
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(": , ri a i r which is more o b v i o u s i rnt u i t i ve 1 y. [t Es -- 7 _ r e r-

efficien t.

. Comolex Demodulatior for- Trend and Rhythm Aalysis

Cormplex demcdulation is a strorng aralysis, It wiIl -e,

The future when a creat deal of data is collected over a ILnE, .

(mo:re than 8 ho-urs). But it is toc, Ion- term orierted. for the r

at hand.

3. Variance Irdex

he variance index is an easily calculat-ed, irt.it VO ne.ur- .

rt is c'erat ioral on-li re arid is dynamic in the same C-.are tl.:'e-.

sigrn a]. (over shc rt: oer i -cs of t iime) It is easy to ir!t er r .

useful in its finai form.
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Program code: Style and conventions

by

Dara Merenski

ABSTRACT

This report contains guideline, and conventions concerning programming style and documentation

for the in-house software development at the Air Force Human Resources Lab Logistics and

Human Factors Division Combat Logistics Branch in Dayton. The conventions include how to's for

commenting, structuring, and documenting code so that readability, understanding, and

maintainability is enhanced. The first section gives general conventions to be universally followed

for all programming languages. The following sections contain guidelines applicable to specific

programming languages. Some of the guidelines were left inspecific so as to allow the programmer

creativity in the programming process. The purpose of this report was not to stifle the programmer

but to standardize much of the coding so that programs and packages can be easily read,

understood, and maintained. Programmers can easily check the programs available to see if they

fit a given problem and thereby reduce duplicate and redundant code.
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1. INTRODUCTION:

A Bachelors of Science in Systems Analysis at the University of Dayton and work experi-

ence involving much research and programmming led to familiarity with the many aspects of

library research and with programming.

This background in research and programming supported the research for the Air Force

Human Resources Lab Logistics and Human Factors Division Combat Logistics Branch. At the

time of this report, just completed the research and development of programming standards and

conventions for the lab.

The research delved into the programming conventions, style, and documentation and led to

the formulation of program coding and documentation procedures for in-house software develop-

ment at the lab.

II. Objectives of the Research Effort

The project objective was the creation of procedures and standards for the Air Force Human

Resources Lab Logistics and Human Factors Division Combat Logistics Baranch. These standards

were necessary so that programmers can understand programs at a glance and be able to maintian

the library with more ease and efficiency.

Personal Objectives:

1. Research in the areas of coding, software engineering, and structured programming.

2. Creation of coding and commenting techniques for general use and for the fortran program-

ming language.

3. Review of the current standards, and conventions for coding and commenting for areas of

improvement.

4. Compilation of a programmer's guide to programming at the Air Force Human Resources

Lab Logistics and Human Factors Division Combat Logistics Branch.
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MII. Programming Conventions

Software developed for the In--house effort shall adhere to the following coding conventions.

Coding conventions shall be broken down into conventions which shall be universal to any language

used, and conventions that shall be specific to a particular programming language.

IV. Universal Conventions

univ-1.

Module source code shall be stored one per file, with the file name being the same as the

module it contains as the file name conventions of the computer allow.

univ-2.

Modules shall be created with the intent that they be separately compiled producing object

code. Include files containing declarations common to modules shall be used to reduce

duplication of code.

univ-3.

Modules shall contain relevent documentation in a preamble of the format defined for the

particular language, as well as additional comments that make the code clearer. Any fields

in the preamble which are not applicable to a particular module shall be marked "N/A". As

the module is updated, the preamble and any affected comments shall be updated.

univ-4.

Programmers should set apart major blocks of code with header comments that describe

the function of a major block.

univ-5.

Modules should be limited to a size of 100 lines of executable code. Comments shall be

considered executable code if they are required to make code readable. In general modules

should take no more the two printed pages of text.
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univ-6.

Modules should have a specific distinct function to perform. Avoid multiple function

modules.

univ-7.

Indentation and "white space" should be used to make code more readable. The number

of spaces to indent subordinate levels shall be defined for each language so that language

capabilites can be taken into account. If a module requires more than 5 levels of

subordination consider breaking it into multiple modules.

univ-8.

Naming conventions are important to any programming effort, but any attempt to generate

a general purpose set of naming conventions is really beyond the scope of this document.

Each programming project must to set down naming conventions based upon its own

requirements. Project naming conventions shall be an authority for the project, and must be

followed as would these conventions.

univ-9.

Modules should contain only one entry and only one exit point.

V. Conventions for C programming.

c-i. The following macros shall be defined and shall be contained in the file

"/usr/in-house/includelgeneral.h". These macros shall be used in modules to make the code

more readable and clearer.
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#define TRUE 1
#define FALSE 0
#define Begin {
#define End }

c-2. Subordinate blocks shall be indented 3 spaces beyond the previous level

c-3. While the C language has many wonderfully elegant ways of expressing things the

following examples of valid C code shall be avoided and replaced the the suggested

replacement.

Instead Of This Use this

x+ -2; x=x+2;

goto "label"; some other control structure

max- (x> y) ? x :; if x > y then

max = x

else max = y;

for (i0i<10;i++j++) Begin for (i0 ; i <- 10; i++) Begin

<some code > j++ ;

End <some code >

(where j is no the loop counter) End;

c-4. The Begin-End pair which delineates the executable code of a module shall appear in

column 1 with code between them indented to the next level of indenture, as is shown in

the following example:
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Col 1

V
module nameO;

<some module declaittions>
Begin

<executable code of module>
End

c-5. A Begin-End pair which is part of a looping control structure shall appear with the Begin

on the same line as the loop control, and the end indented to the same level of indenture as

the code in the block, as is shown in the example for the convention c-6.

c-6. Any time a block is ended there should be a comment reflecting what the block is that is

ending. See the following example :

for (i=0 ; i <- 10 ; i++) Begin
<some code ...>
End /* for /

c-7. Whenever possible user register variables in inner blocks for iterative variables.

c-8. The preamble for C language modules is contained in the file "/usr/in-

house/preamble/preamble.c". Copy this file and modify it for the particular modules being

written.

c-9. Semicolons ";" shall be separated from surrounding code by at least one blank space.

Example :

Pay-Amount - TimeWorked * HourlyRate ;/* compute weekly pay */

c-10. Arithmetic, boolean, and assigment operators shall be separated by one space from the

surrounding code as in the following examples. An exception to this rule is the case of a

binary operator (requiring only one operand) such as the not operator (1), as shown in the

examples below.
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assignment operator ( -)
lefthand-side = right hand-side

arithmetic operators ( +, -, *, etc.)
i=i+I;

boolean operators
while (( !eof ) && ( !searchdone )) begin

c-11. Parenthesis, commas and any other symbol which serves as a delimiter should be followed

by at least one space, except when these symbols are part of a text string or comment. In

general use spaces and blank lines in the code to enhance readability.

VI. Conventions for FORTRAN programming.

fortran-1.

The preamble for FORTRAN language modules is contained in the file

"/usr/in-house/preambleipreamble.f". Copy this file and modify it for the particular

modules being written.

fortran-2.

Follow the preamble with the following comment block for program header

C
C ***** Module header *****
C

Put the program header statement after the module header comment block.

fortran-3.

Commas shall be followed by at least one space except in character strings and where the

logical function of the program is altered by the addition of a space.
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fortran-4.

Spaces shall come before and after keywords and the equal sign "=" in assignment

statements, except where the logical function of the program is altered by the addition of a

space.

fortran-5.

Place the following comment block directly after the program header statement:

C
C ***** Variable declaration *
C

Place the variable declarations directly following the variable declaration comment block.

fortran-6.

Always declare all variables used. Do Not assume any defaults.

fortran-7.

Use the following order for grouping of variable declarations.

INTEGER*2 (or INTEGER)
INTEGER*4
REAL*4 (or REAL)
REAL*8 (or DOUBLE PRECISION)
LOGICAL*2
LOGICAL*4 (or LOGICAL)
COMPLEX
DOUBLE COMPLEX
CHARACTER (or CHARACTER*#)

fortran-8.

Use Alphabetical order for variables within each group . For example:

REAL AVAR, BVAR, CVAR,...

fortran-9.

Variable declarations can be grouped on one line separated by a comma and a space (not to
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exceed 72 columns) or they can be placed one to a line, as long as they are grouped

according to the order given in convention nine. Do not continue declarations (if they

exceed 72 columns). If a line needs to be continued, start a new declaration in column 7

with the type name and continue with the list. For example:

Instead of This Do This

REAL Al, A2,...,AN, REAL AI,A2,...,AN

+AN+I,... REAL AN+I

fortran-10.

The comment block for subroutine/function declarations follows the data declarations. Use

this form:

C
C ***** Subroutine/function declarations *
C

fortran-11.

Code is not to extend beyond column 72. Avoid the use of continuation except where

absolutely necessary. When continuation is necessary, use an asterisk '*' in column 6 and

indent three spaces from the first line of the continued statement..

fortran-12.

The initialization comment block follows the subroutine/function declarations. Use this

form:

C
C ***** Initialization *****
C

Place the DATA statements first in the initialization section, follow with the the parameter

statements, and follow finally by the initialization code.
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fortran-13.

The comment block for the main body follows all declarations and initializations. Use this

form:

C
C ***** Main body *****
C

fortran-14.

Only have one RETURN statement in a subroutinetfunction.This means no alternate returns

statments.

fortran-15.

Do loops shall follow this form:

DO line# varname - lobound, upperbound, stepvalue
code for do loop; indented three spaces from do statement position.

line# CONTINUE

Always place the continue statement on a separate line and allign with the DO in the do

statement.

fortran-16.

Do not use GOTO, except in valid DO WHILE or DO UNTIL constructs.

fortran-17.

DO WHILE loops shall be coded in this way:

C DO WHILE (while condition)
line# IF (while condition) THEN

code for while loop; indented three spaces from if statment.
GOTO line#

ENDIF
C ENDWHILE

fortran-18.

DO UNTIL loops whall be coded in this way:
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C DO UNTIL (until condition)
line# code for until loop; indented three spaces from DO UNTIL in Comment.

IF (until condition) line#2
GOTO line#

C END UNTIL
line#2 code continues here...

fortran-19.

The line numbers shall follow logical numerical order in placement.

fortran-20.

The CASE statement shall be implemented using the IF-ELSEIF-ELSE-ENDIF construct.

Do not use Computed GOTO. Use the following form:

IF (condition 1) THEN
code for condition 1; indented three spaces from IF

ELSEIF (condition 2) THEN
code for condition 2; indented three spaces from ELSEIF

.elseifs continue in this manner for other cases

ELSE
code for other condition; indented three spaces from ELSE

ENDIF

fortran-21.

The IF-THEN-ELSE construct follows this form:

IF (condition for true) THEN
code for true state; indented three spaces

ELSE
code for false state; indented three spaces

ENDIF

fortran-22.

The comment block for the format statement section shall follow this form:

C
C ***** format statements *
C

fortran-23.
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Comments shall be inserted in the code to make it more readable. A blank comment line

shall be inserted before and after all comment lines.

For example:

C
C ***** this is a comment for a major section *
C

fortran-24.

The end of the program includes the RETURN statement of functions and subroutines in

addition to the END statement. The end of program shall be indicated by a comment block

using the following form.

C
C ***** End of program *
C

VII. Reccomendations

1. The Conventions given should be followed during software development at the Human

Resources Lab Logistics and Human Factors Division Combat Logistics Branch.

2. Convetions for LISP, Pascal. and Assembly language are needed. The Conventions above

can be used as a guide for further convention development.
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Synthesis and Time to Explosion Studies

of Some Potential High Explosives

by

PETER D, MEYER

ABSTRACT

EAK (a mixture of 1,2-Ethanediammonium Dinitrate, Ammonium Nitrate
(AN) and Potassium Nitrate (KN)) was dropped as an Air Force insensitive
high explosive (IHE) several years ago. It is hoped that by doing time
to explosion studies on other alkyldiamonium dinitrate systems that
insight will be gained as to the reasons why EAK failed several of the
required tests before becoming an IHE.
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INTRODUCTION

An explosive system's response to heat is a balance of chemical

decomposition and heat dissipation. Physical processes control heat

dissipation in a detonation of an explosive system. Our work concerned the

characterization and, if possible, mechanistic explanations of thermally

induced explosive decomposition.

The Frank-Kamenetskii equation relating critical temperature to the

activation energy of the process is often used.

Eact = R log a2QZ Eactj

Tc Tp-R.

(Frank-Kamenetskii, 1969)

where:

Eact = Thermal activation energy

Tc Critical temperature

Z = Pre-exponential

Q = Heat of the self-heating reaction

a Arbitrary dimension

P= Density

R = Ideal gas constant

= Thermal conductivity

ak= Shape factor

For a given specific size and shape of an explosive system, the lowest

temperature at which catastrophic self-heating occurs is called its critical
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temperature, Tc (Rogers, Janney and Loverro, 1984). This does not mean that

the energetic system will not decompose at temperatures below Tc. Indeed,

decomposition may" occur at lower temperatures. This may result in pressure

bursts in time to explosion experiments that may be misconstrued as bursts due

to self-heating and thus imply that the Tc has not yet been reached. Since

these bursts are inconsistent, they are readily detectable by data analysis.

The Tc for BAK and EAK systems was extracted directly from the raw time to

explosion data. These data were then reduced to yield activation energies

that approximate those for the mechanisms controlling Tc.

From the overall thermal study of BDD (1,4-Butanediammonium Dinitrate) and

its mixtures (BAKs) with varying amounts of Potassium Nitrate (KN) and

Ammonium Nitrate (AN), and the study of other selected energetic organodi- and

polyammonium nitrate salts, we may soon be able to infer some possible

mechanistic routes for the decomposition of the BAK system. It is anticipated

that this study will give some insight as to the EAK (1,2-Ethanediammonium

Dinitrate, AN, KN mix) decomposition scheme as well as into any other mix of

the XAK (X-diammonium Dinitrate, AN, KN: X=alkyl) format (McKenney, Fryling,

Neveu and Meyer, 1985). If any of these systems are to be considered as

military explosives, it is mandatory that their thermal degradation properties

be completely understood.

The BAK system under study had an AN/KN weight percent ratio of 85:15.

KN was added to AN to suppress a phase change that was also accompanied by a

volume change. The latter could not be tolerated. Any differences in thermal

behavior can be related to the corresponding concentrations of the components

of the BAK mix. EAK systems were also tested in a similar fashion.
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Deuterated EAK and BAK systems were also tested to see if there was any

type of deuterium isotope effect present.

PROCEDURE

Material Processing: All of the energetic material samples were prepared

as follows:

An od4 ; -alkyldiamine is dissolved in a minimal amount of ethanol and

cooled in an ice bath with stirring. HNO3 (density 1.4 g/cc) is added

dropwise in a mole ratio in slight excess of 2:1. After all the HNO 3 has been

added, the mixture is stirred well with continual cooling in an ice bath.

The crystals, if not formed after 30 minutes, can usually be precipitated by

scratching the sides of the reaction vessel. The resulting crystals are then

vacuum filtered, washed twice with cold ethanol, recrystallized from ethanol

and/or water and then dried.

Table 1 lists all of the alkyldiamine dinitrate 3ompounds that were

prepared for experimental use.

TABLE 1

NAME ACRONYM RECRYSTALLIZED FROM MP(°C)

1,2-Ethanediammonium Dinitrate EDD EtOH/H20 188.3

1,3-Propanediammonium Dinitrate PDD EtOH/H 20 126.1

1,4-Butanediammonium Dinitrate BDD EtOH/H20 140.1

1,6-Hexanediammonium Dinitrate HDD EtOH/H 20 108.2

1,1-Dimethylethylenediammonium

Dinitrate ISBDD EtOH 230.0
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N-Methylethylenediamionium
Dinitr'ate MEDD EtOH/H20 8-

N -Ethylethylenediammonium
Dinitrate EEDD EtOH/H20 85.7

N-Isopropylethyl ened iammonium
Dinitrate IPEDD Not done 93.4

N,N t-Dimethylethylene-
diammonium Dinitrate DMEDD EtOH/H20 130.0

N,N' -Diethylethylenediammonium
Dinitrate DEEDD EtOH/H20 193.1

N,N '-Isopropylethylene
diammonium Dinitrate DIPEDD not done 98.2

N,N,N '-Trimethylethylene-
diammonium Dinitrate TRMEDD EtOH 92.8

N, N,N '-Triethylethylene-
diammonium Dinitrate TREEDD Et0H 86.1

N, N-Dimethyl-N '-ethylethylene-
diammonium Dinitrate DMEEDD EtOH 101.2

N,N,N' ,N'-Tetraethylethyl-
enediammonium Dinitrate TMEDD EtOH/H2O 222.8

N,N,N' ,N'-Tetraethylethyl-
enediammonium Dinitrate TEEDD EtOH 140.1

Piperazinium Dinitrate PIPZD EtOH/H20 224.2

1, 4-Diazo-bicyclo[2, 2, 2octane

Dini trate DABCODN EtOH/H20 174.1

Attempts at preparing the 1,5-Pentanediammonium Dinitrate (PeDD) salt were initiated.

Previously this compound was not isolable. However, by using acetone to

remove water, a brownish product was formed. It was previously thought that

PeDD may be cyclizing to piperadinium nitrate and thus a pure PeDD isolation

was impossible. GO/MS analysis showed that the yellowish product could not

be the cyclized PeDD but may indeed be the PeDD sought.

The o.,W-alkyldiammonium dinitrate is then mixed with a AN/KN mixture

(AN:KN,85:15 in/in) to form the mixtures listed in Table 2.
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TABLE 2

Weight of Component Used/100g

Mixture Name XDD AN KN

EAK (eutectic) 45.70 46.20 8.10

EAK (74%) 74.80 21.40 3.80

EAK (89%) 88.70 9.58 1.72

BAK (eutectic) 77.76 18.19 4.05

BAK(C02 ) 39.23 51.65 9.11

BAK (60%) 60.36 33.66 5.98

BAK (94%) 94.15 4.5 1.35

Currently, no work has yet been started on mixing the N-substituted EDD

based salts with AN and KN.

These mixtures were deuterated in order to see if a kinetic isotope effect

(KIE) exists. Deuteration is done by dissolving 10 grams of the dinitrate

salt in 10 grams of D20 twice and each time rotovapping off the liquid.

Although complete deuteration of all ammonium functional groups is not

possible in our laboratory set-up, we were able to perform at least an 80%

deuteration (99.9% is possible theoretically).

Test Preparation. The time to explosion experiments use a pure aluminum

blasting-cap shell of dimensions 6.5 mm inside diameter and 4 cm in length. A

40 mg sample is placed in the tube, covered with an aluminium plug and

compacted in an appropriate die. The aluminium plug is then flared outward

in the pressing operation to provide a consistent seal. This is shown in

the accompanying diagram (Fig 1).
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Figure 1 - Henkin Sample Holder

In order to measure the time to explosion, the sample tube is plarced in a

sample holder, and an explosion indicator is placed through the holder and

down into the reaction tube. The tube is then inserted into a heated metal

bath. The time until explosion is then measured at a preset temperature for

each experiment.

Time to explosion experiments were carried out on the XDD compounds and

on their aforementioned mixtures. The N,N,N,N',N',N'- deuterated

counterparts of the parent compounds were also used. None of the EDD

derivatives were tested at this time.

Results and Discussion

Time to explosion experiments carried out on the various combinations of

XAK and XAK-dx; EDD, BDD, AN and their corresponding deutero-counterparts,

yielded data that are listed in Table 3 below. All data were plotted as log

time vs /T which allowed obviously spurious data to be detected and removed

prior to the calculation of the approximate Eact. Eact in Table 3 is

calculated using the previously mentioned Frank-Kamenetskii equation.
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TABLE 3

Approximate

Mixtures* T Eact(Kcal/mole)

EDD 231 43.1 + 2.4

EDD-dx  231 33.7 + 3.4

EAK (eutectic) 239 43.1 + 0.9

EAK-d x (eutectic) 244 38.9 + 4.7

74% - EAK 239 42.7 + 1.7

74% - EAK - dx 230 40.8 + 2.1

89% - EAK 239 44.8 + 3.3

89% - EAK - dx  230 41.0 + 1.4

BDD 222 20.5 + 1.5

BDD - dX  244 25.9 + 2.0

BAK (eutectic) 230 35.4 + 2.1

BAK (C02 balanced) 279 50.5 + 3.4

BAK - dx (CO2 balanced) 267 46.7 + 4.6

60% - BAK 264 64.6 + 5.8

60% - BAK - dx  253 52.0 + 3.75

94% - BAK 239 56.9 + 5.8

94% - BAK - dx 230 62.3 + 12.7

AN 324 ***

AN - dx

* Percent value indicated weight percent of XDD in the mixture

** Not measurable by our machine as the Tc is above 3900C

*** Not calculated
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It is noteworthy to see that the deuterated XAK samples had lower critical

temperatures than their protonated counterparts. AT c is the difference

between the Tc values of the protonated and deuterated samples. This is shown

in Table 4:

TABLE 4

Mixture T0 (°C)

EDD 0

EAK (eutectic) 5

74%- EAK 9

89% - EAK 9

BDD 0

BAK (eutectic) 14

BAK (CO2 balanced) 12

60% - BAK 11

94% - BAK 9

AN

Not possible to measure due to instrumental limitations.

The EAK systems have a ATc in the 5-90 range and BAK systems have Tc

values in the range of 9-14 0 C. This may indicate that a similar thermal

decomposition mechanism is operating in each of the mixes and that the nearly

constant AT c for each system may be a function of the rate determining step.

This rate determining step may control the Tc and could possibly be

independent of the AN concentrations.
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During the time to explosion analyses, it was noted that the EAK systems

reacted more violently than the BAK systems. Likewise, the violence of the

reaction of a particular XAK group increased with increasing concentration of

AN/KN. Violence in this case is noted as the celerity with which the

indicator was expelled and the intensity of sound produced upon explosion.

Analysis of the results of the time to explosion study yielded differences

between the times to explosion of the protonated and deuterated EDD, BDD, XAK

and AN.

The EDD and BDD pairs exhibited little or no difference in Tc, whereas, in

AN the protonated sample had a lower Tc than the deuterated sample. In the

XAK systems, however, the difference between the protonated mixture and the

deuterated mixture is very noticeable. This faster reaction rate of the

deuterated XAK samples indicated an inverse KIE.

As mentioned by McKenney, et al., the rate determining step that controls

the critical temperature may not involve N-H bond breaking, but possibly C-N

bonds (Ref 3).
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Recommendations

This type of research is quite valuable in the study of thermal

characteristics of any explosive system. However, one must realize that a

great deal of time is required for all of the necessary work to be completed

to a high degree of confidence. Therefore, I make the following

recommendations for follow-on research.

There needs to be more time spent on the time to explosion studies of the

XAK systems. In order to observe any trends and see that they are not merely

coincidental, the study involving the parent hydrocarbon chain length should be

continued. There were interesting trends involving the transition from the

ethyl to the butyl chain. If one were to continue experimentation on the

other further polycarbon chains, one might see a continuation of these effects.

More testing needs to be performed by using further concentrations of XDD

and AN/KN. Again, interesting trends with the varying concentrations of the

components of each mixture have been noticed.

Additionally, research into the effects of substituted systems and the

overall reaction rates needs to be studied further. This could possibly lead

to confirmation that the initial reaction involves C-N bond cleavage.
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Polybenzimidazoles: Solubilization. Modification. and

by

D. Roger Moore

Rigid rod polybenzimidazoles (PBIs) were solubilized in

non-polar aprotic solvents using a strong base proton

abstraction technique previously found to be effective for

poly(p-phenyleneterephthalamide). The soluble PBI anion

could be grafted with acrylamide to form PBI-g-Nylon 3

copolymers which also showed improved solubility over

unmodified PBIs. The synthesis of N-phenyl substituted PBIs

using orthoester monomers and active ester solvent systems

was found to be uneffective. High purity hexamethyl-

orthoterephthalate could be produced by sublimation of crude

material, which was heretofore not reported in the

literature. This monomer could prove useful in synthesizing

other types of PBI polymers.
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I. Introduction

In my dissertation research at the University of

Southern Mississippi, we have been involved with studying the

behavior of rigid chain aromatic polyamide polymers combined

with flexible coil matrix polymers to produce a new kind of

composite material known as the molecular composite. This

concept was originated at the AFWAL/MLPB, and I wished to

gain background in these materials to enhance my

understanding of this new concept.

The MLPB has been in the business of producing rigid rod

aromatic heterocyclic polymers for some thirty years.

Techniques which yield high molecular weight polymers of this

type have been developed for polybenzthiazole and

polybenzoxazole polymers but not polybenzimidazoles (PBIs).

The MLPB is also interested in obtaining polymers of the

rigid rod variety with improved solubility in non-polar

aprotic solvents. To this end, they have been re-studying

the syntheis of PBIs in hopes of obtaining more soluble

polymers.

My work then, was to investigate new synthesis and

solubilization techniques for PBIs.

II. Obiectives of the Research Effort

The overall objective of the MLPB is the production of

new polymers which have high modulus and strength,

environmental resistance, and are able to be used as primary

components for aircraft part fabrication. Polymers of this

type with less stringent processing constraints than those

currently available are of major interest.
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The objectives of this research were:

1. Investigate the solubilization of rigid rod PBIs in polar

aprotic solvents using strong base abstraction techniques to

produce the polyanion.

2. Study the anionically initiated grafting reaction of the

soluble PBI polyanion with acrylamide to produce PBI-g-Nylon

3 and measure the properties of the resulting copolymers.

3. Prepare bisorthoesters, specifically hexamethyl-

orthoterephthalate (HMOT) in >99.5% purity to be used as a

monomer in synthesizing N-phenyl substituted PBIs.

4. Investigate the use of a triphenylphosphine

/pyridine/hexachloroethane activating solvent system in the

preparation of PBIs from terephthalic acid and N,N-diphenyl

substituted tetraamines.

III. PEI Solubilization

In 1964, Marvel reported the use of a sodium

hydride/dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) activation/solvent system

to prepare the polyanion of poly-2,2'-(m-phenylene)-

5,5'-bibenzimidazole.1 This polymer has limited solubility

in DMSO in its normal protonated form, so the system was

designed to produce activated PBIs which could be reacted

with halogenated derivatives to give N-substituted PBIs.

Marvel produced methyl and carboxymethyl PBIs by reacting the

polyanion with methyl iodide and methyl chloroformate,

respectively.

In 1981, Takayanagi reported the use of a similar sodium

hydride/DMSO solvent system for the dissolution of poly-

(p-phenyleneterephthalamide) (PPTA).2 PPTA is inherently
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insolubie in all solvents except for concentrated sulfuric

acid, so this technique represented a method for preparing a

soluble polyanion from an initially insoluble polymer.

Takayanagi also reported nuclephilic substitution2 and

grafting 3 reactions using the PPTA polyanion as the

substrate.

The procedure of Takayanagi was used to solubilize PBIs

of the rigid rod type. This process is shown below in Figure

1.

DMSO /
o NaH 

0

H Na+ Na+ X

X: c PPBI

X= H POIAB

Figure 1. Reaction Scheme for Solubilizing PBI in

DMSO/Sodium Bydride

The first step of the process involves the production of

methyl sulfinyl carbanion from the reaction of DMSO with

sodium hydride. This methyl sulfinyl carbanion is soluble in

DMSO and acts as the base in the proton abstraction reaction.

Four PB1s were tested for solubilization in this solvent

system. Of the four, only the polymer with the pendant
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benzthiazole moiety (PPBI) was found to dissolve. This

polymer showed immediate reaction with the solvent and would

eventually dissolve completely after several hours of

reaction at 40%C. The other three polymers, all containing

mostly para oriented polybenzimidazo linkages, exhibited poor

interaction with the solvent and showed no tendency to

dissolve. It should be pointed out that these polymers were

approximately fifteen to twenty years old and had experienced

a variety of treatments prior to these dissolution studies.

The PPBI polymers were of more recent vintage, and the

polymer used for the majority of these studies was prepared

fresh. It is well-known that PBIs have a tendency to absorb

moisture which is difficult to completely remove by vacuum

drying. It is possible that the older samples contained

significant levels of water which may have reacted with the

methyl sulfinyl carbanion, resulting in neutralization of the

base.

In addition to dissolution in DMSO, the use of

cosolvents was briefly investigated. The solvent combination

of dimethylacetamide (DMAc) combined with lithium chloride

(LiCI) has been extensively investigated as a solvent for

difficult to dissolve polymers such as cellulose and its

derivatives and aromatic and aliphatic polyamides. It was

found that the PPBI anion solutions could tolerate the

addition of significant amounts of this solvent, which

appeared to help solubilize one high molecular weight sample

which initially exhibited incomplete dissolution in 100%

DMSO. It was also found that mixing a solution of
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DMSO/methyl sulfinyl carbanion with DMAc/LiCl resulted in the

formation of an insoluble precipitate whose identity was not

investigated. The use of 18-crown-6 as a possible activator

for the base was also investigated for the solubilization of

the para oriented polybenzimidazoles, but was found to be

ineffective.

IV. Polybenzimidazole Modification

Following reports of the grafting of PPTA by Takayanagi,

Moore and Mathias reported the use of similar chemistry to

prepare molecular composites by an in situ polymerization

process which utilized the PPTA anion as both the initiator

and reinforcing component.4 This process involved the

anionic polymerization of acrylamide to form Nylon 3. The

polymerization reaction resulted in the formation of both

graft and homopolymer Nylon 3. It was therefore of interest

to determine if this type of chemistry could be used with the

PPBI anion to produce PPBI-g-Nylon 3.

The reaction of acrylamide with PPBI anion was carried

out with three different mole ratios of monomer/polymer. As

was the case with PPTA anion/acrylamide polymerization,

heating the initially homogeneous solutions to the

polymerization temperature of 110-115 °C resulted in the

solutions becoming viscous and ultimately precipitating as

the Nylon 3 was formed. The results of these polymerizations

are given below in Table I.
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Table I. PPBI Anion-Nylon 3 Polymerization Results

Monomer
Compositon
wt/wt
Acrylamide/PPBI 91.7/9.3 91.7/9.3 82.93/17.07 59.7/40.3
mole/mole 50/1 50/1 25/1 7.6/1

Solvent 50/50 DMSO DMSO DMSO
DMSO

DHAc-LiCl

% Yield 46.7 64.9 64.2 65.0

% Conversion 41.2 61.3 56.8 41.3
of Acrylamide

Polymer 80/20 85.6/14.4 73.4/26.6 37.9/62.1
Composition
wt/wt
Nylon 3/PPBI

Polymer
Solubility
97% Formic Acid + + + +
DMAC-LiCl ± NT NT WT

Specific
Viscosity 0.506 0.404 0.665 2.45
(0.5 g/dl in
97% Formic Acid)

One interesting result of these polymerizations is the

improved solubility of the graft copolymers as compared to

PPTA/Nylon 3 graft copolymers. PPTA/Nylon 3 graft copolymers

were insoluble in Nylon 3 solvents such as 98% formic acid,

trifluoroethanol, hexafluoroisopropanol, and DMAc/LiCl.

PPBI/Nylon 3 graft copolymers were soluble in 97% formic acid

and DMAc/LiCl, which were the only Nylon 3 solvents available

for testing. Unfortunately, this does not allow the Nylon 3

homopolymer to be easily separated from the graft copolymer,

which makes it impossible to determine the true composition

of the graft copolymers. Figure 2 shows an FTIR spectrum of

a thin film cast from formic acid solution of the 80/20 Nylon

3/PPBI copolymer together with a spectrum of a thin film PPBI

homopolymer which was cast from DMSO solution.
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Figure 2. FTIR Spectra of PPBI and PPBI-g-Nylon 3.

The graft copolymer spectrum shows structural bands due

to Nylon 3 at 3300, 2950-2900, 1675, and 1580 cm-1 which are

due to N-H, C-H, C-O, and N-C-O, respectively. These spectra

also show the overlap of the PPBI main structural bands at

3400 and 1675 cm-1 with the Nylon 3 bands, which makes

quantitation of the copolymer composition by FTIR

spectroscopy impossible.

V. HMOT Synthesis and Attempted Polymerization

In 1978, Vogl reported the synthesis of PBIs by the

direct condensation of bisorthoesters with tetraamines.
5

This reaction was carried out in a DMSO/pyridine solvent

combination, and high yields of moderate molecular weight

polymers were obtained. It was theorized that N-phenyl PBIs

could be made by this type of process which would have
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improved solubility in non-polar aprotic solvents and would

exhibit high molecular weights.

HMOT was synthesized from hexachloro-p-xylene and sodium

methoxide in methanol following the procedure of Vogl.
6

Following recrystallization from hexanes, this monomer was

found to be 98.5% pure by GC analysis. Vogl reported that

the hexapropylorthoterephthalate derivative could be prepared

by molecular sieve mediated ester exchange of HMOT with

propanol, and this derivative could be distilled to obtain

monomer with >99.5% purity. The attempted synthesis of this

derivative from HMOT resulted in the production of a high

melting compound which appeared to be a partially exchanged

product. This was probably due to the use of extremely old

molecular seives in the exchange reaction, whose efficency

had been used up in storage. It was found that the HMOT

could be easily sublimed at temperatures of 125-130 0C and

vacuum of 0.5-0.1 mm Hg. Two sublimations gave material with

purity of 99.3% by GC.

Polymerization of HMOT with 1,3-dianilino-

4,6-diaminobenzene was carried out at using the standard

procedure of Vogl. The solution failed to become viscous

after 18 hours of reaction, and took on a very dark brown

color. Precipitation of the solution in excess methanol was

unsucsseful, and the solution was finally precipitated into a

large excess of water. The precipitate was identified by

FTIR as the starting tetraamine. No evidence of polymer was

found from this reaction. As noted by Vogl, the use of d

1,2,4,5-tetraaminobenzene in reaction with bisorthoesters
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resulted in low yields of very low viscosity (0.08 dl/g)

polymers. Tetraaminobenzene type monomers have a long

history of poor reactivity in PBI polymerizations, and the

use of N,N-diphenyl substitution would be expected to reduce

the reactivity even further. The problem with this

polymerization would therefore seem to lie in the amine

monomer and not in the HMOT or the process itself.

VI. Synthesis of PBIs by Reaction in Activating Media

Since the discovery that high strength, high modulus

fibers can be produced from para-catenated aromatic

polyamides, a great deal of work has gone into exploring new

procedures to prepare high molecular weight polymers of this

type. One such process has been reported by Ogata, who

utilized an activating solvent system composed of

triphenylphosphine/pyridine/hexachloroethane to make

poly(p-benzamide) with viscosites as high as 3.5 dl/g.
7

Ahmed and Mathias utilized this same chemistry to make

hydroxy substituted polyamides which were then thermally

cyclized to produce polybenzoxazoles.8 It was theorized that

1,3-dianilino-4,6-diaminobenzene could be utilized in similar

fashion to prepare amino substituted polyamides which could

then be cyclized to produce PBIs.

Several attempts were made to react terephthalic acid

and 1,3-dianilino-4,6-diaminobenzene in the activating

solvent system to prepare polymers. It was found that mixing

the diacid with the tetraamine in pyridine solution produced

an instantaneous change from the initially clear solution to

a green-purple colored solution from which a precipitate
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gradually separated on stirring. Various ingredient mixing

orders and temperatures failed to alter this tendency. The

precipitate could be isolated by stirring the reaction

mixture into water followed by filtration, and the

precipitate was found to be soluble in organic solvents such

as methanol and acetone, which indicated that it was

non-polymeric. Spectroscopic studies were inconclusive as to

determing the nature of the material.

V1. Recommendations

The sdubilization of PPBIs in polar aprotic solvents

should continue to be investigated, especially with high

molecular weight polymers. Other copolymers of PPBI units

with PBO or PBT units should also be investigated to

determine the limits of this solubilization procedure.

Reactions of the PPBI anion with halo derivatives and

monomers capable of anionic polymerization should be explored

as a method for producing soluble rigid rod type polymers.

The use of HMOT as a monomer with other possibly more

reactive tetraamines should be explored as a method for

preparing soluble PBIs

Activating solvent systems represent a totally new and

wide-open area for research into preparing aromatic

heterocyclic polymers. This type of research should be

contintued on an exploratory basis to determine if it is

possible to make these polymers in solvents other than

polyphosphoric acid.

VII. Experimental

Materials
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DMSO was distilled twice over calcium hydride and stored in a

tightly sealed jar. Sodium hydride was used as a 60%

dispersion in oil (Aldrich). Acrylamide was electrophoresis

grade (99+%) from Aldrich and was used as received.

2-benzothiazole terephthalic acid was recrystallized from

acetic acid and vacuum dried. 1,2,4,5-tetraaminobenzene

tetrahydrochloride was recrystallized from water/HCl and

vacuum dried. Polyphosphoric acid was prepared by reacting

commercial 85% phosphoric acid with P205 (Baker). All other

solvents and reagents were used as received from commercial

sources.

Synthesis of Pendant Polybenzimidazole

A 100 ml resin kettle equipped with a mechanical stirrer,

nitrogen inlet, and vacuum outlet was charged with 4.2845

grams of 1,2,4,5 tetraaminobenzene, 4.5147 grams of

2-benzothiazole terephthalic acid, and 8.34 grams of 77%

polyphosphoric acid. The mixture was heated with nitrogen

purge under vacuum to 80 OC for three hours, and then heated

to 1000C for 16 hours. After the addition of 10.1 grams of

P205 to come to 83% polyphosphoric acid, the dark-colored

mixture was heated to 175 °C, during which time stir

opalesecence became evident. After 24 hours at 1750 C, the

reaction was heated to 190-1950 C for 6 hours, then cooled and

poured into water. The polymer was washed several times with

water and placed in a blender and stirred with water until it

was completely broken up. The polymer was then washed with

dilute ammonium hydroxide, filtered, extracted in a soxhlet

with water for 48 hours, and dried in vacuo at 100 C in a
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drying pistol for 24 hours. The relative viscosity

determined at 0.2 g/dl concentration was 1.27 dl/g.

Polymer Dissolution

A 250 ml three-necked round-bottom flask equipped with a

mechanical stirrer, thermometer, and nitrogen inlet and

outlet was charged with 50 grams of DMSO. The DMSO was

stirred under nitrogen for 30 minutes, after which time 0.22

grams of sodium hydride was added. The solution was heated

to 750 C for a period of one hour, during which time the

sodium hydride dissolved and the solution took on a greenish

tint. The solution was then cooled to 400 C, and 1.00 grams

of PPBI added. The solution was stirred for 16 hours at

400C, and became homogeneous during this period. The

solution was heated to 60 °C for 2 hours to insure complete

solubilization. The cooled solution was poured into 800 ml

of a dilute hydrochloric acid solution in water, and the

polymer collected and dried. The polymer exhibited a

relative viscosity of 1.21 dl/g in methanesulfonic acid

solution.

Graft Polymerization of PPBI with Acrylamide

A 250 ml three-necked round-bottom flask equipped with a

mechanical stirrer, thermometer, and nitrogen inlet and

outlet was charged with 25 grams of PPBI solution in DMSO,

4.86 grams of acrylamide, and 25 grams of DMSO. The flask

was placed in a constant temperature bath at 1150 C for a

period of 16 hours, during which time the solution became

hazy and finally precipitated the polymer. The .coled

solution was poured into 1000 ml of water and allowed to stir
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until all the polymer was broken up into a fine suspension.

The polymer was filtered and washed with several aliquots of

acetone. The polymer was carefully collected and dried in

vacuo for 24 hours. Yield was 3.48 grams, 64.9% of

theoretical. The conversion and the polymer composition were

calculated as follows:

% Conversion = Yield Wt - Starting Wt PPBI

Starting Wt Acrylamide

Wt % PPBI = Starting Wt PPBI

Yield Wt
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MBTI Psychometric Study of United States
S Air Force Aircrew Personnel

Eric V. Morris

ABSTRACr

A retrospective study of MTIT scores of thirty-

four aircrewmen fra Air Force files wre analyzed

and inteqrated to yield infornation of personality

structure and patterns among the group. Canparisons

with other sample populations were made, as ell as

with a previous study from the School of Aerospace

Medicine.
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OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH

U.S Air Force Aircrew n~mbers are a unique population.

The present research describes personality traits in an

elaboration and update of work initiated by Fine and Hartman

(1967). Specifically MBTI scores were analyzed from samples of

Air Force Pilots, Navigators, and finalists for MSE ( space

shuttle ) duties . Parametric statistics were applied to a

retrospective analysis of these MBTI ( Myers Brigg Type

Inventory ) scores obtained from Air Force Aircrew members.

This study will explore the possible existence of a type

moidel as established by Fine and Hartman for this population

with regards to the MBTI. It is hoped that these findings

will contribute to an empirical understanding of psychometric

norms or patterns which might be useful in balanced clinical

evaluations and organizational consultations regarding

Air Force Aircrew members.
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INTRODUCTICN

The MBTI ( Myers-Briggs Type Indicator ) is a

test that uses the concept of psychological types,

described by C.G. Jung (1921), and attempts to specify

randam variation in behavior as actually being quite

orderly and consistent, being due to basic differences

in the way individuals prefer to use their perception

and judgement. It is a self-report inventory developed

to measure personality preferences. The merit of the

theory underlying the MBTI is that it enables us to

expect specific differences in specific people and to

use this information to more constructively understand

human behavior. Specifically in this instance, the

theory of the MBTI is to be implemented and tested on

U.S. Air Force flyers to possibly delineate them as being

a unique population. Their unique responses on standard

personality tests as revealed by Fine and Hartman (1967)

will be further tested with regards to the MBTI, which

was not previously examined in the original battery of

tests.
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ilitary pilots represent a specific segment of

of modern American society. They have enough personality

characteristics in ccmmon to justify model analysis. It

was found that there is a personality pattern common to

successful professional flyers, with strengths and weaknesses

so balanced that they adapted well to their particular

lifestyle. In particular , emotional life, coping skills,

current life adjustment, personal information, physical

findings, career, and childhood were found to bias the

personality types most common among the group, as stated

by Hartman. The study allowed construction of a model

personality picture since results were both reliable and

internally consistent. What deviance existed, particularly

on the projective tests, was discussed as a trend in

personality balance. For the most part , nowever, these

men had a personality pattern in comon. The typical

personality is characterized by an alloplastic approach

to the world, matter of fact, terse direct ways of coping,

strong needs for personal achievennt, and high regard for

responsibilities and family life. This conceptualization

was arrived through formulation established by Mite and

his theories regarding motivation as applied by Hartman.
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The typical personality pattern described by Hartman

suits these men to adapt to military flying insamuch as the

pilots seemed to fit a Piagin model, a continuous series

of assimilation-accodation transactions with the environrment

in which previous experiences structure the individual's

relationship to and incorporation of a new experience.

Furthermore, flying is consistent with these men's typical

identification with a lower middle class blue collar worker

father and with a background emphasis on orderliness,

respect, sports, and health as was also discovered by Hartman.

With this general personality pattern that was described

by Hartman , it was the intention of this research project

to incorporate and evaluate the use of the Myers-Briggs

Type Indicator to further understand the military flyer's

typical , comon personality traits , and adaptations which

can hopefully be applied by psychiatrists toward evaluation

of individual prognosis, management, and suitability for

special tasks . In support of this goal, it was found that

psychiatric problems of pilots seen at aerospace referral

centers were consistent with the modal pattern described by

Hartman.

The value of implementing the Myers-Briggs Type

Indicator is in its particular efficiency as a potential
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screening tool. Also it offers a new method to analyze

personality patterns with a basic underlying theory that

stresses dichotomies. The MBTI contains four separate

dichotcaous indices - extroversion/introversion

sensing/intuition , thinking/feeling , judgement/

perception . As stated , each index reflects one of four

basic preferences which under Jung's theory , direct the

use of perception and judgement. The preferences affect

what people attend to and also how they draw conclusions

about what they perceive. By design, each of the four indices

expresses one dominant pole , so that the four indices yield

sixteen possible combinations called personality types. The

intent of the theory is to reflect a habitual choice between

rival alternatives within each index. Each type , therefore,

is a reflection of an acquired personality pattern with its

unique approaches to handling the environment. The MBTI is

concerned with individual differences in basic functions and

attitudes. It is this quality that proves useful in such

areas as career guidance and counseling where use of a

preferred mode of perception and judgement can provide valuable

information to the type of functioning of an individual. The

MBTI , therefore can provide information about individuals and

about trends within individuals in certain professions where

specific modes of functioning are preferred. Studies have been
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performed crossexamining such unique patterns within

as well as between certain professions.

With regards to Air Force Aircrew members, it was found

that not only were certain personality patterns more common

but that there were certain similarities and differences

between other professions which further helped to define

and compare the model proposed by Hartman. Specifically

comparisons were made with models described by Korchin and

Ruff of Mercury astronauts as discussed by Hartman. On

a more general basis, studies using the MBTI have indicated

a difference between the personality type interactions of

scales of those samples versus this study. Such studies

include those by Thomas , Hicks, and Kerin and Slocum,

which will be presented later. The value of the MBTI

in allowing psychometric analysis of the various type

indices for interaction permits cross-comparison between

similar studies of other sample populations.
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METHiODS

A retrospective analysis of Myers-Briggs Type

Inventory scores for 34 Aircrew personnel will be performed

fran information derived fran United States Air Force files.

The data will be graphically analyzed in this study. Parametric

statistical studies will be performed in an upccming study.

The study was conducted at the USAF School of Aerospace

Medicine, a consultation service for Air Force operations.

The 34 Aircrew members selected for this study represent

a cross-section of Air Force flying officers. These men were

in residence at the school when the test was administered.

A tabulation of their MBTI scores and status is shown below

in figure one. The sample included 33 male and one female

ranging in age fram 20 - 41. Their Air Personnel position

varied fran MSE ( Manned Space Engineer ) to Pilot to Navigator.

The study being reported here was designed to

explore the hypothesis of whether a specific personality

type pattern predaminated with regards to the MBTI , and

whether specific interactions among the various scales

were apparent for comparison with other studies of different

populations.
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RESULTS and DISCUSSION

upon initial collection of the data, an effort

to categorize the 34 Aircrew members according to MBTI

types was graphed, figure 2. This data can be further

analyzed and compared. When figure 2 is compared to figure 3

different sample's distribution,( Hicks 1984 ) , the

raw data seems to be quite distinct with same minor

overlaps. Although sample number might be significant,

the data was percentage-wise quite unique in many ways

lending support to the belief that different professions

would tend to reflect differently with regards to the

MBTI of personality.

Nevertheless, when aircrew members are analyzed

as a group, they can be further broken down by position.

Representation of the type breakdown for each is shown

in figures 4 and 5 for MSE ( Manned Space Engineers ) and

Flyers respectively. Even before this data is analyzed, it

might be more useful and worthwhile to note that not so

initially obvious, a pattern was uncovered n figure 2.

Specifically, there was an unusually large population

of aircrew personnel who shared to particular scales,

namely T-J , Thinking and Judgement versus Feeling and
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Perception. Of the 34 Aircrew, 26 demonstrated this

similarity 76.6%. This topic of interaction between scales

was not so dramatically evident between any other two

scales, something which could be statistically testable.

Even after breaking this sample of Aircrew to determine

whether there was same underlying factor regarding position,

it was noticed that all of the EM£J were MSEs. The MSEs

also dominated the INTJ type, but the flyers retaliated

by daninating the ISTJ to account for the overall predominant

TJ subclass. The ESTJ nevertheless prevailed in both

Flyers and MSEs.

Mien the data was further broken down into

individual scales, to detect further patterns, figure 6

of polar doainance among the scales, it was again

apparent that the T & J , Thinking and Judgement

daminated their respective scale. This was not the

case in the study by Hicks , figure 7. In this instance,

the employees of a rural public school system showed

completely different results with regards to the thinking/

feeling and judgement/perception scales. This again

provided same distinction among the Aircrew members when

compared to another profession , school administrators.

A more detailed analysis of a particular scale

with regards to its score breakdown, continuous data, yielded
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other interesting results. Specifically, the judgement/

perception scale was chosen, which happens to be the central

scale in Jungian theory. When the scores of the MSEs was

distributed, not only was the polar dominance of the ( Figure 8

judging index evident, but a particular modal score

dominated as well for 6 of the 16 MSEs. This particular

statistic could be useful if the continuous data was

statistically analyzed parametrically, which will be

done in an upcoming study. The same chart was performed

for a more evenly distributed scale for MSEs, the ( Figure 9

extroversion/introversion scale. Upon observing the data,

no apparent pattern was evident, scaething which could

be statistically verified.

The value of analyzing the data in this retrospective

study, is that performance could be tracked according to

the personality type on file for the Aircrew member to

determine any patterns. It is possible that certain personality

types might be more successful than others at handling

the demands of the job. On the other hand, this might not

necessarily be true, but nonetheless the data is open

for scrutiny. In Figure 10, just this representation was

made, where success rate of a sample of Aircrew personnel

was categorized against MBTI type. It was found that success

rate greater than 80% was pretty evenly distributed among

types with the exception of 3 types , ENFJ , ISFJ , ISTJ .
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At first glance this statistic might be mislea~ing, if one

fails to look at specific sample and group N number,

which would make this finding statistically invalid until

a larger sample number was available. Another interesting

representation, Figure 11, analyzes success rate with

respect to particular scale. If one remembers that the

T/F scale , Thinking/Feeling was daminated by Thinkers

overwhelmingly, then the low Feeling percentage would

also have to be said to be statistically not reliable until

a larger sample pool was available. Nevertheless, the

possibilities of uses of the MBTI are worthwhile, if one

considers the relative efficiency of the test. Studies

involving the use of the MBTI for assessing occupational

choice, performance , and the like have been done, with

particular citation of a study by Carlyn ( 1977 ).

when comparisons are made with other studies

the results displayed for the aircrew members tends to

seem unique to this population. Specifically, in a study

by Thomas ( 1984 ) of mechanical engineer students , it was

found a correlation between the the J/P dimension and the

S/N and T/F dimensions. In our case , a correlation was

only evident between the J/P and T/F. In a study by Kerin

and Slocum ( 1981 ) of graduate marketing subjects with

one year experience of business it was found that NFs differed
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with NTs in their preference for more objective , quanti-

tative data. This was somthing which was found in the

original Hartman paper for the prototype aircrew member,

and which could lead the MBTI as a valuable tool in

informational data retrieval from the different personality

types of aircrew. Another different study by Bruhn , Bunce

and Greaser tested physician assistants and nurse practitioners

with the hopes of finding correlations among the scales of the

MBTI and also to determine predictors of success from

personality characteristics, something very similar to this

study. Correlations were indeed found between the SN and JP

scales, which was once again quite distinct fram our study

observations. A TF and JP interaction similar to ours was found

but only for a sub-sample of their population and it was

inversely related to ours in any case with an FP rather than

Tj dominance.

Significantly the Myers Briggs Type Indicator has

found many uses in vocational counseling, in screening and

selecting applicants, and in predicting academic success.

In our case , it is hoped that the Indicator has served

a purpose in further typifying the personality patterns

of existing successful Aircrew, which can subsequently

be used in the capacities mentioned above.
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CHEMICAL AND ELECTROCHEMICAL BEHAVIOR OF ALUMINUM ELECTRODES

IN ACIDIC 1-METHYL-3-ETHYLIMIDAZOLIUM CHLORIDE/ALUMINUM

CHLORIDE ROOM TEMPERATURE MOLTEN SALT ELECTROLYTES

by

Russell Moy

ABSTRACT

Rotating cylinder aluminum electrodes were used to

study the deposition and dissolution of aluminum from

slightly acidic 1-methyl-3-ethylimidazolium

chloride/aluminum chloride room temperature molten salt

electrolytes. A steady state current response could not be

obtained for the oxidation or reduction of XIC13 ' 0.510

electrolytes. Steady state cathodic current response was

observed when XI C13= 0.505. but the Tafel region was

poorly defined. Cathodic polarizations of the working

electrode resulted in the deposition of aluminum. However,

current response was peak limited during anodic and some

cathodic cyclic voltammograms of the rotating electrode.

This type of behavior is indicative of the formation of a

passive film.
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I. Introduction

Aluminum is an attractive anode candidate for

electrochemical energy conversion devices. It has the

highest volumetric energy density of any metal, and is more

easily handled than lithium and sodium. However,

development of high energy density aluminum batteries has

been hampered because a suitable electrolyte has not been

identified.

Preliminary studies found that an electrolyte

consisting of a mixture of 1-methyl-3-ethylimidazolium

chloride (MEIC) and aluminum chloride (AlCl 3) could be used

for the reversible deposition of aluminum (1,2,3). These

investigators examined the Faradaic efficiency of aluminum

deposition/dissolution, and deposition morphology.

Unfortunately, no attempt was made to identify the kinetic

parameters (Tafel slopes, exchange current density and

reaction orders) of these processes. Moreov r, mass

transfer data of the electroactive heptachloroaluminate

anion is of questionable reliability. Consequently,

insufficient information exists to suggest a mechanism for

aluminum deposition and dissolution from the MEIC/AlCl 3

electrolytes. Such a mechanism would be useful for

secondary battery development, optimization of electrolyte

composition, as well as in the design of aluminum refining

and plating systems.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The primary objective of this research is to measure

the cathodic and anodic Tafel slopes and exchange current

density of the aluminum electrode in the MEIC/AlC13 molten

salt. Tafel slopes can be used to identify some of the

microscopic electrode processes that may occur (e.g.

adsorption and reaction scenarios). The exchange current

density is used to estimate rate constants for

electrochemical reactions. These measurements are to be

made in several electrolyte compositions because different

mechanisms may prevail for various MEIC/AlCi3 ratios.

The second object of this research is to determine the

limiting current for aluminum deposition and dissolution in

the above molten salt electrolyte. Limiting currents can be

used to estimate the diffusion coefficient of the

electroactive species in solution, which is useful in

characterizing the maximum rate of mass transfer of

electroactive species to the electrode.

III. Experimental

1-Methyl-3-ethylimidazolium chloride was prepared

according to Wilkes (4). Aluminum chloride was purified by

sublimation in the presence of aluminum wire and sodium

chloride. Early batches of melt were prepared at The

University of Michigan and were purified by exhaustive

electrolysis between two high purity aluminum electrodes at

2
less than 1 mA/cm . Subsequent batches of electrolyte were
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prepared at FISRL, but were found to be contaminated by an

electroactive impurity that could not be removed.

Electrochemical measrrements made in forced convection

cells were obtained at high purity (m5N) 6.35 mm aluminum

rotating cylinder electrodes that were fabricated in- house.

The rotation rate of this electrode was 500 RPM. The

working and counter electrodes were abraded with 400 grit

SiC paper and rinsed with acetonitrile in the dry box to

remove surface oxides. Quiescent cyclic voltammograms were

obtained at 5 mm platinum disk electrodes (Pine Instrument

Company) or 3 mm glassy carbon electrodes (5). Counter

electrodes were fabricated from high purity (mSN) aluminum

wire coils, or 7 mm aluminum rod. Reference electrodes were

either aluminum plated on platinum in an XA1C13 = 0.505 melt

(Al/Al +3), or aluminum wire immersed directly in the working

electrolyte (Al ) . When the Al/XAlC13 ' 0.505 reference

electrode was used, the reference electrolyte was separated

from the test electrolyte by an ultra fine glass frit. Due

to the hygroscopic nature of aluminum chloride and 1-methyl-

3-ethylimidazolium chloride, all experiments were conducted

in a helium filled glove box with continuous moisture and

oxygen removal.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Steady state cathodic or anodic current responses could

not be obtained for potentiostatic polarizations of the

aluminum RCE in an XAIC13 = 0.510 melt at room temperature.

Slow cyclic voltammograms (1 mV/s) of the RCE found that the

current response increased with subsequent scans when the

cathodic switching potential was more negative than -40 mV

vs. Al/Al 3 . The return scans also exhibited a higher

current response than the forward scans. At higher scan

rates (50 to 500 mV/s) a cathodic current peak was observed

for cyclic voltammograms at the rotating cylinder electrode.

The current response for the return scan was insensitive to

changes in applied potential. A current response maximum

was also observed for an anodic cyclic voltammogram of the

RCE at 1 mV/s. A dark film could be seen forming on the

working electrode during some of the polarizations.

Current maxima, observed in forced convection systems,

is indicative of passive film formation. Similar results

have been reported in more acidic MEIC/AlC13 melts (6), and

for NaCl/LiCl/AlC13 molten salt electrolytes (7). Holleck

and Giner (7) have suggested that the compositional changes

at the electrode/electrolyte interface, caused by

electrolysis of the chloroaluminate melts, drive the

electrolyte into the solid region of the phase diagram at

the electrode surface. The potential independent current

response for the return portion of the cyclic voltammogram
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is therefore the limiting current caused by the dissolution

of the passive film.

Steady state cathodic polarizations were obtained at

the aluminum RCE in XAlC1 3 = 0.505 melts, with a measured

cathodic Tafel slope of 100 mV/decade, and an exchange

current density of 0.105 mA/cm 2 . However, the Tafel region

was not well defined, and extended only over approximately

35 mV (-65 mV to -100 mV vs. Al/Al+ 3 ).

Repeated attempts to duplicate this experiment were

unsuccessful. Several batches of XA1C13 = 0.505 prepared at

FYSRL were found to be contaminated by an electroactive

redox couple. These impurities were detected by cyclic

voltammetry at platinum disc electrodes as reduction peaks

at +1000 and +600 mV and oxidation peaks at +1200 and +550

mV vs Al 0 . These peaks were not detected by cyclic

voltammetry at glassy carbon disc electrodes-- it is well

known that platinum electrodes are exceptionally sensitive

to adsorbed species (8). Corrosion of the unpolarized

aluminum rotating cylinder could be observed visually.

Haloaluminate electrolyte purification techniques such

as exhaustive electrolysis (9), stirring over aluminum

powder (10), and contact with aluminum amalgams (10,11) were

unsuccessful in removing these impurities. Vacuum treatment

was also used in an attempt to purify the electrolyte

because it was suspected that volatile protonic impurities

such as HC1 may be responsible for the anomalous redox

peaks. In fact, vacuum treatment increased the reduction
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current, but did decrease the oxidation current. This

response is undoubtedly caused by a contaminant to the dry

box atmosphere that is being absorbed by the electrolyte.

Aluminum chloride and tetrachloroaluminate salts are known

to form complexes with a number of species (12)-- the vapors

of organic solvents have been found to contaminate

S2 /LiAlC1 4 electrolytes that were stored in the same dry

box (13). The obvious remedy for this problem would be to

remove all unnecessary materials from the dry box, and to

purge the dry box with an inert gas such as dry helium.

IV. Recommendations

Because of the passivation phenomenon that was observed

during the electrolysis of the KEIC/AlCl 3 molten salt,

future experiments should be developed that will minimize

interfacial salt precipitation. One technique that was

investigated by Holleck and Giner (7) was to increase the

operating temperature of the cell. Higher temperature cells

had increased current plateaus, indicating that there is a

more rapid dissolution of the passive film. Variable

temperature experiments may allow for the characterization

of the passive film dissolution.

A more promising alternative would be to study the

aluminum deposition and dissolution from electrolytes

consisting of the molten salt mixed with a suitable organic

cosolvent. The use of a cosolvent may help to solubilize

the films that are formed on the electrode surface, and
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would decrease the viscosity of the electrolyte, thereby

increasing the specific conductivity.

Fannin and coworkers (14) found that MEIC/AlCi 3 was

soluble with a number of nitrile and aromatic cosolvents.

They observed significant increases in the specific

conductivity of the electrolyte, but they did not

investigate the electrochemistry of these ternary mixtures.

Robinson and Osteryoung (15) found the addition of benzene

to butylpyridinium chloride/aluminum chloride molten salts

had no effect on the electrochemical behavior of aluminum.

One obvious disadvantage of these cosolvents is the

increased vapor pressure of the electrolyte. This factor

however, is not insurmountable-- extremely volatile sulfur

dioxide (BP -10 °C) is used commercially as a battery

electrolyte. Suitable cosolvents for use with MEIC/AlCl 3

molten salts are acetonitrile and toluene.

One powerful technique that has not been used for the

evaluation of chloroaluminate electrolyte involves the

measurement of the complex impedance of an

electrode/electrolyte interface. In this technique, a small

amplitude sinusoidal potentiostatic perturbation is applied

to an electrode, and the phase shift of current response is

measured as a function of frequency. This type of

experiment is well suited for the MEIC/AlCl 3 system because

S the perturbations are made near the equilibrium potential of

the electrode, so the mean polarization of the electrode is

zero, minimizing passivation problems that have been
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experienced with DC techniques. The exchange current

density (and rate constants) of an electrochemical reaction

can be obtained by AC impedance experiments. AC impedance

can also be used to characterize films (e.g. porosity,

thickness, ionic conductivity, etc.) that may form on the

electrode surface, as well as corrosion processes that may

occur (16).
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OBOGS STUDIES

By

Glenn Munkvold

ABSTRACT

Studies were done in three areas of on board oxygen generation system (OBOGS)

research. First, a temperature correlated computer model of the F-16 type OBOGS was

implemented, and computer codes were written to facilitate use of ReGis graphics on Dec

VT terminals. Work was also begun on data formats to be used on an improved model

being developed. Second, experiments were done concerning the possibility of reducing

the required bed size for an OBOGS unit through the use of oxygen enriched feed. Such

feeds may be available as exhaust from on board inert gas generators. While not

conclusive, these experiments indicate that any bed size reduction achievable with these

feeds may be small, especially as compared to required overdesign of the beds for safety

reasons. Third, a chromatographic technique for determination of adsorption isotherms

was attempted. The results from these experiments were not physically reasonable.

Reasons for the failure of this experiment are being explored.
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I. Introduction

I received my bachelor's degree from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

in chemical engineering. Currently, I am enrolled at the University of Texas in pursuit of

my PhD in chemical engineering. I spent my first year at Texas studying underground coal

gasification before switching to modeling pressure swing adsorption (PSA) under Dr. J. J.

Beaman in the mechanical engineering department (however, I am still in the chemical

engineering department). Previous work in the area had been done by students in the

mechanical engineering department who did not have the benefit of formal instruction in

chemical processes. I was taken on the project because I have this background.

PSA is of interest to the Air Force because the process can be used to generate oxygen

from a compressed air stream. Thus it is possible to remove the liquid gas systems

currently in use in most aircraft. This has many logistical advantages: liquified oxygen is

expensive, difficult to transport, and represents a significant fire/explosion hazard. PSA on

board oxygen generation systems (OBOGS) draw a compressed air stream from an

intermediate compression stage in the engine(s). In a simple two bed system, this stream is

fed to one of the beds, which are packed with zeolites that preferentially adsorb nitrogen.

Therefore, a stream enriched in oxygen is produced. The product stream is used by the

crew and as a purge to regenerate the bed that is not connected to the supply pressure. As

the producing bed becomes saturated, the supply is switched so that the second bed

produces oxygen while the frst is purged. Research has been active in this area for several

years, and OBOGS are currently flying in some aircraft. The systems have generally

performed well, but performance and design questions remain.

Because of the availbility of equipment and OBOGS expertise at USAF SAM, I was

assigned there to continue my studies on OBOGS.
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II. Objectives of the Research Effort

The summer's work was in three main areas:

1. Development of a library of ReGis graphics routines for use on Dec VT terminals,

implementation of a temperature correlated model of the F- 16 OBOGS, and preliminary

work on structure of a new OBOGS/PSA model being developed.

2. A study on integration of an OBOGS with an on board inert gas generation system

(OBIGGS).

3. Use of a chromatographic techinque to characterize a zeolite suitable for use in an

OBIGGS.

III. Computer Work

The current model is relatively inflexible. While it performs well for the oxygen -

nitrogen system, expansion to include a third component will require an extensive revision

of the program. As part of this restructuring, I spent approximately three weeks

developing a graphics library and data structure to allow for maximum flexibility in the new

program.

The graphics library was developed to make the implementation of the ReGis graphics

on the Dec VT terminals easier. ReGis uses strings of control characters typed to the

screen (in graphics mode) to position the cursor and draw. The method becomes clumsy

when complex graphics are sent to the screen. Also, line after line of cryptic combinations

of control codes are extremely difficult to debug if something needs to be changed.

Therefore, fifteen subroutines were written to execute ReGis commands. The control

characters are supplied by the subroutines; the call to the subroutine supplies appropriate

screen coordinates. Complex figures can be drawn without repeated construction of

command sequences.

To further exploit the advantage of a graphics library, I developed a "finite state

machine" to actually draw the graphics on the screen. Essentially, this is a generic program
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that reads a data file of commands and executes instructions based on those commands.

Thus, the single program can be used to construct any screen graphics without

recompilation of the program.

Ths ability to use a generic program (subroutine) to generate graphics is important

because it allows us to simplify the simulator by removing bed design from its functions.

Instead, the user will choose a bed & sign and enter the appropriate dimensions in a utility

program which will generate a data file for input to the simulator. The user will be able to

run and compare different designs easily, without ever needing to edit the source code.

Work on the utility program was begun, but was stopped as equipment for

experiments became available.

IV. OBOGS/OBIGGS Integration

Inert gas (nitrogen) is used in fuel tanks to supress fire by excluding oxygen from the

* environment. Inert gas streams can be produced either by PSA (as oxygen is generated in

an OBOGS, except that a different zeolite is used) or by selective permeation through

polymer membranes. One can expect to obtain a stream enriched in oxygen as an exhaust

from OBIGGS. How much can the size of an OBOGS be reduced, without a loss of

performance, if it uses an oxygen enriched gas as a feed from an OBIGGS?

In an effort to answer this question, as well as to gain a familiarity with experimental

0 technique, experiments were done with the Small Oxygen Concentrator (SOC, see Figure

1) at different feed compositions (1). Four inlet pressures (10,20, 30, 40 psig), four

product flowrates (0.25, 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 STD 1pm), four bed activities (Fully active bed,

75%, 50%, and 25% active), and three inlet compositions (30%, 40%, and 50 mole %

oxygen) were investigated. A cycle time of 8 seconds was used; all experiments were done

at room temperature. The bed packing was Linde molecular sieve 5A that had been

activated by drying approximately 20 hours at 350* C with a nitrogen purge. The bed was

partially deactivated by the substitution of water deactivated sieve for active sieve in the
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bed. Inlet mass flowrate and outlet gas compositions were measured. Outlet gas

composition was determined using a Perkin-Elmer Medical Gas Analyzer (MGA), which is

a mass spectrometer.

On the basis of these experiments, OBOGS size reduction through integration with

OBIGGS does not seem promising. First, the level of oxygen enrichment possible in the

exhaust stream of an OBIGGS is limited. PSA OBIGGS are almost as inefficient as

OBOGS; a two to four percent enrichment is the most that can be expected. Membrane

OBIGGS are more efficient, but the maximum oxygen concentration possible in the

exhaust stream is still only about 30%.

Second, unit performance is relatively insensitive to active zeolite mass until a critical

value is reached. Then performance degrades rapidly (see Figure 2). This is the same

behavior found by Beaman (2), with air as the feed. If OBOGS performance were a

smooth function of zeolite mass, then one could expect to be able to safely reduce the mass

of the bed if an enriched feed were used. However, because performance degrades so

rapidly at a critical mass, it is important, from a safety standpoint, to overdesign the bed to

stay away from this dangerous operating region. It does not appear that the reduction in

bed mass possible through the use of an enriched feed will be significant compared to this

"safety factor" that will be necessary in design. However, more work remains to be done.

Little has been done concerning variation of purge orifice diameter. Simulations indicate

that this dimension is critical to system performance.

V. Isotherm Experiments

The isotherm experiments were done using a chromatographic technique outlined by

van der Vlist and van der Meijden (3), who extended work done by Haydel and Kobayashi

(4). In chromatographic analysis, one can determine the "partition coefficient" of a packing

material from the time taken by a pulse of gas to travel the length of a column filled with the

material (retention time) and the flowrate of the carrier gas. The partition coefficient is
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actually the slope of the isotherm for the pulsed component at the composition of the carrier

gas. In van der Vlist and van der Meijden's treatment, the retention time for the pulses was

fitted to a cubic polynomial as a function of the partial pressure of the pulsed component.

This expression was then integrated to yield an expression for the isotherm (moles

adsorbed per gram of molecular sieve as a function of partial pressure, at constant total

pressure). The supposed advantages of the chromatographic technique are that it is faster

and easier to obtain isotherms at constant total pressure than conventional volumetric and

gravimetric means.

It was planned to duplicate the work done by van der Vlist, et al, on Linde molecular

sieve 5A before continuing to characterize a 4A zeolite which may be used in inert gas

generation. Due to the fact that no vacuum was available for exhaust, I had to do my

experiments at 3 psig instead of at atmospheric pressure, where van der Vlist, et al, did

• their work. Unfortunately, only the 5A work was attempted due to lack of time. Figures 3

through 5 show the isotherm apparatus.

Data analysis is continuing on the isotherm experiments. Because the detector (the

MGA) could not be used on streams with a helium concentration in excess of 20 mole %,

the oxygen and nitrogen pure component isotherms could not be determined. This

represented a problem because the endpoints of the pure component isotherms (i.e., moles

adsorbed when the partial pressure of a component is equal to the total pressure) were

required in order to determine the coefficients in the oxygen - nitrogen binary isotherms. It

was decided to proceed with the binary experiments and use endpoint values from (3),

extrapolated from 0 psig to 3 psig. However, comparison of the values obtained in this

manner with values found in Miller (5) showed significant differences. Miller's value for

nitrogen adsorption was nearly twice that of van der Vlist, et al. Miller's oxygen value was

• about 80% greater than van der Vlist. Further investigation revealed an error in the

mathematical analysis in van der Vlist and van der Meijden's paper. Unfortunately, they do
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not supply enough information to recalculate the isotherm coefficients, so the quality of the

values presented in their paper is unknown. Therefore, Miller's values for the pure

component isotherm end points were used in my integrations.

In the van der Vlist paper, several pulse volumes were run and the value for the

retention time extrapolated to zero sample size. This was done because the governing

equations hold only for "small" perturbations, or pulses. Due to lack of time, I only ran

two pulse volumes this summer. I have analyzed all of my isotherm data and have obtained

non-physical results in all cases. Therefore, either the method is completely without merit,

or I have committed an error in analysis. This latter possibility is presently being

investigated.

VI. Recommendations

1. The "temperature correlated" model now in place at USAF SAM should be used

with discretion at extreme temperatures (especially low temperatures = -40* C and below).

The power law correlation implemented for isotherm parameters has no theoretical basis,

but has been used because it improves model performance over the case with no

temperature correlation of parameters.

2. OBOGS size reduction through integration with OBIGGS still needs further

study. The purge orifice in these units has a critical bearing on performance, but was not

considered in these experiments. These studies may be done with the existing computer

model (2); however, changes need to be made to simulate the solonoids in the SOC (the

model is based on a rotary valve used in the F-16 OBOGS).

3. Water deactivated sieve should not be used in future bed deactivation experiments.

During some of the 25% active bed runs, the outside of the "deactivated" portion of the bed

became extremely cold. It was postulated that the water is not as strongly bound as was

originally believed and that this phenomenon was due to desorption of water from the
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zeolite. Water has a high heat of adsorption; desorption would therefore require energy

and, consequently, cool the bed.

4. The isotherm experiments are under review to try to resolve the non-physical

results. The method is relatively simple to implement, but data reduction was time

consuming because all measurements had to be made by hand from chart paper. Digitizing

data collection would make the process easier, faster, and less prone to error.
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C1 Microbore C2

Tubing
(purge)

0.5"xl 0" Stainless Bed 0.5"x10" Stainless Bed

1"x10" Stainless Bed 1"x1O" Stainless Bed

Exhaust Exhaust

Supply

Figure 1. SOC Apparatus-Overview. S1, S2, S3, S4 are
on-off solonoids. Cl and C2 are one way
check valves. Purge is through the microbore
tubing. The beds are packed with zeolite.
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Figure 2. Note rapid performance loss between 130 and 85 gm active zeolite mass.
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M4

D pM
Flex tubing to
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temperature
chamber

Tubing is quarter inch stainless.
Bed is one inch stainless.
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temperature
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AI Valve Set:

B See Figs. 4
C and 5 for

Figure 3. Isotherm Experiment Apparatus-Overview
A is carrier gas inlet, B is pulse charge loop
exhaust, C is pulse charge loop inlet, D is
column exhaust.
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A

To Bed°2
B

t

Figure 4. Isotherm Apparatus-Valve detail, normal position
A is carder gas inlet, B is pulse charge loop exhaust,
C is pulse charge loop inlet. Valves 1, 2, and 3 are
three way solonoid operated valves.
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Figure 5. Isotherm Apparatus-Valve detail, pulse position
A is carrier gas inlet, B is pulse charge loop exhaust,
C is pulse charge loop inlet. Valves 1, 2, and 3 are
three way solonoid operated valves.
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EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION STRESS UPON BLOOD LIPID LEVELS

* BY

CONRAD R. MURRAY

ABSTRACT

Serum total cholesterol and triglyceride concentrations of two individuals

were measured after daily exposures to high gravitational forces (+Gz) simula-

ting aerial combat maneuvers. The post-acceleration cholesterol levels were

significantly higher (40-95%) than the normal resting levels. Serum cortisol

levels were higher than the resting levels. This agrees with previous studies

which have shown significant increases in serum cortisol levels after accelera-

tion stress. Cortisol and total cholesterol values were significantly corre-

lated (r = 0.614, p / 0.05) in one of the individuals of this study. Since

cortisol is a hormone which influences lipid metabolism, there may be a causal

relationship between the increased cortisol levels produced by acceleration

stress and increased lipid levels. The lipid levels in the two subjects after

acceleration exceeded the 90th percentile for the population as a whole. As

such, they could be at high risk for subsequent coronary heart disease if they

are exposed to high G-forces on a frequent basis.

An ancillary study was conducted to develop an electrophoretic method to

rapidly separate and quantitate serum high density lipoprotein (HDL) subfrac-

tions HDL2 and HDL3. Serum levels of one of these subfractions may be a better

predictor of coronary heart disease than total cholesterol. Serum m-lipoproteins

isolated by affinity chromatography were separated into a number of subfractions

by polyacrylamide gel electrop'loresis. These subfractions were marked by the

usual lipoprotein stains, and by filipin, a fluorescent, naturally occurring

antibiotic which, reportedly, binds specifically to cholesterol. Identification

and quantification of these HDL subfractions remain to be accomplished.
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I. INTRODUCTION.

I received my earliest training from St. Joseph College, Trinidad West

Indies. Between 1976-1979, I successfully graduated from the division of

biological science at the University of London; following which I taught school

at Port of Spain, Trinidad. (1980-83) I attended Texas Southern University,

Houston, Texas, where I graduated with high honors ("Magna Cum Laude") in the

spring of '83. As an academist, I accomplished several commendable milestones

inclusive of: Who is Who among American College Students (1981), Member of the

National Deans List (1981, 1982, 1983). President of Alpha Kappa Mu Honor

Society Epsilon Chapter (1983). Membership to Beta, Beta, Beta Biological Honor

Society; Member of the American Medical Student Association (AMSA) 1983 to

present time. My first participation in research was attempted under

supervision of Dr. Watkins, professor and veterinarian of Texas Southern

University, Houston, Texas. I am a motivated and dedicated 3rd year Medical

Student of Meharry Medical College, Nashville, Tennessee.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT.

Pilots flying high-performance aircraft are repeatedly exposed to high

sustained G-forces during aerial combat maneuvers. Since both cortisol and

physical stress are elevated during high G-forces, and since both cortisol and

physical stress have been shown to be associated with elevated lipids levels

(1), we sought to determine if lipid levels are elevated in subjects exposed to

high G-forces. In addition, we measured serum cortisol concentrations in order

to determine if the cholesterol increases are related to the increases in this

particular stress hormone.
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A complementary goal of this research was to develop an electrophoretic

method to rapidly separate serum high density lipoproteins (HDL) into HDL 2 and

HDL 3 subfractions, and to rapidly quantitate HDL2 and HDL 3 cholesterol in these

subfractions. The measurement of serum HDL2 cholesterol may c a better

indicator of coronary heart disease than total HDL (2).

To accomplish these goals, the following objectives were established:

1. Obtain serum samples from individuals prior to and after

their exposure to an established protocol of daily +Gz

accelerations simulating aerial combat maneuvers.

2. Determine serum cortisol and total serum cholesterol in

these serum samples and determine whether the cholesterol

levels are related to the cortisol levels. Also, deter-

mine whether they increase with increase in G-force.

3. Separate serum high density lipoproteins (HDL) from other

serum lipoproteins, and develop an electrophoretic tech-

nique to separate the HDL into subfractions HDL2 and HDL3.

Identify the HDL subfractions with lipid stains or with

fluorescent filipin which has been reported to bind speci-

fically to cholesterol (3).

III. +Gz ACCELERATION PROTOCOL AND ANALYTICAL METHODOLOGY.

As part of an ongoing, independent study, two military volunteers were

subjected to daily +Gz acceleration on the human centrifuge for a one week

training period and for a two week test period. The acceleration protocol

included the drawing of a pre-acceleratlon fasting blood sample on Monday

morning prior to acceleration exposure. On Monday, Wednesday, and Friday,
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volunteers were exposed, unprotected, to rapid and gradual onset of +Gz

acceleration to the maximum tolerable +Gz level (4.5-9G). On Tuesday and

Thursday, they were exposed, but protected, to more exhaustive aerial combat

maneuvers (SCAM, 4.5-9G) and were required to perform specific tracking tasks.

A post-acceleration blood sample was withdrawn from each subject about 15

minutes after each acceleration period. Serum samples were stored at -200C

(about 3 weeks) until analyzed for total cholesterol, triglyceride, and cortisol

concentrations. Serum cortisol concentrations were determined by radioimmuno-

assay. Cholesterol and triglyceride levels were determined by enzymatic

methods.

IV. SERUM CORTISOL, CHOLESTEROL, AND TRIGLYCERIDE LEVELS AFTER EXPOSURE TO

+Gz ACCELERATION.

In the first subject, a 40-year-old male, serum cholesterol levels

increased from a normal 158 mg/dl to 281 mg/dl (approximately 78%) after

exposure to +Gz acceleration. The cholesterol remained elevated for the

duration of the experiment (Table 1, Fig.1). These elevations are the likely

result of the chronic daily exposure to +Gz forces, and are the first reported

observations of a rise in serum cholesterol associated with +Gz acceleration.

The cortisol levels also appear to be elevated in the first subject, however,

cortisol baseline levels were not taken prior to G-forne exposure. Previous

studies (4, 5) however, have shown that increases in cortisol levels do occur

as a result of +Gz acceleration. More importantly, a statistically significant

correlation (r = 0.614, n - 11, p L 0.05) was found to exist between cortisol

and cholesterol concentrations (Fig. 3). Triglyceride concentrations were also9

elevated, but varied widely.
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The second subject also had elevated cholesterol levels, however, the

increases were less pronounced than for the first subject. With this subject,

the cholesterol concentration increased from a baseline value of 148 mg/dl to

186 mg/dl after the first acceleration test. The cholesterol values remained

elevated through the completion of the experiment, but were less variable than

the values for the first subject (Table 1, Fig. 2). The cortisol levels were

also lower than for the first subject. Even though the cortisol and cholesterol

levels were elevated after exposure to +Gz forces, there was no significant

correlation between them. The differences in absolute cholesterol values

between the two subjects could be due to age differences (40 versus 21). Some

of the differences could also be due to the fact that some individuals can

tolerate stress and others cannot. In other words, some individuals can be

classified as responders and others respond to a lesser extent.

V. ELECTROPHORETIC DETERMINATION OF SERUM HIGH DENSITY LIPOPROTEIN (HDL)

SUBFRACTIONS HDL2 AND HDL 3 .

Electrophoretic methods were examined for the purpose of developing a

rapid clinical method for the analysis of HDL subfractions. Serum samples were

fractionated into a-lipoprotein (HDL) and -lipoprotein (LDL) components with

commercially prepared heparin-agarose affinity chromatography columns (Isolab,

Inc.). The HDL component was subjected to a number of electrophoretic

techniques to separate, identify, and quantitate its subfractions.

A. Agarose Gel Electrophoresis.

Agarose gel electrophoresis has been used to separate serum lipoproteins

into patterns showing two lipoprotein bands in the " zone" of the

electrophoretogram (10). The bands were not identified as HDL subfractions.
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However, we conducted a number of agarose gel electrophoretic analyses of total

serum samples and HDL and LDL components isolated by affinity chromatography.

Various slab agarose gel plates (0.3 to 2% agarose in Tris barbital buffer, pH

8-9) about 3 mm thick were prepared. Before electrophoresis, serum or lipo-

protein samples were mixed with lipid pre-stains or the fluorescent, natural

product filipin, which supposedly binds specifically to cholesterol-containing

lipoproteins. The electrophoresis was conducted in closed horizontal chambers

in the Tris buffer for 1-2 hours at a constant voltage of 5-6 V/cm. Lipid

stained and filipin-treated electrophoretic patterns of m-lipoproteins gave only

a single broad band in the HDL region, and even a broad band in the LDL region,

which indicates that affinity columns only partially purified the a fraction.

We checked the effects of pH between 7.2 and 8.6. In general, the lower pH

resulted in slower lipoprotein migration.

B. Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis.

In the polyacrylamide gel studies, a wide range of parameters were

modified. The concentration of the acrylamide as well as the degree of cross-

linking has been found to be critical. In general, the higher the degree of

cross-linking the greater the number of HDL subfractions. A polyacrylamide

-oncentration of 5% with 0.04% cross-linking, and 0.1M sodium phosphate buffer

(pH 7.2) gave best resolution of HDL bands. Filipin-treated serum samples were

also electrophoresed in slab and tube polyacrylamide gels. However, filipin

has not proven to be specific for cholesterol-containing lipoproteins, since

fluorescence has appeared in the zone where albumin is expected.

C. Lipid and Lipoprotein Stains.

We have evaluated a number of lipid staining reagents for specificity and

sensitivity. Those studied were Sudan Black, Oil Red-O, and filipin. Filipin

has been used in anatomical pathology as a fluorescent, cholesterol specific
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stain. This is the first time it has been used for quantification of

lipoprotein cholesterol levels. In these studies, Sudan Black was found to

be more specific than Oil-Red-O in that it did not bind to albumin. Filipin

appeared to have sensitivities equal to that of Sudan Black. Some tests were

also made to use cholesterol oxidase reagents to specifically stain the

lipoprotein cholesterol. This is perhaps the most specific stain.

VI. RECOMENDATIONS.

In this study, we have shown that exposure to high G-force results in

significant increases in cholesterol and triglyceride. In addition, we have

provided some evidence that the lipid increases could be the result of

increased cortisol levels which accompany the intense physical stress of

acceleration. The cholesterol levels of the two subjects studied here had

cholesterol levels which exceeded the 90th percentile for their age bracket.

With such levels, they are in the high risk group for developing coronary

disease.

Since this study involved only two subjects, we feel that further studies

should be performed in order to determine whether other individuals exposed to

G-forces also experience elevated levels of serum cortisol and cholesterol, and

whether there is significant correlation between the two levels.

Since the human centrifuge is capable of producing exact quantifiable

levels of G-force, we recommend that further studies be conducted which more

closely show the association between G-force, stress intensity, cholesterol

concentration, and cortisol concentration. The study would not only have

important health implications for pilots of high performance aircraft, but

would also be of importance to the population as a whole. Studies identifying
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changes in individual lipoproteins would also be important, as would studies of

other lipid fractions such as the free fatty acids. Other endocrine hormones

besides cortisol should also be examined.

It is also recommended that serum high density lipoprotein (HDL), and

subfractions HDL2 and HDL 3 concentrations be determined before and after

subjects are exposed to +Gz acceleration. It should be of interest to

determine which lipoprotein component is responsible for the observed increases

in total serum cholesterol. Studies have suggested that cholesterol associated

with these lipoproteins are better indices of the risk of coronary heart

disease than total cholesterol (6-9).

Efforts to separate and identify serum high density lipoproteins into

subfractions HDL2 and HDL3 should continue. Various electrophoretic techniques

have been employed, but results have not been consistent. Cellulose acetate

electrophoresis on pre- or, post-stained slides did not prove promising.

Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (slabs or tubes) of chromatographically

prepared a-lipoproteins produced a number of lipoprotein fractions. Results

varied with pH, concentration and degree of cross-linking of the gel. The

effect of higher pH (above pH 8) upon resolution of HDL subfractions should be

explored. There should also be an examination of the effect of pre-staining

upon the separation of HDL into subfractions. Pre-staining may alter migration

rates of lipoproteins and, thus, impede their resolution. Finally, an attempt

should be made to resolve the a-lipoprotein fraction (isolated on an affinity

column) by high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). This method would

permit the evaluation of several parameters in the effectiveness of resolving

HDL subfractions.
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TABLE 1. SERUM CORTISOL, CHOLESTEROL, AND TRIGLYCERIDE LEVELS OF SUBJECTS EXPOSED
TO +Gz ACCELERATION

0

TOTAL
NO. DATE DAY IDENTIFICATION CHOLESTEROL CORTISOL TRIGLYCERIDE

0 ----- Pre-G Baseline 158 ......

1 5-5-86 Monday PGB-1G-11 Baseline 281 23.3 206

2 5-5-36 Monday PGB-1G-11 Post G 294 22.3 223

3 5-7-86 Wednesday PBG-1G-13 Post G 274 16.7 156

4 5-8-86 Thursday PBG-1G-14 Post G 241 16.2 307

5 5-9-86 Friday PBG-1G-15 Post G 252 12.3 117

6 5-12-86 Monday PBG-1G-21 Baseline 281 17.8 332

7 5-12-86 Monday PBG-1G-21 Post G 294 19.4 208

8 5-13-86 Tuesday PBG-1G-22 Post G 277 22.2 238

9 5-14-86 Wednesday PBG-1G-23 Post G 229 12.5 226

10 5-15-86 Thursday PBG-1G-24 Post G 234 15.6 163

11 5-16-86 Friday PBG-1G-25 Post G 273 10.3 273

0

00 --- --- Pre-G Baseline 148 --- 62

12 6-2-86 Monday PBG-2G-31 Baseline 186 12.3 102

13 6-2-86 Monday PBG-2G-31 Post G 195 16.6 301

14 6-3-86 Tuesday PBG-2G-32 Post G 194 6.8 113

15 6-4-86 Wednesday PBG-2G-33 Post G 195 8.7 198

16 6-5-86 Thursday PBG-2G-34 Post G 185 - 160

17 6-6-86 Friday PBG-2G-35 Post G 180 9.4 159

18 6-9-86 Monday PBG-2G-41 Post G 199 11.0 108

19 6-10-86 Tuesday PBG-2G-42 Post G 205 13.8 240

20 6-12-86 Thursday PBG-2G-43 Post G 185 - 95

21 6-13-86 Friday PBG-2G-44 Post G 175 - 296

22 6-13-86 Friday PBG-2G-45 Post G 170 12.3 179

a See test for +Gz acceleration protocol. Statistical comparison between serum
cortisol and total cholesterol: First subject, n = 11, r = 0.6138, p - 0.05;

* Second subject, n = 8, r - 0.103, insignificant.

b mg/dl.
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I. Introduction

,T.he need for high temperature and high strength

materials has led to increased research in the area of

composite ceramics. These materials are used by the Air

Force for defense applications and by United States

industries for structural as well as non-structural

applications.

Composite materials are made by adding a second phase

in the form of particulates, whiskers, chopped fibers, or

continuous fibers to a variety of ceramic matrices. It has

been shown that the resulting composite material exhibits

improved room and high temperature mechanical properties

over the monolithic materials. Theoretically, the

introduction of a second phase is perceived to increase the

strength by blocking or deflecting cracks that are

propagating through the material. Development of these

materials should include a study of the role of the

interface and thermostability of the matrix and the

reinforcement.

Zirconia has been used for increasing the toughness,

resistance to crack propagation, and the strength of ceramic

materials. Mathematical models and explanations are still

being developed to explain the toughening that results in

these materials due to the presence of zirconia. The

toughening mechanism involves the stress induced tetragonal

to monoclinic phase transformation of dispersed zirconia

particles or poly-crystals. Associated with this

martensitic phase transformation is a volume clange of three
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to five percent which causes a compressive stress to be

placed on the advancing crack, effectively reducing the

energy of the crack and, thereby, toughening the material.

Microcracking, another possible mechanism, involves the

nucleation and extension of microcracks. Because the

zirconia particles are constrained within the matrix, upon

transformation, the matrix must deform due to the increase

in volume of the transformed particles. This deformation is

in the form of microcracks, which,as with the previous

mechanism causes compressive stresses to develop and the

energy of the crack to be reduced.(2)

The microstructures of zirconia toughened materials are

outlined by Claussen (3). The most common microstructures

are those that are partially stabilized by the addition of

MgO, CaO, and Y203. CaO, MgO, and Y203 cause zirconia to

transform almost completely from a cubic phase to a

tetragonal phase upon cooling. However, according to

Claussen (3) the effective grain size of the tetragonal

zirconia particles, as far as toughening is concerned, must

be less than 10 um. Materials developed using these

toughening mechanisms have shown an increase in damage

tolerance and strength. It is therefore, feasible that a

fine grained tetragonal zirconia glass or glass ceramic

should exhibit similar properties.

Generally, powders derived from metal alkoxides allow

for high purity, a well dispersed zirconia phase, low

fabrication temperatures, and control over grain size
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Depending on the method of preparation, the resulting

* powders may vary in degree of flocculation, particle size,

particle morphology, and degree of agglomeration . The

parameters that must be controlled to obtain a fine powder

are the pH of hydrolysis, drying, and the process variable

associated with drying and calcining procedures.

Mazdiyasni et. al.(4) has prepared several oxide

powders from alkoxide precursors. In the zirconia system, a

powder was prepared by alkoxide vapor decomposition and heat

treated from 140 0 C to 10000 C. Mazdiyasni et. al. (4)

concluded that submicron metastable cubic zirconia powder

can be prepared by vapor decomposition of zirconium tertiary

butoxide and that the transition from cubic to tetragonal

• phase occurs between 300 and 305 0 C for an approximately 5 nm

particle size and from 250 to 270 0 C for a 8-10 nm particle

size. The monoclinic transformation occurs gradually over

the temperature range of 305 to 400 0 C in a 5 nm size powder.

Gels of zirconia have also be utilized to produce

tetragonal zirconia powder. In the sol-gel method, an

amorphous zirconia gel is allowed to form and then is heated

until it transforms to tetragonal phase at 3000 C.(5)

Mazdiyasni (6) has also shown that zirconia prepared by the

metal organic route requires a decreased amount of

stabilizer when compared to classical processing.

Mazdiyasni's (6) results show that 6fb yittria heated for 1/2

* hour at 800 0C produces a stabilized zirconia comparable to

that produced using the traditional method of 12% yittria

heated 24 hours at 18000 C.
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Klein and Garvey (7) have studied the preparation of

silica gels produced by the alkoxide route. Silicon

alkoxides do not hydrolize as readily as other alkoxides and

thus, require an acidic or basic solution to form the sol.

Silica gels can be dried to form a glass that shows optical

transparency and no crystallinity. The reaction involved

in forming these gels is a polymerization condensation

reaction.

The zirconia-silica system has been studied by Nogami

(8). The compositions studied contained up to 50 mole

percent zirconia and were prepared by heating gels made by

mixing solutions of zirconium isopropoxide, Zr(OC3H7)4 , and

partially hydrolized silicon ethoxide, Si(OC 2H5 )4. Porous

gels resulted and, after removing the physically and

chemically absorbed water, were converted into non-porous

impervious glasses by low temperature sintering

processes. The Zr4+ ions took up interstitial positions in

the silica network, and subsequently, the density,

refractive index, and hardness increased with an increase in

the percentage of zirconia. In another study, Nogami and

Tomozawa (9) prepared a composition of 3ZrO2 2SiO2 and found

that tetragonal zirconia was precipitated by heat treatments

between 1000 and 12000 C. The fracture toughness of the

glass-ceramics increased with increasing crystallite size of

the tetragonal zirconia and peaked at 50 MN/m3/ 2.

The method utilized by the author of this summer

project involves three steps. In the first step, the

alkoxide liquids were thoroughly mixed. In the second step,
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the mixture "s acid hydrolized and in the final step, the

mixture tasneutralized to its hydroxide form. The hydroxides

were vacuum dried to powders and vacuum hot pressed to

obtain high density and finer grain sizes at relatively low

temperatures.

The silica zirconia system was chosen because fused

silica is a relatively high melting material, with a melting

point of 17230 C. The simplicity of the system should

enhance the study of the toughening and strengthening

mechanisms.

II. Objectives

As previously indicated, the purpose of this research

was to develop a SiO 2-ZrO2 system that exhibits an increase

in both toughness and strength. The procedure is unique

because the materials were to be synthesized using alkoxide

precursors. Powders were to be synthesized and the effect

of changes in pH, drying and calcining treatments, and the

mole percentages of zirconia were to be observed. Powders

synthesized by the alkoxide method were to be characterized

by x-ray diffraction, microscopy, and DTA/TGA studies.

These powders were to be processed by vacuum hot pressing

for varying times and temperatures and observations made on

any improvements in the strength and the toughness. The

* pressed samples were to be characterized using x-ray

diffraction and ceramographic studies. The information

generated will hopefully assist in determining the
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toughening mechanism.

III. Powder Synthesis

The alkoxide materials used for this study were

purchased from the Alfa chemical company. The materials

used were tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS), and zirconium n-

propoxide. In general the synthesis method used to produce

the metal alkoxide in the laboratory is either from a base

metal or metal chlorides and an alcohol. The general

reaction is written as follows:

M + nROHM (OR)n + (n/2)H 2  (1)

For a specific example, Zr n-propoxide could be synthesized

from anhydrous metal chloride and an alcohol. The reaction

is as follows:

ZrC14 + 4C3H70H +4NH 3  Zr(OC3 H7 ) 4 + 4NH4 C1 (2)

It is to be noted, that due to the moisture sensitivity of

metal alkoxides, the anhydrous condition for preparation

must be maintained prior to their decomposition. Any

moisture present in the reaction causes premature hydrolysis

and, subsequently, stops the reaction.

The alkoxide solutions were then hydrolized using a 10%

solution of water and nitric acid. The solution was

continuously stirred while the hydrolysis was completed.

The general reaction for hydrolysis is:

M(OR)n + H20--MO(OR)n-2 + 2ROH (3)

Initially, the hyarolized materials were allowed to stand

overnight, but these solutions gelled and so it was

necessary to redisperse them with a blender before
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neutralization. The procedure was modified by immediately

neutralizing the acid solution with NH 4OH to a pH of

approximately 8.5. Also, small samples were made with a pH

of 4 and 7. The powder samples processed with lower pH's

tend to gel more easily and produce larger, more

agglomerated powders. Microscopy and BET analysis will be

done later to confirm these results.

The materials were then rotovapped to remove liquids,

vacuum dried at 125 0 C for 6 hours, calcined at 300°C,

ground, and re-calcined at 6000C. Since silica has a

tendency to hold water at high temperature, it was necessary

to calcine the powders at 300 0 C to produce a crisp powder

that did not stick together during grinding. The effect of

varying the calcining temperature was not investigated.
0

The as prepared and calcined at 600 C powders were

amorphous as indicated by x-ray diffraction. A TGA showed a

31% weight loss from the dried powder as a result of the

removal of chemically and physically absorbed water. The

DTA did not show any transformations on heating or cooling

within the temperature range of 25 to 14000C.

V. Vacuum Hot Pressed Materials

A major part of this research project concerned vacuum

hot pressing. Five grams of material were loaded into a

one inch graphite die and pressed at 24.13 MPa and varying

* temperatures. Initially all the samples consistently

cracked into quarters and it was necessary to determine a

method of processing to avoid cracking. The ramp and
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cooling rates, the processing temperatures and pressures,

and the soak time were all varied to determine the

processing variable most likely to be causing the cracking.

Thermal shocking was eliminated as the cause of the cracking

by heating a sample in a molybdemum furnace and rapidly

cooling. The processing used to produce solid samples was a

rapid heating rate and high pressure. It is believed that

the cracking was a result of a rapid sintering process that

occurs between 1100 and 12000 C, but further research was not

done to verify this theory.

Several samples were then pressed at varying

temperatures to examine the effect of temperature on

crystallinity. The samples varied in color, amount and type

of crystallization. These results are summarized in Table

I.

Table I. Crystalline Phases Present
Temperature Sample Phases Peak Description

°C Color Present

1100 White Amorphous

1350 Translucent T Broad

1375 Transparent T Sharp
SiO 2  Moderate Intensity
ZrSiO 4  Strong

1450 Translucent ZrSiO 4  Sharp and Strong
T Moderate and Broad

1550 Translucent ZrSiO 4  Very Strong
T Strong

Si0 2  Moderate

T-Tetragonal Zirconia

These samples varied slightly in composition which may

account for some of the changes in the phases present.
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Tetragonal zirconia was present from 1350 - 1450 0 C but as

temperature was increased zircon becomes the predominant

phase.

After polishing the samples to 3 um to remove the

graphoil, indentation toughness tests were performed on a

limited number of samples. However, these indentations were

badly chipped so toughness calculations could not be mads

accurately. In order to alleviate the problem, the samples

were then annealed at 10000C to relieve surface stresses. A

Vicker's indentation tester was used with a load of 1.5Kg.

Toughness calculations were done using the formula developed

by Evans (10) and is as follows:

KIC = 0.055a I/2 (1/a)-1 /2  (4)

The toughness tends to decrease with processing

temperatures, but this trend is still being verified because

of the limited number of samples that could be prepared and

tested before the ten week period allotted for research

ended. The average toughness and hardness values are found

in Table II along with densities.

After polishing the surface, the monoclinic phase did

not appear in x-ray diffraction patterns and so, the

toughness of these materials may not be a result of the

zirconia phase transformation. An electron microscopy study

is needed to determine the zirconia particle size in these

glasses. If the particle sizes are too small, then it may

be necessary to heat treat the samples to induce grain

growth to allow for phase transformation to occur. The
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densities of the 1350 to 1550 0 C disks averages at 93% of

theoretical density (2.3 7i/cc).

Table II. Average Density, Toughness, and Hardness Values

Temperature Density Hardn ss Tough s
°C g/cc GN/mS MN/m375

1100 1.27 - -

1350 2.26 11.71 2.33

1450 2.17 8.29 1.79

1550 2.20 5.55 1.46

Samples were also prepared with 1%, 5%, 10%, and 15%

zirconia. These were all processed at 1550 0 C and 24.13

MPa. The samples changed in color from white to almost

transparent to translucent with an increase in the amount of

zirconia present. The major zirconia phases present also

changed with the tetragonal zirconia phase being the most

predominant in the 5% samples. Based on the preliminary

results obtained, it is reasonable to assume that at lower

concentrations of zirconia, the zirconia is incorporated

into the silica network and at 5% there is enough zirconia

present to form tetragonal zirconia, at high percentages of

zirconia there is excess zirconia present and it again forms

zircon. However it must be emphasized that, the hot

pressing conditions do not allow the system to achieve

equilibrium so the phases present are not consistent with

the phase diagram. Indentations were not completed on these

samples.

Finally, microscopy of these materials needs to be done
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as was indicated previously. These materials have shown

promise, but much more work is required before conclusive

results can be obtained. The bulk of the unfinished work

will be completed by the author at the Ohio State University

and presented in a master's thesis.

6
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VI. Conclusions

Although work on this material is incomplete the

following has been demonstrated.

1. The alkoxide route allows for the production of

materials that contain a tetragonal zirconia phase without

the addition of a stabilizer.

2. The crystalline phases present have been identified as

zircon, zirconia, and minor amounts of alpha cristobalite.

3. These materials can be vacuum hot pressed to near

theoretical densities.

4. The amount and type of crystallinity in the samples can

be controlled by varying the processing parameters and the

amount of zirconia.
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VII. Recommendations

1. Further study is needed to characterize the starting

powders.

2. Indentations and four point bend tests need to be

performed on these materials to determine strength and

toughness.

3. Microscopy of the crystalline phases, indentations and

fractography needs to be completed.

4. A sintering study should be done between 1000 and

12000 C.

6
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On_ the Measurement of Variables :mpactino the

Performance of Flightline Maintenance Crews

by

Deborah L. Parker

ABSTRACT

Back round research was conducted related to an

onqoinq Droiect concerned with variables that

ootentiailv will impact the performance of fliqhtline

maintenance crews. A literature review was conducted ;n

order to determine whether aporoariate methods e-xist

for the measurement of variables that are determinant.3

of performance on the flizhtline. Literature on

vlailance. information processina. individual

differences, performance, and behavioral measures was

reviewed for this ouroose. The review indicated thit

certain oersonalitv variables and qroup cnaracterint'

are undoubtedly related to effectiveness and should rt

considered in relation to the performance of flohti:n -

maintenance crews.
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I. Introduction

I received my M.A. from Wake Forest University$

studying general experimental psychology. I am

currently pursuing a Ph.D. at Tulane University.

studying industrial/organizational psychology.

Recently, I have been studying psychological

measurement, as part of my curriculum. My research has

focused on variables that potentially modify work

performance. for example, workload variability.

Robert C. Johnson and Cheryl Batchelor are

currently initiating a research project directed

toward the performance of flightline maintenance crews.

* Little, if any, research has been directed at personnel

other than those directly confronted with combat. It is

now necessary to attend to the needs of Air Force

support personnel, who may, in future conflicts, be

faced with more direct combat conditions than has been

the case in the past.

Because of the particular research I was

conductinq at Tulane and my experience with measurement

in psychology I was assigned to this project. The

objective was for me to do research in support of the

overall project by conducting a review of potential

methods of measurement of variables of interest, and to

• provide an organizational perspective on an appropriate

aporoach to the research.
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III Te li~tlneMai-ntenance -Env ir-onrnent

In order to focus on relevant areas for the

literature review, it was necessary, first, to

take the time to learn about the basic structure and

environment of fliqhtline maintenance crews. The first

two weeks of the assignment was spent

interviewing with former maintenance officers, who

explained how each wing is structured, and

separated into a Component Repair Squadron, an

Equipment Maintenance Squadron, and an Aircraft

Generation Squadron. The aircraft generation squadron

structure was examined in detail because these units

*perform most of the work directly at the flightline.

An aircraft qeneration squadron is further divided

into three aircraft maintenance units (AMU's). each of

which is Gupposed to be a self-contained unit with the

ability to keep as .Qned aircraft fully maintained and

ooerational. Eact. AMU includes a number of personnel

who are renair specialists. weapon specialists, or crew

chiefs, all of whom are supervised by an officer in

charge.

Each type of specialist in an AMU has specific

duties in relation to weapons, repair, or inspections.

Daily routine activities were described and

* examples given of typical communication and

environmental characteristics on the fliqhtline. Most

importantly, the possibility was explained that
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much more severe conditions could arise for these

Darticular personneI in future conflicts than has

occurred in past conflicts wherein maintenance

personnel operated from very stable bases.

This background information provided for the

determination of the types of variables that

notentially could impact manpower planning. includinc

personnel selection, and crew performance in the

flightline maintenance environment. At this poLnt,

attention was directed to the study of paradigms used

and measurement techniques available for assessina the

many different variables that operate in this complex

organizational structure.

Methods of personnel selection, individual

characteristics, environmental and combat conditions,

and traininq all can have a major influence upon the

final performance of an aircraft maintenance unit.

Hence. the coverage of material was limited to

osycholoQlcal literature and other literature

soecifically related to the combat environme~nt.

IV. Literature Review: Aporoach and Conclusiona

To list all books and articles covered and to v

a detailed account of this literature review would

carry this reoort well beyond its limitations. Thus,.

the aoproach to the area, will be briefly exolained,

with a description of the areas in which material was
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covered. Conclusions as to whether or not such

information is relevant to the task at hand are

included.

Initially, the researcher reviewed some materiai

coverinq the combat environment and leadership

structure so as to become familiar with osvcholo4.1:.i

issues related to militarv ooerations. An e:xtensive

search was made for research that had been conductec

specifically on supoort and maintenance personnel.

Almost no research has been directed

specifically at military support personnel. Most

* psychological research has focused on those who are

most active in combat. The performance of pilots,

marine and army ground forces and other personnel who

actually work on the battle front has been studied

extensively. However, this left no exemplary

paradioms or assessment technicues for research on

support personnel.

At this point. following: examples of literature on

aircrew and oilot performance, the literature on

individual differences was reviewed to determine

wnetner or not relevant oaradiqms and measures had teen

used in these areas. Many of the studies with pilots

• had used viqilance tasks as dependent measures. These

tasks were used to indicate mental workload. reactions

to ovcrioad, tne durability of attentional processes.
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auality of dcci on-makinq and other %yrothea :=ed

cocinitive vrocesses (Broadbent, 1953)

In as much as fl-htline maintenance cri.ws need

troublesnoot, perform inspections, and notice tiny

flaws in ecuioment. theIr activities are similar to a

viqilance task. S.nce tns was a ootential aoroacno

periormance measurement, or oossibly oredicticn.

a considerable amount of time was spent rvieir-

viqilance and information orocessinq literature.

Trackine tasks. siqna! detection tasks, mntctina

signals to resoonse. and the measurement of mentai

workload by secondary or combined tasks were used to

asaeas the effects of an enormous range of independent

variables. (Willices & Wierwille. 1979; Ogden, Levine,

& Eisner. 1979 ). Mental workload was discussed

repeatedly. The effects of extraneous variables such as

noise, heat and time of day were also measured usina

vigijance tasks. However, the nature of the paradigms.

and the ohvsical aspects of the exoerimental scenarios

are not at all practical for hirqhlv mobile oeoole. The

researcher was led to conclude that oerhaos a v.Q.Llnce

task could be included in an assessment battery for

oersonnel selection as indicative of a certain level of

information Drocessinq ability. However, such viqilance

tasks are not really apDrooriate for researchers to

emnlo v while examinina benavior and performance on the

f iqhtl ine.
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Throuqhout the literature on combat oerformance.

several suthors make mention of individual or

oersonality characteristics that appear to be relaeed

to oerformance. The literature that was reviewed

impiled that there are several characteristics of

individuals and qroup dynamics that can contribute to

effective oerformance in the combat environment. The

most consistent reported result indicated that those

individuals with an internal as opDosed to an external

locus of control were likely to adapt to group

.unctioninq during combat (Batlhs. 1980).

Other variables that could provide useful

* information if measured are orqanizational commitment.

social conformity vs. rebelliousness, emotional

stability vs. neuroticismo trust vs. defensiveness, snd

possibly activity vs. lack of energy. These variables

are indicative of some of the osycholoqical variabes

that many exoerts in the area of combat effectiveness

have determined can be even more imoortant than

physical ability in terms of the effectiveness of a

unit. (Sarkesian. 1980: Kanunqo. 1979: Bandura. 1977'.

Group cohesion and morale are undeniably a most

important factor in developing an effective work

unit(Sarkesian.1980: Moos.1974: Kobasa.1983).

*Hence, the measurement of such variables with scales

that are valid at an acceptable level could be heloful

in researchinq flightline maintenance crews, esoeciallv
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when one considers the fact that the emphasis is on the

performance of the group.

During the remainder of the literature review.

attention was turned to other behavioral measurement

techniques that are not specifically related to

vi ilance or information processing theory. One

possible method of assessment in the area of fliohtline

maintenance performance is the use of Behaviorally

Anchored Rating Scales based on the critical incidentr

technique (Schwab & Heneman, 1975). This technique,

although subjective, is fairly well standardized and

could be efficient given trained observers.

Another possibility would be to use a different

form of behavioral observation with trained observers,

in order to assess the effectiveness of a given AMU.

Scott (1967) discusses the development of semantic

differential scales as measures of morale, which is

another Dossibility as part of an assessment battery.

However, relisbility and validity are likely

constraints when such methods are employed. Some other

more direct performance measures do axist. which, given

some develooment specifically for this project, could

be useful.

Interviews, questionnaires and subjective

performance aooraisal by suoeriors are frecuentlv

considered in the literature. However. these techni, uc-s

have u .,,w validity and reliability
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(Guion .1965: Bouchard, 1976) . Some more obneclive

measures of perf-:ormance are iatencv to detection c± a

qiven stinulus. the ratio o: actual cutout to or

evels of output. an, the quantity or cualit

:rociuction. The latter coul.c oossibiy aptlv to soD:_e

z:r''Quction rates. Other performance crateria tn-at

be of use are the number and tyne o: movementz

unrelated to tas/-, variability in cycle tLime, rn.?es,

"blocks", or fumbles in long cycle times, and reactior.

tlme to a secondary task (Sharit & Salvendy. 1982).

Of the performance measures listed above. reaction

time. or some measure of the rate of sortie generatiorn

*would be the most convenient measure of oerformance on

the fliqhtline. The measurement of sortie cgeneration

rate in response to manipulations of different

independent variables would be an index of efficiency

to some degree. It would also, however, be beneficial

to try to develop some other indices of the quality of

performance through a detailed behavioral analysis of

the work that is done on the fliqhtline.

V. Recommendations

i. At this point, the literature review that was

initiated cannot be considered complete. USAF personnel

will be orovided with a complete list of all books and

articles covered and those noted but not thorouqhly

reviewed. It is also suggested that the Psycholoqical
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Abstracts be reviewed carefully from '98.2 througzh i'D6

in order to assure that all recent material that could

be of use is available for review. More relevant or

important material appearing in the extensive

bibliooranhv that has been compiled will be marked so

that it can be obtained by project personnel. The full

bibliography is not included in this report because -,t

alone would exceed space limitations.

2. Concerning an appropriate approach to research

regarding the performance of fliqhtline maintenance

crews, it is suggested that individual psychological

characteristics and measures related to group dynamics

be seriously considered as indices of potential

effectiveness. Several authors repeatedly stress the

importance of group cohesion, involvement and morale as

essential to combat effectiveness. It would be most

prudent to attempt to develop some valid indices of

these characteristics specifically for this project.

Measures of performance, or lack of it, without indices

of potential causal factors would yield little

information that would be relevant to the development

of a s-olid trainin,= Droqram.
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Image Algebra Preprocessor and Image Algebra Executive

by

Werner Kurt Perry

ABSTRACT

The image processing field is characterized by very complex

algorithms that do not translate well into any conventional

programming language. It is for this reason that Dr. Gerhard

X. Ritter of the University of Florida has been researching

the feasibility of an Image Algebra. Dr. Ritter has isolated

a heterogeneous Image Algebra consisting of several different

* types of operands as well as different operations among those

operands. The Image Algebra Preprocessor incorporates these

operands and operations to create a image processing

environment that allows the user to create efficient algorithms

rapidly. The Image Algebra Preprocessor was written in

FORTRAN and produces FORTRAN-77 from a FORTRAN-like code. The

Image Algebra Executive software allows user to implement

Image Algebra Preprocessor algorithms on groups of images

without having to constantly interact with the software.
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I. Introduction

I am presently working on my M.S. in Engineering at the

University of Florida in the area of image processing and

computer languages. I received my B.S. in Engineering from

the University of Florida. As an undergraduate I worked on an

autonomous bridge detection algroithm that was developed for

the Armament Laboratory at Eglin AFB. As a graduate I have

been working on an Image Processing Language based on the

Image Algebra (IA) as defined by Dr. Gerhard X. Ritter of the

University of Florida.

The Armament Laboratory has an Image Processing Laboratory

where seeker research is carried out. Because of my background

in image processing and the research into an IA Preprocessor

I was assigned to the Armament Laboratory at Eglin AFB to

continue my research into the IA Preprocessor.

II. Objectives of research effort.

The overall objective of the IA Preprocessor research was

to create an algorithm developement environment that would

facilitate image processing development. Another goal was

the design of an Image Algebra Executive software system to

facilitate the implementation of the algorithms developed

with the IA Preprocessor.

My individual goals were:

1. Finish coding the IA Preprocessor.

* 2. Remove any bugs in the IA Preprocessor.

3. Create an Image Algebra Executive (IAX) system.

4. Integrate the IA Preprocessor and the IAX.
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III. Image Algebra (IA) Preprocessor (VAX/VMS Version)

The program F85.FOR and the command file F85.COM

together make up the IA Preprocessor. This preprocessor maps

FORTRAN like code into FORTRAN-77. This FORTRAN like code

includes most of the IA operations as defined Dr. Gerhard X.

Ritter of the University of Florida. Because of the lack of

special characters on most terminals, IA operation symbols

were chosen from the ASCII character set. A list of the IA

operations and their preprocessor counterparts is listed in

section IV. You will notice that the preprocessor does not

implement the template & template operations, this is the

next major addition that should be considered for the IA

preprocessor. For the definition of each operation represented

below and for a full explanation of the IA see [I], for a full

explanation of the IA preprocessor see [2].

IV. Image Algebra Preprocessor Operations

Given: Images AB , Template T, and Scalar k.

Image & Scalar Image & Image

ADDITION A + k A + B

SUBTRACTION A - k A - B

MULTIPLICATION A * k A * B

DIVISION A /k A /B

EXPONENTIATION A ** k A ** B

DOT PRODUCT A # k A # B

PSEUDO-INVERSE A " k A "" B 0

CHARACTERISTIC A <= k A <= B
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Image & Template

CIRCLE PLUS A + T

CIRCLE MAXIMUM A * T

CIRCLE MINIMUM A % T

SQUARE MAXIMUM A 1 T

SQUARE MINIMUM A " T

V. Example of an Image Transformation Expressed in Terms of

the Image Algebra

The Sobel edge detection is a good example to introduce

the reader to the use of the IA preprocessor and the

capabilities of the IA. The Sobel edge detection algorithm

is as described herin. Given an image, to use the Sobel to

highlight the edges, one can convolve the image with two

3x3 arrays (Fig 1 and Fig 2). The result of convolving the

image with these two arrays is two new images which must be

combined to form the final image. These are the types of

convolutions that the IA was designed to handle efficiently.

In the IA the images remain images and the 3x3 arrays, or any

other configuration for that matter, become what are known as

variant or invariant templates. The IA equation for the Sobel

edge detection follows:

2 2 1/2
( (IMAGE circleplus T) + (IMAGE circleplus S) )

-Io -1--

.0

Fig 1. Fig 2.
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VI. Image Algebra Preprocessor Code

Coding an image transformation that has been expressed

in terms of the IA into code the preprocessor understands

is analogous to coding an algebraic formula into code that

FORTRAN understands. The following will be a step by step

example of how to code IA expressions into preprocessor code.

This example will be continued with the Sobel edge detection

image transformation.

The first thing to be done is to inform the preprocessor

of the storage locations that you wish to reserve. To reserve

space for an image, you tell the preprocessor the type, size

and name of the image. There are four basic FORTRAN types

( Integer, Real, Complex, Double Precision). The size must

be a two dimensional array of arbitrary size (i.e. 512x512,

120x360, etc). The name is any valid FORTRAN name (i.e. Six

or less characters and numbers, and must start with a letter).

An example of image declarations follow:

INTEGER IMAGE(100,100), BARRAY(512,512)
REAL X(100,100), Y(100,100)

Notice these declarations are exactly the same as two-

dimensional FORTRAN array declarations.

Templates are the only new data structures defined by the

Image Algebra, since these are not of an existing FORTRAN data

type you must inform the preprocessor of your desire to use

templates. Temlates have two characteristics you must inform

the preprocssor of: first, you need to tell the preprocessor

the type (Integer, Real, Complex, Double Precision), and second

you must tell the preprocessor if the template is configuration
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variant or invariant. Variant or invariant is decided on the

basis as to whether the template configuration and template

weights remain constant or not over the entire image. The

following are examples of declarations of a real invariant

template invarl and integer variant van1 and var2.

REAL INVARIANT INVAR1
INTEGER VARIANT VARI, VAR2

These declarations are very similir to scalar variable

declarations in FORTRAN, the only difference is the keywords

[IN]VARIANT. The generic template declaration follows:

[TYPE] [IN]VARIANT NAME1 [ (,NAME*) ]

This simply states that type type is optional [TYPE] (if

omitted, FORTRAN default type is assumed (Real A-H:O-Z,

Integer I-N) and the configuration is either variant or

invariant, and it is followed by one or more names separated

by commas. An example follows:

REAL VARIANT FIRST, SECOND
COMPLEX INVARIANT CMPLXX

Up to now we have only informed the preprocessor of our

intentions, at this point the preprocessor has a symbol table

containing the image and template names and their respective

sizes and types. After informing the preprocessor of all the

declarations we are now ready to write statements, the core

of the IA preprocessor. Any valid FORTRAN statement is allowed

by the preprocessor, with a few exceptions.

*FIRST, you must never use continuation lines on any IA

statements.

SECOND, when passing an array to a funcition you should pass
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the first element and not the entire array. This arises from

the fact that the preprocessor will try to apply the function

pointwise to the entire array.

Example:

SUM = MYFUNC(ARRAY)

sould be

SUM = MYFUNC(ARRAY(1.1))

If you wanted to apply MYFUNC to the entire image (array)

pointwise you would use the former, if you wished to pass the

array you would use the latter.

THIRD, only one Image & Template operation per line.

Example:

The IA equation
2 2

ARRAY2 = (ARRAY1 circleplus T) + (ARRAY1 circleplus S)

would be coded into the preprocessor code as folows:

TEMPI = ARRAY1 + T
TEMP2 = ARRAY1 + S
ARRAY2 = TEMPI ** 2 + TEMP2 ** 2

Notice Image & Image operations may be arbitrarily complex,

also notice that the preprocessor takes care of all looping

conventions so that the user is relieved of the burden of

loops and loop variables.

The last thing you need to know is how to define teplates.

The template definition is much the same as a FORTRAN function

or subroutine declaration, in fact the templates are

implemented as FORTRAN subroutines. The first line in a

template definition is the template header. Its generic form

is as follows:
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[TYPE] [IN]VARIANT TEMPLATE NAME[(PARM1 (,PARM#})]

This means it, a template definition, has a FORTRAN type, is

either configuration variant or invariant, the name is any

valid FORTRAN name, and the name is followed by zero or more

parameters separated by commas and enclosed by parenthesis.

Next you have your standard FORTRAN declaration block followed

by the code to implement the template. This is the section

where the template configuration and values are assigned.

Available to the user is the image points X, Y which hold the

following relation to the image.

A-1 -- X-1, Y X- ,W

- Xly

- 1 41 .

X,1 * Fig '

Templates can have as many elements as you wish and their

configuration can be as arbitrary as you like. When you

reach the physical end of a template definition you signal

the termination with the 'END' statement.

* VII. Example of Coding the Sobel Edge Detection

Step 1. Translate the IA expression into code for the

IA preprocessor.

IA expression:
2 2 1/2

[ (IMAGE circleplus T) + (IMAGE circleplus S) 3

IA preprocessor code:

TEMPt = IMAGE + T
TEMP2 = IMAGE + S
RESULT = (TEMPI ** 2 + TEMP2 ** 2) ** 0.5

Notice that the few temporary images were used, this happens
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because the preprocessor can only handle one Image & Template

operation per line. You must remember to declare any temporary

images (arrays) that you use.

Step 2. Go back and declare all the images (arrays) that

are used in your program. Assume for the time that the images

are 1OOx1OO integer images, and that the resultant image is

real. The following declarations inform the preprocessor so.

INTEGER IMAGE(100,100), TEMPI(100,100), TEMP2(100,100)
REAL RESULT(100,100)

Step 3. Declare any templates you use in the program.

Remember, in the Sobel edge detection transform the templates

are integer valued and invariant configuration as in Fig 1 and

Fig 2. The following code informs the preprocessor so.

INTEGER INVARIANT S, T

Step 4. Define any templates that you used in the

program. For this example see Fig 1 and Fig 2 for the

configuration and weights. The definition for template T

follows:

INTEGER INVARIANT TEMPLATE T

T(X-1, Y-1) =-1
T(X-1, Y 1) = 0
T(X-1, Y+1) = 1
T(X , Y-1) =-2
T(X , Y ) = 0
T(X , Y+1) = 2
T(X+I, Y-i) = -1
T(X+I, Y ) = 0
T(X+1, Y+1) = 1

END

and the template definition for template S:
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INTGER INVARIANT TEMPLATE S

S(X-1, Y-l) = -1
S(X-1, Y ) =-2
S(X-1, Y+!) =-1
S(X , Y-l) = 0
S(X , Y ) = 0
S(X , Y+I) = 0
S(X+I, Y-i) 1
S(X+I, Y ) = 2
S(X+I, Y+I) 1

END

Step 5. Enter the above steps (1-4) into a file using

an editor. This is done the same way you would edit a FORTRAN

file. Remember the order: image declarations, template

declarations, code, and template definitions. The following

is the preprocessor code for the Sobel image transformation.

C*s
C** EXAMPLE OF SOBEL EDGE DETECTION ALGORITHM
C**

INTEGER IMAGE(100,100), TEMP1(100,100), TEMP2(100,100)
REAL RESULT(100,100)
INTEGER INVARIANT S, T

C**
C** USER SUPPLIED INPUT GOES HERE
C**

CALL INPUT(IMAGE)
C**
C** IMAGE ALGEBRA FORUMLA:
C** 2 2 1/2
C** ((IMAGE circleplus T) + (IMAGE circleplus S) )
C*$

TEMPI = IMAGE + S
TEMP2 = IMAGE + T
RESULT = (TEMPI ** 2 + TEMP2 ** 2) ** 0.5

C**
C** USER SUPPLIED OUTPUT GOES HERE
C*.

CALL OUTPUT (RESULT)

STOP
* END
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C**

C$* PREPROCESSOR CODE FOR INTEGER INVARIANT TEMPLATE T
C**

INTEGER INVARIANT TEMPLATE T

T(X-1, Y-i) =-1
T(X-1, Y 1) = 0
T(X-1, Y+1) = 1
T(X Y-) =-2
T(X , Y ) = 0
T(X , Y+1) = 2
T(X+I, Y-i) =-1
T(X+1, Y ) = 0
T(X+I, Y+I) = 1

END
C**

C** PREPROCESSOR CODE FOR INTEGER INVARIANT TEMPLATE S
C**

INTEGER INVARIANT TEMPLATE S

S(X-1, Y-i) =-1
S(X-1, Y ) =-2
S(X-1, Y+1) =-1
S(X , Y-i) = 0
S(X , Y ) = 0
S(X , Y+I) = 0
S(X+I, Y-i) = 1
S(X+I, Y ) = 2
S(X+I, Y+I) = 1

END

Step 6. The last thing you need to do is to run this

file through the preprocessor to create the equivalent FORTRAN

source file to be compiled under the FORTRAN compiler.

VIII. Image Algebra Executive Software System

The Image Algebra Executive is a package of software

routines that allow the user to create batch modules that

can be used to verify IA preprocessor algorithms on a large

set of data and/or images. The Image Algebra Executive

is a menu driven system, which makes its use almost entirely

self documenting. The system is configured so at any point
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in any menu the user may request HELP or may execute a

Digital Command Language (DCL) command. The Image Algebra

Executive was written entirely in Digital Command Language

(DCL) and will be compatible with any VAX system running

under the VAX/VMS operating system.

The basic idea behind the Image Algebra Executive is to

allow the user to choose a set of image processing transforms

and a set of images on which the transforms will perform.

This is accomplished in a menu driven environment where the

user interacts with the system to choose the appropriate

algorithms and images. The Image Algebra Executive employs

an on-line help facility to allow the user to query the

the system as to the proper use of a menu option or the

proper sequence of steps in creating a batch module. The

system also allows the user to execute a DCL command from

within the system, this is more of a convenience than a

necessity.

The Image Algebra Executive system is a valuable tool

for the image processing environment created by the Image

Algebra Preprocessor.

IX. Recommendations

1. The coding of the IA preprocessor is finished for the

time being. The preprocessor could be extended and enhanced,

but the benifits of this are questionable since the

* preprocessor is written entirely in FORTRAN. To be a more

versatile peice of software the preprocessor should be recoded

in a language that supports abstract data types.
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2. The Image Algebra Executive is in its final state. It

is a extremely useful tool for the Image Algebra environment

and can save the user time and effort in developing image

processing algorithms.

3. The IA preprocessor provided valuable insight into the

IA itself. Much was learned about the very essence of the

IA while the coding of the IA preprocessor, in fact several

changes were to the IA were initiated through discoveries

made while coding the IA preprocessor.

4. The one major recommendation that I would make is to

undertake a feasiblity study of an Image Algebra Compiler

project. Through the IA preprocessor the IA has proved to

be a valuable image processing tool and an Image Algebra

Complier would be a valuable asset to any image processing

laboratory.

6
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Decentralized Control of

Large Flexible Space Structures

by

Frank Mark Pitman

ABSTRACT

Decentralized control is considered as an alternative to central-

ized control techniques such as pole placement, state feedback, and

optimal control as a tool for controlling undesirable vibrations in

large flexible space structures (LFSS). The method presented here

allows one to determine the decentralized system equations directly from

the centralized system equations. Furthermore, this formulation neither

requires a coordinate transformation nor ignores any coupling between

the subsystems. This makes the method both computationally attractive

and reliable. The idea of optimal control is applied to the decentral-

ized subsystems in an attempt to determine the optimal controller for

the total system. The necessary equations are developed in the paper,

however, the method still needs to be programmed and tested on various

cases to ensure the validity of the results. This work should be

extended to include provisions for both variations in the system parame-

ters and external disturbances.

6
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I. Introduction

I received my B.S. Degree in Mechanical Engineering from

Clemson University in May, 1985. I am currently working towards my

Master's Degree in Mechanical Engineering at Clemson, specializing

in mechanical systems design and more specifically controls. The

topic of my Master's Thesis is "Decentralized Control of Large

Flexible Space Structures."

My major advisor, Dr. Mehdi Ahmadian, was awarded an AFOSR

Summer Faculty Fellowship to perform research pertaining to decen-

tralized control of large flexible space structures at the Flight

Dynamics Laboratory (FDL) of Wright-Patterson AFB. For this reason

I submitted an application for an AFOSR fellowship in hopes of

providing myself with an opportunity to work closely with Dr.
9

Ahmadian while at Wright-Patterson AFB.

II. Objectives

The overall objective of my research is to determine the

answer to the following question: Given a large flexible space

structure (LFSS), is it possible to find a robust decentralized

* controller for the system that allows the closed-loop stability to

occur independent of modeling inaccuracies and system disturbances?

My individual objectives for the ten-week research period are

listed below.

1. Familiarize myself with research that has been done in the
areas of decentralized control and large space structures
in the past.

2. Develop a systematic method for obtaining a decentralized
system directly from a centralized system model, without
the loss of pertinent information (i.e., without making
any assumptions regarding model interactions, etc.).
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3. Apply the idea of optimal control to the decentralized
system mentioned above.

III. Decentralized Control

Centralized control techniques such as pole placement, state

feedback, and optimal control have commonly been used in the past

in an attempt to control undesirable vibrations in large flexible

space structures (LFSS). However, these techniques have often

resulted in various computational difficulties due to the fact that

a large number of degrees-of-freedom are required to effectively

model LFSS. Therefore, it is desirable to reduce the order of the

system (if possible).

There are a number of model reduction techniques available to

reduce the order of a given system, many of which have been used in

the past in an attempt to facilitate the control of large scale

systems. Model reduction techniques such as decomposition tech-

niques, model reduction by aggregation, model reduction by pertur-

bation, and hierarchical control have all been used. However,

techniques such as these sometimes result in accuracy problems

since preliminary assumptions are often required. For example,

decomposition techniques assume weak interconnections between

modes, and certain dynamic interactions are ignored in perturbation

methods. Another problem that arises is the fact that the

"reduced" system may still be too large for the use of existing

control algorithms. These inadequacies have motivated research in

the area of decentralized control.

The basic idea behind decentralized control is to break the

system down into a number of "manageable" subsystems and control
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each subsystem individually, keeping in mind that the subsystems

are interconnected [1-4]. It is desirable to develop a decentral-

ized control technique that makes no assumptions regarding model

interactions, etc., so that no error will be introduced as the

system is broken down.

IV. System Development

Consider a centralized system governed by the following set of

equations:

= Ax + Bu (1)

y = Cx (2)

where x is the state vector, u is the control vector, y is the

output vector, A, B, and C are matrices of appropriate dimensions,

* and C is assumed to be in block diagonal form.

Rewriting the above system in its decentralized form as p

subsystems yields:

xi = Aix i + Bivi (3a)

yi= Cixi ; i = , 2, 3, ..., p (3b)

where x. is the state vector, v. is the control vector, and yi is1 1
th

4 the output vector of the i subsystem. Here, the control vector

th
for the i subsystem includes both an external control input to

the subsystem and the effects of coupling between the subsystems,

and is formulated as:

p
vi = ui + Z Gijzij (3c)

j=l
ji

zij yj + Dijuj (for j#i) (3d)
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where u. is the external control input to the it h subsystem, z.. is
2. 13

the coupling state between subsystems i and j, and G.. and D.. are

weighting matrices (to be calculated).

The governing equations for the decentralized system can be

found by combining equations (3a), (3b), (3c), and (3d) to form the

state equation and leaving the output equation unchanged:

P
k i = Aix i + Bi[u i + Z Gij(Cjxj + Dijuj)] (4a)

j=l
j'i

Yi = Cixi ; i = 1, 2, 3, ... , p (4b)

Now, the matrices Ai, B., C., G.j, and Dij need to be determined in

terms of the submatrices of A, B, and C in equation (1) as they are

partitioned according to the dimensions of the subsystems, i.e.

A = [A. ]

B = [Bij

C = [C..] , i = 1, 2, ... , p

j i, 2, p

It is possible to show that in order for the systems (1) and (3) to

be equal, the following must hold:

A. = A.. (5a)
1 ii

B. = B.. (5b)
2. ii

c. = c,. (5c)
1 iI

G. . = (B..) IA..(C..)I  (5d)

D.. = (B. .G. .) - B.. (5e)
13 ii 3 13

In some cases the matrices Bi, C.. and the product (B. .G..) in
i ii 13

equations (5d) and (5e) above will not be square matrices. In

these cases the pseudo-inverse must be used in place of the inverse
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of the matrix in question [5]. Note that the form that the pseudo-

inverse of a matrix takes depends on the dimensionality of the

matrix (i.e., whether the number of rows is greater than the number

of columns, or vice versa). For example, consider an nxm matrix F:

- I  T -IFTF =(FF) F if n > m (6a)

-l1 T T-l1F = FT(FF) ;if n < m (6b)

Note that B.. will be an n.xm. matrix, C. will be a k.xn. matrix,
11 1 2 JJ J J

and the product (B. G. ) will be an n.xk. matrix:
ii 1J 1 J

where n. is the order of subsystem i, m. is the number of external2. 1

inputs to subsystem i, and k. is the number of outputs from subsys-

tem i.

The order of the matrices is purely a matter of choice, and

depends only on the desired dimensions of the subsystems. However,

the following must hold:

p
E n. = N (7a)

i=l 1

p
Z m. = M (7b)

i=l 1

p
E k. = K (7c)

i=l 1

where N, M, and K are the order of the centralized system, the

number of inputs to the centralized system, and the number of

outputs from the centralized system respectively.

It is worthwhile noting that the decentralized system is

determined directly from a centralized model. Furthermore, this

formulation neither requires a coordinate transformation nor
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ignores any coupling between subsystems. This makes the method

both computationally attractive and reliable.

V. Optimal Control

Reference [6] is used extensively in the formulation of this

section. Choosing a performance index that penalizes the error of

each subsystem at some terminal time (tf), the error over the

period from 0 to tf and the control power used over the period

from 0 to tf yields the following performance index:

p
J= Ji (8a)

i=l

where Ji = (h)eT(tf)Qi(tf)ei(tf)

+ h) tf e T(t)Qiei(t) + u (t)Riuit)Jdt (b)
o1

0

ref

and ei(t) Yi - yi(t) ; i = 1, 2, ... , p (8c)

R.i is a positive definite weighting matrix while Qi and Qi (t f) are

refpositive semidefinite weighting matrices. And yi is some refer-

th
ence input to the i subsystem.

The basic idea is to minimize equation (8b) for each subsystem

(i.e., suboptimal control) instead of minimizing the performance

index of the composite system. The Hamiltonian for each subsystem

is given by [7]:

Hi = ( )[e (t)Qiei(t) + u.(t)Riui(t)]
1 1

T P4
+ Ai[Aixi + Biui + Bi E Gijzij] (9)

i=l

jyi
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where zi3 = y.i + Dij u. and X.i is a vector of Lagrange Multipliers

th
for the i subsystem.

The following equations are found by applying the well known

minimum principle [8].

-1TPki(t) = Aixi(t) - BiRi B Xi(t) + Bi Z Gijzij (10a)
j=l
j~i

*T T i iT ref(lb

ii(t) = -CiQiCixi(t) A Xi(t) + CQiy(10b)

-lIT
ui(t) = -R. BTXi(t) (10c)

1 1

The boundary conditions are given by [8]:

xi(O) Xio

Xi(tf) = CTQi(tf)Cixi(tf) - CQi(tf Yi (tf)

The two point boundary value problem specified by these boundary

conditions and equations (10a), (10b), and (10c) can be represented

as a Ricatti Matrix Problem by letting (6]:

Ai (t) =Pi (t)xi (t) -gi ( t )  (lla)

ii(t) i i(t)xi(t) -Pi(t)ki(t) - 4i(t) (11b)

where P, is an n.xn. matrix and gi is an n. dimensional vector.
1 1 1 2. I

Equating (lib) to (10b) and substituting the expressions for

x. from (10a) and X. from (11a), the following equations can be1 1

realized:

ST p -IT T
i(t) = (-PiAi - AiPi + PiBiR BTPi - CTQiCi) (12a)

-I T T ref

gi(t) = -(Ai - BiR. BTPi)Tgi(t) - Ciy

P
+ PiBi E Gijzij) (12b)

j=l
j#i
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The boundary conditions become:

T
Pi(tf) = C.Qi(tf)Ci (12c)

gi(tf) = CQi(tf)yref (12d)

In the steady state case, equation (12a) reduces to the Algebraic

Ricatti Matrix Equation and equation (12b) can be easily solved,

thus P.i and gi are readily attainable. Theoretically, the optimal

controller for each subsystem can now be determined using an

optimization routine.

VI. Recommendations

1. The existing equations must now be solved to yield the optimal
controller (u.) for each subsystem. Both the decentralization
method and 3he suboptimal control algorithm should be
programmed and tested on various cases to ensure that the
methods are computationally feasible.

2. Once a controller has been selected, the idea of robustness
needs to be resolved by applying the controller to a perturbed
system and reevaluating its effectiveness (i.e., allow the
state matrix to be perturbed from A. to A. + AA.). The
controller is termed "robust" if the resulting closed-loop
system is both asymptotically stable and regulated.

3. The controller should also be evaluated in terms of its
ability to regulate a system that is subjected to external
system disturbances. Fr example, for the case of a constant
disturbance to the i subsystem, equation (3c) should be
altered to include the disturbance (D) as follows:

1

p
v. = u. + Z G..z.. + D.
1 1 j2l 13 13 1

j #i

The performance index should then be reevaluated for the
problem with external disturbances (as given above).
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EMPIRICAL CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR A VALIDITY COEFFICIENT UNDER RANGE

RESTRICTION: AN APPLICATION OF THE BOOTSTRAP

by

Jorge L. Mendoza

* with the assistance of

Darren E. Hart and Amy B.Powell

ABSTRACT

Efron's bootstrap procedure was utilized to develop two computer

* intensive techniques for constructing confidence intervals on the

unrestricted correlation parameter under explicit predictor

restriction. One procedure bootstrapped the corrected correlation

coefficient to obtain the interval, while the other one relied on the

frequency distribution of the applicant test scores to generate the

bootstrap confidence interval. The techniques were evaluated using a

• Monte Carlo procedure. The study assessed the techniques under a

number of hypothetical selection situations. The results showed that

boostrapping the corrected correlation coefficient is a reliable

technique for obtaining confidence intervals for the population

correlation under most selection situations.
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I. Introduction

I received a B.S. in psychology from Southwestern Oklahoma State

University in 1984. I am currently in the doctoral program in

Industrial/Organizational Psychology at Texas A&M University, and

will receive my M.S. in August, 1986. My research interests include

cognitive aspects of performance appraisal, occupational stress,

* social influence, and many areas of personnel selection, including

test validation. This interest in selection validation prompted me

to apply for the summer research position at AFHRL, in order to work

with Dr. Jorge Mendoza in developing a statistical solution to a

common problem in selection test validation.

II. Background

* One of the oldest and most common problems in test validation is

that of range restriction on the predictor due to explicit selection.

Range restriction occurs when predictor and criterion data are

available only for the selected group. This is a group that is

systematically different from the applicant group mainly because of

the organization's selection policy. The restricted variable for

* which data are missing has generally a restricted variance. Hence,

the correlation between the predictor and the criterion in this group

underestimates the validity of the test,

Investigators have been concerned with this attenuation problem

for some time. Karl Pearson (1903) was the first to provide a

procedure to correct for the bias inherent in the selection process.

Lawley (1943) relaxed the assumptions necessary for the correction,

and Thorndike (1947) is accredited with bringing the procedure to the

attention of psychologists. The Pearson correction formula for
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explicit selection is

Srr :S + S "( 1 - r)

The " ' " indicates that the test variance and the correlation were

computed in the selected group.

The correction procedure makes two assumptions: a) linearity of

the regression of the criterion y on the test x, and b)

homoscedasticity of the residual variances. Linn (1968) and Lord &

Novick (1968) have pointed out that these assumptions are usually not

met in practical settings. In general, departures from linearity tend

to deflate the corrected correlation, while lack of homoscedasticity

tends to inflate it. The correction is robust to lack of homogeneity

of variances, but very sensitive to lack of linearity (Greener and

Osburn, 1979). Nevertheless, some (Campbell, 1979; Linn, 1968) have

suggested that it may be disadvantageous to adjust the correlation

under such conditions.

Greener and Osburn (1979) found that while corrected correlations,

for moderate to large unrestricted population correlations, are more

accurate than uncorrected ones, they become less accurate as the

proportion of selected individuals decreases. Using a Monte Carlo

procedure, Brewer and Hill (1969) examined the correction under

varying degrees of predictor skewness. They found that correction

becomes less accurate as skewness and selectivity increase.

Others have investigated the correction under more general

conditions. Alexander, et al (1984) have examined the robustness of

the correction procedure when both the predictor and the criterion are

truncated, and found that the procedure undercorrected in most
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circumstances. Gross and Fleishman (1983) found that when the

selection process is incorrectly assumed to be based solely on the

predictor, the corrected correlation is highly positively biased, and

it is less accurate than the uncorrected correlation.

Olson and Becker (1983) claimed that the correction has the

additional assumption of complete truncation, which is generally not

met in applied settings. Complete truncation occurs when all of the

observations falling above or below a certain point are lost from the

applicant sample. Incomplete truncation or attrition, on the other

hand, occurs when "it is possible to observe an individual at any

point on the test or job performance distribution, but the probability

that an observation is lost from the sample is related to test or job

0 performance itself" (Olson & Becker, 1983, p137). It is likely that

incomplete truncation more realistically represents practical

situations. Incomplete truncation can appear in situations where

there is no strict adherence to a cut off score, and/or when the

selection is not based solely on the test score.

Although we know much about the performance of r. , we know little

0 about its standard error and its sampling distribution. Not knowing

the sampling distribution has impeded researchers from testing

hypotheses or constructing confidence intervals. The traditional

sampling theory for the Pearson product moment coefficient is not

appropriate for rC (Forsyth, 1971).

Given the state of the art, it would be desirable to find either a

* procedure for obtaining confidence intervals on the unrestricted

population correlation based on rG, for situations where we know

that r. does a reasonable job and/or establish a procedure for
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obtaining an estimator of .9 that does not make the assumptions of r.

Until now, the mathematics necessary for doing such a procedure have

been prohibitive. But it can now be attempted using Efron's (1979)

bootstrap procedure. In this paper we suggest two bootstrap

procedures for setting confidence intervals onPand evaluate their

effectiveness using a Monte Carlo simulation.

Efron's bootstrap procedure is a computer assisted nonparametric

method to evaluate the precision of a statistic. The bootstrap

procedure is implemented when parametric assumptions cannot be made

'regarding the population where the observations were drawn. The

central feature of the procedure is the repeated generation of

bootstrap samples. A bootstrap sample of size n is obtained by

sampling at random and with replacement from one's original sample of

size n. Each bootstrap sample is used to estimate the statistic of

interest. Efron & Gong (1983) suggest that 200 bootstrap replications

are sufficient for most applications. These bootstrap values are

then used to estimate population parameters or set confidence

interval. Excellent descriptions of the method can be found in Efron

& Tibshirani (1984) and Lunneborg (1985). The bootstrap works because

the sample data resembles the population from which they were

obtained. Its use, of course, requires some degree of confidence in

the sample.

III. Objectives

The purpose of the paper is two fold: a) to suggest and evaluate a

procedure for constructing confidence intervals on 2 based on rc.

and, b) to suggest and evaluate a parametric free procedure for
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estimating9 which does not depends on r.

IV. Bootstrap confidence intervals

Two bootstrap procedures are presented.. The first is a procedure

for obtaining a confidence interval on p using the rC. The procedure

requires two bootstrap samples for each repetition, one from the

applicant sample and one from the selected group. The second

procedure does not rely on rC , but instead relies on the applicant

frequencies.

Bootstrapping the corrected r

The procedure can be summarized as follows:

1) Obtain a bootstrap sample of the applicant sample and compute the

test variance S.

2) Obtain a bootstrap sample of the selected group and compute the

correlation r' between the test and the criterion. Also compute the

variance S' t of the test.

3) Using equation (1) correct r' for range restriction using S and

S' to obtain the bootstrap value I .

4) Repeat 1-3 two hundred times to obtain r*(1), r*(2), . .

r,(200).

5) Rank order r*(1), ... ,r*(200) and count 5 from the top and 5 from

the bottom to establish a 95% confidence interval. Efron (1981) calls

this method of constructing confidence interval the percentile

method.
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Bootstrapping using the applicant frequencies

The procedure is summarized below:

1) Obtain the frequency distribution of the test scores for the

n applicants. Then, divide the range of test scores the into k

equal intervals (e.g., 0-10, 11-20, 21-30, ... ,91-100) and count

the number of individuals in each interval.

2) Obtain a bootstrap sample of the selected group using the

applicant frequencies divided by n. For example, if there are 100

applicants in interval 1(3) and 500 in the total sample, then we would

sample interval 1(3) with probability .20. Once 1(3) is selected then

each individual in the interval has an equal probability of being

selected. For 1(3), it would be 1/100. This is similar to obtaining a

quota sample.

3) Compute the correlation r in the bootstrap sample.

4) Repeat 1-3 two hundred times, rank order r(I), r*(2),

r*(200) and construct the confidence interval.
C,

V. THE MONTE CARLO

Under the assumption that the applicant sample resembles a random

sample, we wrote a computer program which simulates the hiring process

in an organization, to allow us to evaluate the general applicability

of the bootstrap procedure to the attenuation problem in the selection

paradigm. Given the paradigm, the bootstrap can be applied in a

variety of ways. We developed two, both of which utilized information

from the applicant sample. (See the section on bootstrap.)

The Monte Carlo study investigated the behavior of the bootstrap

corrected coefficient r for a number of bivariate distributions that
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* represented the joint distribution of the criterion and predictor in

the unrestricted population. The computer program sampled -rom the

bivariate normal distribution, the contaminated bivariate normal

(this distribution is symmetric but not normal) and from the bivariate

gamma distribution, a skewed distribution.

The program started the simulation by drawing a random sample of

* size n (200) from a given bivariate distribution with correlation /.

This random sample represented the sample of applicants. Each

applicant had a test score and y (criterion) score. If the individual

was selected later by the selection routine, the y score became the

criterion score. If, on the other hand, the individual was not

selected, the y score for that individual was discarded, resembling

the situation where one has only criterion scores for those hired.

The selection routine selected "ns" individuals from the applicant

sample according a set of attrition (conditional) probabilities.

Table 1 contains the four sets of probabilities used in the study.

Note that each set is composed of ten conditional probabilities. These

probabilities were chosen to reflect four situations ranging from low-

to-high selection and from low-to-high attrition. Next, ten equal

intervals were obtained and each interval was then sampled according

to its attrition probability. Individuals in the same interval had

the same probability of being selected. However, individuals in high-

scoring intervals had a higher chance of being selected than those in

low-scoring intervals.

After the individuals were selected, the program began the
a

bootstrapping. The program, first, generated a bootstrap sample from

the applicant sample and another one from the selected group. Then,

it computed the bootstrap corrected correlation r*. This process was
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repeated 200 times to generate r (1), r*(2), ... r*(200). By rank

ordering the correlations and counting 5 from the top and 5 from the

bottom, we identified the lower and upper 95% confidence bounds.

The second bootstrap correlation was obtained utilizing the

frequency distribition of the applicant sample. The bootstrap sample

was drawn so that it resembled the distribution of the test scores in

the applicant sample. This was accomplished by creating ten intervals

in both samples and counting the number of applicants that fell into

each interval. This process yielded ten intervals in the applicant

sample and ten corresponding intervals in the selected group. The

sampling proceeded as follows. Suppose that out of 200

applicants, interval 1(2) in the applicant sample had 20. Then,

we would sample from interval 1(2) in the selected group with

probability .10. We repeated the procedure 200 times and used

the median of r*(1), ... ,r*(200) as the bootstrap estimate of').

C C

VI. Data Generation

One standard normal and one standard gamma random deviate

generator from the Institute of Mathematical Statistical Library

(IMSL) were used in the study. The normal routine was used to

generate bivariate normal distributions and contaminated normals.

We obtained the contaminated normal by mixing two normal distributions

with weights .7 and .3. A total of two bivariate normal and two

contaminated distributions were utilized in the study. The standard

gamma routine was use to generate three standard gamma variables, x0,

X , and xZ. By forming the variables x,+ xe, and x,+ x A, we obtained

the bivariate gamma distribution. This distribution has a linear

regression of y on x, but the homoscedasticity assumption does not
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hold. Two gamma distributions were used in the study. By reversing

the attrition probabilities when we sample from the bivariate gamma,

we simulated the effects of a negatively skewed distribution. Two

sets of distributions were used, one set had P = .50 and the other

had P = .33. We sampled 500 times from each distribution for each

situation.

VII. Results

Tables 2 and 3 contain the Monte Carlo results. Each table

displays in columns 2, 3, and 4 the average correlation for the

restricted correlation, the bootstrap correlation (median r), and the

corrected correlation, respectively. The number within the

* parentheses in columns 3 and 4 indicate percentage time that the

confidence interval included the unrestricted population correlation.

Furthermore, each table displays in column I the ratio of the average

restricted variance over the average unrestricted variance. The

average selection ratio is given in column 5. Table 3 shows the

results for P = .33, and Table 3 gives the results for .50.

Tables 2 and 3 show that overall the corrected correlation rc

estimated the unrestricted population correlation accurately. The

r. tended to overestimate, however, under high-truncation/low-

acceptance, and when the samples were drawn from a skewed

distribution, corroborating the results of Brewer and Hill (1969).

* The r -bootstrap confidence interval on P performed remarkably

well. Even in the worst of the situations, it still included the

correlation 89% of the time, rather than 95%. It was somewhat
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affected by skewness, but overall it was quite robust.

The median r* generally underestimated the correlation,

especially when the correlation was .33. Overall, it performed better

than the restricted correlation. The confidence interval based on the

r*'s unfortunately did not perform well.

Selectivity did not seem to play much of a role in the estimation

ofR or the accuracy of the confidence intervals. Both estimators

and median r* performed reasonably well under highly selective
C

situations as can be seen from Tables 2 & 3. This is somewhat

contrary to what Greener and Osburn (1979) observe, but they had

complete truncation and we did not. It is possible that the r. is more

robust under incomplete truncation than under complete truncation,

since under incomplete truncation it utilizes more information.

VIII. Recommendations

The r. -bootstrap interval was shown to be robust to incomplete

truncation, lack of normality, and lack of homoscedasticity. The

study did not investigate, however, the effects of nonlinearity and/or

the effects of incorrectly assuming that the selection process is

solely based on the predictor. Future studies will have to assess the

effects of these conditions on the r.-bootstrap interval, since these

conditions may negatively impact on the stability of the confidence

interval. For situations in which these two conditions are not a

factor, however, we feel comfortable in recommending the use of the a"

bootstrap interval. Hence, we recommend that personnel researchers in S
the U. S. Air Force and other institutions correct their validity

coefficients for range restriction, and obtain a confidence interval

on the unrestricted population correlation using the r -bootstrap
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method proposed here.
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Table 1

Attrition Probabilities by Test Intervals

Test Intervals

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Low-truncation Low-acceptance

pl: .05* .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .40 .40 .40 .35

Moderate-truncation Moderate-acceptance

p2: .01 .01 .01 .01 .05 .10 .30 .60 .60 .55

High-truncation Low-acceptance

P3: .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 .003 .28 .39 .39 .39

Low-truncation High-acceptance

p4: .05 .06 .10 .12 .20 .30 .90 .95 .95 .95

The probability of being selected (and accepting)
given that an individual falls within the test range
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Table 2

Monte Carlo Results for the Bootstrap whenf .33

The table displays the average correlation and the
percent time that the C.I. contains p, in parentheses.

Distribution Mean S Restricted Bootstrap Corrected Average
Mean S Correlation Correlation Correlation Selection

Ratio

p1: Low-truncation, Low-acceptance

Normal .88 .32 .33 (88) .34 (93) .28
Mixed .86 .31 .32 (90) .34 (94) .28
- skewed .67 .29 .30 (89) .34 (93) .36
+ skewed 1.23 .33 .31 (93) .32 (95) .19

p2: Moderate-truncation, Moderate acceptance

Normal .65 .26 .27 (79) .33 (93) .06
Mixed .73 .27 .29 (85) .35 (91) .15
- skewed .32 .20 .24 (67) .35 (95) .38
+ skewed 1.87 .32 .32 (83) .35 (89) .05

P3: High-truncation, Low-acceptance

Normal .32 .19 .19 (86) .41 (90) .09
Mixed .35 .19 .20 (82) .44 (90) .09
- skewed .25 .19 .20 (83) .36 (93) .26
+ skewed .65 .16 .19 (86) .48 (88) .05

p4: Low-truncation, High-acceptance

Normal .79 .29 .31 (83) .33 (94) .40
0 Mixed .82 .29 .31 (84) .32 (91) .39

- skewed .45 .24 .29 (77) .35 (93) .73
+ skewed 1.76 .30 .34 (92) .30 (95) .18
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Table 3

Monte Carlo Results for the Bootstrap whenO = .50

The table displays the average correlation and the
percent time that the C.I. contained p, in parentheses.

Distribution Mean S Restricted Bootstrap Corrected Average
Mean S Correlation Correlation Correlation Selection

Ratio

p1: Low-truncation, Low-acceptance

Normal .87 .46 .46 (89) .48 (93) .28
Mixed .88 .47 .47 (89) .50 (92) .28
- skewed .70 .43 .46 (87) .50 (94) .34
+ skewed 1.12 .48 .47 (94) .47 (92) .20

p2: Moderate-truncation, Moderate-acceptance

Normal .69 .37 .41 (93) .49 (93) .15
Mixed .83 .39 .44 (86) .49 (93) .13
- skewed .37 .35 .40 (69) .52 (91) .32
+ skewed 1.48 .46 .45 (85) .47 (89) .06

P3: High-truncation, Low-acceptance

Normal .33 .29 .30 (75) .50 (90) .09
Mixed .39 .30 .30 (84) .52 (89) .09
- skewed .28 .32 .33 (72) .53 (93) .23
+ skewed .64 .36 .34 (92) .53 (95) .06

p4: Low-truncation, High-acceptance

Normal .76 .45 .47 (83) .50 (92) .39
Mixed .84 .45 .47 (84) .49 (94) .40
- skewed .49 .40 .46 (73) .53 (91) .68
+ skewed 1.49 .51 .49 (90) .45 (92) .21
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STUDY AND CONTROL OF ORGAN-TYPE OSCILLATIONS

IN A HORIZONTAL COMBUSTION TUNNEL

* by

Surya Raghu

ABSTRACT

Organ-pipe type oscillations are a common occurrence in combustion

systems. These oscillations are important because of the noise and

unsteady combustion that is associated with the instability. In this

report, the efforts undertaken towards control of such instabilities and

some properties of the flame in such a combustion system are discussed.

Considerable reduction in the noise (10-20 dB) was achieved by means of

positioned screens and heat addition. Luminosity measurements indicate

a strong coupling between the pressure and the heat release rate

fluctuations in agreement with the Rayleigh criterion.
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* I. INTRODUCTION:

I am currently a graduate student at Yale University in the

Department of Mechanical Engineering. My dissertation research is in

the area of control of combustion and fluid dynamic instabilities.

The above mentioned type of instabilities involves interaction of

a number of processes--fluid dynamic, as well as the combustion phenome-

* non itself. The vortex roll up and shedding, the propagation of the

pressure waves, etc., constitute the fluid mechanical aspect while the

heat/release rate and the structure of the flame constitute the com-

bustion aspect of the instabilities. Since the Aero Propulsion

Laboratory (APL) had the facilities to conduct an inter-disciplinary

research activity in this area, I was assigned this Laboratory to work

on the research problem mentioned above. Interestingly, the organ-pipe

'rumbling' of the APL Combustion Tunnel was very similar to the systems

I had studied at Yale.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The overall objective is to understand the mechanism of instabil-

ity and devise methods of control for the same. In particular, it was

* decided to undertake the following work.

a. Control combustion driven oscillations (Rumble) in the

horizontal Combustion Tunnel.

b. Conduct experiments on the Rijke tube to understand the

interaction of the flame and the pressure oscillations.

III. THE APL COMBUSTION FACILITY:

The Combustion Tunnel Facility was designed to study the charac-

teristics of bluff body combustors and the evaluation of theoretical

models. During the course of testing, it was found that it exhibited
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organ-pipe type resonance. This instability was observed to occur over

a wide range of fuel and air flow rates that are of interest in the

combustion studies. Although the exact source of this instability

cannot in many instances be identified, it has been recently established

(Ref 1) that such oscillations could be suppressed by means of periodic

heat, body force or mass addition. In brief, this method of control is

based upon the principle that the interaction of an energy source and a

disturbance could result in either enhancement or decay of energy in the

disturbance, depending upon the phase of relationship between them.

This report describes the efforts undertaken to control the

oscillations in the combustion tunnel using the methods established

earlier (Ref 1, 2 and 3). Also, included is a brief note on the experi-

ments conducted with the Rijke tube apparatus.

The details of the facility are reported elsewhere (Ref 4). A

schematic of the facility is shown in Figure 1. A 2.5 gal/hr, 600 spray

angle nozzle was used to inject the liquid JP-4 fuel into a swirling,

recirculating airflow. The primary swirl air which was maintained

constant throughout the experiments. The acoustic characteristics of

the tunnel are governed by the length of the tunnel beginning from the

burner to the end of the tail pipe. This length is about 5.3 m and has

several resonance frequencies, as shown in Figure 2. To obtain the

resonance frequencies and the mode shapes, the tunnel was excited by

means of a 10-inch loudspeaker at the open end (downstream end), and a

traversing microphone was used to measure the acoustic amplitudes. Note

that these measurements were all made when the tunnel was not running.
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* Appropriate corrections had to be made for the increased temperature

during the tunnel run. The dominant frequency during the cold

conditions was 85 Hz which translated to a frequency of about 100 Hz at

combusting conditions. No change in the mode shape was assumed and this

was later verified (see Figure 3) by traversing the microphone during

the running conditions.

* IV. METHOD OF CONTROL:

After identification of the resonance frequency and the corre-

sponding mode shape, two 80 mesh screens were positioned at the pressure

nodes (where the velocity fluctuations are are maximum). Such screens

were earlier used to suppress oscillations in a whistler nozzle (Ref 3).

In addition, four heating coils (8 inch diameter and 2300 watt) were

positioned at x = 305 cm. The method of heat addition is discussed in

detail in Ref 2. A thin steel wire screen of 45 mesh was sandwiched

between each pair of heating coils to improve the heat release charac-

teristics of the heaters.

V. INSTRUMENTATION:

A Bruel and Kjar sound pressure level (SPL) meter was used to

* measure the SPL of the tunnel noise. The instrument was placed at

x = 356 cm and approximately 70 cm from the center line of the tunnel.

All measurements were made in the linear scale setting. Two Kistler

pressure transducers (Type 211B5), mounted at x = 18 cm and x = 127 cm

on the walls of the tunnel, were used to obtain the pressure fluc-

tuations inside the tunnel. The output from the above instruments was

also connected to a Nicolet Spectrum Analyser and an x-y recorder.
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The light intensity fluctuations were measured by means of a

photo-multiplier tube in conjunction with an optical lens system. Two

points, one at the tip of the burner and the other at 14 cm downstream,

were chosen for the local intensity fluctuation measurement. Later, a

different optical arrangement enabled us to measure the whole-field

intensity fluctuations.

VI. RESULTS:

Typical power spectrum plots of the pressure signals for the

cases of resonance and quiet running of the tunnel are shown in Figures

4 and 5, respectively. Note that there is a strong peak at the reso-

nance frequency and that several harmonics are also present. The SPL

meter recorded a value of 116 dB during strong oscillations while the

background noise was about 96 dB. Figure 6 shows the regions of

instability with and without control. The instability has been sup-

pressed for a large region below a fuel flow rate of 4.5 kg/hr and air

flow rates greater then 0.6 kg/s. The maximum conditions were chosen

from the possible operating range of the tunnel. Even in the regions

where oscillations occurred, the SPL was reduced by a significant amount

ranging from 10 to 20 dB, as can be seen in Figure 7. Measurements of

the pressure levels inside the tunnel also show similar results

(Figure 8).

Point measurements of the light intensity fluctuations in the

flame show strong periodicity similar to the pressure fluctuations. The

power spectrum of the light intensity and the pressure fluctuations for

a typical case are shown in Figure 9. The cross-spectrum (Figure 10)

also shows a strong phase coherence between the signals. Measurements

of the phase relationship between the total heat release rate (entire
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* flame area) and the pressure fluctuations show that the conditions for

resonance indeed follow the Rayleigh criterion; i.e., the heat release

rate and the pressure are in phase (within experimental error) for most

of the cases of oscillation. The strong interaction of the pressure and

the flame could also be seen in the high speed movie pictures--the

vortex shedding being strong and periodic in nature.

*VII. CONCLUSIONS:

a. The noise due to the organ pipe type resonance in the com-

bustion tunnel was significantly reduced (about 10 to 20 dB); arid in

some cases, the oscillations were completely suppressed.

b. The luminosity measurements agree well with the theoretically

arrived Rayleigh criterion--the heat release rate and the pressure

fluctuations are in phase. This is a very significant measurement in

the understanding of the combustion instabilities and hence their

control.

c. The above results show great promise for the control of

combustion instabilities in ramjet, afterburners and several other

combustion systems where such oscillations are found to occur.

*VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS:

The method of control demonstrated in this work could be used to

control combustion noise in similar systems. With the design of better

heat addition devices and feedback systems, the author is confident of

suppressing the oscillations completely. Time was a major factor in not

implementing the above suggestions.

IX. RIJKE TUBE EXPERIMENTS:

The Rijke tube is a simple apparatus to demonstrate the thermo-

acoustic instability. It consists of a long tube (5 feet long and
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4 inches in diameter) open at both ends and held vertically. A burner 0

is introduced in the lower half of the tube and, depending upon certain

conditions of the fuel and air mixtures, a loud singing sound is

produced. Since this represents the simplest case of combustion

instability, it was decided to study the flame structure and the flow

field in the configuration.

The instrumentation is similar to that used in the combustion

tunnel. The phase between the pressure and the luminosity fluctuations

ranged from -30 to -50 degrees and satisfies the Raylight's criterion.

High speed movies were taken with both the flame and the annular flow

seeded with TiCl 4 vapor and illuminated by a sheet of laser through the

cross section of the flame. The light scattering from the TiO 2 parti-

cles and the observation of the flame, indicate a periodic flame struc-

ture coupled with an organized vortex motion in the tube. A systematic

study is required to understand the exact response of the flame at

various positions of the burner in the Rijke tube.
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S
A Locally Implicit

Numerical Method

by

MARK L. RATCLIFF

0 XBSTRACT

The stability and application of a locally implicit numerical method were in-

vestigated. The method was analyzed for two particular cases. First. difference

equations were written at two grid points in the spatial direction. Second. the dif-

ference equation was written at one spatial node. Both cases proved the scheme

stable after some modifications. Certain Courant Number restrictions and param-

eter ranges were discovered. Work is continuing for negative Courant Numbers in

both cases.
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I. Introduction Many of the CFD codes currently used are based on time inte-

gration or some relaxation procedure to obtain asymptotic steady state solutions.

These procedures are either explicit or implicit in updating the flow field from one

state to the next. Explicit procedures are bound by stability restrictions and can

take thousands of time steps to reach convergence. Implicit methods involve large

systems of non-linear algebraic equations and typically utilize iterative approximate

0 factorization procedures. Convergence to steady state solution by the factorization

method can be extremely slow for 3-D problems.

The goal is to reduce the time required to obtain steady state solutions. The

central difference spatial approximation with implicit Euler time stepping would be

sufficient if cost were no object. However, locally implicit methods avoid the cost

of implicit solutions by time-lagging the point in the direction of the march.

II. Objective The object of this research was to analyze both a two-point and one-

point locally implicit method. In particular. we sought to determine stabilits regions

for both schemes with artificial viscosity imposed. If inadequacies were found in

these methods, modifications would be sought to improve the basic schemes. In any

case. the goal of faster convergence to steady state solutions governed the definition

of what was considered to be a sufficient method. Finally. the practical application

of these methods to aerodynamic problems was to be examined.
9

Ill. Two-Point Scheme

Consider the one-dimensional wave equation

Ut - aU, - ,.0.'U r.z .- 0.

Backward differencing in time and central differencing in -,pace vieid th l Filer

implicit scheme:
n - I -Y7 ., " -I

_J a - t -

72-)
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We approximate the difference equations at the j and j -- I nodes in the following

locally implicit form:

U-I(I -6D) __- U j n - 4D) =7 n U7 3 n -- 4 D) - Ub , D - D (3)a

- r- f-t(C 4D).Ur 1(.6D) D -Un~lDUj,..,(C -4D) -- U_:3 D, (3)b

where C a At D At2Ax \X

Now let j 2, j - 2 - I and perform a local stability analysis.

We look for a solution in the form.

V. - A ela a (4)a

U2 it _-i B el")'J)z. (4) b

Substituting (4) into (3) and letting ca.x = - we have.

A -' (1 -6D - De - '2 } -- B'nI' {e"(C -4D) -e-{C -4D):

,An { I - De2  (5))a

An-' -(C - 4D)}- B ' "' e-(I -6D)- e-"D

.4" -- e2',(C- .D)} - B" {e: - DO,' (5))b

Writing this system in matrix form.

L I t R (6)a
J2,2 L B [8 iJ

the ,olution set at the n - I time step iS

r7 . ] - ' 7.4 ( b

- L 'W (6)h

Now we let A be the eigenvalue of G = L 'R. the amplification matrix. :atisfying,

R AL = o. (7)
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For stability A < I for 0 < \- < r.

Solving (7) for A and evaluating A for D = 1/32 at C = 5, 10. and 20 we find

that A - I for some on '0, r Consider now the implementation of a relaxation

factor into our scheme.

To simplify things let w A

SL w' =Rw"

L (tv "  - ,) = (R - L)w n

Lu," -- (R - L)w '

define ,ii- _ w' - PAw' . o is relaxation factor.

Lg i = Lwv _ oLlw,

= L(I -o),-R w '

* The amplification matrix for the scheme with ralaxation then becomes.

S- L-' {L(I - o) R- R}

Now A are the eigenvalues of C satisfying

L(I - o) -oR - AL; = 0. (8)

Solving (8) for A and evaluating A for D 1 l:32 at C = 5. 10. and 20 we find

that A -- I for all , on 0. 7r if o .91. So from this analysis it would appear that

an ,nder relaxation would stabilize our two-point scheme.

IV. One-Point Scheme

WVe can also write a one-point locally implicit scheme at the node j as follomv:

7
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t n-tIL)n- C,'2 (U,1-u n -

c' (u>. . ,U, 26 - - 4,__, ,- ) 0°. (9)

At
where C' a-

Ax.

Performing stability analysis on (9) we seek solutions in the form.

U n- .Ane" ' 'x x Arte Q (10)

Substituting (10) into (9) gives us,

where

- C {(, 2)e'- - i (e2 " - Iez")9- =  -(12 )a
1 -C{(1 2)e-' -g(6- 4e- -e- 2 -e

for waves with positive velocity and

IL ( ( I 2)e" u IC-')}

I - C {- 2)e (6 -- le (12)b

for waves with negative velocity.

For stabilty g; < 1 for 0 _ " r.

Evaluating (12) for t = 32 and C -5. 10. and 20 shows certain instabiltv

regions for g- while g- is stable for all , on 0. ir .

The cause of this instability associated with g can be seen by expanding each

term in (9) by a Taylor series about U".

Pprforming this operation and iubstituting for terms in (9)1 vields.
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Atau/at! (l-C,2-3CA)-Axdu dx (C)-At2 a 2u at "2 ( 2 - C 4 - C .)

n n

-Ax' 2 d 2 u dx >" (C 2) - .xtalu atOx (C ' 20 C ) c 0. 13)
) J

Thus, dividing through by At and writing the last three terms of (13) as trun-

cation error z we see that we are actually approximating the modified (Iiquation.

I C 2 - -3C p)U t -7', - E 0. 0.l

To obtain the desired form we rewrite equation (9) by piacing the coeffleient ( I - ol

on the discritization in time.

(I - a) ( L ' -I -,n) C 2 ([- j - I 1

- CA(L)n2 - 4U1_, -6L ' - I- - 02 1 0

wherea =C 2 -3C.

Again expanding each term by Taylor series and substituting into (15) we arrive,

at the desired approximation.

U.t - aU - --- ,iii

We perform stability analysis on (15) in the same manner as for (9). \fttor

substituting (10) into (15) and collecting terms we find.

.4nl (1 -,ty - (' 2)e 0 D(6 4c -4e:

-( - ) IC 2)e' "  D (e2" 4e ) -- 0. 17)

So now our solution is written

where
I - , it" 2)e": D (e-" 4e')

Note that f,,r right traveling waves (C 0 and for left traveling waves (C .
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For stabilitv we need g 2 <_1. So we solve for C in the following way.

{1 a-(C 2 - 4 D) c os -D cos 2<j -((C 2 - AD) sin <-D sin 212

o {- -6D - ((C2- -D) cos-.Dos 2 2 -{(C 2 -4D) sin 1) sin 2c .

o D( - a -3D1!) cos2 - Cos ~ 2D( 1a ( - 3D) -CD} - [)(I - q- 3D) - fl)

0 ( H cos ~l(I - a - 3D) -- cos a - 3D) -C D.

D C p 0Oanti(I - cos 0 Ofor all <on 0,,T

Hence to insure stability,

(I1-a-3D) -cos 11 a - 3D) -C -0

C> -1 a( 3 3D)- cos N-(I - a :- 3D)

C >(cos t I) (I a - 3D)

C 0 .

S o. from this analysis it appears that our modified equation schemne is restricted

to C _0. Hoffmian I . has suggested that reversing the direction of our !!w.evp %% Ill

control problems with C0 anti provide stability for all C.

.-Application to Burgers Eqt-uationl

In order to better understand the properties of our scherne we applied it to the

nonlinear conservation law. Butrgers' equation without. viscosity:

- 2  2), 0 . I)

-1h1 1s w Ill imrnplif-v mnatters by avoiding comnplicat ing itr , su c h v, )inda r,

!Orid Ite flprat if i cor nilex geometrIe". e it~lg t fet hounritar% condit on-, it
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can provide us with a steady entropy satisfying solution with a shock wave at a

location depending on the initial conditions, if we have a dissipative numerical

schetIne.

The first case we will consider is the two-point scheme. This scheme allows

for the solution to be solved simultaneously at the j and j - 1 spatial nodes. The

Iumlerical discretization has the form

a,)' _ Dl -0 (19)

At 2Ax

where D7 ' = (d , - d ) is the dissipative flux and we set a , for

the nonlinear case. The dissipation term is added to eliminate the expassion shock

solution.

Several forms of the dissipation terms were tested. The numerical experiments

suggest that the form. suggested by Jameson 2

nt "2 . - 2 a 1 '2 (- t 
- (201

fu, ' n [ '  - I .- n--I -
-. -1 - ' +2 1)" -I

where

2 4 U(I -U. -0.5. (21)

gives good results. ii.e.. acceptable solutions and fast convergence to steady state)

• The I and - 4 coeffients are determined bv

- 2U, - U] -
LI. ----~ -- (22)v~~~~ .. .... 2"

['-1 -' {,U -- U1;

which ossentiallv reucgnizes ,iiscou tinuties,

et

0 I] 2 rttd. i!' -2. . L-' . I .
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_(2) in k . ,(23) a
'-I 2 - )

and

2 2 max (0. k" ) - 2. (23)b

Reasonable values for k"2 ) and k 4 ) were found to be

k - and k 4  1 "

Defining , ,2 in this manner and determinin g - and.'Ij, by ... 2-

controls the effective dissipation in regions of smooth flow in such a way that --2)

is proportional to the square of the mesh width, while-' I2 is of order one. and the

dissipative flux is of third order compared to the convective flux. Near a shock wave

u; is of order one, effecting the behavior of the scheme such that it becomes locally

a first order scheme. Subtracting - 2 for k( 4 ) eliminates the fourth differencets.

which otherwise cause oscillations near the shock wave. 2

VI. Two-Point Scheme Application

Write the difference equation at j and i -j.

Denote P -AX

P- Un t I a 2 .... 1 ., , ,' -2 0 (2-4)

The A-form of the difference equations denotes

- -

('sing this form the equations at and j - I are

B *U At I , 1) A Iv v- 25)

B1 AU - " At -it" DH AAt' " (2.)

.72A(0 R'.. 2)
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l et _(2) _(2) .(4) _(4)For simplicity le~ /2 r: ,. a2 ct 2' :l/_j-J (I

L/ 2 -a,:i2 - P -1 -'2- -1/2 (27)a
p( 4) (2) _274)

Bj = Pt P -\- - 3 E "--/2 7-  - 1 / 2  - J-1 2) (27) b

C = aj,'2 P 2 (<.2 3 <1/2 (- ( t,2) (27)c

D, P , (27)d
(4)

G3 P2 -- () (27)e

P°2 - X !At (27)f

RHS7 -1! 4 ((L 1,)n - ( (, p (2)1'2l'2 j -
_(4) ]r n - ( ) '-

_j-1 2 W - LL,-- J (2 (t, r, L, n_.,t i -) -1 U " _L
-7- ) (frn ,(-n :.[..

I--2 ( -- - U7 2 ) } . (27)g

Solve for VT and AU_,,>n_ for I 2.4.6.-

The imposition of physical and numerical boundary conditions require the equa-

tions at j = 2 and j = )/max -I to be altered slightly, depending upon the nu-

merical B.C.'s imposed. Our particular choices for numerical B.C.'s are the simple

linear extrapolations.

-r( .)j-n ( l

t -- .- - ( . l"n 21 " - "-.n2,

[Lt2X I " " X )fl17X t (28)

2, [t'( 1 1 "X  
IIIX

We found that the scheme converged to steadv state solutions most quickly

when an under relaxation was applied. Which is exactly what our stabilit% anrik i

Iiggested. (oitrant nuMbers of ( 5. 10 and 20 and relaxation fa(tr. ,t h

* I. O.S. 0.66. and 0.5 were tested. The best results were found when 0 ,(l

R - 0.8. (see Figure 1)
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VII. One-Point Scheme Application

The dissipation terms and related parameters for the one-point scheme are

identical to those used in our two-point scheme. Using the A-form for our difference

equation and writing this equation at I we have

Aj-LI -BIA _C _, I n RHSn - D, .AU - G ,,AL.. (25)

where A , BI, C1, Dj, G, and RHI are identical to (27). with exception to P. Here

%e define P according to our modified equation form,

pt AX At _ L'4)_ 3(24

So now solve for AU_7 at =1.2, 3,.

Again the physical and numerical boundary conditions require somrie changes in

dlefining -1"A at j = 2 and j = max - 1. The results obtained from our calculations

with C 5. 10. and 20 and R 1.0. 0.8, and 0.5 were good. (see Figure 21

However. the number of time steps before convergence to stead state solution

in contrast larger than that for the two-point scheme. So. we seek to improve the

coi%-rgence rate of our one-point scheme.

The basic idea for improving the convergence rate is to iterate across a single

tirrie step in order to decrease the residual for that time step even further. The

(licretization is as follows.

IVirst we have our basic equation.

- B,.UJ - "l"rt - DJA(Uj7 2 - G'1 AU.. RfIt,". 26 1

%%o can write this in operator form as.

L ,(Al"' -. A - B,.At' - L.AU t _) ( At,' H.""
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Now for the inner iteration let

, .. " LU -(, ) (28)

Set AUM) 0 initially.

L, (\ A Au( - B, AU (AU,)

-L 2 (. )-2 " A u LM (6(jLL., j(b(AU, ) RII, 29)

B1 6(A , ) -- C16(,Ui._) - G 6(A. _)A ( ) r -1) ( ,'.°,n
RHS- - L(A" r-1) A(.- - B,AU7' £ ( xu m ' .u A , (30)

We approximate the left-hand side of (30),

6(AU.J C -Co (At,) -G6 (A.") - ga(At')

and modify B. in the following way.

B - B,- -~ - 12 " (3 ,U ,- - I~1  : _j4 1 2  ., _

Now solve for 6(.1',) at j - I.2.:'.

The imposition of bouniary condition. .wiil again require special treat ment for

6 d(A(',) at j 2 and - j max I.

Numerical experiments ith 1 -. IM. a[ii 20 and Rlax 1.0. O.S. 0.6. 0.5

have shown good resultr. for R{elax 1.0. ,ee Figur' 3)
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VIII. Conclusions and Recommendations

The two-point scheme with artificial viscosity was found to be unstable for

certain Courant Numbers (C = 5. 10, and 20). However, applying a relaxation

factor in the scheme stabilizes the method. The one point scheme appears unstable

for certain Courant Numbers in its basic form. The one-point scheme is stable for

Courant Numbers greater than zero in its modified form. Howevr. a symmetric

marching scheme will stabilize the method for all Courant Numbers. Both schemes

appear to be suitable for aerodynamic problems since the results obtained from

numerical experiments performed on Burgers' Equation are good.

The method has been successfully applied in solving the Euler equations about

an airfoil by K. C. Reddy and Jim Jacocks. at the Arnold Engineering Development

Center. A report on this work should be forthcoming. The method is also considered

to have tremendous potential in providing a speed increase for Navier-Stokes olvers.
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Adaptive Grid Generation for Viscous Flow Problems

By

Christopher W. Reed

ABSTRACT

An adaptive grid generation procedure is developed for viscous flow

problems. The equations governing the adaptation are based on a variational

statement resulting in a set of elliptic governing equations in which

adaptation can occur independently in each coordinate direction. The method

allows for explicit control of adaptation and orthogonality; however,

smoothness of the grid is implicit in the equations. The adaptive grid

generation equations respond properly to the control functions and are capable

of providing the extremely refined mesh in the boundary layer regions. The

grid generation equations are coupled with a thin layer Navier Stokes Code to

solve a transonic axisymmetric projectile problem. A converged solution,

however has not yet been obtained and it is necessary to investigate further

the coupling procedure.
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I. Introduction

The Air Force Armament Laboratory at Eglin Air Force Base is currently

developing computational methods to determine the motion of stores released

from aircraft traveling at transonic speeds. Critical to an accurate

prediction of the store motion is an accurate calculation of the aerodynamic

force acting on the store. For a standard projectile configuration, the

aerodynamic force can be divided into three components: the surface pres-

sure, the viscous drag and the base flow drag; the base flow drag can be as

much as 50% of the total drag. It is, therefore, important to develop an

accurate and efficient solution technique for the computation of viscous

transonic projectile aerodynamics with base flow.

The current research and development effort of the laboratory is being

centered on three-dimensional grid generation tecniques for use in Euler

code. It is known that the coupling of an Euler code with a boundary-layer

code can provide satisfactory pressure drag and viscous drag for a flow

problem without separation. Also, research has been initiated on the

application of a grid generation code and a thin-layer Navier-Stokes code

which were installed during the 1984 AFOSR - SCEEE Summer Faculty Research

Program [1]. The application of these codes to specific transonic projectile

aerodynamics has been investigated by the U. S. Army Ballistic Research

Laboratory and the results indicate that the thin-layer Navier-Stokes

approximation can provide acceptably accurate solutions for complex transonic

projectile flow problems [2].

In the application of a Navier-Stokes code or a combined Euler-boundary

layer code to the transonic projectile flow problem, the intrinsic difficulty

* of the base flow problem is often avoided by modeling the base flow region

with a sting; consequently, the important base flow drag cannot be computed.

A computational technique for axisymmetric transonic projectile base flow
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problems has recently been developed at the Army Ballistic Research Laboratory

[3,4]. The planar grid used for the numerical computation was made up of two

different grid systems, one covering the base flow region and the other

covering the remaining flow region- consequently the thin-layer Navier-Stokes

code was modified to take care of the flow field segmentation and patching

The published results on the application of thin-layer Navier-Stokes

codes clearly indicate that the thin-layer Navier-Stokes approximation can

give acceptably accurate solutions for a projectile base flow at transonic

speeds if a good grid network is provided for use in the solution algorithm.

A good grid network is characterized by the smoothness of grids, the

orthogonality of grids, and the grid resolution adaptive to the solution

characteristics in the physical space. Enhancement of each of the grid

characteristics has been shown to increase the accuracy of a numerical

solution [5]. In fact the use of a grid not properly adaptive to the solution

field can be detrimental to the convergence process of a solution algorithm.

Also, for a complex transonic projectile flow problem, an extremely large

number of grid points is often needed for the accuracy of the solution;

however, the number of grid points which can be used in a solution algorithm

is limited by the capacity of existing super computers. Therefore, it is

important to develop and use adaptive grid generation techniques which can

yield a good grid network with the limited number of grid points available.

II. Objectives

The primary objective of the summer research is to develop an adaptive

grid generation scheme for use with viscous flow problems. Some critical

features of the transonic viscous flow problem include shock regions, viscous

sublayers and shear layer regions. Hence, a reliable adaptive grid generation

73-4



technique should be capable of generating fine grid resolution adapted to the

pressure gradient and velocity gradient as well as providing extremely fine

meshes in the viscous sublayer region for an accurate computation of the

viscous drag force. In addition to these demands on the adaptation, the

resulting grid should maintain to some degree both orthogonality and

smoothness.

The specific steps necessary in accomplishing this objective include
9

first the development of a set of equations to govern the grid node move-

ment. The grid represented by these equations must respond to control

functions reflecting the need for a refined mesh in the physical domain.

Next, the proper definition of the control functions must be determined. In

general, the control functions should be large when small grid spacing is

desired, and small when no clustering is necessary. However the specific

* form of these functions, i.e. which variables to consider and which order

derivatives to include, must be investigated. Finally, a means of coupling

the adaptive grid generation procedure with the solution algorithm for the

governing equations must be developed.

In order to evaluate the adaptive grid generation procedure, it has been

applied to an axisymmetric transonic projectile problem with sting. The

stipulation of axisymmetric flow reduces the physical domain to two inde-

pendent spatial variables. Thus, the development of the adaptive grid

generation procedure is presented for two dimensional grids, however, the

method is readily extended to three dimensions. This flow problem includes

the critical features of the transonic viscous flow problem and, thus, will

provide a good test of the adaptive grid generation technique.

7
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Ill. Adaptive Grid Generation

The generation of a computational mesh can be viewed as the development

of a boundary fitted curvilinear coordinate system in which the intersection

of the independent curvilinear coordinates define each grid node. For a

two-dimensional problem there are two curvilinear coordinates , and 11 and

their position in the physical domain are determined by the mapping

= { (x,y) (1)
= & (x,y)

The grid generation method, thus, becomes one of defining this mapping. The

procedure developed here has its foundation in the calculus of variations. A

functional for each grid characteristic can be defined such that the integral

measures the deviation of the grid from those desired characteristics. Find-

ing the solution (i.e. the curvilinear coordinates) which minimize these

functionals will yield a grid network which contains the desired properties.

The use of a variational approach in adaptive grid generation was first used

by Brackbill and Saltzman and was successfully applied to a supersonic

inviscid flow problem.[6,7] The functional used here is:

I = dxdy + f . dxdy + f (V7.Vn) 2 dxdy (2)IT  _

The first functional represents the adaptivity in the & coordinate

direction. When the prescribed control function P is small the term V&.v&

must also be small in order to minimize the integral. A small value of V 'V,

corresponds to a large spacing of the curvilinear coordinates in the physical

domain. Consequently, when P is large, the physical spacing will be small

and, therefore, the inverse relationship between the control function and the
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physical spacing is maintained. The second functional represents adaptation

in the n coordinate direction where Q is the prescribed control function. The

third functional is a measure of orthogonality defined such that an orthogonal

grid will produce a minimum value for the integral. There is no explicit

representation of smoothness, however, the resulting governing partial

differential equations, as will be shown, are elliptic. The strong smoothing

effect known to elliptic equations will provide the necessary smoothness

provided the control functions are themselves smooth.

In order to find the solutions and n which will minimize the total

functional IT the Euler-Lagrange equations in two dimensions are applied to

the functional to yield two coupled partial differential equations. The

solution to these equations, given below, represent the grid which minimizes

the total functional IT -
0

1 ( + VP *V& 2 +2Nr x+20(3

Sxx +yy) - Z x xyy =0 (3)

+ T) Q 01-n 2 220(4
- &+  N + 2&bYy+ ,Q(xx +yy x y + 0(

Before proceeding to find the solution to these equations it will be

beneficial to scale each functional so that the influence of adaptivity and

orthogonality are of the same order of magnitude. A dimensional analysis

shows the functional for adaptivity in the direction to be of order (C/P),

adaptivity in the Tj direction to be of order (C/Q) and orthogonality is of

order (C3/L2 ) where C is the computational length scale and L the physical

length scale. To provide consistent order throughout the resulting

4* differential equations the following scaling was used.
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PL f dxdy + fL."" dxdy + X1f (v&.vn) 2 dxdy = 0 (5)
L y Q d JL2(

where PL' QL and JL1 are the local values of the two control functions and the

Jacobian of the mapping respectively. These quantities are assumed constant

during the application of the Euler-Lagrange equations. This violates the

variational principle, however the resulting equations, properly scaled will

yield better results. After including the scales the equations governing the

grid are:

xx + Vyy P + x 2 + 2Txy + 2 (6)

xx y Q+ + ) = 0 (7)

The parameter x preceeding the portion of the equations governing ortho-

gonality is a prescribed parameter which indicates the relative weighting of

adaptivity to orthogonality that is desired in the grid network. The

Laplacian operator is clear as the first two terms in each equation and

equations will remain elliptic if the parameter x is relatively small and the

grid network remains relatively orthogonal. This emphasis on using elliptic

equations to govern the grid generation is due to some desirable character-

istics of such equations. In addition to the strong smoothing associated with

these equations, elliptic equations also guarantee a one-to-one mapping

between the cartesian and curvilinear coordinate systems. Furthermore, the

elliptic equations represent a boundary value problem, thus, grid networks in

fluid dynamics problems requiring the prescription of all boundaries can be
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developed as well as for external flow problems in which the outer boundaries

can be arbitrarily defined.

The grid generation governing equations are coupled, nonlinear and

complex which implies the use of numerical techniques to find a solution.

Again, the use of elliptic equations is beneficial in that a unique solution

is known to exist and there are many proven numerical solution algorithms

readily available. Before applying a finite difference algorithm however, it

will be quite useful from a computational standpoint to invert the governing

equations making x and y the dependent variables and & and r the independent

variables. Obtaining a solution to the inverted equations corresponds to

finding the inverse mapping

x = x (M, n) (8)

Y = Y (&, r)

The two governing equation for x and y in terms of F- and n are:

aI x + a2x~n + a3 xnn+ bly,, + b2 y&n + b3ynn = S1

cx + c 2 x n + c 3x T + d ly + d2 y n + d3 y n = S2

a =-y (a + x ) - 2x'y& cI 
= y (a + V, 2 + 2x'yn) B

a2 = 2yI(a + 'By) + x'y&(4 2 + j 2) c 2 = -2yF,( + %'a) - y 7(4o2 + j 2)

a 3 =-yI(' + y) - 2'y Mo c3 
= y(y + X'8) + 2V'y 'nyS
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= x (a + X' 2  + 2}'x= -x- + a 2 2x'x as

b2 = -2x'n (B + X'Sy) - }x(402 + J2 ) d2 = 2x (02 + X ao) + X'x (40 2 + j2)

b3 = xn(Y + Xy2) + 2x'x y0 d3 = - x(y + VO'
2 ) - 2x'x yO

ax+ 2  a Y= + ., n+x

Y =x + y2 J = xey - xy

SpE(a 2)P S2 = Q y2/Q X, = X/j

In the current research, second order finite difference expressions are used

to represent the derivitives in the inverted governing equations and the

Newton-Ryphson iterative procedure was used to solve the approximated

equations.

Boundary Consistency

As the points in the interior of the domain move about during the

iterative solution procedure to satisfy the finite difference equations it

will be necessary to move grid points on the boundary coordinates along the

coordinates to maintain consistency with the grid network in the interior.

Direct application of the governing equations is not adequate since the grid

nodes are constrained to move along the boundary, and it is therefore

necessary to develop a separate procedure to apply to the boundary nodes. It

is possible to write a non-dimensional functional for adaptivity along the

boundary in terms of the arc length along the coordinate representing the
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boundary, however, it is not possible to include orthogonality in this

approach and it is therefore not developed.

The approach used instead is also based on a minimization, however, the

equations governing the grid node movement are based on an energy analogy in

which the potential energy stored in extensional and torsional springs placed

between the grid nodes must be minimized. To represent the need for adaptiv-

ity, extens.,-'..J springs with spring constants equal to the control function

are assumed to exist between each node along the boundary. Such a system is

shown in Figure 1, where E represents the boundary curvilinear coordinate of

interest, S is the arc length along that boundary and Pi and Pi+1 are the

spring constants analogous to the control function in the 2-D adaptive grid

generation equation. The total potential energy stored in the springs along

the boundary is

0 EA = Pi(ASi )2  (9)

where ASi = Si - Si_ 1 .

It is obvious then that for a large Pi, a small AS will be necessary to

minimize the potential energy EA thus maintaining a similar inverse relation-

ship between the control function and the grid spacing as in the equations

governing the grid in the domain. Without any regard to orthogonality the

solutions Si could be determined in eq.(9) so that EA is minimized. In order

to include a measure of orthononality, the orthogonality of the E and 'n

coordinates at the boundary must be expressed in terms of the one-dimensional

arc length S. A diagram showing an appropriate relationship is shown in Fig-

ure 2. First the arc length S between the node i is aproximated by the

tangent vector t between the two adjacent nodes. The x and y values of any

* point along the boundary in the locality of the ith node can then be written

in terms of S as
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x(Si) =Si. + x °Si

Y(Si) = yi- 1 + Y&'Si

X& =xi+1- xi_ 1

Y & Yi+ 1- Yi-1

A measure of the orthogonality can then be made by calculating the scalar

product of the tangent vector t(x,.y ) with the vector r which represents the

direction of the - coordinate passing through the node of interest.

r, = x0 - x(Si )

r2 = YO - Y(S) (10)

The expression for the scalar product D of the two vectors is

D(si) = x *[xo - x(Si)] + Y&-[Yo - Y(Si)] (11)

which is equal to

Il Itlcoso. (12)

where the angle ei is the angle between the & and r coordinates passing

through the node of interest. The potential energy stored in a torsional

spring measuring the skewness of the coordinates can be written as

E= 0 2e (13)0 i

where X is a torsional spring constant and plays the same roles as the

parameter X in the two dimensional grid generation equations. A consistent,

but somewhat altered form of E0 is used in which 0i is replaced with cose .

The resulting expression is a polynomial in S and therefore much simplified in

form. After combining the expressions for extensional and torsional energy

and applying a local scaling procedure similar to that used for the two dimen-

sional governing equations a final total potential energy can be written as

D 2 (Si )

ET = [ [ P &Si)2 + T (14)
i P 1
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where P is the average of Pi and Pi+ 1 and ro is the initial vector

representing the direction of the n coordinate. In order to minimize the

total energy ET the derivative is set equal to zero:

BET6T = 0 for i = 1,2.. .N (15)

resulting in a set of linear equations which can be solved for the arc length

values at Si for each node along the boundary. The position of the boundry

nodes are coupled to the position of the interior nodes through the

onthogonality and it is therefore necessary to update the boundary node

locations continuously as the solution to the two-dimensional grid generation

equations develops.

IV. Control Functions

During the development of the solution to the equations governing the

fluid flow, i.e. the thin layer Navier Stokes equations, the dependent

variables are going to experience large gradients. In transonic projectile

problems, for instance, shocks and shear layer regions will develop, requiring

refinement in the computational mesh to obtain an accurate solution. It is

the control functions purpose to relay this information from the thin layer

Navier Stokes solution to the equations governing the grid network adapta-

tion. As described previously, the adaptive grid generation equations have

been developed with an inverse relationship between the control function and

the physical spacing of grid nodes, such that the control function is large in

* regions requiring mesh refinement.
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The actual form of the control functions P and Q should reflect the

magnitude of the trunction error in the finite difference approximations to

the thin layer Navier Stokes equations. If, then, during the solution

algorithm, a large truncation error developed, the resulting clustering as a

response to the control functions would tend to reduce the error, maintaining

therefore, a uniform value for the error throughout the domain. The expres-

sions for the trunctation error, however, are quite complex and sometimes

unknown making their calculation difficult or impossible. It is common,

therefore, to use both experience and intuition to choose as the control

functions a combination of the flow variable gradients which hopefully will

reflect correctly the need for mesh refinement. For the transonic projectile

problem both shocks and shear layers develop and the pressure and velocity are

used to dictate the need for clustering. A general form for the central

functions used presently is

dfI  dfIP = = +  I-d- I + Y, I _71 + "'
ds

df2  d2f2
Q a2 + 021--at + t + ... (16)

dt

where ai' 01, yi are prescribed coefficients, s is the arc length in

the & dir, t the arc length in the n direction and fi is the combinaion of

variables used in the control function.

As part of the thin layer approximation, the velocity derivatives are not

calculated in the streamwise direction. Assuming this to be the & direction

the fi become:

ft = p

f2= P + u
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where p is the pressure and u is the fluid speed. Currently, the coefficients

Yi are set to zero and i are set to one. The two remaining coefficients

a1 and a2 are set to a prescribed percentage of the maximum derivative of fi.

dfI

I a1 ' 'aSmax

(17)
df2

2 a2' -fImax

Thus, the only required input are the two parameters, a1  and a2'. The
influence of a.' on the adaptive grid is to control the smoothness of the grid

point spacing by controlling the relative magnitude of the control function

along a coordinate direction. For instance, as ai is increased, the ratio

Pi/Pi+ 1 for two points on a & coordinate will approach 1 and the spacing,

therefore, will become equal. Eq. (16) is just one possible form of the

control function and there will be a need to experiment with other possibil-

ities in order to determine a correct form of the control functions.

V. Coupling

The next step in developing the adaptive grid generation procedure is to

couple the adaptive grid generation equations with the solution algorithm for

the thin layer Navier Stokes equations. The purpose of this coupling is to

provide adaquate grid adaptation to the solution as it develops.

The use of the adaptive grid procedure will, of course, increase the

necessary cpu time to obtain a solution and it is, thus, beneficial to adapt

the grid as few times as possible. The number of timesteps between each grid

adaption, however, must be determined and it will vary, depending on the

number of timesteps required for convergence and the transient response of the
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solution. After each grid adaptation it is necessary to interpolate the

solution from the previous grid network onto the new grid network. This is

requried to maintain the form of the solution as it is developing and to

maintain accuracy in time for unsteady problems.

The adaptive grid generation procedure has been applied to an axi-

symmetric transonic flow problem with a sting to eliminate the base flow

region. The flow conditions include a Mach number of 0.96 and a Reynolds

number of 750,000. The initial grid network, which also reveals the secant-

ogive cylinder boattail (SOCBT) configuration of the projectile is shown in

Figure 3. Ninety points are used in the streamwise coordinate direction and

thirty five points are used in the coordinate direction normal to the

projectile surface. The grid network was adapted at intervals of 25 time

steps and the two control function parameters are a1 = 0.01

and a21 = 5.0 x 10-6.

The values of these parameters were chosen after some experimentation and

they will depend on the physical length scale as well as the number of grid

points used. The extremely small value of a2 is to allow for the very fine

mesh in the viscous sublayer region. Figures 4a and 4b show the calculated

pressure coefficient along the projectile and the resulting adaptive grid

network at 100 time steps (5 seconds, nondimensional time) and Figures 5a and

5b show the same at 200 time steps (10 seconds, nondimensional time).

The C p plot of Figure 4a clearly shows that a large pressure gradient

exists in the streamwise direction at the ogive-cylinder and cylinder-boattail

junctures. The adaptive grid of Figure 4b shows the proper response to these

gradients by clustering points in those regions. Also evident in this figure

is the extremely fine resolution in the boundary layer region. The grid node
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spacing at the projectile surface in this grid network is of order 10- 5 which

is suggested by Steger [2] for adequate resolution of the viscous sublayer.

The Cp plot at 10 seconds reveals that a sh-ck just aft of the ogive-

cylinder juncture has developed. This shock and a detached shock at the

cylinder-boattail juncture are evident in the grid network of Figure 5b by the

intense clustering at grid nodes in those regions. At this point it can be

concluded that the adaptive grid generation equations are capable at respond-

ing well to the prescribed control functions. Unfortunately, when this

solution procedure was carried further in time the solution failed to

converge. The source of this failure needs to be investigated. Thus, more

research is required before the adaptive grid generation procedure will be

capable of yielding satisfactory results for the viscous projectile flow

problem.

VI. Recommendations

At this point in the research, the adaptive grid generation equations

have been shown to correctly respond in a predictable and reliable manner to

the prescribed control functions. During an application to a steady transonic

projectile flow problem, however, the coupled adaptive grid generation

equations and the solution algorithm failed to produce a converged solution.

To remedy this problem it will be necessary to conduct test to determine the

effects of the control function parameters a1 ' and a2 ' on the adaptation

procedure as well as investigate the coupling technique. Once suitable values

for 1 ' and a2 ' are found and the coupling technique is improved, the adaptive

grid generation procedure can be applied to the base flow problem.
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An Ultrastructural Study of Mossy Fiber Terminals

Isolated from the Mammalian Brain
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Brenda J. Claiborne
Greg Reger

ABSTRACT

A preparation of mossy fiber terminals isolated from the

hippocampal formation of the rat brain was characterized at

the ultrastructural level. Results indicated that the

fraction was composed primarily of synaptic terminals, of

which at least 31% contained zinc and were therefore

terminals of the mossy fibers or their collaterals. All of

the morphologically identifiable mossy fiber terminals

contained zinc, showing that zinc is retained in the

terminals during the isolation procedure. In addition,

ultrastructural examination of the other fractions

generated during the isolation procedure showed that each

fraction was composed of the expected subcellular

organelles.
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I. Introduction

One of research goals of the United States Air Force

is to understand how neuronal excitability is regulated at

the molecular level so Lhat a rational approach may be

developed for pharmacologically enhancing performance. As

part of the research effort focused on this goal, Dr. David

Terrian and his colleagues at Brooks Air Force Base have

biochemically isolated a specific population of nerve

terminals from the hippocampus of the rat brain. With this

preparation. they are examining biochemical and

physiological aspects of neuronal excitability. The

specific terminals they have isolated are from the mossy

fibers, or axons, of the dentate granule cells; these
0

terminals are of interest because they are thought to be

involved in learning and memory.

For the past several years, part of my research

interests have focused on these same axons. Using

intracellular labeling techniques, the in vitro brain slice

preparation and a computer-microscope system, I analyzed

the morphology of the mossy fibers and the distribution of

their terminals (Claiborne et al., 1986). Because of my

previous experience in studying these terminals, I was

assigned to Dr. David Terrian's laboratory at Brooks Air

Force Base in San Antonio, Texas, for the 1986 USAF Summer

Faculty Research Program.
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II. Objectives of the ResE --h Effort

The overall objective of the research project was to

characterize the mossy fiber terminal preparation at the

ultrastructural level.

The specific goals were:

1. To examine the purity of the isolated mossy

fiber preparation with the electron microscope.

2. To show whether or not zinc is retained in the

mossy fiber terminals.

3. To characterize, at the ultrastructural level,

the composition of the other fractions obtained during the

isolation procedure.

4. To localize the sites of glutamate uptake in the

isolated mossy fiber preparation.

III. Purity of the Mossy Fiber Preparation

To examine the purity of the isolated mossy fiber

preparation at the ultrastructural level, samples of the

fraction were fixed, dehydrated, embedded and sectioned for

electron microscopy. These steps are summarized as

follows:

The isolated mossy fiber fraction was prepared by Dr.

David Terrian (Terrian et al., 1985) and an aliquot

(approximately 0.5 cc) of the suspension was removed for

electron microscopy. This aliquot was put into modified

Karnovsky's fixative (1% paraformaldehyde, 1.25 %

glutaraldehyde, 0.072 M cacodylate buffer, 0.045 M MgCI2

and 0.025% A12C13). Samples were then pelleted into small
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capillary tubes and left in the fixative for ± hour. The

pellets were removed and put into 0.1 M cacodylate buffer

and washed in several changes of buffer over the course of

1 hour. Specimens were postfixed in 0.2 M osmium tetroxide

for 1 hour, and then dehydrated through ascending

concentrations of ethanol (50, 70, 85, 95, and 100%) for 15

minutes and 2 changes per step. They were embedded in

epoxy and thin sections were cut on an ultramicrotome.

Sections were routinely put onto mesh grids and stained

with uranyl acetate followed by lead citrate. Sections

were examined with a Hitachi microscope and micrographs

taken at magnifications between 9,000 and 15,000. Both the

sections and photographs were examined for mossy fiber

terminals; the identification of mossy fiber terminals was

based on published descriptions (Amaral and Dent, 1981).

Results showed that the fraction contained synaptic

terminals, including some mossy fiber terminals, and

nuclei, dendrites and axons. Although not quantified, the

percentage of these latter three components was higher than

would be expected for a "pure" mossy fiber terminal

preparation. Additionally, the number of mossy fiber

terminals of the appropriate size (4 um or greater in

diameter) was lower than expected. Therefore, Dr. Terrian

repeated the isolation, and we fixed and examined a sample

from the first step of the procedure, the hippocampal

homogenate. Although mossy fiber terminals were present,

again they were not as large as expected. This result led
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Dr. Terrian to modify the homogenization process. The

biochemical procedures were repeated and the isolated mossy

fiber terminal fraction was again examined with the

electron microscope.

Qualitative results showed that the fraction contained

primarily profiles of synaptic terminals. Other

identifiable structures were seen only infrequently and

included mitochondria, nuclei, dendrites and medullated

fibers. Mossy fiber terminals were present in the isolated

fraction. They were easily identified by their size (4 um

or greater in diameter), their vesicle content, their

irregular shape and the presence of two or more presynaptic

densities. The other synaptic terminals in the fraction

were morphologically similar to the mossy fiber terminals

but were smaller.

In order to determine quantitatively the percentage of

terminals that were mossy fiber terminals, a series of 20

random micrographs were taken from each of 4 different

preparations. All of the presynaptic terminals in the

micrographs were marked and Dr. D. Terrian and his

technical staff calculated the perimeter and area of each

profile. A profile was considered to be presynaptic if it

contained vesicles and exhibited one or more presynaptic

densities.

Results showed that, of a total of 1162 profiles, only

8.1% had an area greater than 1 um2, indicating that a

relatively small proportion of the profiles could be
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directly classified as mossy fiber terminals. It was

possible, however, that some or all of the smaller profiles

were 1) sections through mossy fiber terminals which only

showed part or a terminal; 2) were sections through mossy

fiber collateral terminals which have the same

characteristics as the mossy fiber terminals, but are

smaller; or 3) were other types of synaptic terminals

present in the hippocampal formation. No ultrastructural

methods were available to distinguish between possibilities

1 and 2, but experiments could be done to eliminate

possibility number 3. These experiments were based on a

unique property of the mossy fiber and collateral terminals

-- they contain endogenous zinc, whereas other terminals in

the hippocampus do not.

In order to determine if the smaller terminals

contained zinc (and hence were either collateral or mossy

fiber terminals), a series of random micrographs from the

zinc-stained material prepared for the second set of

experiments (see following section below) were taken.

Results indicated that some, but not all, of the smaller

terminals contained zinc: 21% of the terminals less than 1

um2 in area were positive for zinc, whereas 95% of the

terminals 1 um2 in area or greatez exhibited a positive

zinc reaction. The total percentage of terminals of all

sizes that were zinc-positive was 31%. This figure is

probably an underestimate of the total number of zinc-

containing profiles because the smaller terminals would be
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statistically less likely to have dense precipitates than

would the larger terminals.

The conclusions drawn from this set of experiments are

that the fraction isolated by Dr. D. Terrian and his

colleagues is composed primarily of synaptic terminals and

that at least 31% of those terminals are zinc-containing

and hence are profiles of terminals from the mossy fibers

or their collaterals.

IV. Zinc Retention in Mossy Fiber Terminals

A unique property of the mossy fiber terminals in the

mammalian hippocampus is their zinc content (Timm, 1958).

It has been shown that the mossy fiber terminals both

release and sequester zinc (Howell et al., 1984), and that

chronic zinc deficiency 1)alters the function of the mossy

fibers (Heese, 1979) and 2) is associated with learning

deficiencies in children (Pfeiffer and Braverman, 1982).

It is therefore possible that zinc may play an important

role in neuronal excitability in the mammalian brain, and

hence it was of interest to determine whether or not zinc

is retained in the mossy fiber terminals during the

isolation procedures. Techniques have been published for

localizing zinc in brain tissue at both the light and

electron microscopic levels using the so-called "Timm's

stain" which involves treating the tissue of interest with

sulphide. The sulphide complexes with the endogenous zinc

and later reduces silver in the stain solution -- thereby

forming a dark precipitate over the site of the original
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zinc. Because there were no published reports of0

procedures for localizing zinc in biochemically isolated

fractions of brain tissue, techniques used for this project

were based on those for staining sections from mammalian

brain (Haug, 1967; Danscher and Zimmer, 1978).

The isolated fractions were again prepared by Dr.

David Terrian. Before the isolation procedure, half of the

hippocampal tissue from the rat brains was incubated in a

sodium sulphide solution (11.7 gm Na2S, 11.9 gm NaH2PO4 in

1 liter of H20) for 5 minutes. Mossy fiber terminals were

then isolated from both the sulphide-incubated and non-

incubated tissue. (The non-incubated tissue served as a

control for nonspecific tissue reactions.) When the final
4

mossy fiber terminal fractions were obtained, aliquots of

both were fixed using the same procedures described above

and then divided into two groups. Some samples from the

sulphide-treated tissue and some samples from the

nontreated tissue were postfixed in osmium; the remaining

samples were not osmicated. The non-osmicated samples

served as controls for nonspecific reactions between osmium

and sulphide -- if a nonspecific reaction occurred,

electron-dense precipitates would form and would be

mistakenly interpreted as a positive reaction for zinc.

Aliquots of the isolated mitochondrial fraction (which

would not be expected to contain zinc) were also treated in

analogous fashion.
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All samples were then dehydrated and embedded as

described above. Thick sections (2 um) of each sample were

cut for light microscopy and mounted on glass slides. The

slides were immersed in the Timm's staining solution

containing silver nitrate for 1 hour in the dark. (The

composition of the Timm's stain solution was the same as

that published by Danscher and Zimmer, 1978.) The sections

were washed, stained with Toluidine blue, coverslipped and

examined with the light microscope.

Results showed that all samples which were postfixed

in osmium were covered with dense precipitate, even those

which had not been incubated in the sodium sulphide

solution. This indicated that a nonspecific reaction had

occurred between the osmium and the Timm's stain. Those

samples without either sodium sulphide or osmium treatment

showed no reaction. Mossy fiber terminal fractions treated

with sodium sulphide, but not osmicated, had discrete black

deposits about 2 to 5 um in diameter scattered throughout

the section, whereas the mitochondrial samples treated in

the same fashion did not show any deposits. The deposits

in the mossy fiber terminal fraction indicated that zinc

was present.

Next I determined, at the ultrastructural level, if

the zinc was located inside identifiable mossy fiber

terminals. Some of the thick sections of the positively-

stained sample (sulphide-treated, but without osmium) were 0

reembedded and thin sections for electron microscopy were
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cut. Results showed that electron-dense deposits

indicative of zinc were present in all terminals which were

identifiable as mossy fiber terminals -- that is, those

that were greater than 4 um in diameter, were densely

packed with vesicles and which had two or more presynatpic

densities. Electron-dense precipitates were also present

in some of the smaller terminals as discussed above.

The conclusion from these experiments is that zinc is

retained in mossy fiber terminals during the isolation

procedure.

V. Composition of Other Fractions

To characterize the composition of the other fractions

obtained during the biochemical isolation of the mossy

fiber terminals, aliquots of each fraction were fixed,

dehydrated and embedded for electron microscopy as

described above. Thin sections were cut, put onto mesh

grids, and examined and photographed with the electron

microscope. While examining the tissue with the

microscope, notes were taken on the types of morphological
9

structures seen in each fraction.

Results are as follows:

H: This fraction was very heterogeneous. It

contained mitochondria, synaptic terminals, medullated

fibers, nuclei, red blood cells and some mossy fiber

terminals. The smaller profiles, including the synaptic

terminals and mitochondria, were the predominate component.
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PI: This subcellular fraction contained medullated

fibers, small synaptic terminals and some nuclei. A

relatively small percentage of the fraction consisted of

mossy fiber terminals.

P2: This fraction consisted almost entirely of small

profiles including synaptic terminals less than 1 um in

diameter, mitochondria, and dendritic processes. There

were also a few (less than 1% of the total) mossy fiber

terminals.

P3: This fraction contained primarily synaptic

terminals, with a number of very large (approximately 5 um

in diameter) mossy fiber terminals. There were also some

nuclei and medullated fibers.

M: At least 90% of this fraction was composed of

medullated fibers. Only rarely were mossy fiber terminals

seen.

N: This fraction was composed primarily (80 to 90%)

of nuclei, with a few red blood cells, some small synaptic

terminals and free mitochondria. No mossy fiber terminals

were seen.

These ultrastructural results were in agreement with

the predicted composition of the various fractions based on

standard synaptosomal preparative procedures and Dr. D.

Terrian's previous work on the cerebellum. The finding

that the mossy fiber terminals were larger in the P3

fraction was of the most interest to Dr. D. Terrian and his
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colleagues as this suggested that the terminals might be

broken up during the last step in the isolation procedure.

VI. Glutamate Uptake Sites

This part of the project was not attempted because

more time than we had predicted was spent on the first two

objectives. I plan to continue to collaborate with Dr. D.

Terrian on this aspect of the study.

VII. Recommendations

1. The characterization of the mossy fiber terminal

fraction showed that most of the synaptic profiles which

could be morphologically classified as mossy fiber

terminals were smaller in diameter than intact mossy fiber

terminals. This suggests that the mossy fiber terminals

are breaking into smaller fragments during the isolation

procedure, or that the fraction also contains some

terminals of the mossy fiber collaterals. The role of the

terminals of the mossy fiber collaterals is not yet known:

a particularly interesting question is whether or not they

participate in long-term potentiation as do the mossy fiber

terminals themselves -- long-term potentiation is thought

to be one of the cellular mechanisms underlying memory and

learning. If the collateral terminals do participate in

long-term potentiation, then the preparation developed by

Dr. D. Terrian and his colleagues can be said to be

functionally homogeneous. Hence, I am applying for a

Minigrant to address the question of whether or not the
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collateral terminals are involved in long-term
S

potentiation.

2. Zinc is retained in the mossy fiber terminals

during the isolation procedure. This result suggests that

biochemical studies involving the role of zinc can now be

done on the isolated mossy fiber terminals.

3. The other fractions generated during the isolation

procedure contain the predicted subcellular components.

The finding that the P3 fraction contains larger mossy

fiber profiles than does the final fraction indicated that

the conditions of the last step of the isolation procedure

could be improved.

7
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Response of Downslope and Florida Mesoscale Wind System

to _Ph siographic Features

by

Anthony E. Restaino

ABSTRACT

Numerical simulations of nocturnal slope flow were

conducted using a 2-dimensional version of the Tripoli-Cotton

CSU model. Variations of mountain height and soil moisture

altered the intensity of downslope flows. And, Katabatic flow

intensified with an increase in mountain height. Moreover,

high soil moisture was found to suppress downslope flow.

• Significant perturbations developed in the katabatic layer

after one hour of model run time. These perturbations

excited gravity waves in the free atmosphere above the

surface layer where potential temperature increased roughly

0.03 'C/Km.

A separate experiment for a Florida case study showed

that soil moisture variations affected mesoscale wind fields,

cloud formations, and precipitation.
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I. Introduction

I am currently finishing a Master's Degree at the State

University of New York at Albany. The thesis is a study of

the seasonal variation of dynamics in tornado outbreaks. The

emphasis is on how thermodynamics and hydrodynamics vary for

outbreaks of tornadoes from winter to summer. My main

interests are in synoptic meteorology, much of which I

learned from Dr. Partrick Gannon when I attended Lyndon State

College.

The research being conducted at AFGL/LYC regarding

surface influences on mesoscale circulations was of interest

to me since my area of research is on mesoscale phenomenon.

II. Objectives of the Research Effort

The overall objective of these two projects (downslope

flow and Florida convection) is to determine the effects that

specific surface conditions have on mesoscale circulations.

The individual objectives were:

1. A study of observed cloud and precipitation patterns

associated with soil moisture and physiographic features over

south Florida.

2. Sensitivity studies of the response of nocturnal

downslope wind systems to prescribed changes in terrain

profiles, initial soil moisture.

3. A study of the steady state of the downslope flow.
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4. A study of perturbations that develop in downslope flow.

1ll. Florida Meso-s ynoptic Systems-

McCumber and Pielke (6) developed a multi-level soil

moisture flux model that was later modified by Tremback (9).

We use this version to obtain soil moisture profiles for

southern Florida during the period August 2-19, 1975. This

is accomplished by using values of daily rainfall and

evapotranspiration. We hope to see a relationship between

surface relative humidity and cloud cover (upward motion).

Figure la shows the rainfall (cm) for central and

southern Florida on August 12. Model derived surface

relative humidity for thb following morning is shown in 0

Figure lb. The letter 'D' marks the driest portions of the

domain. As expected it corresponds quite well with Figure

la. Cloud imagery at 1304 EDT is displayed in Figure ic.

Dashed lines represent the threshold at which cloud cover is

detected by satellite. Solid contours indicate higher

reflectivities of the cloud. It is apparent that clouds form 4

on the edges of dry and moist boundaries of soil moisture.

Of course, the shape of the peninsula, with its harbors, has

a great deal to do with where clouds form, but clouds are

noticeably absent from regions that are wet in Figure Ic.

lAdditional discussion of project results is provided in the
final report by Dr. Patrick Gannon, SFRP.
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IV. Downslope Flow 2

Four simuations of downslope flow were conducted with a

numerical model developed by Tripoli and Cotton (20). Table

I illustrates the experimental design for this paper. A

critical bulk-Richardson number of 0.25 was chosen so

diffusion of momentum from the surface layer to the free

atmosphere would not be overly suppressed. This decision was

based on work previously conducted by Petkovsek and Hocevar

(8), Yamada (II), Bader (2), Garrett (4), and Manins and

Sawford (5). The model is initialized with a mean wind of

zero and a 5 'K inversion in the lowest 50 meters (the first

model level above the surface for the low resol ution model).

• The inversion is the same magnitude of degrees for the high

resolution model except the first model level is at 25 meters

above the surface. The inversion is much stronger for the

high resolution simulations. Thus, comparisons cannot be

made between high and low resolution experiments. The

original purpose in using different resolutions was to

examine the change in the depth of the katabatic layer since

the layer itself is on the order of ten meters.

2 Additional discussion of project results is provided in thE
final report by Dr. Patrick Gannon, SFRP.
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TABLE 1 4

Run Soil
Simulation Hill(Km) Resolution Time Moisture T X Z

A 0.5 LOW 18000s LOW 2s 200r. I00r
B 0.5 LOW 7200s HIGH 2s 200,r 0Oor
C 0.5 HIGH 7200s LOW Is 1OOm 5Dm
D 1.0 HIGH 7200s LOW Is 100m 50m

The values of low soil moisture at the air-grourd

interface correspond to a relative humidity (RH) of 80 .; the

values of high soil moisture correspond to an RH of 1001. U

to 700mb the mixing ratio is 1 g/Kg in the ambient

atmosphere.

Start time is 2100 solar time (sunset). The atmosphere

above the surface layer is initialized with a dry adiabaitic

lapse rate. Radiational cooling is the forcing mechanism in

the model.

A. Steady State

Simulation A was run for 5 hours to show the types of

perturbations that developed, and to examine steady state.

This experiment will be later compared to Simulation B to

examine the role that soil moisture plays in katabatic flow

development.

Figure 2a shows the terms in the U-equation of motion

for Simulation A. The terms in the figure are taken from a

grid point 3.5Kin to the right of the summit and 67 meters

above the mountain surface. The expressions in Fio-re 2a

shown at the right-hand side of the figure are negatives of
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the following terms: UDU/DX and WDU/DZ are the horizontal and

vertical advection of the U component of wind, DP/DX is the

horizontal pressure force, DIFFUX and DIFFUZ are the

horizontal and vertical transport of U (2). A, B, C, D, E in

the figure are the terms respectively. We notice very little

happening in the first 115 minutes. At this time pulsing

(perturbations) become evident in the flow. It is apparent

that as a bubble of lower pressure slides down the hill

(DP/DX<O) horizontal and vertical advection of U increases.

The vertical advection of U (B in the figure) is largest near

120 minutes then it becomes quite a bit smaller as time

progresses. The horizontal advection of U (A in the diagram)

slowly decreases, although in an oscillatory pattern as B,

throughout the period. The same is true for the rest of the

terms, but none seem to reach steady state. In Figure 2d thE

heat flux (WPTHP) and moisture flux (WPQTP) do not reach

equilibrium at 5 hours of model run time. This diagram shows

the downward transport of heat increasing until the second

hour of run time. The same is true for the moisture flux.

The high soil moisture heat and moisture fluxes (not shown)

are much less pronounced because of less cooling and higher

moisture at the air-ground interface.

A comparison between high soil moisture and low soil

moisture simulations (Simulations A and B) can be seen ir,
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Figures 2b and 2c. Figure 2b is the same experiment as

Figure 2a but at a poi nt on the mountain closer to the

summit. In addition, Figures 2b and 2c have values plotted

every 15 minutes, whereas Figure 2a has values plotted every

5 minutes. What is shown in comparing these figures is that

the low soil moisture simulation has more active pulsing the

first 100 minutes than the high so i moisture case.

Nevertheless, the high soil moisture run becomes quite active

at 2 hours. The reason for this is not well understood.

B. Variation in Mountain Height

Simulations C and D were run to examine the primary

effects of mountain height. Earlier research by Fleagle (3),

McNider (7) and Petkovesek and Hocevar (8) showed that the

strength of drainage flows was inversely proportional to

mountain slope. Their reasoning behind this is that

compressional warming is much greater for a parcel sliding

down a steep mountain than for a more gentle sloping

mountain. This, however, is not the case when the stability

of the air is neutral above the uniform surface layer

inversion.

1. The One-half Kilometer Hill

Figure 3a shows 299 and 299.5 degree isentropes (lines

of constant potential temperature at initi al ization.

Resolution is insufficient to see thE K in version in the
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* lowest part of the domain. The waviness in isentropes is due

to graphics interpolation. Note that the isentropes are

parallel with the topography. This is very similar to the

one kilometer hill (not shown). As a result, there is very

little compressional warming for both hills initially.

Maximum downward motion in the domain is plotted in Figure 3b

(units are cm/s). The maximum value of -w is -2.6 m/s at

about 95 minutes. Figure 3c is an illustration of the

vertical time cross section of downward motion (cm/s). The

abscissa is the time in minutes. Notice that maximum descent

is 1300 m above z=O. Figures 3d, e and f show how the fields

of vertical motion develop with time. Wind vectors are also

* shown in these figures. Isolines of vertical motion are in 25

cm/s increments. The circulation is evident in Figure 3d

only 40 minutes after start time. Figure 3e is just 20

minutes later, yet perturbations in the wind field are

evident. Figure 3f is at the end of the two hour simulation.

The depth of the downslope flow is about 400 m with a strong

* return flow throughout the rest of the domain. Maximum

descent, as expected, is directly above the summit.

2. The One Kilometer Hill

Figures 4a and 4b are the same as 3b and 3c respectively

except we are now looking at the I Km hill results. Figure

4a shows that downward motion approaches -3 m/s. Yet, at two
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hours the decent is less for the one Km hill than the half Km

hill. Figure 4b illustrates the double maxima in negative

vertical motion. This is considerably different than what we

see in Figure 3c with the one-half Km hill. In Figure 4b it

is seen that the strongest descent is at 1700 m above z=O, or

it is almost a half kilometer higher than for the one-half

kilometer hill.

The presence of gravity waves may be the reason for the

double maxima and the decrease in the intensity of the

sinking air at two hours run time. The half Km hill produced

very small perturbations as a result of oscillations in the

surface layer, but the one Km hill generated a very

noticeable gravity wave. Figures 4c-f illustrate this. These

figures show perturbation pressure (dynes/cm**2) with

contours at every 10 dynes/cm**2. Figure 4c shows an

interesting configuration of perturbation pressure (P') at

the end of the first hour of model time. The minimum and

maximum in the P' field are directly above the summit.

Convergence aloft and divergence near the surface are coupled

with minimum and maximum P' respectively. At this time there

is not much of a return flow. Twenty minutes later, Figure

4d, the P' gradient is stronger. At this time the return

flow becomes evident aloft. The important item is the wave

in the P' field that has developed. The circulation is
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centered about the trough axis of the wave. In Figure 4e,

twenty minutes later, the wave has propagated away for the

summit. The circulation about the trough axis has

strengthened, and the wave has amplified. At the end of the

two hour simulation Figure 4f shows that the wave has

progressed further to the east, but amplitude has decreased.

Neverthless, the circulation remains strong.

It would seem that this wave is in some way responsible

for the double maxima of downward motion in Figure 4b. Also,

the gravity wave seems to have a direct effect on the

decrease of -w in Figure 4a as the second hour approaches.

As the wave propagates eastward the region of compensating

subsidence is increasing in size. Thus, from continuity,

downward motion must eventually decrease with time. This can

be seen in Figures 4d and 4e.

This wave propagated at approximately 1.2 m/s or at

about the same phase speed as computed in Equation (1):

~(1)

0 where, = horizontal wavelength
gravity

= mean potential temperature
potential temperature lapse rate

The equation was applied to the ambient atmosphere at a

height of about 1 Km where the wave was found. At this

altitude the lapse rate of Theta was approximately 0.02'

K/Km. Thus, buoyancy oscillations can exist in an atmosphere
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that is nearly neutral in stabilty. Moreover, the

perturbation pressure change associated with this 'ravity

wave is smaller than many microbarographs can measure.

V. Recommendations

A. Downslope flows

1. Run a 3-D experiment to investigate the effects that a

wet region on a hill side has on the evolution of katabatic

flow. This is analogous to the situation when part of the

mountain slope experienced rainfall from upslope convergence

during the daylight hours.

2. Investigate the effects that a stable atmosphere has on

the intensity of downslope flow.

3. Run a 2-D 24 hour simulation. This would show how

upslope flow and downslope flow evolve over a day, and it

would illustrate when steady state is reached.

4. Examine the effects that snow cover on the upper part of

the mountain has on the development of katabatic wind

systems.

B. Florida me so-ynoptic systems

1. Run the same type of experiment again except for several

cases when wind flow is from various directions. This will

show how fields of vertical motion change for specified

synoptic scale wind flows.
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ATMOSPHERIC MODELING FOR OPERATIONAL TACTICAL DECISION AID

by

Dennis W. Richardson

ABSTRACT

The Tactical Decision Aid CTDA) is an integrated target/atmos-

phere/sensor model that is used to estimate target acquisition

ranges for infrared sensors. It employs an extensive 8000

plus-line computer code, LOWTRAN, to evaluate the atmospheric

extinction of infrared signals for various climatological con-

ditions. The Operational TDA COTDA) is a simplified version of

the TDA housed on a hand-held computer. It is intended for

field use. Since LOWTRAN is too voluminous to be employed for

the OTDA, pre-computed extinction data tables are currently in

use. The process of manual input of data from the tables to

the OTDA is cumbersome and is prone to erroneous readings.

Therefore, it is proposed to develop compact atmospheric ex-

tinction models which may be coded onto hand-held computers.

Various types of atmospheric extinction, which are significant

for the TDA application, were considered and simple models were

developed based on the LOWTRAN computation.
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S I. Introduction

I graduated from Sharon Senior High School in Sharon,

Pennsylvania in May of 1979. I immediately enrolled at The

Pennsylvania State University where I received the Bachelor of

Science degree in Electrical Engineering. Upon graduating in

May of 1983, I applied to the Graduate School of Penn State

where I am currently pursuing my Ph.D in Electrical Engineering

and a Master of Arts degree in Mathematics. I am presently

working under the supervision of Dr. Ken Tomlyama.

The combination of my academic system scientific back-

ground and my experience with numerical computation methods

resulted in my selection by Dr. Tomlyama. My assignment was to

utilize numerical optimization techniques to help develop

compact models for atmospheric extinction for the OTDA.

II. Oblectives of the Research Effort

The overall project at AFWAL/AARI-3 that I was involved

with was the study of the Tactical Decision Aid (TDA) which

evaluates target detection characteristics of infrared sensors,

and is used in tactical decision making. It employs an exten-

sive 8000 plus-line computer code, LOWTRAN, (Knelzys 1980,

Knelzys 1983) to evaluate the atmospheric extinction of infra-

red signals for various climatological conditions. The opera-

tional TDA COTDA) is a compact TDA, which is housed on a hand-

held computer, and is Intended for field use. There exists a

need for compact analytical extinction models for use In the

OTDA to replace the error-prone manual reading of the pre-

computed extinction tables. My individual objectives are to:
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1. Arrive at a working knowledge of the computer code

LOWTRAN, and to generate the necessary database which

will aid in identifying various extinction mechanisms

which are active in the spectral region of interest,

8 - 12 Cjm), for the TDA application.

2. Develop the necessary optimization routines to

produce compact analytical models for all active ex-

tinction mechanisms, based on the LOWTRAN computa-

tion.

3. Evaluate the accuracy of the developed models by

coding error analysis routines.

III. Background

The Operational TDA (OTDA) cannot employ LOWTRAN for ex-

tinction computation due to Its size. Instead, pre-computed

extinction data tables are currently used. However, It Is

inconvenient to carry the printed tables the to field, and use

of the tables is prone to erroneous readings. It is preferred

to have an extinction computation program as a part of the

OTDA. Thus, the development of such a program was proposed.

As dn initial step towards this goal, compact analytical models

for various extinction mechanisms will be developed here based

on the LOWTRAN computations.

It is noted that the quantity to be modeled is an average

transmittance over 830 - 1250 (cm-1 ), corresponding to 8 - 12

(km) band, which is the primary band of sensitivity for infra-

red sensors. It was assumed that optical path between the
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sensor and target can be considered horizontal and that the

paths are located below 2 km altitude. It was decided to use

the altitude of 300 (m), which Is the altitude of the sensor

test cite at AFWAL/AARI, as a representative altitude.

IV. Atmospheric Extinction Models

IV.1 Introduction

Infrared radiation passing through the atmosphere loses

its intensity as a result of interactions with atmospheric

constituents. This process is characterized by the extinction

coefficient k, or the atmospheric transmittance t, which are

defined as,

I(emitted)
t = exp(-kl = ,-- -)

* ICreceived)

where ICemitted) and ICrecelved) are the emitted and received

intensities of electromagnetic wave, respectively.

The extinction coefficient k consists of contributions

from many extinction mechanisms including; molecular resonant

absorptions, molecular continuum absorptions, molecular scat-

tering, aerosol (including fog) absorption and scattering, and

rain absorpticn. The most recent version of LOWTRAN, LOWTRAN6,

also includes cirrus cloud extinction.

LOWTRAN computes LOW resolution TRANsmittance, called band

transmittance, which Is basically an averaged transmittance

over a small wavenumber interval. It adopts a basic assumption

of the law of superposition, where the total extinction is the

sum of individual contributions. This assumption enables us to
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deal with each extinction mechanism separately.

As LOWTRAN suggests, some of the extinction mechanisms are

inactive in the wavenumber region of interest, 830 - 1250

(cm-). Only the extinction due to the following need to be

considered over this spectral region; water vapor, uniformly-

mixed gasses, ozone, water vapor continuum, aerosol, and rain.

The OTDA requires the evaluation of the average transmit-

tance over the 8-12 C(.m) wavelength band. Therefore, the

extinction models will be developed to represent the relation-

ships between the average transmittance and various climato-

logical conditions, including the optical path length.

IV.2 Molecular Resonant absorptions

In LOWTRAN, resonant absorptions due to the three gasses

of concern are computed utilizing two intermediate quantities;

called an absorber amount U and an equivalent absorber amount

x, and two empirical transmittance models; one for ozone and

another for both water vapor and uniformly-mixed gasses.

Transmittance profiles for the three absorbers over 830 -

1250 (cm-') band were generated, using LOWTRAN6, at 5 (cm ")

intervals for various atmospheric conditions. Then the

resulting profiles were averaged and stored together with the

atmospheric conditions. Finally, analytical models were

developed based on the LOWTRAN expressions and were curve-

fitted, in an optimal manner, to the relationships of the

average transmittances versus atmospheric conditions.

IV.2.1 Water Vapor

The transmittance expression used in LOWTRAN for a horn-
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{* zontal path with homogeneous meteorological conditions of pres-

sure P (mbar), temperature T (K), relative humidity RH (%), and

path length R (km) at wavenumber v (cm -') is as follows.

t = f~x), (2-a)

a b
x = C(v) PN TN U, (2-b)

PN = P/Po, TN = To/T, (2-c)

U = 0.1 WH R, WH = 0.01 RH F(T<:,/T), (2-d)

where f(.), C(v), a, b, PN, TN, Pc,, To, WH, and F(.) are the

empirical transmittance function, spectral parameter, absorber

parameters Ca = 0.9, b = 0.45), normalized pressure, normalized

temperature, standard pressure (1013.25 mbar), standard tempe-

rature (273.15 K), water vapor density Cg/m7), and an empirical

function for saturated water vapor density (g/m") at tempe-

rature T, respectively. The values of C(v) for each absorber,

are stored in LOWTRAN at 5 (cm'-") intervals over absorption

bands where the absorption is non-trivial.

In earlier efforts to model the molecular resonant absorp-

tion (Gruenzel 1978, Plerluissi 1979), it was found that the

following double exponential function agrees excellently with

LOWTRAN empirical transmittance functions.

a., + a i x
t = exp{-10 }, (3-a)

x = logC(v) + n log(PN) + m log(TN) + log(U), (3-b)

where a,-,, at, n, and m are model parameters to be chosen.
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This function was selected as our model since It agrees

well with the band transmittance, which is a weighted average

of transmittances. It is noted that the spectral parameter

C(v) in this expression may be eliminated in our model since

only an averaged transmittance Is to be calculated. As a

result, the model can be simplified to

ac + a, logCPN) + a2 logCTN) + a . log(U)
t = exp(-lO C (4)

or

a a2  a.-
t = exp(- Ac PN TN U C (5)

where ac, ai, am, az., and A,-, lO=**a are the model parameters.

For the optimal determination of the model parameters, we

take the double logarithm of Eq. (4). This linearizes the

model in terms of the unknown parameters as follows:

log{-ln(t)} = ac + ai logCPN) + a- logCTN) + az logCU). C6)

Linear regression techniques may now be utilized to obtain the

optimal parameter values.

IV.2.2 Uniformly-Mixed Gasses

The absorber in question here Is a mixture of various

atmospheric gaseous molecules whose density profiles are rela-

tively unperturbed, except for the pressure and temperature

dependencies. Therefore, the corresponding absorber amount U

is a function of the pressure, temperature, and the path length

only. The transmittance expression for this absorber is the

same as that for the water vapor given in Eq. (2), except that
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the pressure and temperature dependencies within the absorber

amount U is integrated into those appearing In x. This leads

to the following LOWTRAN model.

t = f(x), (7-a)

a b
x = CCv) PN TN U, (7-b)

U = R, (7-c)

where the absorber parameters a and b have values 1.75 and

1.375, respectively.

Thus, an appropriate model is again Eq. (4) or (5) with

the expression for U being replaced by the path length R.

IV.2.3 Ozone

The transmittance expression for ozone is the same as that

for the water vapor, except for the absorber parameter values,

a = 0.4 and b = 0.2, and the expression for the absorber amount

U. With the ozone density WO in g/m - , U is given by

U = 46.667 WO R. (8)

Therefore, the appropriate model expression is aqain given by

Eqs. (4) or (5) together with the absorber amount expression In

Eq. (8).

IV.3 Water Vapor Continuum Absorption

The LOWTRAN6 expression for the water vapor continuum

absorption consists of self and foreign components. TheS

expression for a homogeneous path is given by,

t = exp{-v tanh(hcv/2kT) (Rs Cs + Rf Cf] WH R}, (9)
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where hc/k = 1.43879 (K/cm-1 ), Rs and Rf are self (water vapor

versus total air at standard condition) and foreign Call other

molecular species versus total air) number density ratios, and

Cs and Cf C1/(cm'-  mol/cm2 )) are wavenumber dependent parame-

ters for self and foreign components, respectively.

The temperature dependence of the self component Cs is

taken Into account through a factor Kp defined by,

1 , T < 260,
Kp = 1 (296 - T) / (296 - 260), 260 < T < 296, (10)

L 0 , 296 < T,

as

Cs = (I - Kp) Cs, + Kp Csz. I11)

The parameters Cs1, Cs2, and Cf are stored in LOWTRAN at 10

(cm-1 ) wavenumber intervals over regions where the water vapor

continuum absorption is non-trivial.

It is noted that the number density ratio Rs is linearly

dependent on the water vapor concentration WH. On the other

hand, the sum of the two densities, water vapor and all others,

is linearly dependent on the product PN*TN since it is the air

density. Therefore, our model needs to -arry linear dependen-

cies on PN*TN and WH in an additive fashion. It is also noted

that the wavenumber dependent coefficient in Eq. C9) can be

imbedded into Cs and Cf. By combining all of these observa-

tions, we obtain the following expression:

-[(qCCs,'+Cf') + Kp(Cs2.'-Csi')} WH + r Cf'PN*TN] WH R
t = e

(12)
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where q and r are wavenumber independent constants, and Cs1 ',

Cs2 ', and Cf' are scaled wavenumber dependent parameters.

For our model, the averages of Cs1 ', Cs2 ', and Cf' over

830 - 1250 (cm-') region are computed from the LOWTRAN data,

and then those parameters in Eq. (12) are replaced with

respective averages. Then the expression is simplified by

combining the constants as,

t = exp{ -C,:, [PN TN + (C% Kp + Ca) WHI WH R}, (13)

where Cc, C1 , and C, are the final model parameters.

IV.4 Aerosol Extinction

Aerosols are active over 830 - 1250 (cm-') region in both

* absorption and scattering. Since LOWTRAN has models for the

extinction, we will consider the modeling of the extinction,

instead of the absorption and scattering individually.

The transmittance due to aerosols is again given by an

exponential law as,

t = exp{-X H R}, (14)

where X is the aerosol extinction profile which is dependent on

the type of aerosol, the relative humidity RH and the wave-

length H is the aerosol density profile which represents

the visibility and the height dependencies.

We first consider the aerosol extinction profile X. There

are ten aerosol types used in LOWTRAN. Due to our assumption

that applications of the OTDA is limited to horizontal paths

below 2 km altitude, we only need to consider four humidity
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dependent aerosols; RURAL, URBAN, MARITIME, TROPOSPHERE, and

two humidity independent ones; FOG1 and FOG2. LOWTRAN stores

four extinction profiles XC ) for each humidity dependent

aerosol corresponding to the relative humidities of 0, 70, 80,

and 99 C%), and one each for FOGI and FOG2. These profiles are

first averaged to eliminate wavelength dependence. Then the

humidity dependencles in four aerosols are modeled using the

following empirical relationship which is suggested in Shettle

1979, based on the observation by Hanel (Hanel 1976),

C2
X = ci (I - RH/100) , (15)

where c, and c2 are model parameters. Noting that this rela-

tionship represents a straight line in log-log scale, optimal

values for these parameters were obtained using the linear

regression technique. The same model is also used for the two

humidity independent models, FOG1 and FOG2, by setting cz to 0

to eliminate humidity dependence.

Next, the visibility dependent aerosol density profiles

H(.) are studied. In the first 2 km height, H(.) is represen-

ted by three empirical functions of the visibility at 0, 1, and

2 (km) altitudes. These three profiles are fitted by the

inverse relationship,

-1
H(VIS) - d, VIS + d2 , (16)

which is used in LOWTRAN for interpolation of H(.). Then, U

using the assumption that a typical altitude at which the OTDA

is applied is 300 (m), the weighted average of the two profiles
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S at 0 and 1 (km) heights Is adopted as our model.

Finally, Eqs. (14), (15) and (16) are combined to form the

following aerosol model,

-1 C2
t = exp{-(VIS + d2 ') c,'(1 - RH/100) R), (17)

where d, is imbedded into ci' by factoring it out to reduce the

number of parameters. It is noted that d2 ' is independent of

the aerosol type.

IV.5 Rain Model

Because the rain extinction model used in LOWTRAN is a

simple analytic function of the rain rate RR (mm/hr) and the

range R (km), we can adopt it with a slight modification.

* After combining some constants to minimize the number of

parameters, the model becomes as follows:

0.63
t = exp(-0.3647 RR 3. (18)

V. Summary of Numerical Results

The model equations derived in the previous section are

summarized In Table 1 together with the obtained optimum para-

meter values. The input variables are listed in Table 2 toge-

ther with the default values for some of them. A simple

FORTRAN program, called CTRAN, was coded to check the accuracy

of the obtained model. Results of this preliminary error

analysis are summarized in Table 3. Figure 1 illustrates

* relative humidity dependence of four aerosol extinctions and

their models given in Eq. (15).
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Table I.

Extinction Models for the OTDA

(1) Molecular resonant absorption

a1  a2 az

t = exp(- Ao (P/Pco) CTo/T) U }

Water Vapor Ao 0.0850 a, = 0.4981
a= 0.2989 az. = 0,5582

I U f 0.1 WH R WH = 0.01 RH F(Tc:/T)

Uniformly-mixed Ao = 0.0118 a, = 1.0792
Gasses [az =0.8488 a2 = 0.6178

1 U =R

Ozone Ac = 0.0076 at = 0.3091
a= 0.1541 azi = 0.7498
1U =46.667 WO R

,where F(s) = s exp{18.9766 - 14.9595 s - 2.43882 s:!}.

(2) Water Vapor Continuum Absorption

t = exp( -Co [(P/P:,)(To/T) + (C Kp + C2 ) WH] WH U)

, T < 260
Kp = (296 - T)/(296 - 260), 260 < T < 296

L 0 29o -,i

Cc = 1.655E-03 C1 = 0.5693 C:a = 0.5437

(3) Aerosol Extinction

t = exp(-(VIS - 0.005183) c,'(1 - RH/IO0) R)

# Model c1 ' c2 Default
VIS(km)

1 RURAL 0.3670 -0.02877 23
2 URBAN 0.3119 -0.08499 5
3 OCEAN 0.4013 -0.3417 23
4 TROPOSPHERIC 0.08054 -0.04621 50
5 FOGI 4.487 0 0.2
6 FOG2 1.309 0 0.5

(4) Rain Extinction

0.63
t - exp{-C.3647 RR R}
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* Table 2.

Input Variables for Extinction Models

Variable Notation (Units) Default

Pressure P (mbar) None
Temperature T ("C) None
Relative Humidity RH (%) None
Ozone Density WO (G/mD ]  6.OE-05
Visibility VIS (km)
Aerosol Model I (integer) 0
Rain Rate RR (mm/h) 0.0
Range R (km) None

* See Table 1 for model dependent default values.

Table 3.

Preliminary Error Analysis of Extinction Models

Model R.M.S. Error

Water Vapor 0.0038
Uniformly-Mixed Gasses 0.0002
Ozone 0.0002
Water Vapor Continuum 0.0056
Aerosol RURAL 0.0126

URBAN 0.0427
OCEAN 0.0172
TROPOSPHERIC 0.0017
FOGI 0.0011
FOG2 0.0183
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a. URBAN Model

bO-1.0

0

-1 .2 I I I jt I I I [

-2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0

log(l-RH/100)

-0.95

b. RUPAL Model

0

-1.00 N

-2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0

log (1-RH/ 100)

Figure 1. Relative humidity (RFI) dependent aerosol
extinction profile X. The dashed and solid lines
are for the original model for LOTTRAN and the
derived model for the OTDA, respectively.
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0.0-

c. OCEAN M~odel
X
0

-1.0-

-2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0
log (1-RH! 100)

X d. TROPOSPHERIC Model

S-1.60

-1.65

-2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0

log (I-RH/100)

Figure 1. Continued.
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VI. Conclusions

Simple models for atmospheric extinctions due to various

atmospheric absorption mechanisms are developed for the use in

the Operational Tactical Decision Aid. The developed models

are; for three molecular resonant absorptions due to water

vapor, uniformly-mixed gasses, and ozone; for water vapor con-

tinuum absorption; for aerosol extinction; and for rain extinc-

tion. All of those absorption mechanisms are active in the 8 -

12 (j.m) band. Preliminary error analysis showed good overall

accuracy and excellent accuracy for molecular resonant absorp-

tion models.

VII. Recommendations

I. Although the developed models generally agreed well with 0

LOWTRAN computations, they need to be fully tested against

all conceivable atmospheric conditions, including a range

of possible optical path lengths. This may results in

modifications of the obtained models.

2. After thorough testing, the developed models should be

implemented on the OTDA to replace extinction data tables.

3. One of the perpetual question associated with the capabi-

lity of a program like the TDA is the sensitivity of the

output against the perturbation in the input variables.

Regardless of the accuracy of the computation, the output

will be in error if the input is disturbed. Therefore, in

order for the TDA to be truly effective, it is highly S

recommended to perform a sensitivity analysis.
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AN EXPERIMENT TO CHARACTERIZE THE

TURBULENT FLOW FIELD OF A CIRCULAR FREE JET OF HELIUM

by

Kyle Ross

i ABSTRACT

An experiment designed to characterize the turbulent flow field of

a circular free jet of helium is described. This experimc .4 employs

laser Doppler anemometry. Design of this experiment was part of the

initial effort of research directed at relating certain velocity

statistics of a basic flow to the laser beam transmision characteristics

of the same flow. Of special interest is relating defects in laser beam

quality to the existence of large scale coherent turbulent flow

structures in the optical path. Work subsequent to the laser Doppler

anemometry study will characterize the same jet flow by laser

interferometry. Correlations between statistics described here and

* information resulting from the interferometry work are expected. Such

correlations will relate the velocity statistics and laser beam

transmission characteristics of the jet flow field.

The equipment configuration developed over the summer is described

as are the methods used to extract various velocity statistics from the

laser Doppler velocimetry data.

7
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S
I. INTRODUCTION:

I received my B.S.M.E. from the University of New Mexico in 1982.

Prior to entering graduate school, I worked for 2 1/2 years at the High

Energy Laser Test Facility, White Sands Missile Range, NM, where my

tasks involved me with many different aspects of high energy laser

facility support. My graduate course work has emphasized fluid

mechanics.

II. OBJECTIVE OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The objective of the summer effort was to design an experiment,

employing laser Doppler anemometry, which could construct spatial

distributions of the following for a free circular jet f2ow of helium:

1) mean velocity,

0 2) turbulent intensity,

3) Reynolds stress,

4) temporal correlation (autocorrelation) of velocity

fluctuations,

5) integral time scale,

6) spatial correlation of velocity fluctuations,

* 7) integral length scale, and

8) power spectral density of velocity fluctuations.

Design of this experiment would necessarily include not only an

equipment configuration, but also the development of data reduction

schemes.

III. EQUIPMENT CONFIGURATION:

* Figure 1 shows the equipment configuration developed over the

summer. The acrylic cylindrical plenum in the foreground has a smooth

convergent nozzle cut in its end piece which forms a 1/4" diameter
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orifice at its outer face. This plenum is mounted on a translation

mechanism built of two individual translation rails and secured to the

large table. This mechanism allows motion of the plenum in a plane

perpendicular to the axis of the laser Doppler velocimeter (LDV) optics.

Helium is supplied by the K-bottle through a pressure regulator and flow

seeding instrument to the plenum. A jet of helium exits from the

orifice. Readings from a pressure gauge connected to a static pressure

tap on the plenum wall indicate relative magnitudes of flow rate.

The argon-ion laser and LDV optical system are mounted on a 2'x 6'

table elevated above and secured to the large table. This allows the

plenum centerline, when raised to the level of the LDV optical axis, to

be 12.75" above the surface of large table. This should largely

* diminish any influence from the table surface on the first several feet

of the jet flow field downstream of the nozzle. The LDV system is a

dual beam type having the convenience of on-axis back scatter operation.

The focusing lens located out in front of the beam expander is

mounted on a translation stage allowing the lens, and hence the

measurement volume, to be moved several inches along the axis of the LDV

optics. Combined positioning of this lens with its single degree of

freedom and the plenum with its two degrees of freedom allows the

measurement volume to be readily positioned throughout the jet flow

field.

The LDV signal processors in the equipment rack are counter types.

Counter processors measure the duration of a predetermined number of

* signal cycles. The Doppler frequency is given by the number of cycles

divided by the length of time taken for them to occur. A direct memory

access (DMA) interface between the counters and the computer enables
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direct transfer of data to the computer memory. This facilitates the

storage of data taken at high rates.

The storage oscilloscope is used to view the filtered

photomultiplier signal. Use of this oscilloscope is invaluable in the

adjustment of such variables as high and low pass filters, gain

settings, seeding concentration, number of signal cycles to be counted,

and laser power. Correct setting of these variables is critical to

obtaining a high signal to noise ratio, good clarity in the Doppler

signal, and an acceptable data rate.

IV. DATA REDUCTION:

At the end of the summer work, the equipment configured to

characterize the turbulent flow field of a free helium jet was working

well. For a 1 psi difference between plenum and ambient pressures,

software supplied by the LDV manufacturer (TSI incorporated) was giving

mean velocities near the orifice several m/s less than those calculated

for an ideal nozzel operating with the same pressure difference, as

would be expected. With respect to producing the statistics of

interest, the TSI software is somewhat limited. While it provides for

mean velocity, turublent intensity, and Reynolds stress calculations, it

has no routines to extract space and time correlations, integral scales,

or power spectral density from velocity measurements. Figure 2 outlines

a software development sequence expected to produce the desired

statistics not addressed by TSI software. Starting at the top of this

figure the first step in the sequence is to modify TSI data aquisition

routines to create larger data sets (data taken over a longer period of

time). The TSI data aquisition routines are structured to create

continuous time records of 250 data points. At high data rates, a
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Fix.2 Software Development Seauence

Modified TSI routines that
aquire larger data sets

Sets of data

(burst time and time-between-data) II I
Velocity calculations with
frequency shift algorithms

I I
Accumulation of TBD information

Time Record of Velocity
(non-uniformly sampled in time)

I I
DLPM with automatic bin width choice and

velocity bias corrections

Ensemble averaging of results from
several sets of data

Uniformly sampled time record of velocityI I
Autocorrelation calculations

(Autocorrelation coefficients° I I
Least squares curve fit

rAutocorrelation function

Spatial 1__ Taylor's Numerical Integral

Correlation Hypothesis Integration Time Scale

Function I

Taylor's Hypothesis

Power Uniform Sampling *_ _

Spectral 4 and Fourier Integral

Density Transform Length Scale
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continuous time record of 250 data points is not long enough to show the

maximum time separation that gives a significant correlation between

velocity fluctuatic..is. It is thus necessary to modify these routines to

include more data points in a continuous record.

Next in the sequence is construction of a time record of velocity

from the raw data. The LDV data is non-uniformly sampled in time

because velocity data can only be taken when a scattering particle

crosses the measurement volume. As a rule, particle crossings do not

occur at regular intervals. Individual data records consist simply of

burst time and time between data. The burst time is the time taken for 2

cycles of Doppler signal to occur, where n (typically 3 or 4) is a

selectable hardware setting on the signal processor. The time between

data is the time elapsed between taking of the present measurement and

taking of the one before it. Accumulation of the time between data

values allows for a time record to be constructed. Velocity

calculations would necessarily include algorithms to account for any

frequency shifting used in the LDV setup. Figs. 3 and 4 show a typical

time record of velocity and the relationship between particle velocity

and Doppler signal, respectively.

The third step in the software development sequence is to calculate

the many autocorrelation coefficients. Autocorrelation is a measure of

the degree to which two measurements of a fluctuating velocity taken at

different times (but at the same location) are correlated with one

another. An autocorrelation coefficient is the autocorrelation for a

particular time spacing (time lag) between measurements. Accumulatin6

the many autocorrelation coefficients yields the autocorrelation

function. This function represents the dependence of the degree of
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correlation on time spacing between measurements. Construction of the

autocorrelation function is central to determining integral length and

time scales as well as power spectral density of velocity fluctuations.

It is proposed that autocorrelation coefficients be determined

using a method termed as the discretized lag product method (DLPM) [1].

With this method the time axis of the velocity record is divided into m

bins of equal width,/At, as shown in Figure 5. Velocity measurements

are grouped into the bin in which their time of measurement falls. Once

a velocity measurement has been assigned to a bin the time associated

with that measurement is assumed to be that at the center of the

assigned bin (Lt. The autocorrelation coefficient for any given

multiple of A't can then be determined by forming

L4 L- L

where u' = u - u = instantaneous velocity - average velocity.

Numerical integration of the autocorrelation function yields the

integral time scale. This scale gives a rough measure of the longest

time which shows significant correlation in the turbulent behavior of

the fluctuating velocity.

Through Taylor's hypothesis [2] the spatial correlation of velocity

fluctuations can be related to the autocorrelation. The spatial

correlation is a measure of the degree to which two measurements of a

fluctuating velocity taken at different locations (but at the same time)

are correlated with one another. By Taylor's hypothesis, if the

turbulent velocity fluctuations are small compared with the mean

velocity, eddies do not change appreciably in shape as they pass a given
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point. The autocorrelation with time delay Lthen will be the same as

the spatial correlation with separationLIC,where L is the convection

velocity used in Taylor's hypothesis. By this reasoning the integral

length scale will be simply the product of the convection velocity and

the integral time scale. The integral length scale is a rough measure

of the size of the largest eddies that cause velocity fluctations. It

is somewhat questionable as to how applicable the underlying assumption

of Taylor's hypothesis is to the jet flow. Comparisons of length scale

results using this hypothesis and results from actual two-point

simultaneous measurements planned for the future should prove or

disprove the validity of applying Taylor's hypothesis to the jet flow.

The remaining statistic in the software development sequence to be

discussed is the power spectral density of velocity fluctuations. The

power spectral density and the autocorrelation function are Fourier

transforms of each other. Fourier transformation of the autocorrelation

function will give the power spectral density.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS:

Major portions of the software development sequence outlined had

been developed at the Air Force Weapons Laboratory prior to my becoming

part of the research effort. Correlation routines were written based on

the DLPM and on a linear interpolation scheme. From close study of a

paper [1] comparing results using these two methods (and others), I

suggest use of the DLPM in extracting autocorrelation information from

the non-uniformly sampled velocity data because this approach seems to

be the most viable. In building a routine to support DLPM, I suggest 9

including logic to facilitate the automatic choice of an appropriate bin

width. This might be done by considering statistics of the
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time-between-data field. Additional suggestions are:

1) modify all time averaging operations to correct for

any velocity biasing,

2) structure routines to enable ensemble averaging of

several sets of data,

3) include algorithms to account for any frequency

shifting used in the LDV setup,

4) install the additional LDV components necesssary to

enable the two color, two component operation needed for

Reynold's stress measurements, and

5) develop the outlined software development sequence in

its entirety.

7

9
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Weather Attenuation

by

Susan Ellen-Ann Sadofsky

ABSTRACT

38 GHz data from Lincoln Laboratory Experimental Satellite #8 (LES-8)

taken during the AK L Weather Attenuation Program (March - May 1986)

was converted from raw counts to signal strength values. These values

were plotted by hand in order to make comparisons and verify a computer

program which converted the raw data and plotted the values.
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I. INTRODUCTION: I received my Master's degree from Boston University,

Boston, Massachusetts. While at BU I studied Real Analysis, Numerical

Analysis, and Applied Mathematics.

The research project at hand involved determining the effects of wea-

ther conditions on data transmitted to and from satellites.

Il. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFECT: The overall objective of the

Weather Attenuation Project was to collect weather attenuation data and

analyze the data to determine the effects of clouds, rain, and snow on EHF

radio signals transmitted to and from satellites. The specific efforts

were to compile an inventory of the data and to take the raw data from

satellite LES-8, convert the raw data to signal strength values, plot the

values, and investigate abnormalities in the data.

III. RESEARCH EFFORT: Prior to my arrival weather attenuation data was

obtained from varying sources during March - May 1986. Upon my arrival I

began to compile an inventory of this data. I then created a table which

was later used to select those particular days of interest which were to

be investigated in detail. A computer program was then devised to convert

the raw data and list the signal stength values from satellite LES-8 in an

organized manner. The values were then graphed both by hand and on the

computer to assure that the computer program was operating correctly. Now

that the program has been verified, it will be used to reduce the data

from all eleven cases to be studied by the program.

S IV. RECOMMENDATIONS: A number of anomalous points were noted in the reduced

data, and the source of these should be determined. Since they appear in
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the raw data, and show up for only one or two readings (taken one second

apart) the data collecting and recording system would seem the most likely

source. I would recommend that this be investigated so as to determine

whether these points should be eliminated or smoothed in the future aver-

aging which will be done. More comment statements should be included in

the computer program to aid futher users as they modify the program for

future use.
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MBTI Psychometric Study of United States
Air Force Aircrew Personnel

Yolman J. Salinas

ABSTRACr

A retrospective study of MBTI scores of thirty-

four aircrewmen from Air Force files were analyzed

and integrated to yield information of personality

structure and patterns among the group. Ccarisons

with other sanple populations were made, as well as

with a previous study from the School of Aerospace

Medicine.
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OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH

IU.S Air Force Aircrew members are a unique population.

The present research describes personality traits in an

elaboration and update of work initiated by Fine and Hartman

(1967). Specifically MBTI scores were analyzed fram samples of

Air Force Pilots, Navigators, and finalists for MSE ( space

shuttle ) duties . Parametric statistics were applied to a

retrospective analysis of these MBTI ( Myers Brigg Type

Inventory ) scores obtained from Air Force Aircrew members.

This study will explore the possible existence of a type

model as established by Fine and Hartman for this population

with regards to the MBTI. It is hoped that these findings

will contribute to an enpirical understanding of psychometric

norms or patterns which might be useful in balanced clinical

evaluations and organizational consultations regarding

Air Force Aircrew nebers.
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INTRODL-rICN

The MBTI ( Myers-Briggs Type Indicator ) is a

test that uses the concept of psychological types,

described by C.G. Jung (1921), and attempts to specify

random variation in behavior as actually being quite

orderly and consistent, being due to basic differences

in the way individuals prefer to use their perception

and judgement. It is a self-report inventory developed

to measure personality preferences. The merit of the

theory underlying the MBTI is that it enables us to

expect specific differences in specific people and to

use this information to more constructively understand

human behavior. Specifically in this instance, the

theory of the MBTI is to be implemented and tested on

U.S. Air Force flyers to possibly delineate them as being

a unique population. Their unique responses on standard

personality tests as revealed by Fine and Hartman (1967)

will be further tested with regards to the MBTI, which

was not previously examined in the original battery of

tests.
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Military pilots represent a specific segment of

of modern American society. They have enough personality

characteristics in common to justify model analysis. It

was found that there is a personality pattern coamon to

successful professional flyers, with strengths and weaknesses

so balanced that they adapted well to their particular

lifestyle. In particular , emotional life, coping skills,

current life adjustment, personal information, physical

findings, career, and childhood were found to bias the

personality types most common among the group, as stated

by Hartman. The study allowed construction of a model

personality picture since results were both reliable and

internally consistent. stat deviance existed, particularly

on the projective tests, was discussed as a trend in

personality balance. For the most part , however, these

men had a personality pattern in common. The typical

personality is characterized by an alloplastic approach

to the world, matter of fact, terse direct ways of coping,

strong needs for personal achievent, and high regard for

responsibilities and family life. This conceptualization

was arrived through formulation established by Wite and

his theories regarding motivation as applied by Hartman.
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The typical personality pattern described by Hartman

suits these men to adapt to military flying insomuch as the

pilots seemed to fit a Piagin model, a continuous series

of assimilation-acccmodation transactions with the environment

in which previous experiences structure the individual's

relationship to and incorporation of a new experience.

Furthermore, flying is consistent with these men's typical

identification with a lower middle class blue collar worker

father and with a background emphasis on orderliness,

respect, sports, and health as was also discovered by Hartman.

With this general personality pattern that was described

by Hartman , it was the intention of this research project

to incorporate and evaluate the use of the Myers-Briggs

Type Indicator to further understand the military flyer's

typical , commn personality traits , and adaptations which

can hopefully be applied by psychiatrists toward evaluation

of individual prognosis, management, and suitability for

special tasks . In support of this goal, it was found that

psychiatric problems of pilots seen at aerospace referral

centers were consistent with the modal pattern described by

Hartman.

The value of implementing the Myers-Briggs Type

Indicator is in its particular efficiency as a potential
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screening tool. Also it offers a new method to analyze

personality patterns with a basic underlying theory that

stresses dichotaies. The MBTI contains four separate

dichotomous indices- extroversion/introversion ,

sensing/intuition , thinking/feeling , judgement/

perception . As stated , each index reflects one of four

basic preferences which under Jung's theory , direct the

use of perception and judgenent. The preferences affect

what people attend to and also how they draw conclusions

about what they perceive. By design, each of the four indices

expresses one daminant pole , so that the four indices yield

sixteen possible combinations called personality types. The

intent of the theory is to reflect a habitual choice between

rival alternatives within each index. Each type , therefore,

is a reflection of an acquired personality pattern with its

unique approaches to handling the environment. The MBTI is

concerned with individual differences in basic functions and

attitudes. It is this quality that proves useful in such

areas as career guidance and counseling where use of a

preferred mode of perception and judgement can provide valuable

information to the type of functioning of an individual. The

mBTI , therefore can provide information about individuals and

0 about trends within individuals in certain professions where

specific modes of functioning are preferred. Studies have been
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performed crossexamining such unique patterns within

as well as between certain professions.

With regards to Air Force Aircrew members, it was found

that not only were certain personality patterns more comn

but that there were certain similarities and differences

between other professions which further helped to define

and compare the model proposed by Hartman. Specifically

comparisons were made with models described by Korchin and

Ruff of Mercury astronauts as discussed by Hartman. On

a more general basis, studies using the MBTI have indicated

a difference between the personality type interactions of

scales of those samples versus this study. Such studies

include those by Thomas , Hicks, and Kerin and Slocum,

which will be presented later. The value of the MBTI

in allowing psychometric analysis of the various type

indices for interaction permits cross-ccaparison between

similar studies of other samnple populations.

i
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METHODS

A retrospective analysis of Myers-Briggs Type

Inventory scores for 34 Aircrew personnel will be performed

from information derived from United States Air Force files.

The data will be graphically analyzed in this study. Parametric

statistical studies will be performed in an upcoming study.

The study was conducted at the USAF School of Aerospace

Medicine, a consultation service for Air Force operations.

The 34 Aircrew members selected for this study represent

a cross-section of Air Force flying officers. These men were

in residence at the school when the test was administered.

A tabulation of their MBTI scores and status is shown below

in figure one. The sample included 33 male and one female

ranging in age fram 20 - 41. Their Air Personnel position

varied fran MSE ( Manned Space Engineer ) to Pilot to Navigator.

The study being reported here was designed to

explore the hypothesis of whether a specific personality

type pattern predcminated with regards to the MBTI , and

whether specific interactions among the various scales

were apparent for comparison with other studies of different

populations.
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RESULTS and DISCUSSION

Upon initial collection of the data, an effort

to categorize the 34 Aircrew merbers according to MBTI

types was graphed, figure 2. This data can be further

analyzed and carpared. When figure 2 is compared to figure 3

different sample's distribution,( Hicks 1984 ) , the

raw data seems to be quite distinct with same minor

overlaps. Although sample number might be significant,

the data was percentage-wise quite unique in many ways

lending support to the belief that different professions

would tend to reflect differently with regards to the

MBTI of personality.

Nevertheless, when aircrew members are analyzed

as a group, they can be further broken down by position.

Representation of the type breakdown for each is shown

in figures 4 and 5 for MSE ( Manned Space Engineers ) and

Flyers respectively. Even before this data is analyzed, it

might be more useful and worthwhile to note that not so

initially obvious, a pattern was uncovered in figure 2.

Specifically, there was an unusually large population

of aircrew personnel who shared to particular scales,

namely T-J , Thinking and Judgement versus Feeling and
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Perception. of the 34 Aircrew, 26 demonstrated this

similarity 76.6%. This topic of interaction between scales

was not so dramatically evident between any other two

scales, something which could be statistically testable.

Even after breaking this sample of Aircrew to determine

whether there was some underlying factor regarding position,

it was noticed that all of the EirJ were MSEs. The MSEs

also dominated the INTJ type, but the flyers retaliated

by dominating the ISTJ to account for the overall predominant

TJ subclass. The ESTJ nevertheless prevailed in both

* Flyers and MSEs.

Wen the data was further broken down into

individual scales, to detect further patterns, figure 6

of polar dominance among the scales, it was again

apparent that the T & J , Thinking and Judgement

dominated their respective scale. This was not the

* case in the study by Hicks , figure 7. In this instance,

the employees of a rural public school system showed

capletely different results with regards to the thinking/

feeling and judgement/perception scales. This again

provided some distinction among the Aircrew members when

compared to another profession , school administrators.

A more detailed analysis of a particular scale

with regards to its score breakdon, continuous data, yielded
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other interesting results. Specifically, the judgement/

perception scale was chosen, which happens to be the central

scale in Jungian theory. When the scores of the MSEs was

distributed, not only was the polar dominance of the ( Figure 8

judging index evident, but a particular modal score

0 dminated as well for 6 of the 16 MSEs. This particular

statistic could be useful if the continuous data was

statistically analyzed parametrically, which will be

done in an upcoming study. The sane chart was performed

for a more evenly distributed scale for MSEs, the ( Figure 9

extroversion/introversion scale. Upon observing the data,

4 no apparent pattern was evident, something which could

be statistically verified.

The value of analyzing the data in this retrospective

study, is that performance could be tracked according to

the personality type on file for the Aircrew member to

determine any patterns. It is possible that certain personality

* types might be more successful than others at handling

the demands of the job. On the other hand, this might not

necessarily be true, but nonetheless the data is open

for scrutiny. In Figure 10, just this representation was

made, where success rate of a sample of Aircrew personnel

was categorized against MBTI type. It was found that success

• rate greater than 80% was pretty evenly distributed among

types with the exception of 3 types , E!FJ , ISFJ , ISTJ .
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At first glance this statistic might be misleading, if one

fails to look at specific sample and group N number,

which would make this finding statistically invalid until

a larger sample number was available. Another interesting

*representation, Figure 11, analyzes success rate with

respect to particular scale. If one remembers that the

T/F scale , Thinking/Feeling was dcminated by Thinkers

overwhelmingly, then1 the low Feeling percentage would

also have to be said to be statistically not reliable until

a larger sample pool was available. Nevertheless, the

possibilities of uses of the MBTI are worthwhile, if one

considers the relative efficiency of the test. Studies

involving the use of the MBTI for assessing occupational

choice, performance , and the like have been done, with

particular citation of a study by Carlyn ( 1977 ).

When comparisons are made with other studies

the results displayed for the aircrew members tends to

seem unique to this population. Specifically, in a study

by Thomas ( 1984 ) of mechanical engineer students , it was

found a correlation between the the J/P dimension and the

S/N and T/F dimensions. In our case , a correlation was

only evident between the J/P and T/F. In a study by Kerin

and Slocum ( 1981 ) of graduate marketing subjects with

one year experience of business it was found that NFs differed
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with Nrs in their preference for more objective , quanti-

tative data. This was samething which was found in the

original Hartman paper for the prototype aircrew member,

and which could lead the MBTI as a valuable tool in

informational data retrieval fron the different personality

types of aircrew. Another different study by Bruhn , Bunce

and Greaser tested physician assistants and nurse practitioners

with the hopes of finding correlations among the scales of the

MBTI and also to determine predictors of success fram

personality characteristics, scmthing very similar to this

study. Correlations were indeed found between the SN and JP

scales, which was once again quite distinct fran our stwdy

observations. A TF and JP interaction similar to ours was found

but only for a sub-sample of their population and it was

inversely related to ours in any case with an FP rather than

Tj dominance.

Significantly the Myers Briggs Type Indicator has

found many uses in vocational counseling, in screening and

selecting applicants, and in predicting academic success.

In our case , it is hoped that the Indicator has served

a purpose in further typifying the personality patterns

of existing successful Aircrew, which can subsequently

be used in the capacities mentioned above.
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Analytical Computer Modeling of the

NPN BICFET Device

by

Dennis Whitson and W. David Schmidt

ABSTRACT

A computer program was written for an analytical model of the NPN

Bipolar Inversion Channel Field Effect Transistor (BICFET) device.

From this analysts a number of conclusions can be drawn: (1) Type of

metal used is extremely important; (2) The "Fermi Factor" which

determines the electron population in the spike layer could be crucial

and the spike layer may have to be grown in the semi-insulator rather

than the semiconductor; (3) Collector stretch may be negligible at

realistic current density values; (4) For the GaAs/AtGaAs system a

functioning NPN device may be easier to fabricate than a PNP device;

(5) There are two independent gain factors: (a) the exponential

argument which depends on 'ms and (b) po which depends only on the

density of the spike layer dopant.
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I. Introduction

Recent research interests of Dennis Whitson have been in the area

of semiconductor device physics. During the summers of 1981, 82, 83,

and 84, he worked at Westinghouse Research & Development labs. Dr.

Whitson also worked there one day a week during the school year and

spent a sabbatical year (1984-85) at the labs. During this time he

was involved mainly with double injection silicon power devices with

both injection and MOS gates. The summer of 1985, Dr. Whitson was at

GTE labs working with isolation techniques in power intergrated circuits.

At that time he decided that he wished to become involved with compound

semiconductors and hetereojunction devices. This is an area that

avionics/AADR is pursuing and it fit very nicely into his plans.

W. David Schmidt was a M.S. graduate student at Indiana University

of Pennsylvania and is now in the Ph.D. graduate program at Dartmouth.

II. Objectives of the Research Effort

The objective of the ten week research effort was to make

significant progress in the modeling of two GaAs/AtGaAs devices: the

BICFET (bipolar inversion channel field effect transistor) and the DOES

double heterostructure optoelectronic switch).

The three layers of material (e.g. AEGaAs(p)/GaAs(n+)/GaAs(p)) that

form the BICFET (1,2) are also the first three layers of the DOES device

(3). It is hoped that both the DOES device and the BICFET can be

processed on the same substrate. This would allow both optical

switching and electronic signal processing with the same integrated

circuit.

The BICFET device (1,2) by itself offers intriguing possibilities:

1. High current gain (-105),

2. High current operation (-10 6 A/cm 2 ),

3. High frequency operation (-400 GHz). and

4. Different scaling laws than bipolar or MOSFET with no

punchthrough.
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III. COMPUTER PROGRAM OPTIONS

Since Taylor and Simmons(l) modeled a silicon NPN device we decided

to duplicate their work first and then to proceed to modeling

GaAs/AiGaAs devices. In the process we also checked a number of their

approximations. The computer program therefore has a number of options

in it.

Two of the options that can be used or not are "Collector Stretch"

and "Fermi Factor". These two options affect the equation used for

charge balance, i.e.

Qe + Qi + Qc = 0 (1)

where Qe - emitter charge, Qi - spike layer charge, and Qc - collector

charge. Using the "Fermi Factor" results in

I + 4 e cE / "(2)

where Ni is the charge density per cm2 of the spike layer, cp is the

acceptor level energy above the valence band in the spike layer, and LEI 9

is calculated from the density of the inversion layer at the interface

(semiconductor/spike layer), pc, using the equation:

p. = Nv e (3)

If the "Fermi Factor" is not used then the denominator in equation(2) is

equal to one. When "Collector Stretch" is used we have

2~ Es

When "Collector Stretch" is not used Jc - 0 in this equation. The

inclusion of Jc (Collector current density) in this equation, causes the

collector depletion area to increase, i.e. to "stretch", whenever the

device is conducting current.

Other options include the choice of either calculating certain

parameters or using default values. The effective velocities can be

calculated
VrI . vi, P
f1- + ) VP I+ ,d (5)

where d is the thickness of the semi-insulator; Vtn and Vtp are the

thermal velocities in the semi-insulator for electrons and holes,

respectively, and
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_ _ _ a(6)
where Dn and Dp are the diffusion constants in the semi-insulator for

electrons and holes, respectively. The default values are:

Vn VP = V7 = , = /0

If On is calculated we use

' =j< -t, (j )+ & c + pws(8)

where Nc is the effective density of states of the conduction band, Nd

is the donor concentration in the semiconductor, AEc is the difference

in conduction bands between the semi-insulator (wide-band gap

semiconductor) and the semiconductor, and *ms is the difference between

the work functions of the metal and the semiconductor. The default

value is:

On - 0.02 eV (9)

When choosing to calculate *ms you also have a choice of the type

of metal:

At : = 0.026 InNd -1.218

n+Poly: oms - 0.026 LnNd -1.348 (10)

Au: *ms = 0.026 LnNd -0.308

These values were taken from experimental results (4 ). The default value

for 'Pms is:

ms - -.32 (11)

One can also calculate a consistent set of equilibrium values or use

the default values:

VI - -1.2, *s - 0.88 (12)

These variables are defined in Figure 2. If the default values are used

instead of calculating these values, equation (1) is not satisfied in

equilibrium.

Other parameters that must be specified each time the program is

run are the spike layer concentration, the semiconductor donor

concentration, Nd, the range and number of steps of the collector to

emitter voltage, Vce, and the range and number of steps of the source

current, Js. For each value of Js the full range of values of Vce are

stepped through.
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IV APPROXIMATIONS IN THE PHYSICAL MODEL

Certain approximations cannot be checked within the present model.

Among these are: (1) treatment of the wide-band gap material as an

insulator; (2) assumption that the semi-insulator and the spike layer

are totally depleted; (3) neglect of the band shape of the spike layer;

and (4) neglect of carrier-carrier scattering and Auger recombination.

Other approximations can be and were checked using the present

model: (I) neglect of "collector stretch"; (2) neglect of "Fermi

factor"; (3) thermionic emission vs. diffusion; (4) using default value

of 0.02 for On; (5) using default value of -0.32 for oms; (6) assuming

that AEc - q(Xs - Xi); and (7) using default value of -1.2 for Vt*.

The treatment of the wide-band gap material as an insulator, i.e.,

assuming that: = Qe
-CL.--g (13)

does not allow the model to determine whether the semi-insulator is

always depleted or not. If the semi-insulator is not totally depleted

then there would be a neutral area whose size would change with the

applied voltage. This could change the emitter efficiency.

Neglecting the band shape of the spike layer (see Figure 1) could

have two eflects. If the electric field didn't cross the x-axis at the

mid-point of the spike layer then the band shape may be asymmetrical and

the effective AEc and AEv could change with semiconductor and

semi-insulator donor concentration. Also the curvature as shown in

Figure 1(b) would put most of the valence band above the quasi-Fermi

level and most of the acceptors would not be occupied by an electron.

This would reduce the effective charge in the spike layer and the

semi-insulator would probably not be fully depleted.

It is found (5 ) with p-i-n diodes that carrier-carrier scattering

and Auger recombination profoundly reduce the current carrying

capacity of the diode. Anything much above 2,000 A/cm2 is very

difficult to attain. Effects of this sort may not allow currents on the

order of 106 A/cm 2 as hoped for with the BICFET. However, the BICFET 0

has a current path on the order of 300-400 A as opposed to 10-400um for

the p-i-n diode. Thus, with the BICFET these effects may not be as

important, but they probably should be considered.
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V RESULTS FROM THE COMPUTER MODEL OF THE BICFET

All results of the computer program reported here are for the

silicon NPN BICFET. The gain equation for the PNP device is, however,

discussed later on. The I-V curve for a device with all the

approximations (no collector stretch, no Fermi factor) and all the

default values (including spike layer concentration - 1.6 x 1019) has a

response similar to that in Figure 3 except that Jc is constant for

larger values of Vce (> 0.5V). Collector stretch is an important factor

when: (14)

As seen in Figure 4, the collector stretch causes a negative slope but

that the lines become more horizontal as Jc (and Js) decrease. For the

case of collector stretch the results for Nd - 1015 are essentially the

same as for Nd - 1017. For the case of no collector stretch the curves

for Nd - 1017 show a definite positive slope as seen in Figure 3.

* However, if Jc is decreased, the curves for collector stretch and no

collector stretch are identical for Nd of any value. Thus, if Jc S 1 0 4

A/cm2 collector stretch is probably negligible.

Introducing the Fermi factor into the set of equations that were

solved iteratively caused the I-V curves to be distorted as shown in

Figure 5. The Fermi factor reduces the effective spike layer charge by

a factor of 100. For the equations with collector stretch this

produces: (15)
r O(15)

where 0s = Vce - Vi + ISms (16)

For this situation the values of p0 (inversion layer concentration at

the interface), V i and *ms are constant. Thus Jc increases as 0s

decreases with Vce. However, for the case of no collector stretch the

curves are flat for NiZ 5.0 x 1018. For Ni - 5 x 1017 (on the order of

100 times less than Ni - 1.6 x 1019) the slope is positive and not

negative as it was in the case of collector stretch with the Fermi

factor. For the case of no collector stretch the gain increases as Ni

is reduced. As shown in Equation (17) the gain increases with a
e . (e~ -(17)
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decrease in po. Because of charge balance, the positive inversion

*charge, po, will decrease as the negative spike layer charge (-qN i )

decreases. Table I shows this clearly. Note that the product, po G,

remains constant. This indicates that changing Ni affects only po and

not the exponential factor.

Ni Pn G

5.0 x 1019 64 x 1019 0.21 x 104

3.0 23 0.58
1 .6 6.4  2.1
1.0 2.5 5*4
0.5 0.62 21
0.1 0*038 350
'05 0.017 800

PO G = 1.3 x 1024

TABLE I No Collector Stretch, All Defaults, Nd=IO1 5 , Vce=1.0, Js.40

For large values of Jc there will be some distortion due to

* collector stretch as shown in Figure 5, however, where Jc is low enough

(and collector stretch is negligible) substantial gain can be achieved

by lowering Ni. There is a limit to the reduction of Ni. The value of

Ni must be large enough to deplete the emitter region (the

semi-insulator) and to reduce the recombination due to interface states.

When gain is found as a function of Js, collector stretch is seen

to be an important factor for Js 20 A/cm 2, while the Fermi factor gives

a dramatically different result for all values of Js.

The question of thermionic emission vs diffusion in the

semi-insulator comes down to one of whether the ratio of effective

velocities (Vn/Vp) in the gain equation (Equation 17) is much different

than one. For typical silicon values this ratio is about 1.8. This

effect is small compared to changes caused by other parameters.

For the discussion of the next three approximations it is useful to

consider both NPN and PNP deivces. These approximations are : On

constant, ms = constant and AEc - q(Xs-X4) where Xs and Xi are the

4 electron affinities for the semiconductor and semi-insulator,

respectively.
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The gain equations are: 0

NPN: Ce

PNP: C = - e(AEC - ' r)/l < (18)'

rio

where

NPN: # "f" l-  + $(2's- L)

(19)

where E - A/C
EC- Er= k -, ,,SS

E, 
(20)

where Nv is the effective density of states for the valence band, no is

the inversion electron concentration at the interface, Nds is the

semiconductor donor concentration, NAs is the semiconductor acceptor

concentration, and the gain equation for PNP is written down by analogy

to that of the NPN. S

If we assume that

AEc - q(Xs - Xi) (21)

then

Nlas E - A(Ea/K T e

PP e A E Z IE)/KT e m k (22)
PNP: G IA e e

For the NPN silicon device modeled in the computer program it was found

that certain parameters did not change when 4Qms and Nd were varied. In

fact it was found that p0 z 6 x 1019, Vce,cut-in Z 0.15, Vi z -0.08,
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Ne Z .12 x 1012 cm- 2 , Ncc z 4.68 x 1012 cm-2 where

N i - Ne + Ncc - 4.8 x 1012 cm- 2 . Ni, Ne and Ncc are the charge

densities for the spike layer, the emitter and the collector,

respectively and Vce, cut-in is the voltage where Jc goes thru zero a?

Vce is lowered (see Figure 3). However, certain parameters changed

dramatically (see Table II) with a change in *ms. These results along

with those in Table I indicate that the gain for an NPN device can be

regarded as having two independent parts: pc-1 and the exponential

Metal On Gain J,

Default -.32 .02 2.1 x 107 .83 x 100
At -.32 .07 7.5 x 1o3 .30 x 106

n+Poly -.45 -.084 1.1 x 106 44 x 106

Au .59 .96 4.8 x 10-12 2.3 x 10- 1 0

Table II Nds - 1015 cm-3

factor. In Table I it is seen that pc changes with N i but that the

exponential factor does not. In the above it is seen that as *ms

* changes the exponential factor changes but that p0 does not.

In order to more clearly define this property the gain equation can

be rewritten by taking:

4'ms = 0.026tn Nds -B (23)

where( 4 ) , experimentally:

AR: B - 1.218

n+poly: B - 1.348 (24)

Au: B = 0.308

Thus, for a NPN device:
(A : _ E, - E,_/K- T 8 1 K T

PO (25)

where, theoretically:

B - kTtnNc + qXs -4m (26)
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Now, if we assume:

AEc f q(X s - X i ) (27)

we have:
NPN " ( E m +  /

pa e)(28)

PNP' G i e( - Ev - E- )/ T

where

Tms " YM - '3s ' m -(qXs + Ec - EF) (29)

and equations (20) have been used. For the case of the GaAs/AiGaAs

(semiconductor/semi-insulator) system we will take qXj x 4.5 eV. Since

.e could not find any published values of X i (electron affinity) for

AtGaAs we have taken an average value (see, e.g., reference 6) for some

compound semiconductors. From equations (28) it is obvious that one

should minimize 'm (metal work function) for a NPN device, but maximize

Tm for a PNP device; while AEv and X1 should be maximum (minimum) for a

NPN (PNP) device. Also, for a PNP device it would be good to pick a

semiconductor with a smaller Egs (energy gap).

For the NPN device let us choose x-0.4 (Aix Ga1_xAs where (7) AEV =

0.436X). Then

AEv + qXi - 'm z 4.67 - 'm (30)

and since there are many metals (8 ) (e.g. Ti: 'm = 3.92, Sn: I. - 4.51)

with work functions less than 4.67 the NPN has a good chance of being

realized. For a PNP device with x-0.2 we have

m-AEv-Egs-qXi 'm - 6.01 (31)

Since there are very few metals (Pt: 'm 6.37) with a work function

larger than 6.0 it would seem that it might be difficult to fabricate a

successful PNP device. Thus, it appears that for the GaAs/AiGaAs system

the NPN device has a better chance of working than the PNP device.

The final approximation (Vi = -1.2 and -s - 0.88 where Yms = *s

+ Vi*) does not affect a conducting device but does affect the

equilibrium (superscript asterick indicates equilibrium values) values

of the emitter charge density, Ne , and the collector charge density,
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Ncc . If the equlibrium values are calculated using a self-consistent

(i.e. N, - Ne* - Ncc*, etc.) iteration loop then po *, Ne*, and Ncc are

not a function of Nd. (They do change values with the metalizatton

chosen). Fowever, if the default values are used the value of po* is

inversly proportional to Nd.

Po* N,* N
AL -2.5 x 101V 1.77 x 1014 3.03 x 10'

n+ Poly -2.2 x 1019 1.96 x 1012 2.84 x 1012

* Au -5.3 x 1019 0.45 x 1012 4.35 x 1012

(a) Self consistent equilibrium values for Nd - 1015, 1016, and 1017.

Nd - 1015 2.75 x 1019 1.77 x 1012 3.08 x 10121

Nd - 1016 2.75 x 1018 1.77 x 1012 1.03 x 1012

Nd - 1017 2.75 x 1017 1.77 x 1012 1.12 x 1012

(b) Default values used.

TABLE III Equilibrium values under various conditions

IV CONCLUSIONS

There are some conclusions that can be drawn from the analysis

using this particular model.

1. Type of metal used is extremely important.

2. Experimpntal values of the electron affinity, X i , of

Aix Ga1_xA s are needed as a function of x.

3. The "Fermi factor" may be extremely important.

4. If the "Fermi factor" is important then it may be useful to

put the spike layer in the semi-insulator rather than the

semiconductor.

5. Collector stretch may be negligible at realistic current

density values.

6. For the GaAs/AiGaAs system a functioning NPN device may be

easier to fabricate than a PNP device.

* 7. There are two independent gain factor: the exponential

agrument which depends on Tms and po which depends only on Ni.
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8. The question as to whether the conduction process in the

semi-insulator is analogous to thermionic conduction or

diffusion is a relatively small factor.

VII RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Write program for GaAs/AiGaAs system.

2. Write program for "diodes", i.e. J. - 0 for NPN and PNP devices.

3. Build diodes and compare the experimental results with the above.

4. Measure values of the electron affinity, X1 , for Aix Ga1_xAS as a

function of x.

5. Investigate the possibility of experimentally achieving the spike

layer in ALGaAs.

6. Experimentally investigate the ohmic contact to AiGaAs for both

p and n type.

7. Pursue the "Fermi Factor" problem.

8. Build fully functional devices.

9. Investigate the temperature dependence of the BICFET both

theoretically and experimentally.

10. Begin both experimental work and theoretical work on the DOES

device.
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JET DIFFUSION FLAME

by

James Po Seaba

AB. IA

Three different gases, and nozzles were used at

various flow rates in a jet diffusion flame. The flame was

seeded with Ti02 oarticles and laser sheets were used for

flow visualizations of the flame. The visualizations were

recorded by both still photographs and motion pictures.

Two different Dhenomenla were being evaluated, flame lift

which occured at high flow rates, and structure movement

which Lould only be visualized at low flow rates.

The outer structure and flame bulge of the flame were
9

digitized using the motion pictures. Therefore the

velocity of the structures were determined at various flow

rates for different gases and nozzle sizes.

8
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iint u.Thn

I am currently working on my MS4E at thb University

of Iowa. The area of study is combustion* My advisor, L.

D. Chen Is continuing his research at W right Patterson Air

Force Base with respect to diffusion flaines. I assisted my

advisor In this area, gaining experience with flow

visualization techniques, and familarizing myself with the

facilities available to me.
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The overall objective of thq research consisted of

two different types of phenomenla of a jet diffusion flame.

First, at high flow rates the cognmustinq flame will lift

off the nozzle at a certain distance. This distance varies

with flow rate, nozzle size, and type of gas used.

Secondly, vortex structures are formed on the outer

(air side) and Inner (fuel side) locations of the jet

flame. A flame bulge (stoichometric condition) appears in

the flame. All of these structures move away from the

nozzle (z-direction) at different rates of speed relative

to each other. The velocity of each structure varies with

flow rate, nozzle size, and type of gas used.

I was primarily analyzing the second phenomenia. My

objective was to determine the velocity of the outer

structure and flame bulge of various gases and nozzle

sizes, at different flow rates.
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A vertical jet diffusion flame was seeded with Ti02

particles. A laser was pulsed at the camrera speed (1030

frames per secnnd) to capture the desired structures. The

TI2 particles were created by adlina TiC14 to the fuel and

air side of the test aoparatus. TIC14 reacts with water

vapor, which is formel in the Prolucts of the combustion

process, to form TiOZ oartlcles. The Stoichonetric

reaction Is:

1J~q2-k - T.,o2-t q Ho

The test matrix used consisted of three gases and

nozzle sizes. The gases used were ethylene, propane, and

4 methane. The nozzle sizes were 0 ii, and 22.5

millimeters. The flow rates varied over a wide ranqe of

reynold numbers.

8
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The film was used to determine the velocity of the

outer structures and flame bulge. This was accomplished

with a dicItizer, MOOCOUP computer system, and software

designed specifically for this purpose. A Projector was

placed behind the digitizer to display the flame on the

digitizer screen. A coordinate system and a real length

scale Icentimeters) were setup by the user. The length

scale was referenced from the nozzle diameter*

Seven points of Interest were recorded every other

frame, until one period was complete. The seven ooints are

illustrated below:

'i:.

'OV3

/,- I m .heeI

The definition of period Is when the flame bulje and/or

outer vortex reappears as recorded In the first frame.

After a period was digitizedt the computer displayed the

average velocity of the structure over the entire period.

The average velocity was calculated by least square method
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ILSi). Standard deviation, and the rearession coefficient

was also recorded.

The distance from the nozzle verses timrp were stored

for each structure. Each structure was granhed over one

period, an example is attached on the following page. The

compiled velocity and statistics were also stored. At

least four periods were recorded for each condition

digitized* Twenty four conditions were recorded over the

entire summer*

8
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The data was Plotted as distance from nozzle verses

time for all of the Periodso It was shown from the plots

as well as the regression coefficient that the LSt' was an

adequate assumption to determine the 3verage velocity over

one 'eriodo

The repeatability was very good at most conditions.

Further analysis of the data will be carried 3ut during the

rest of the year at the University of Iowa.

8
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Exoansion of the data base is desired. Films

currently exist that have desired conditions for

diqitizinq* The exact conditions desired will not b. known

until the present data has been analyzed.

Flow visualizations of the jet diffusion flame is

desired in the horizontal direction. This exnerim ent would

determine If the outer structures are buoyancy inluced.

0
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MECHANISMS OF CHROMATIC CONTRAST

by

Laura Sewall

ABSTRACT

The question of whether chromatic contrast is recurrent or non-recurrent was explored

* using psychophysical procedures. Stimuli were presented to four observers by a three-

channel maxwellian view optical system. The target consisted of a four-element bulls-eye

pattern. The central spot was varied in wavelength in order to determine each subject's

unique yellow using a variety of color conditions for the several annuli. The basic

experimental question was whether or not the contrast effect of a region of the visual field

is influenced when its appearance is altered by contrast with another region of the visual

field. Although more research is required, we tentatively conclude that contrast-induced

color appearance has no effect on adjacent regions of the visual scene. Thus, chromatic

contrast seems to behave like a non-recurrent network.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

I am currently a graduate student at Brown University. My general area of interest

is visual science. I wish to explore the limits and mechanisms of human visual

performance, using psychophysical methods. In particular, I have done research on

lightness constancy, and wish to further study color vision.

The USAF is interested in all aspects of vision because of its obvious importance in

pilot performance. At the Williams Air Force Base, where the primary interest is pilot

training, a major effort is the development and refinement of flight simulators. A primary

concern is accurate and realistic visual displays. Many issues remain unsolved concerning

light levels, range of colors, stability of light sources, scattered light, etc. Several

researchers at the HRL are working on various aspects, both applied and basic, of these

* questions. My background and interests overlap and supplement those of the HRL staff.

11. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

Many factors in addition to the spectral composition of a light determine hue.

Intensity, duration, image size, retinal location, and adaptation state all contribute. One of

* the most important parameters is the color of adjacent regions in the visual field. If, for

example, a white circular test spot is surrounded by a red annulus it will appear tinged

with green. This effect is termed simultaneous chromatic contrast or chromatic induction.

Since Chevreul's pioneering study, published in 1838(1), considerable work has been

focussed on the phenomenon. In recent years neurophysiological techniques have

supplemented the traditional psychophysical procedures.
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On an empirical level, many basic aspects of the phenomenon have been explored. It

is known that the induced hue is roughly complementary to the inducing hue, e.g., red

induces green, yellow induces blue, red-blue induces green-yellow, etc. It is known that

maximal chromatic induction occurs with minimal brightness differences. It is known that

induction decreases sharply as the fields are separated; a 10 minute gap reduces the

amount of induction by approximately 90 percent(2). It is known that the amount of

induction increases as the inducing field is made larger.

Despite the long history of research on simultaneous chromatic contrast, the basic

mechanisms are still poorly understood. It is clear that the perceptual effects are a

manifestation of lateral interactions in the visual nervous system. The nature and level of

these interactions, however, remain speculative. It is the goal of our research to explore

certain perceptual aspects of chromatic indution that relate directly to the nature of the

underlying neural processes. Specifically, we set out to see if chromatic contrast exhibits a

phenomenon analogous to an effect termed "disinhibition," which is found in some neural

networks. The existence of disinhibition, or the lack of it, has important implications

concerning the basic organization and mechanisms that underly any lateral information

processing system.

Disinhibition in the visual system was first demonstrated electrophysiologically by

Hartline and Ratliff using the eye of the horseshoe crab, Limulus(3). They recorded from

single optic nerve fibers while stimulating the retina with small spots of light. It was well

known that activity from a given retinal region, call it A, could be inhibited by stimulating

a neighboring retinal region, call it B. Hartline and Ratliff showed that if a third retinal

region (C), adjacent to B, was stimulated two effects could be observed: activity from B

decreased, as expected, and activity from A increased. This latter effect is the
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phenomenon of disinhiL-ition. The explanation is simply that the lateral inhibition of B onto

A was decreased via C's lateral inhibition onto B. Similar effects can be observed in the

considerably more complex vertebrate retina.

The importance of the demonstration of disinhibition lies not in the phenomenon itself,

but in what it implies for the underlying neural substate. Figure 1, adapted from Ratliff,

* Hartline, and Miller(4), illustrates two fundamentally different kinds of lateral inhibitory

systems. The recurrent type, shown on the left, is consistent with disinhibition. Notice

that the lateral inhibition from each unit feeds onto its neighbors at or before the site X

where impulses are generated. Thus, the inhibitory output of unit B depends upon its

ultimate response, rather than just on the stimulus to it. The net effect is that if B is

inhibited by a third unit, C, its inhibition onto A is decreased and A's activity is increased.

Ratliff calls this recurrent or response-dependent inhibition and it clearly can account for

the disinhibition effect. The non-recurrent type of inhibitory organization, shown on the

right, is not consistent with disinhibition. Notice that the lateral inhibition from each unit

feeds onto its neighbors after the site X where impulses are generated. In this scheme, the

inhibitory output of unit B does not depend upon its ultimate response. Rather, it depends

only upon the stimulus to it, i.e., the inhibition is non-recurrent or stimulus-dependent.

Thus, if B is inhibited by a third unit, C, its inhibition onto A is unaffected and A's activity

is unchanged. It is clear that this kind of non-recurrent inhibitory organization would not

predict the disinhibition effect.

Ratliff summarizes why it is critical that a lateral inhibitory system be characterized

as either recurrent or non-recurrent(5):

The difference between these two forms of inhibition is important. .. .in the

* recurrent system influences are not only exerted on neighbors, but also
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indirectly on others by way of those affected directly. The inhibition that

one receptor exerts on another may thus be diminished by the activity of

still other receptors that are in a position to inhibit the first. (from Mech

Bands,, p. 131)

The non-recurrent system is quite different in that the inhibition that one receptor exerts

on another is not diminished by other receptors.

The concept of recurrent versus non-recurrent systems, worked out so beautifully in

the Limulus retina, can also be applied to the perceptual phenomenon of simultaneous

chromatic contrast. The underlying physiology is, of course, immensely more complex

involving many levels and huge numbers of neurones. Color appearance, however, is

obviously in part determined by lateral interactions in the nervous system and the

question of recurrent versus non-recurrent organization is thus a valid and important

issue. Before any general model of color perception can hope to account for complex visual

scenes, chromatic induction must be understood. And befor chromatic induction can be

understood, lateral effects must be characterized as either recurrent or non-recurrent. Our

purpose was to explore how chromatic induction might be shown to be recurrent or non-

recurrent.

m. APPROACH:

In terms of color perception, our basic experimental goal can be phrased as followed:

Is the chromatic induction of a region B of the visual scent onto adjacent region A affected

when region B's hue is altered by induction from its neighboring region C? If the answer

is "yes," chromatic induction can be considered to reflect an underlying recurrent

organization. If the answer is "no," chromatic induction can be considered to reflect an

underlying non-recurent organization.
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Our approach can best be understood by considering a schematic of the actual

stimulus arrangement as shown in Figure 2. It consists of a bullseye pattern where A is a

circular test spot, B is an annulus surrounding A, and C is an annulus surrounding C. In

principle, we first determine the wavelength that produces unique (or pure) yellow for A

when seen alone. We then surround A with a B that induces a change in A, say a

greenish B that causes A to be tinged with red. We then re-determine the wavelength that
0 again produces a unique-yellow A, now with the B surround. This is our measure of the

standard chromatic induction effect. Next we surround B with a C that induces a change

in B, say a reddish C that makes B even greener due to chromatic induction. Then we

again determine the wavelength for A that is required for unique yellow, now surrounded

by B which is in turn surrounded by C. If induction is recurrent, surrounding B with C

should have an effect upon A, i.e., B's change in appearance via induction should in tern

0 affect A's appearance. If induction is non-recurrent, B's altered appearance should have

no effect on A's appearance. Our response measure is the wavelength that is required for

a unique-yellow A in the latter two conditions.

The apparatus used to generate the stimuli was a standard three-channel,

maxwellian-view optical system that was constructed at the HRL during the summer of

1985. The details were given in last year's project report. Necessary modifications and
O

calibrations required for the chromatic induction experiments were made in June and July

of this year. Considerable effort was required to achieve photographic apertures that

allowed the precise registration of the bullseye's components. The outside diameters of

fields A, B, and C were determined to be 1.04, 2.37, and 4.0 degrees of visual angle. The

three fields were always flashed simultaneously for 0.5 sec every 15 sec. Retinal

iluminance of the stimulus was 100 trolands.

8
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The wavelength required to produce unique yellow for the various conditions was

determined by a method of constant stimuli. Wavelengths were presented in quasi-random

order and the subjects were required to respond either "red" or "green." For each session

the wavelength spanned a region from clearly reddish yellow to clearly greenish yellow.

With repeated presentations it was possible to generate enough responses at each

wavelength so that a smooth curve could be drawn through the data to accurately estimate

the 50 percent red-50 percent green point. That wavelength was defined as the one giving

unique yellow.

IV. RESULTS:

The results for three subjects are shown in Figure 3. The number entered for each

subject in each condition is the wavelength required for unique yellow. It is the mean of

four determinations, each done on a different day. The number in parenthesis is the

standard deviation. Means are based on eye-ball fits to the data. We are now in the

process of re-determining these values based upon a computerized procedure. Preliminary

results indicate that the informal fits are extremely accurate. We are also in the process

of determining statistical significance based upon t-tests. Our conclusions at this point

must be viewed as tentative, but it seems likely that the t-tests will confirm our judgment

based upon the means and standard deviations. At the left of the figure the relevant

stimulus arrangements are diagrammed. Although incompletely analyzed at this point

and not presented, complete data from a fourth subject confirms our tentative conclusions.

A series of steps was necessary to build up to the full bullseye condition shown in

figure 2. First, the unique-yellow wavelength for each subject was determined for A alone.

The values for subjects SU, LI, and LA are shown in the row labelled "a," which refers to

the stimulus condition. The values are fully consistent with those found in the literature
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for these conditions. The small standard deviation (0.8 to 1.8 nm) attest to the precision of

the method. Condition "b" shows the result when unique-yellow was determined for the B

field alone. As expected, they do not differ significantly from the "a" condition. The next

condition, labelled "c," is the crucial one. We determined unique yellow for A with a

unique-yellow B (from b condition) and a red C of 640 nm. The red C field did in fact

induce green into the B field, a standard indiction effect. The unique-yellow wavelengths

for A in the c condition are shown in the c row. Upon comparing them with the a

condition, it is seen that the differences are small but consistent: in every case the c

condition gives a longer wavelength for unique yellow. This would indicate that the red C

field causes the A field to look slightly greener. Thus, to counter this the yellow locus is

shifted slightly in the long-wave (red) direction. Note that this is in the wrong direction

from what is expected if induction is recurrent. A recurrent system would require that the

*O greenish (from induction) B field would induce redness and thus result in a shift in the

short-wave (green) direction. A non-recurrent system would require, of course, no shift at

all from the a result. (Control experiements d and e, not shown, demonstrated that the

change in appearance of B in the c condition was sufficient to have caused a significant

recurrent-type shift in the unique-yellow wavelength of A.)

The results from conditions a-e were totally unexpected and revealed that some aspect

of our assumptions about the underlying mechansisms must be wrong. Ths most likely

problem seemed to be our assumption that in the full bulleye stimulus, the c condition, C

would have no direct effect upon A. This seemed reasonable in advance of our study since

it is well known that even a small gap between two fields wipes out almost all of an

induction effect. The visual angel separating A and C in our stimulus is 46 minutes,

extremely large in this context. In addition, it is filled with component B that we expected

to also stop induction from C directly onto A. Walroven has shown, however, that some
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induction is transmitted across large gaps. This raises the possibility that these may be

two contrast effects: a large one between contiguous fields and a small, but not trivial, one

between even remote fields. For the sake of brevity, we refer to the former as the near-

contrast-effect (NCE) and the latter as the far-contrast effect (FCE). Given this possibility

our c results could be interpreted as follows: near contrast (NC) is non-recurrent, thus the

green B field does not induce redness into A; far contrast (FC) from the red C field not only

induces greeness into B, but also into A, Another view is, however, also equally plausible:

NC is recurrent, but the induced redness from the green B is off-set by the slightly greater

FC induction of greeness from the red C field.

From the point-of-view of deciding whether NC is recurrent or non-recurrent, it must

be admitted that experiment c is ambiguous. The confounding influence of a possible FCE

must be either eliminated or controlled. As a step towards sorting these factors apart, we S

decided to first determine whether or not the FCE is in fact a significant influence in our

conditions. To do this we simply set up a condition where the B field was blocked leaving

A and C with a gap between them. The results for this condition are shown in Figure 3

and labelled "f." Comparing the f results with the c results, it is seen that the directions of

the shift are the same, i.e., the remote red C field does in fact induce greeness into A

across a 46 min gap. In fact for two of the subjects the shift is larger in f than in c. The

magnitude of shifts in the two conditions is difficult to interpret, but it is clear that in our

conditions FC is potent and cannot be ignored.

We conclude from experiment f that the FCE complicates the meaning of experiment

c. Thus far, we have not separated the effects of FC and NC. Thus, we cannot decide

whether NC is recurrent or non-recurrent. Further experiments are required to settle this

issue.
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS:

Our experiments of last summer we regard as fruitful, but incomplete. They certainly

helped us to focus on the nature of recurrent versus non-recurrent systems and they

revealed the complicating factor of FC. In the time available we feel that we accomplished

a great deal. A number of important aspects of the research, however, was left undone at

* the summer's end. We recommended a series of new studies that are needed to resolve the

basic issues.

Improvements on old experiments

A number of things need to be either completed or extended from the work outlined

above:

1.) The data from the fourth subject will be analyzed.

2.) The entire body of data will be analyzed using computer curve fitting and

statistical analysis.

3.) The experiments were all done at one luminance level. It would be of great

interest to vary the luminance of field C over as large a range as possible.

The point is that this might give larger induction effects and therefore be

easier to establish significant differences.

New Experiments

The major problem not addressed by last summer's work was the apparent

confounding of NC and FC effects. Specifically, the results of c could be interpreted as

resulting from either a non-recurrent NCE in conjunction with a small FCE or a recurrent

NCE slightly out-weighed by a sizeable FCE. It is critical that these two choices be

evaluated by experiment. This seems possible if we could set up a condition that would
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retain the size of the effect of FC on A, but eliminate any possible recurrent induction of B

onto A. If the small long-wave shift observed in c is entirely from FC, i.e., NC is non-

recurrent, then the new results should be the same as c. If, on the other hand, the c

results originate from a balance between a recurreent NC (short-wave shift) and a slightly

stronger FC (long-wave shift), then the new results (with NC eliminated) should show a

much larger long-wave shift compared with c. It may not be possible to perfectly achieve

this new condition but it can be closely approximated by creating a new field D that

surrounds C and blocking C itself. This would create a gap between D and B which would

almost totally destroy any recurrent NC by eliminating the green formerly induced from C

onto B. FC would, however, be unaffected since a Walraven conclusively showed FC is

unaffected by even relatively large gaps. Thus, one could test the predictions from the two

possible interpretations just outlined. In this way, one should be able to settle the original

issue of recurrent versus non-recurrent organization.

Other experiments could be done to further explore the mechanisms of contrast. Of

particular interest would be conditions designed to examine the properties of the FCE.

Very little work has been done on this topic beyond Walraven's initial study. For example,

the effects of FC and NC need to be carefully compared in order to explore whether they

are fundamentally different mechanisms or merely one mechanism expressed to different

degrees. It is important to establish, for example, that the FCE is not merely an artifact

of chromatic adaptation from the scattered light.

The recommended experiments refer only to the red-green apparent system. It would

also be interesting to explore the yellow-blue system by measuring the unique-green locus.

We know that the two systems do not always behave in the same fashion. Thus, any

general model of color perception must include characteristics of both systems. It would
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also be possible and worthwhile to examine the black-white mechanism from the same

perspective of recurrent versus non-recurrent organization.

S
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Computer Simulation of Physical Phenomena

by

L. Taylor Simpson

ABSTRACT

NO Relaxation by NO and by Argon can be modeled using a set of three

coupled differential equations. The computer was used to numerically

approximate the solution to these equations. The computer was then used to

compare the relaxation curves obtained using different values for the

relaxation rates.

Another program was written to match phenomena observed from the heat pipe

oven with a transition within the cesium atom. The program was used to

successfully identify several of the emission wavelengths observed by Dr.

Christian.
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*I. Introduction

I received a B.S. from Davidson College in May of 1986. In the fall I

will begin graduate study at North Carolina State University in the computer

studies department.

During the summer of 1984 I worked with Dr. Wolfgang Christian as a

research assistant in laser spectroscopy. During this time I wrote several

data analysis programs which are still being used by Dr. Christian. Because of

my familiar.ty with his work and my interest in programming, Dr. Christian

asked me to assist him in the building of a cesium heat pipe over, at the Air

Force Geophysics Laboratory.

II. Obiectives of the Research Effort

The primary goal of the research project was to build a cesium heat pipe

oven. Once the device had been built, we wanted to look at spectra of the

multiphoton ionization and of the emission in both the visible and the infrared

regions. The heat pipe oven can also be used as a source of infrared radiation

to excite the v=2 vibrational state in NO.

III. Heat Pipe Spectra Analysis

The spectra of the multiphoton ionization and of the emission taken from

the heat pipe oven identified several transitions withi,, tne ceiu atom. The

computer can quickly and easily check all possible transitions and choose the

one which is the closest match to the wavelength from the lab data.

The first step in the solution to the problem is to calculate the energy

contained in each energy level inside the cesium atom. Several of these values

were obtained from Atomic Transition Probabilities Volume III by Charlotte E.

Moore; others were calculated using formulae found in an article in Zeitschrift

0
fur Physik A Atoms and Nuclei called "Precise Quantum Defects of nS, nP, and nD
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Levels in Cs" by C. J. Lorenzen and K. Niemax, and the values for the F, G,

and H levels were calculated based on the Rydberg states.

There are three programs based on these calculations. The first matches a

one photon reaction with. a transition with delta j equal to +I or -1. The

second matches a one or two photon reaction with a transition with delta j

equal to 0, +2 or -2. The final program matches a one or two photon reaction

with a transition with any delta j. This last program is used as a last resort

to find a match when either the first or the second program falls.

The algorithm used by the three program is simple. It identifies a

possible pair of energy levels and calculates the difference in energy between

them. These energy differences are kept in a linked list sorted by the

distance from the desired amount of energy as calculated from the wavelength

input by the user. Once all possible transitions have been considered the list
0

is scanned to display the desired number of matches.

IV. NO Relaxation Model

The purpose of computer modeling of NO relaxation is to predict how the

photoacoustic and infrared signals depend on the molecular relaxation rates.

There are two models that were programmed. They are NO relaxation by Argon and

NO relaxation by NO. This discussion will concentrate only on the latter since

the two models are similar. The four reactions that are modeled are:

k,

NO(M) + NO(W) --) NOO) + NO(W) + AE,

k,

NO(2) + NO(W) --) NO(1) + NO(1) + SE

k3

-- > NO(W) + NO(W) + AE,

k,.

--) NO(I) + NO(0) + AE 1&
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These four reactions dictate that a model with three states be used. Call

these states n1, n2, and q. They represent the number of molecules in the v=1

vibrational state, the number in the v=2 state, and the amount of translational

energy, respectively. The reactions are represented in the following diagram:

,/ALL

At this point, it is very straightforward to write down the set of coupled

differential equations for this system:

dn.
= (-k. - k3 - k. - km&)n&

dt

dn,
= (2ke + k4 )ne -- (k, + kRl)nl

dt

dq
* - (kSE + k3 E + k AEa)n& + k11Ejn - koq

dt
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The equations written in matrix form would be:

dt

If x is the three state vector and A is the coefficient matrix, then the matrix

equation would be:

dx
- = Ax

dt

This equation looks like the differential equation whose solution is the

exponential function:

x = xoeot X<0  0

r'he value of xo is used because all the molecules are assumed to be placed in

the v=2 vibrational state by the laser pulse.

The exponential function cannot be generalized to take a matrix as the

argument, but the operations of multiplication and addition can. Therefore the

Taylor series determines the value of the exponential function:

en t = I + At + (At)Q/2 + ... + (At)-/n + ... = 7 (At)i/i!

which can be quickly expanded by the computer for any coefficient matrix A.

The program generates a table of values based on the parameters input by

the user. The columns in the table correspond to the values of time, n,, no,
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and q respectively. This information is then input into the spreadsheet

program for further consideration.

V. Spreadsheet Program

The spreadsheet program was initially obtained from public domain. I had

explored its uses before the start of the project and discussed them with Dr.

Christian. I had also made some changes in the program for home use such as

allowing for simple editing of text and formulas and enlarging the sheet

itself. Since I was already familiar with the source code, I was able to make

the additional changes necessary to make the program serve for laboratory use.

The features added include graphing of data, the combining of data files, and

the manipulation of large portions of data at once.

VI. Results

Experimentally, the reaction rate k1 can be determined by exciting the v=1
a

vibrational state, but the distinction between the rates ke, k3, and k4 is

difficult to determine based on the infrared signal alone because the resulting

curves vary only by an amplification factor. However, a look at the

photoacoustic signal reveals that the curves actually change shape as one of

the parameters varies (see figure 1).

VII. Recommendations

The next step in understanding the relaxation mechanism would be to excite

the v=2 vibrational state inside a photoacoustic cell and record the molecular

relaxation. Then a curve fitting program could be used to vary the rates ke,

k3, and k4 to fit the experimental data and thus determine the values of the

rates in question.

8
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program MATCH2;
{ matches an emission wavelength with a one or- two photon energy

level transition in the CsI atom }
w written by Taylor Simpson -- Last Update 8/6/86 }

{ NOTE: The calculations are based on an article in

Atoms and Nuclei by C. J. Loremzen and K. Niemax:

"Precise Quantur Defects of nS, nP, and nD levels in CsI" I
{ NOTE: The other values are taken from
ATOMIC ENERGY LEVELS by Charlotte E. Moore }

type position - (S1,P1,P3,D3,D5,F,G,H);
const Ei : arraylposition] of real =

(31406. 4710, 31406. 4698, 31406. 4702, 31406. 4710,
21406. 4710, 0.0, 0. O, 0. Q)

a : arrayCposition] of real -
(4.0493527, 3.5914856, 3.5589599, 2.4754562,
2.4663091, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0);

b : array~position] of real =
(0. 28100, 0. 380223, 0.392469, 0.009320,
0.014964, o.0, 0.0, 0. 0);

c : array~position] of real -
(0.24688, -0. 64771, -0.67431, -0. 43498,
-0.45828, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0);

d : arraylposition] of real -

(0. 06785, 20.9578, ". 2531, -0. 76258,
-0. 25489, o. 0, 0. 0, 0. 0);

e : arraylposition] of real -
(0.1125. -84.108, -92.289, -18.0061,
-19. 6900, 0.0, 0. 0, 0. );

Rcs = 109736.86;

type transition - record
nI,n2 : integer;

posl,pos2 : position;
energy,diff : real

end;
cellptr = -cell;
cell = record

elmt : transition;
next : cellptr

end;
var wavelength, wavenun : real;

photons : integer;
maxlevel, matches : integer;
matchlist, pos : cellptr;
trans : transition;
i, j : integer;
ch : char;

-C----------------------------------------------------------------------
function Z(n: integer; j: position): real;
var temp, sum : real;
begin
sum : n-aEjI; teemp : SOR(n-aEj3);
sum : sum - bE jI/temp; temp : - SQR(t emp);
sum : sum - cI.j]/temp; temp :- temp*SQR((n-aEj])) ;
sup := sum - dEj]/temp; temp := temp*SQR( (n-aEj)) ;
sum : sum - e[j]/temp;

Z :- sum
end;
({ --------------------------------------------------------------------
function Ecalc(n: integer; j: position): real;
begin
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if (n7) AND (j=PI) then Ecalc : 21765.65
else if (n=8) AND (jPI) then Ecalc : 25709.14
else if (n=7) AND (j=P3) then Ecalc : 21946.66

46else if (n=8) AND (j=P3) then Ecalc : 25791.78
else if (n-7) AND (j=D3) then Ecalc : 26047.86
else if (n=7) AND (j=D5) then Ecalc :26068.83
else if (n>=6) AND (j in [SI..D5]) then Ecalc : Eij] - Rcs/SQR(Z(r,,j))
else if n-4 then

Case j of
F : Ecalc :24472.3;

else Ecalc 999999.0 {marks undefined value>
end

else if n=5 then
Case j of

D3 : Ecalc : 14499.490;
D5 : Ecalc : 14597.08;
F : Ecalc : 26971.415;
G : Ecalc 27010.0;
else Ecalc := 999999.0 (marks undefined value>

end
else if j=F then

Case n of
1..3 : Ecalc : 999999.0; (marks undefined value>
6 : Ecalc : 28329.7;

7 : Ecalc : 29148.17;
8 : Ecalc : 29678.94;
9 : Ecalc 30042.52;
C) : Ecalc 30302.38;
11 : Ecalc : 30494.6;
12 : Ecalc : 30640.9;
else Ecalc : Ei[St] - Rcs/SQR(n)

end
else if j=G then

Case n of
1..3 : Ecalc 999999.0; (marks undefined value>

6 : Ecalc : 28247.0;
else Ecalc EiS1] - Rcs/SQR(n)

end
else if j=H then

Case n of
1. : Ecalc 999999.0; (marks undefined value>

6 : Ecalc 28356.0;
else Ecalc := EiES1] - Rcs/SQR(n)

end
else Ecalc := 999999.0 (marks undefined value>

end;
<--------------------------------------------------------------------------
procedure Insert (t: transition; 1: cellptr);

{ inserts the transition t into list 1 based on the
diff field of the transition }

var pos,temp : cellptr;
i : integer;

begin
pos := 1; i := 1;
while (pos-.next<>nil) AND (pos'.next".elmt.diff(t.diff)

AND (i<=matches) do
begin

pos := pos .next;
I := + I

end;
if i(matches then begin

* new(temp);
temp .elmt t;
tem . next = pos .next;
pos-.next temp

end
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end;
4' --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

procedure writepos(p: position);

begin
Case p of

S1i write('Sl/2');
PI write (IPI/2'
P3 :write('P3/2');
D3 : write('D3/2');

F : write('F 1);
G : write('G ');
H :write('H 1)

enrd
end;
(--------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
beg in

repeat
ClrScr; GotoXY(l,5);,
write(' Enter Maximum Level: 1); readlra(maxlevel);
write(C' Enter Wavelength in Angstromns: ); readln(wavelergth);
writeC' How many photons? 1); readln(photons);
wave length : = wave length /photonrs;
waverum := 1.0EB/wavelength;
write(' How many matches? ' ); readln(matches);
writeln;
new (match list)
ratchlist'.next :- nil;
for i :4 to rnaxlevel do

for j:= 4 to maxlevel do
with trans do

begin
nI :i

n2:

pOS1 :Si;

pos2 :SI;
energy :- Ecalc(.j,Sl) - Ecalc(i,S1);
diff := RBS(energy-wavenum);
if energy)O then Insert (trans,matchlist);

p051 : PI;

pos2 :P1;

energy := Ecalc(j,P1) - Ecalc(i,P1);
diff := ABS(energy-wavenum);
if energy)O then Insert(trans,matchlist);

posi P3;
pos2 UP3;

energy := Ecalc(j,P3) - Ecalc(i,P3);
diff := ABS(energy-wavenum);
if energy)O then Insert (trans,rnatchlist);

posi P1;
pos2 :P3;

energy :- Ecalc(j,P3) - Ecalc(i,Pl);
diff := PBS(energy-wavenum);
if energy)O then Inesert(trans,matchlist);

posi P3;
pos2 :P1;

energy := Ecalc(j,P1) - Ecalc(i,P3);
diff :- ABS(energy-wavenum);
if energy)O then Irnsert(tronsAmatchlist);

posl := D3;
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pose US1);
* energy := Ecale(.j,D3) - Ecalc(i,D3);

diff :- ABS(energy-wavenum);
if energy)O then Insert (trans~rnatchlist);

pod : D5;
pos2 D5;
energy :- Ecaic(j,05) - Ecalc(i,D5);
diff := ABS(energy-wavenun);
if energy)O then Insert(trans, matchlist);

posi D 5;
pos.a D 3;
energy :=Ecalc(j,D3) - Ecalc(i,D5);
diff := ABS(energy-wavenum);
if energy)O then Insert (trans,matchlist);,

posl D 3;
pos2 DS;
energy := Ecalc(j,D5) - Ecalc~i,D3);
diff := BS(energy-wavenum);
if energy)C) then Insert (trans,matchlist);

pod : F;
pos.2 F;
energy :=Ecaic(j,F) - Ecalc(i,F);-
diff := BS(energy-wavenirn);
if energy>O then Insert (trans,matchlist);

posi G;
pos2 G;

energy :- Ecalc(j,G) - Ecalc(i,G);
diff := ABS(energy-wavenum);
if energy)O then Insert (trans,niatchlist);

posl H;
pos.2 H;
energy :=Ecalc(.j,H) - Ecalc(i,H);
diff := BS(energy-wavenun);
if energy)C) then Insert (trans,matchlist);

podl Si;
pos.2 D3;
energy := Ecalc(.j,D3) - Ecalc(i,S1);
diff := ABS(energy-wavenumr);
if energy)O then Insert (trars,matchlist);

posl D3;
Pose Si;
energy :=Ecalc(.j,Sl) - Ecalc(i,D3);
diff := BS(energy-wavenum);
if energy)C) then Insert (trans,matchlist);

pod : SI;
pos2 D5;
energy :=Ecalc(.j,D5) - Ecalc(i,Sl);
diff := BS(eriergy-wavenui);
if en~ergy)() then Insert (trans,matchlist);

0 p.sl D5;
pO:S2 Si;
energy :-Ecalc (j, S1) - F, i S
d if f : PBS (energy-wavenum~
if energy)() then Insert (trans,mnatchlist);

p.:SI :=P1;
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pose 2=

energy :- Ecalc(.j,F) - Ecalc(i,PI);-
diff := ABS(energy-wavenurai);
if energy)O then Inisert (trans,matchlist);

posi F;
Pose : P1;
energy :- Ecalc(.j,P1) - Ecalc(i,F);
diff :- AES(energy-wavenAn);
if energy>O then Insert(trans,matchlist);

posi P3;
pose2 F;
energy :=Ecalc(j,F) - Ecalc(i,P3);
diff :- ABS(energy-wavenun);
if energy)O then Insert (tranis, matchlist);

posi F;
pose P3;
energy :- Ecalc(.j,P3) - Ecalc(i,F);
diff :- ABS(energy-wavenum);
if energy)O then Inesert (trans,matchlist);

pod : D3;
pose 2 G;
energy := Ecalc(j,G) - Ecalc(i,D3);
diff :- ABS(energy-wavenum);
if energy)O then Inisert (trans,rnatchlist);

posi G ;
pose D3;
energy :=Ecalc(j,D3) - Ecalc(i,G);
diff := ABS(energy-wavenum);
if energy)O thene Insert (trans,matchlist);

posl: D5;
pose 6;
energy := Ecalc(j,S) - Ecalc(i,D5);
diff :- ASS(energy-wavenum);
if energy)O then Insert (trans,rnatchlist);

posi 6;
pose D5

energy := Ecalc(j,D5) - Ecalc(i,G);
diff :- ABS(onergy-wavenum);
if energy)O then Insert~tranis,matchlist);

posi F;
pose :H;
energy != Ecalc(j,H) - Ecalc(i,F);
diff :- ASS(energy-wavenium);
if energy)O then Insert Ctrars,matchlist);

pod : H;
pose F;
energy :=Ecalc(j,F) - Ecalc(i,H);
diff :-ABS(energy-wavenun);
if energy>O then Insert(trans,matchlist)

end;
writeln(I Transition Energy Wavelength(A)');
i := 1; pos :- matchlist-.riext;
while (posOnil) AND (i(=matches) do

begin
with pos'-. dit do

begin
writeO' 'n:) writepos(pos2);
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write(' -) l,nl:2); writepos(posl);
writeln(' ',energy:10:4,' I,photons*l.OE8/energy:8:R)

end;

pos :- pos". next
end4

writein;
write('Another wavelength? (Y/N) ');
repeat

read(KBD~ch);
ch :- UPCRSE(ch)

until ch in E'Y','NI3
until ch-IN9

end.
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PROGRAM SOLN;
{ solve a system of differential equations }
{ based on the molecular model of NO relaxing by NO }

const sertrms 12; number of terms int series expansion}

numpts 40;
E2 3752;
El 1876;
E21 1876;
dE -28.0;

type index = .. 250;
vector W arraytl..3] of real;
matrix array[l..3,1..3] of real;

var kO,kl,k2,
k3,k4,kRl,kR2 : real;
dt,p : real;
soln : vector; {N2,Nl,q}
TMAT,CMAT,EMAT : matrix;
i,j,k : index;
fname : string[8];
outfile : text;

{ ------------------------------------------------------------------------ }
procedure readnum(var number: real; default: real);

(reads a number.
if the user types an empty string then the default
value is assigned>

var st : string[15];
X,Y : integer;
ch : char;
i : integer;
error : integer;

begin
X := WhereX; Y :- WhereY;
repeat

GotoXY(X,Y); write('
GotoXY(X,Y); i : 0; st :=
repeat

read (KBD, ch);
if (ch=^H) (backspace> AND (length(st)>O) then begin
write(ch,' ',ch);

Delete(st, length (st), 1)
end else if ch<)M then begin

st := st + ch;
write(ch);

i :- i + 1
end else writeln

until ch'M;
if st='' then begin
GotoXY(X,Y); writeln(default:8);
number : default;
error : 0

end else Val(st,numbererror)
until error=O

end;
{- --------------------------------------------------------------------
procedure mult(var T,C : matrix; f : real);

(multiply two matricies and a constant. result returned in T}
var i, j, k : index;

sum : real;
temp : matrix;

begin
for i : 1 to 3 do
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ror j 2 ± ao
begin

sum:=0. 0;
for k :- I to 3 do sum:=sum+T[i,k]*Clk,.j];
tempci,,j] :sum*f

end;
for i : I to 3 do

for j :- I to 3 do
TCi, j] :=tempti, jJ

end;

procedure add(var E,T : matrix);
(add two matricies together. result returned in E}

var i,.j : index;
begin

for i :- 1 to 3 do
for j := 1 to 3 do

E[i,.jJ :=ECi,.j +TCi, j]
end;
{ ----- -----------------------------------------------------------------------}

procedure vmult(var E : matrix;var S : vector);
(multiply a vector by a matrix, result returned in S}

var i,j index;
temp : vector;

sum : real;
begin

for i := 1 to 3 do
begin

sum:=0. 0;
for j :- 1 to 3 do sum:=sumE[i,j]*S[.jJ;
tempi] :=sum;

end;
for i :- 1 to 3 do S[i]J:temp[i]

end;

begin (main procedure-SOLUTION>
ClrScr;
writeln; writeln;
write('Enter the name of the output file: '); readln(fname);

assign(outfile,fname + '.DAT'); rewrite(outfile);
writeln(outfile) ; writeln(outfile);
writeln('For the following parameters type ENTER to use the default value');

write(' enter kO: '); readnum(kO, 10.0);
write(' enter kl: '); readnum(kl,2.16E6);
write(' enter k2: '); readnum(k2,4.97E7);
write(' enter k3: 1); readnum(k3,0.0);
write(' enter k4: '); readnum(k4,0.0);
write(' enter kR2: '); readnum(kR2,30.0);

write(' enter kRl: '); readnum(kR1, 15.0);
write(' enter Time Interval: ' ); readnum(dt, 1E-6);
write0' enter Pressure (in atm): '); readnum(p,0.01);

kO :- kO/p; kl := kl*p; k2 := k2*p; k3 := k3*p; k4 : k4*p;

CMATEI,1]:= -k2 -k3 -k4 -kR2;
CMATE1, 2:= 0.0;
CMAT[I. 3]:= 0. 0;

CMAT[2,1]:= 2*k2 + k4;
CMAT[2,2]:= - kl - kR1;
CMAT[2,3]:= 0.0;
CMAT[3,1]:= k2*dE + k3*E2 + k4*E21;
CMAT[3,2]:= k1*El;
CMAT[3,3]:= - kO;

* (INITIAL CONDITIONS AFTER PASSAGE OF THE LASER PULSE>

soln[1] :- 1.0 {N2}; soln[2] := 0.0 {Nl>; solnC3] := 0.0 {q};
for i := 1 to 3 do {compute exponent matrix (ut) at 1/20 of the }
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ror 3 ' i. ,ui. %Line inxerv.Aix

beg in
CMRT~i,.j) CMAT~i,j3*(dt/2O.-O);
if (i-j) then TMATi,.j3:=1.O (sets TMAT and EMAT equal to the}
else TMAT~i,j3:=u.O); (Cidentity matrix>

if (i-j) then EMAT~i,j]:=l.O

en;else EMAT~i,j):-O).O;

for i :=1 to sertrms do <co~mputes the power series expansion)
beg in

add (EMAT, TMAT)
end;

for i :- 1 to numpts do
begin

writeln(outfile, (i-1)*dt:8,'
soinrI),I ' 'solnE23,1 ' ', solnsE3);

for j :- 1 to 20 do vrnult(EMAT,soln) (computes next data value)-
end;

close (out file)
end.
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A DISCUSSION OF BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHODS

by

Jim Sirkis

The boundary element solution to transient potential problems is

presented. In doing so, steady potential problems are also discussed.

Analytical and implementation difficulties associated with boundary element

methods are exposed through four increasingly more difficult example

problems. The first example discussed is heat conduction through an infinite

square prism. Each example thereafter examines more complex governing

equations and boundary conditions. The potential discussion culminates with

the boundary element solution to transient heat conduction through an infinite

circular cylinder with heat conduction through its surface. Finally, the

extension of boundary element methods from scalar to tensor problems is

described.
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I. INTRODUCTION: As an undergraduate and graduate student at the University

of Florida, I pursued an educational background strong in engineering

mechanics, electronics and optics. My specific area of interest is

experimental stress analysis. I am, therefore, familiar with photoelasticity,

holographic interferometry, moire interferometry, fiber optic strain sensors,

resistance strain sensors, as well as, digital methods of strain measurement.

The Clusters and Warheads Branch (MNW) at the Airforce Armament

Laboratory (AFATL) is primarily interested in high strain rate mechanical

behavior. Hence, a hybrid numerical-experimental technique to study high

strain rate deformation is of interest to the Clusters and Warheads Branch at

Eglin AFB.

I. OBJECTIVES OF RESEARCH EFFORT: The preliminary goals for the summer

* research period were to first develop a transient scalar boundary element

code; to then explore its capabilities and limitations. The indications being

favorable, a transient tensor boundary element code would then be developed.

Due to time limitations only the steady tensor code was completed.

III. THE BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOD: A two-dimensional linear differential

operator will be used to introduce the concepts behind the boundary element

method. There is no loss of generality in specifying a two-dimensional

operator since the three-dimensional development is identical.

L(u) = (1)

and u =f on r (2)a

au g on r (2)b
on-3
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where r = r1 + V2 is the bounding curve of surface B (Figure 1). If the idea

that there is a fundamental solution associated equation (1) is accepted, then

the boundary element method can be developed following Rizzo [1], the solution

to equation (1) can be written as

u(p) =- 2u(Q)n (p,Q)dl + r G(pQ) n(Q)dI - fB *(pQ)G(p,Q)da + W(p) (3)

where

W(p) - 1 (  (p ,Q)d  + fr2g(Q)G(p,Q)dl.

Here, p is any point in B, Q is any point on r, dl is a differential arclength

element and da is a differential surface element. An integral equation for

the unknown u(Q) and -(Q) can be obtained through the limiting process S

lim u(p) where P is any point on the bounding curve. This process yields
p.P

cu(P) = - fFu(Q)MG(P,Q)d + J G(P,Q)_!(Q)djL - fB(PQ)G(P,Q)da + W(P) (4)

cuP r2 1n r Id anPQ)(IQd

with

W(P) = - f (Q)(P,Q)d + f2g(Q)G(P,Q)dl.

where c depends on the surface roughness and the singularity contained in G.

It is now possible to find the unknown functions u(Q) and An(Q). The

substitution of these functions into equation (3) gives the solution to

L(u) = * in B. Therefore, only knowledge of the function on the boundary is

necessary to find the functional value at any interior point. 0
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The numerical solution to equation (4), and subsequently equation (3),

can be effected by first descretizing the boundary curve into N segments,

i.e. ri , i=1,2,3...N. Next, the functions u(Q) and l(Q) are approximated by

suitable polynomials over each segment. In this report u(Q) and -(Q) are

approximated by zero order polynomials, that is, u(Q) and -n(Q) are assumed

constant over each boundary segment. The development for higher order poly-

nomials is similar and is given by Brebbia [2]. Based on the aforementioned

assumptions equation (4) can be written as

N1  N2
-cu(P) - u(Q) 2 )di + £ (Q (PQ)d = Y(P) (5)iil=1i u(Q I (PrQidii = i Y( P ) 1

i=1

* with

N2  NI
Y(P) = + Z f(Qi) -f (P,Qi)dli - Z g(Qi) f G(P,Qi)di

i=1 r an I i--1 r

N

+ E f *(PQi)G(P,Qi)daj
i=1 B

and, therefore can be reduced to

du

[A - ICJ(u} + ; (Yd (6)
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where

0 1

{u} {g) = a

UN-2 3

UN_1

u N -

U N 0

0
0

A = f LG(PjQi)dti and Mi  = f G(Pj,Qi)di;
2r r a 

1

where I is the identity matrix, N1 and N2 are the number of nodes wheren

and u are unknown, respectively. Since {u} has zero elements in the positions

where {} has non-zero elements and vice versa, equation (6) can be reduced to

[N - IC + M]{x} = {y}, (7)

au

with n1 4

au

an2

{xn = N-d

un N-d+1
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Equation (7) represents a system of N equation for N unknowns. Upon

0 solving for x equation (3) can be used to find u(p) at any interior point. A

four point Gauss-Legrendre numerical quadrature was successfully used to

evaluate the off diagonal elements of A and M. This integration scheme was

also used to find the solution at interior points.

The chief difficulty encountered when implementing this numerical scheme

is integrating over the singularity contained in G (diagonal elements of A).

In an effort to keep the boundary element code as general as possible, this

integration is carried out numerically. The numerical procedure used follows

the approach suggested by Hornbeck [3]. The interval containing the singu-

larity is broken into the two intervals shown in Figure 2; in this figure the

singularity is located at X1. A 24 point Gauss-Legendre numerical quadrature

is used in the interval X, to X, + .001 and a four point Gauss-Legendre

quadrature is used from X, + .001 to X2. Since the zeroes of the Legendre

polynomials are clustered near the ends of the interval, subdividing the

interval of interest places the maximum number of integration points near the

singularity. This approach proved very accurate in evaluating the diagonal

elements of A.

*IV. TRANSIENT HEAT CONDUCTION THROUGH AN INFINITE PRISM OF CONSTANT

CROSS-SECTION: The problems discussed hereafter fall under the modified

Helmoltz operator class via the Laplace transform. The fundamental solution

to this governing equation is given by Rizzo [4] as G = 1/2% K (kr). In this

section, the Laplace transform approach to boundary element methods is

introduced. First, the heat conduction through circular and rectangular

* prisms (both with unit temperature on the boundary) is discussed. Then, the

problem of constant heat production in an infinite cylinder is discussed.
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Finally, the problem of heat conduction from an infinite circular prism with

heat radiated from its surface is discussed. All the numerical solutions are -

compared to the analytic solutions given by Carslaw and Jaeger [5].

Before proceeding with numerical examples, the corresponding transform

domain system must be developed. The general heat conduction equation is

stated as

V2T = aT (8)aat

and

CIT + C2 L = e (8)b

where C1 and C2 are constants, and is a function of position and time.

Following Rizzo and Shippy [8], the Laplace transform of equation (8a) and

boundary conditions (8b) yields

kV2T- sT = 0 (9)a

and

C T + C2 -- (9)b

where 7 signifies the Laplace transform of T and s is the Laplace transform 4

parameter. In equation (9), it is assumed T(O,r) = 0. The time domain

solution can be retrieved through the inverse Laplace transform. In each of

the following cases, the least square method of Schapery [6] is used to

perform the inverse Laplace transform. Rizzo and Shippy [8] also give a

complete discussion of this method. In their paper, Rizzo and Shippy use

conditions on the frequency response for large frequency and on the time

response for small time to find the steady state constants. The accuracy of
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this method seems to be better when the steady state constants are found

*numerically.

V. HEAT CONDUCTION THROUGH INFINITE PRISMS OF UNIFORM CROSS-SECTION WITH UNIT

SURFACE TEMPERATURE: The solution to transient heat conduction through an

infinite square prism is given. In the time domain the surface temperature is

unity, this transforms to 1/S. The frequency domain problem statement is

v2 T - sT = 0 (10)a

and

7 = 1/s on r. (10)b

An evenly spaced twenty point grid is used in the solution of this problem.

* Figure 3 gives the time responses found with equation (9).

Next, the solution to heat conduction through an infinite circular prism

with unit surface temperature is presented. Equations (10) also govern this

problem, in this case however, an evenly spaced 24 point grid was used.

Figure 4 presents the time response for a representative point in the

domain. The accuracy for all other points is comparable.

0

VI. HEAT CONDUCTION THROUGH AN INFINITE CIRCULAR CYLINDER WITH CONSTANT HEAT

PRODUCTION: The next step in complexity is produced by the addition of

constant heat production. Here, the initial and surface temperatures are

zero; heat is produced at a unit rate per unit volume. The frequency domain

governing equation is

V2T - sT = -1
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with

T = 0 on r = 1

This example shows the B.E.M. can accurately give the solution to frequency

domain, non-homogeneous modified Helmholtz equation and hence also give the

time response. The same domain and 24 point grid is used in this solution.

Figure 5 gives the time response.

VII. HEAT CONDUCTION THROUGH AN INFINITE CIRCULAR CYLINDER WITH RADIATION AT

THE SURFACE: This final example discusses the heat conduction produced in a

cylinder when heat is radiated from its surface. This example is different in

that functional values for the boundary conditions are not explicit, rather a

relationship between the temperature and its normal derivative is given.

6

v2-T- _ s= 0 (11)a

and

67 + T (11)b
n_

Substituting boundary conditions (11b) into integral equation (4) gives a

boundary element equation in the form of 0

1 GT= T f a2 + G)d I-- f Gd I

r r

Equivalently, the fundamental solution, its normal derivative and the boundary

conditions can be redefined as
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8G* 6 +G , G*=G

and

8T 1
-on r

where G is the fundamental solution to the modified Helmholtz equation. This

reformulation precipitates the use of the boundary element method. Again, the

same domain and grid were used in the solution to this problem. The time

response is given in Figure 6.

VIII. TWO DIMENSIONAL TENSOR BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHODS: Boundary element

methods can easily be extended to handle quantities governed by the laws of

tensor transformation. In the case of two dimensional problems, there are in

general four unknown quantities. For isotropic elasticity the unknown

quantities might be displacements and their normal derivatives.

The tensor B.E.M. will be introduced following Figure 7, where the normal

derivative of the displacement components are known on r. The fundamental

solution to this type of problem is in tensor form and given by Rizzo [7]. In

order to find a unique solution, it is necessary to integrate around the

boundary twice. Integrating twice and taking the limit to the boundary, gives

the following system of equations for the unknown boundary displacements.

[1 ] [A1 1  A12] [U 1 1 M11 12 1 [G

2 J .. L (12)

where the dashed lines signify partitioned matrices and vectors. If there are

N nodes, then system (12) represents 2N equations for 2N unknowns. The

solution method for interior points is identical to that described in

Section III.
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IX. RECOMMENDATIONS: As seen in the previous examples, the accuracy of the

constant element-boundary element method is excellent for transient problems.

However, this approach gives poor and sometimes spurious results for complex

geometries. As shown by Cruse [8], the accuracy of the B.E.M. can be drama-

tically increased by employing linear elements. For simple geometries the

small improvement in accuracy produced by linear elements does not justify the

increase in computer time.

In general, for a given accuracy level the B.E.M. solutions are much more

efficient than finite difference or finite elements solutions [9]; however,

the surface integral introduced by non-homogeneous governing equations can

greatly increase the run time of a boundary integral solution. To combat this

problem, it is important to take advantage of symmetry when ever possible.

The run time of the example presented in Section VI was reduced up to 85% when

symmetry considerations were invoked.

The chief purpose of this report is to explore the boundary element

solution to transient problems. Hence, it is important to note that the time

dependent solutions consistently breakdown for large time. This is

exemplified by the solution to heat conducting through an infinite square

prism for large time (Figure 8). Rizzo and Cruse [10] point out that this

behavior is attributable to the inverse Laplace transform. Bellman et. al.

[11] shows that numerical inverse Laplace transforms inherently grow unstable

for large time. For short duration events, such as elastic or plastic wave

propagation, the instability does not present a problem [12]. In the case of

long duration events, such as creep, a time dependent fundamental solution can

be derived [13]. This approach is not as desirable as it might seem since the

B.E.M. solution must be evaluated at each time step, hence, greatly increasing

computer time.
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Automatic Program Generation from Soecifications

S

by

Michael J. Slifker

ABSTRACT

A skeletal system for generating correct Prolog programs from

specifications was developed. We have limited ourselves to the subclass

of problems which are equivalent to reduction to normal forms with

respect to a set of rewrite rules. The system takes, as input, a set of

declarations and type definitions of the basic elements of the

specification, along with equational descriptions of a set of

transformations and predicates. A Prolog program is produced which,

given input of the proper type, generates a consistent sequence of

transformations on the input, ultimately resulting in an output object of

* the same type satisfying a distinguished output predicate.
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I. Introduction

I received my Bachelor of Science degree from the University of

Pennsylvania, and am currently a second-year graduate student in the

Department of Computer Science at Cornell University. At this early

stage in my graduate career, I have been interested primarily in

programming logics and the semantics of programming languages.

S
The project at the Weapons Laboratory originated with an idea of

Dr. Alex Pelin of Florida International University. A method for

computing normal forms developed by Pelin and Gallier [2,3] is the basis

for the program.

I1. Obiective of the Research Effort

Our goal was to explore the possibility of developing a viable

system for generating programs automatically from specifications, at

least for a limited category of problems. It has often been stated that

* such software tends to be highly reliable and easy to maintain, and these

advantages can hardly be overestimated given the current level of

productivity in the software industry.
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Ill. Overview

Our system takes as input the following elements:

1. A description of the input data type;

2. A description of the output data type;

3. A description of the input/output relation;

4. A set of transformations;

5. A set of tests.

Based on this data, the system tries to generate a program P

which takes as input an item i of the input data type and produces an

item o of the output data type such that the input/output relation holds

between i and o. The program P is constructed by using only the tests

and the transformations given in the input specification.

We have limited ourself to the category of problems in which the

output item o is of the same type as the input item i. This class

consists of those problems which can be solved by computing normal

forms with respect to a set of rewrite rules, and we apply a version of

the methodology developed by Pelin and Gallier [2,3]. Details of this

methodology may be found in their papers, as well as in Dr. Pelin's final

report.

The system takes specifications from a file and produces a set of

Prolog clauses which are asserted into the current Prolog database as
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well as being written to an output file. The system is broken up into

four basic parts: initialization, input processing, type checking, and

generation of the main predicates. The initialization consists of copying

a set of "header" clauses to the output file. This is information which

must be present in all generated programs. In the second phase, each line

in the specification file is examined and converted into an appropriate

set of clauses (some type checking is also done along the way). In the

type checking stage, some simple type checking and consistency checking

is done. It is ensured that the user has provided enough information for

the system to work with.

The final stage is the generation of clauses for the main predicate.
S

The predicates produced are best illustrated by an example:

If the program name has been declared as 'sorti' and the output

predicate has been declared as 'sorted', with type 'array -> bool', then the

program would produce, among others, the following clauses:

sortl (A,A) :- array(A), sorted(A), L.
sortl (A,B) :- array(A), rewrite(A,C), !, sortl (C,B).
sort1 (A,_ :- runtime error(A,' not of proper type').

These clauses have the same form regardless of the specification.

The notion of reduction is captured in the clauses for the 'rewrite'
S

predicate, and it is the strategy for producing these clauses that forms

the heart of the program generation problem. The 'rewrite' predicate is
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supposed to represent a one-step reduction which results in an object

which is "closer" to the normal form. A rewrite rule consists of either a

top-level application of one of the transformations supplied with the

specifications, or of a recursive call to the main predicate on a subterm

of an object.

The strategy which is used at this point is rather primitive. The

system considers all rules of the form C -> R(t)=false, where R is the

output predicate, C is a conjunction of tests, and t is a term of the

appropriate type (i.e. all definitions of the output predicate which

describe conditions forcing the output predicate to be false). A rewrite

clause is produced for each such definition. If at any time during a

reduction a form is found which can be unified with t, and for which C is

true, then this clause will try to find a transformation which makes C

false without going into another such case. Otherwise, a recursive call

of the main predicate is made on the highest level subterm which is of

the proper type. W
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IV. Syntax and rules for giving specifications:

All lines in the specification file must be terminated by a period.

The reason is that, although they are disguised slightly, each line must

be a valid Prolog term. For the same reason, all types, distinguished

elements, type constructors, transformations, tests, and program names

must begin with a lower case letter, or with a number. In short, they

must be valid Prolog atoms. Also, in the definitions of transformations

and tests, variables will generally be used, and as such must begin with

a capital letter or an underscore character (_').

Elements of a specification:

1. There are several declaration predicates. All objects must be

declared before they can be used. The predicates are:

- basetype(<data type>).

- this declares <data type> as one of the data types defined in the

* specifications. The system has the declaration 'basetype(bool)'

already built in.

- typeconstructor(x).

- this declares x to be a type constructor. An example is the

successor function on natural numbers.

- test(x).

- this declares x to be one of the tests used by the system.
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- transformation(x).

- this declares x to be one of the allowable transformations to be

applied to the data objects.

- outpred(x).

- this declares x to be the predicate satisfied by the desired

output of the program.

- progname(x).

- this declares x to be the name of the 'main' predicate in the

generated program.

2. Syntax of type declarations:
<declaration> --> <object> ':' <type> '.'

<type> --> <basetype>
<type> --> <basetype> '->' <type>

where <basetype> has been previously declared with the 'basetype'

predicate, and <object> is one of the following: a distinguished

element of a certain data type (e.g. 'zero:nat.'); a type constructor,

test, or transformation previously declared with the appropriate

predicate (e.g. 'succ:nat -> nat.', 'less than:nat -> nat -> bool.'); the

name of the main predicate in the target program, after it has been

declared by 'progname' (e.g. 'sort.array:array -> array'). Note that

some of this information is redundant at this point. For example, if

we know that the output predicate is 'sorted', and that its domain is

'array', we know already the type of the predicate 'sortarray'. This
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redundancy may ultimately be dispensed with. In addition, the

definition 'subtype(<type1 >,<type2>).' is allowed, where <type1 > has

been previously defined.

3. Transformation definitions:

Transformations are defined using arbitrary arithmetic operations

and primitive recursive equations. This is best shown by some

examples:

- inv:array -> array (switches the last two elements of an array):

inv(lambda) - lambda.
inv(add(lambda,N)) = add(lambda,N).

inv(add(add(Array,M), N)) = add(add(Array,N),M).

- fac:nat -> nat (factorial function on natural numbers)
fac(O) - succ(O).

fac(succ(N)) - times(succ(N),fac(N)).

times(O,N) - 0.
times(succ(M),N) = plus(N,times(M,N)).

plus(0,N) - N.

plus(succ(M),N) - succ(plus(M,N)).

* 4. Test definitions:

The general form of a test definition is as follows:

Unconditional:

pred(<args>) = true.

pred(<args>) = false.

pred(<args>) = B(pred l (<args.>)...,predn(<argsn>)).
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(where B is an arbitrary Boolean expression over A, V, and -

(conjunction, disjunction and negation, respectively), which

may use '=' for logical equality).

Conditional:

The most general form of a conditional rule is:

Cond => pred(<args>) = Expression.

Here, Expression is 'true', 'false', or an arbitrary Boolean

expression as in the unconditional case. Cond is also an arbitrary

Boolean expression.

5. Comments may be included by enclosing them between '/*' and '*/'.

Example: specification file for sorting arrays

/* base types: */

basetype(nat).
basetype(array).
type.constructor(s).
type-constructo r(add).

o:nat.
s:nat -> nat.

lambda:array.
add:array -> nat -> array.

/* transformations: /

transformation(inv).
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invwarray -> array.

inv(Iambda) -lambda.

inv(add(Iambda,N)) -add(lambda,N).

inv(add(add(A,M),N)) = add(add(A,N),M).

/* tests: ~

test(le).
test(sorted).

outpred(sorted).

Ie:nat -> nat -> bool.
sorted:array -> bool.

le(N,N) =true.

le(N,M) true => Ie(N,s(M)) = true.

sorted(lambda) = true.
so rted(add (lambda, N)) = true.
le(M,N) = true => sorted(add(add(A,M),N)) =sorted (add(A, M)).

* Ie(M,N) = false => sorted(add(add(A,M),N)) - false.

progname(sortl).

sorti :array -> array.

--- ---------------------------------------
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V. Recommendations:

The bulk of future work on this project is required in the final

phase: the generation of the rewrite clauses. At this point, only a single

strategy is implemented, and that is a fairly simple one. There are

several possibilities which should be followed up: The development of a

system for proving theorems by induction (this would be very useful in

finding which transformations should be applied at various stages during

the reduction); the introduction of complexity functions in order to move

toward termination; the installation of a number of search techniques

which can be tried individually (it is highly unlikely that any single

strategy will work universally for such a general problem).

In the other phases of the system, various improvements suggest

themselves. Parametrized data types could be introduced; general type

constructors, such as cartesian products and disjoint sums, could be

incorporated directly into the system; a library of data types could be

built, so that inexperienced users would not be required to specify the

entire specifications.
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VOID AND BOUNDRY LAYER EFFECTS ON THE

STRESS DISTRIBUTION NEAR CYLINDRICAL INCLUSIONS

by

Gregory L. Walker

ABSTRACT

A finite element analysis of two closely spaced, solid cylindrical inclusions in a soft

surrounding matrix was undertaken. Both materials were assumed to be isotropic and

incompressible. The region between the inclusions is a zone of stress concentration and is

in a tri-axial stress state. Void formation due to tearing, peeling, de-wetting, or other

simular phenomenom has been modeled by assuming a very low Youngs modulus in

those regions; the resulting stress re-distrubition and stress concentration reductions are

* then viewed and tabulated. The size and location of voids and the modulus of two thin

boundry layers which seperate the inclusion from the matrix are varied to gain insight on

the inter-relationships between these effects and the resulting stress pattern.
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1. Introduction

As a continuing graduate student in the Engineering Mechanics Department at the

University of Wisconsin-Madison I have been exposed to, and involved with, material
testing and analysis for some time. I have had limited experience using a device called

SPATE (Stress Pattern Analysis by Thermographic Emissions) in an attempt to develop a
method for seperating elastic from plastic stress in materials. In addition I am currently

studying finite element modeling techniques and their applications to composite and

anisotropic materials.

The research conducted at the Edwards Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory

addressed such problems as the strain-augmented burning rate of solid rocket propellent,

and the interactions between solid rocket fuel and such things as walls, insulation, and the

surrounding matrix.

I am thankful to be assigned to a problem which so closely parallels my interests and
future plans as an engineer.

II. Objectives of the Research Effort

The intent of my research period at the Rocket Propulsion Laboratory was to
investigate and record the stress pattern in the vicinity of two solid, cylindrical inclusions.

The particles are imbedded in a soft matrix and subjected to an axial load coincident with a

line joining the centers. This effort was accomplished by using a finite element approach

to model of actual, idealized specimen. Specifically, our goals are to determine:

1. The relationships between the stress magnitude and its location, both

near and far from the particle.

2. The effects of voids and void size on the stress concentration and the change

in stress concentration location.

3. The effect of the modulus gradient in the boundry layers next to the particle on

the stress concentrations in the vicitinty of the particle.

4. The effect of Poission's ratio.

I. Problem Description

To a degree, solid rocket propellent can be considered to be a very hard cylinder or

sphere perfectly bonded to a soft, elastic material, Both materials are assumed to be
homogeneous, linear elastic, isotropic, and incompressible; i.e. Poisson's ratio = 0.5.

Tears, voids, and de-bonding/de-wetting phenomena can be represented by a similar

material, but with a very low value of Young's modulus.
The specific problem addressed (Fig. 1) was that of two closely spaced, identical

cylinders, radii of 1, in an elastic plate. The plates measures 8 X 6 X 0.5, and the

cylinders have their axes of rotation normal tcthe plate surface. The axial load is a tensile,
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distributed load of magnitude 1 and is applied coincident with a line joining the centers of

the cylinders. In this way all stresses as seen in figures 2 - 6 represent the stress

concentration or stress raiser at a particular point.

The spacing between particles is such that d/r < 0.1, where d is half the distance

between inclusions and r is the radius of the cylinder. Due to mechanical, thermal, and

inertia loadings the propellent may experience both a normal tensile and a shearing load,
which leads to stress concentrations in the region between two closely spaced particles.

The close spacing of the -olid particles should lead us to expect a three dimensional stress

state in the region between the particles, these results will show that a tri-axial stress state

also exists on the diametrically opposing side.

Surrounding each cylindrical inclusion are two very thin (2um.), concentric layers of
material. The modulus in these layers is allowed to vary so that investigations can be

made on the influence of the boundry layer modulus gradient on the stress near the

particle. Moving radially outwards, say for the case of a hard-soft boundry layer, we find
the solid (E= 100) is wrapped be a hard thin layer (E=40), which in turn is surrounded by

a softer layer (E= 16). Finally the soft matrix (E= 10) is reached.

Studies conducted on inclusions in elastomers have shown "that adhesion is not the
determining factor of bond failure" (3), but rather the formation of onion shaped holes
close to the surface of the solid particle resulting in a cohesive faliure. An effort has been

made to simulate these types of defects and the influence of a modulus gradient in the

boundry layer surrounding the inclusion through a finite element analysis which was

performed on the Prime computer system using a software package named Patran.

TABLE I

Actual Relaive 6

radius 250um. 1 "0:

height 2000um. 8 _. "

width 1500um. 6

Youn-r's Modulus

cylinder 5000psi. 100
matrix 500psi. 10 0 [
voids 0.00001psi. 0

hard/soft 2000/800psi. 40/16

soft/hard 100/300psi. 2/6 I

normal 1.03MPa. 1 j 0

shear 138kPa. 0.138

Poission's ratio* 0.5 -
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IV. Basic Stress Distribution With No Voids or Boundry LaXyers
The initial case under consideration is that of a solid rocket propellent particle

0 whose modulus is ten times greater than that of the surrounding matrix to which it is

perfectly bonded. An axial stress of magnitude 1 is applied and the resulting stress

pattern for the principal stress sigma 1 is seen in figures 2 and 3. The maximum

stress is approximately 3.5 times that of the applied load and is located in the small

region between the inclusions. This position is what I have termed the "northern
location". Diametrically opposite is the "southern location" and here a stress riser of

about 1.8 is present, about half as large as the northern location. Of interest is the

region of stress at +/- 60 degrees from the "north". In this region we find an area

whose stress is actually less than that of the applied load. This low stress region is
also depicted in figure 2 where it appears in the shape of a rough oval.

The computer generated plots provide a good impression of the general stress field

and can produce some very pretty pictures as evidenced in figures 5 and 7, but to tell

the whole story plots of stress along the circumference of the cylinder are also

necessary. For this reason we shall consider both near and far field plots along cuts

A-A* and B-B*. The data is compiled using an average stress value of adjacent

elements along the inner boundry layer, cut A-A*, and along the outermost arc, cut

B-B*, from north to south.

In figure 8 a near field plot of the stresses sigma 1 and sigma z has been

constructed which contains a number of interesting characteristics. Most prominent is

that the maximum valut of the principal stress sigma 1 is much greater than the 3.5

we saw earlier on the computer generated stress field pattern. However, the gross

results are essentially the same. That is, the northern location is the region of highest

stress and is approximately twice that of the southern location.

The three dimensional effects, shown by the out-of-plane stress sigma z are not

trivial. At the northern location its value is almost half that of the principal stress and

the tri-axial stress state extends to about 30 degrees east and west of north. A tri-axial
* stress state is found at the southern location location as well.

Refering to figure 9 we see that the stress in the y direction - the direction of

loading - is similar in magnitude and shape to the principal stress. More interesting is

the perpendicular stress sigma x. For sigma x we note that the stress concentration in

the northern location is also non-trivial and reaffirms our prediction of a tri-axial

stress state between the voids. I believe this stress, at right angles to the applied load,

contributes towards initiating the de-wetting or peeling process. As with sigma z,

this stress drops to nearly zero in the vicinity of the eastern location. At the far field

location (figure 10), sigma 1 and sigma y are very nearly equal and are within 40%

* of the applied load which is shown as a dashed line. At this far field location sigma x

and sigma z are essentially zero, again showing how the zone of three dimensional

stress is confined to a small region.
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V. Boundry Layer Influence

The thin layers of material surrounding the solid rocket propellent grain can have its

modulus adjusted to demonstrate what effect a modulus gradient has on the overall stress

distribution and the areas of high stress concentration. For the cas e with no voids present

some dramatic results are found. A modulus gradient, be it an increasing or a decreasing

gradient, will significantly reduce the principal stress concentration in zones of tri-axial

stress and in fact will cause a reduction in the near field stress at all locations around the

circumference of the inclusion. Figure 11 shows this marked drop near station 1 and 2

and again near the southern location.

The out of plane stress tends to violate this principal. Although the hard-soft boundry

layer has a lower stress value than the case with no boundry layers, it appears that the

soft-hard boundry layer model has the opposite effect. I believe this effect can be

explained by realizing that for the soft-hard case the modulus of the boundry layers are

both less than that of the surrounding matrix. In essence this is the same as using an even

softer matrix with the same hard inclusion and with no boundry layers present.

VI. Void Influence

A single northern void is created by letting one element on each side of north have a

very low value for Young's modulus. Symmetry is still preserved but the magnitude and

direction of the high stress region has changed. Figures 4, and 5 show the resulting stress 0

pattern for the case with no boundry layers present. In comparing figures 2 and 4 we note

that the maximum value has decreased from 3.5 to 2.6 and now occurs to each side of

north.
A double void at the northern location has also been developed to further our

understanding of the de-wetting phenomena. Figures 13 and 14 compare the principal

stress for hard-soft and soft-hard boundry layers for a single and a double void at the

northern location. Although the maximum stress will continue to shift towards the east,

the gross pattern of stress is still essentially the same.

VII. Poission's Ratio Effect

The result of changing Poission's ratio does not seem to result in much change for the

stress distribution. Figure 15 demonstrates contains the resulting stress pattern along

section A-A* for the specific case of a single northern void with no boundry layers

present. Between the northern and eastern locations the stress of an incompressible

material is only slightly lower than of a compressible medium. Near the southern location

however the results have flipped, the incompressible material exhibits a higher stress. The

difference in stress due to the change in Poission's ratio is not small near the southern

location, but I fail to understand the reason or implications of this result.
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TABLE 2

NEAR FIELD STRESS (SECTION A-A*)

NO VOIDS PRESENT

Station, No Boundry Layers H-S Layers S-H Layers

Sigma 1 Sigma X Sigma Y Sigma Z Sigma 1 Sigma Z Sigma 1 SigmaZ

1 4.50 2.40 3.60 2.05 2.40 0.59 2.69 2.63

2 3.05 1.15 2.70 1.15 1.90 0.18 2.28 1.71

3 1.65 0.15 1.55 0.50 1.32 0.17 1.37 0.79

4 0.95 0.05 0.85 0.20 0.91 0.10 0.60 0.21

5 0.40 0.10 0.35 0.05 1.20 0.02 0.18 0.01

E 6 0.30 0.15 0.20 0.02 0.56 -0.02 0.01 -0.20

7 0.70 0.05 0.50 0.05 0.82 0.00 0.38 -0.01

8 1.25 -0.05 1.05 0.25 1.10 0.05 0.93 0.29

9 1.70 0.10 1.60 0.50 1.29 0.15 1.45 0.81

10 2.05 0.65 1.85 0.80 1.10 -0.18 1.58 1.07

S 11 2.15 1.05 1.80 0.95 0.99 -0.19 1.52 1.28

TABLE3 TABLE4

FAR FIELD STRESS (SECTION B-B*) NEAR FIELD STRESS (SECTION A-A*)

NO VOIDS PRESENT SINGLE NORTHERN VOID

Station No Boundry Layers No Boundry Layers H-S Layers S-H Layers

Sigma 1 Sigma 1 Sigma 1 Sigma I
N 1 --- ---.. ..

2 --- 3.90 3.50

3 --- 2.10 2.50 2.57

4 0.61 1.10 1.05 1.19
5 0.71 0.45 0.58 0.17

E6 0.80 0.30 0.43 -0.34

7 0.83 0.55 0.87 0.41

8 0.85 1.15 1.13 0.90

• 9 0.92 1.70 1.23 1.33

10 1.11 2.05 1.14 1.60

S 11 1.21 2.10 1.02 1.55
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TABLE 5

NEAR FIELD STRESS (SECTION A-A*)

DOUBLE NORTHERN VOID POISSION'S EFFECT

Station e ro Boundry Layers

Sigma 1 Sigma 1 Sigma 1

N 1 0.05 0.06 0.00

2 -0.01 -0.01 3.34

3 3.64 3.64 2.26

4 1.90 2.09 1.17

5 2.43 1.38 0.55

E 6 0.56 -0.21 0.18

7 0.44 -0.36 0.54

8 0.91 0.28 0.92

9 1.07 0.70 1.20

10 1.12 1.53 1.32

S 11 0.96 1.46 1.27
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VIII. Recommendations

Graphic information of the stress distributions near a solid cylindrical particle in a soft

elastic matrix has been presented. This information may be used for the determination of

the maximum stress intensity, location, and its distribution near and around the particle.

To develop this area further I suggest the following areas of possible continued research.

1. Applying a load in the direction perpendicular to the line connecting the

centers.

2. A combination of shear and axial loads will yield results pertaining to the

non-linearity of the stress field in the vicinity of the particles.

S1 3. Continued experimentation so as to determine the optimum modulus

gradient, or conversely to predict the effect of adverse modulus gradients

on tearing and de-wetting of the binder.

4. Effects of voids at an arbitrary location on the stress intensity in the zone

between the particles.

9
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Mark Weislogel

* ABSTRACT

Coupled Heat Pipes

A steady state model using an electrical circuit analogy was

developed to estimate the proportions of heat transferred through the

coupled system given a certain condenser heat input to one of the pipes.

It was found that the higher the condenser heat input to the Target

pipe, the larger the proportion of heat is transferred through the

couplings to be dissipated by the Rescue pipe is in comparison to that

"dumped" into the central evaporator. Also, the greater the ratio of

the coupling length to the evaporator length, the higher the heat

dissipated by the Rescue pipe.

The experimental portion of the research was not completed, but the

procedure and apparatus concepts were fully developed.

Packed Bed Study

An experimental research program was developed and proposed

concerning the condensation phenomenon in packed beds of spheres. A

load cell approach will be used to monitor the condensate and vapor

fronts as they propagate across the bed upon its charging. Little

research has been done in this area and, though the work proposed is

fundamental in nature, it has direct application in energy storage

system design and performance.
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I. Introduction

I received a B.S. degree in Mechanical Engineering from

Washington State University in May, 1986. During the latter

portion of my undergraduate studies I began to show particular

interest in Fluid Dynamics and Heat Transfer. When I heard of the

subject matter in which Jacob Chung (Ph.D., W.S.U.) proposed to

investigate at Wright-Patterson this summer, I applied to come

along as one of his graduate student assistants.

The initial plan was that I would do an experimental study on

the energy storage capabilities of a packed bed of spheres

containing a phase change material. Two weeks into my summer

session, however, I was re-directed. Since this topic was being

looked into by other Summer Faculty, I opted to perform a summer

experiment involving heat pipes and, simultaneously, to devise an

experimental method and apparatus to investigate condensation

(2-phase flow) in packed beds as a thesis topic for the coming

year. This change in schedule was encouraged by Mr. Elliot Kennel,

an Engineer at APL, and was much to my approval. Both new research

assignments are experimental in nature in which I am most

interested and most qualified to perform.

II. Objectives of Research Effort

Two subjects have been investigated in my research, the

objectives of each to be treated separately.

1. Concerning the summer heat pipe experiment:

The primary objective of this study is to couple two identical heat

pipes in a fashion that may improve a system's response to a
95-3



condenser heat input. More specifically, the transient response of

a coupled heat pipe configuration with condenser heat input (at one

of the pipe's condenser) was to be analyzed and compared with the

results of a previous test where a single pipe was exposed to

similar conditions [1].

2. Concerning condensation in a packed bed:

The overall objective here is to experimentally determine the rate

of condensation in a packed bed of spheres--a phenomenon not

addressed, to my knowledge, in the literature. My specific

objectives are:

A) To develop a system to operate repeatably with step load inlet

conditions with and without the presence of a noncondensable gas.

B) To monitor and quantify the condensation-, energy storage-,

and vapor-fronts in the bed with time.

C) To establish a relation for the time dependence of the bed

porosity, proportional to the pressure drop across the bed, which

is functionally dependent on the condensation rate.

III. Heat Pipe Coupling

Though some experimental equipment was already available for

this study, the bulk portion needed to be fabricated, which

includes namely; 3 Copper-Water heat pipes, a specially designed

wrapping tool, a central evaporator coupling device, thermal

conduction links, and a calorimetric section (see Figures 1 and 2).

This process took nearly the entire 10-week session to complete.

PROCEDURE ACCOMPLISHED. Once the heat pipe wrapping tool was

completed, the heat pipes were cleaned, wrapped, filled, and welded
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* and ready to be instrumented to determine their transient

properties vital to the eventual coupled test. They will also be

tested for identical behavior. The flow meter for the test was

calibrated and loss data for the system components was taken. The

apparatus was almost completed by the end of the 10th week. Don

Reinmuller, Technician in charge of building the system, estimated

* that the apparatus would be finished and assembled within 3 weeks

after my Summer Session.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE. An energy balance for the system yields

the following:

q1 + qce - qout = qstt + qstr + qsts + qloss (El)

Where; ql = Heat input from the laser

qce = Heat input from the central evaporator

qout = Heat rejected by Rescue pipe condenser

qloss = Heat loss to surroundings,

qstt = Heat stored in Target pipe for time

interval

qstr = Heat stored in Rescue pipe for time

interval

qsts = Heat stored in coupling components for

time interval

Known from equipment readings are ql, qce, and qout. From

preliminary tests qloss, qstt, and qstr as funtions of pipe, or

system, temperature may be determined, thus leaving qsts as a

function of time to be solved for using equation El. The heat

transfer from the Target pipe to the Rescue pipe may be determined

by an equation using a ratio of temperature drop across one
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conduction link to the other. The test is quite controlled and all g

desired quantities may be determined directly or by straight

forward calculations.

SIMPLIFIED ANALYSIS. While the designs for the system were in the

shop the following preliminary analysis was carried out, presented

here in an abbreviated form:

The main purpose of this analysis was to get an idea of the

heat transported through the various components of the system

(conduction links, central evaporator, etc.) as a function of the

coupling dimensions and naterials.

An analogous electrical circuit was developed to simulate the

actual system. A number of assumptions were made in order to use

this approach: 1) The system operates at steady-state conditions

(no heat storage). 2) There is no resistance to heat transfer in

the pipes. And 3) each pipe is uniform in temperature. It is

apparent from previous transient heat pipe experiments [1, 21 that

none of these assumptions are justified. However, a rough idea of

the heat flow paths through the system may be obtainable from this

sort of study. This may, in turn, reveal the advantages and/or

disadvantages of a coupled heat pipe configuration.

The heat pipe system and its reasonably analogous simplified

counterpart are shown in Figure 3. The case that is of interest is

that created when the switch, S in Figure 3b, is switched to

position 2. For this condition, rearranging the circuit results in

Figure 3c. Where;
S

Where; Re = Resistance to radiative heat input
R = Resistance to heat flow across conduction links
Ri = Internal resistance between central
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evaporator (C.E.) and heatpipes
Rce = Resistance to heat exchange between

pipes in C.E.
Rr = Resistance to Rescue pipe condenser heat

rejection
V = Heat flux source for node Tce in (C.E.)
V1 = Heat flux source for node T1 upon laser

heat input
Tt = Temperature of Target pipe
Tr = Temperature of Rescue pipe
Tgr = Ground temperature

For the situation of Figure 3c, equations, using Kirchoff's laws,

can be solved simultaneously for the currents (heat fluxes) drawn

in the circuit in terms of the system voltages and resistances. A

6X7 matrix was solved to find these relationships and the results

are provided in the appendix. For any given voltages (temperature

sources) the currents may be determined if the resistances are

known.

The resistances themselves may be expressed in terms of the

system's component materials and dimensions. For instance,

R= +, /(K A,) Rce= Ri= t '4 Hi=A,)
and for my case,

Rr= C(= Rr = Re)

Where; tc = Effective thickness of couple
te = Effective thickness of mat'l between pipes

in evaporator
ti = Effective thickness of mat'l between pipes

and evaporator walls
kc = Conductivity of couple mat'l
ke = Conductivity of mat'l in evaporator
Ac,e,i = Effective heat flux areas between the

pipes at the couple points, C.E.,
and between the evaporator walls and
the pipes respectively

AcoDp(Lc) Lc = Length of couple
Ae oDp(Le) Le = Length of evaporator
Ai oMe(Le) Dp = O.D. of pipe

Me = Eff. width for C.E.
U = Overall heat transfer coeff. at Rescue pipe

condenser
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For my case (experimental geometry and properties) the resistances

are relatively easy to determine and are listed in the Appendix.

These values when plugged into the equations resulting from the

matrix operations yield the results presented in Table 1 expressed

in terms of V. To varify this solution, observation of Figure 3

- shows that for Vl=0 and Rr=Re, Ii should equal -16, as should I2=0,

13=-I5, and 14=I6-Il. Considering the directions of the currents

drawn in Figure 3, it is seen that each one of these conditions is

met.

An interesting conclusion from the results tabulated above is

the fact that 12 is not a function of V, the C.E. heat input.

The heat transport (flux) represented by 12 is that occuring

at the coupling locations. In other words, it is the heat

transferred from the Target pipe to the Rescue pipe via resistance

RI. R1 is really divided-up into three resistances connected in

parallel, two R's and one Rce, as illustrated in Figure 3b. These

resistances are of primary interest as it is hoped to have

substantial heat transport capabilities at these locations,

especially across R, implying that these values be small by

comparison to the other resistances of the system.

After some manipulation the current flow through R and Rce is

found to be

(note: 21r + Ice = 12)

Expressed in terms of the system dimensions and properties, and

recalling that te=tc, and ke=kc,
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Because 12 is a function of the voltages and resistances of the system,

the equations El and E2 must be combined with another result to be

helpful.

An idea of the percentage of heat transported through a given

resistance can be obtained by taking a ratio of the current through

that particular resistance to the maximum current flowing in the

circuit. This ratio is termed the transport ratio, TR. The

maximum current is the total current generated by the voltage

sources. Depending upon the voltage values, the maximum current

(Imax) may vary. From the values in Table 1 transport ratios for

the R1 resistors have been determined based on Imax and are listed

in Table 2.

From Table 2, for the conditions given, it is apparent that

the greater C is in magnitude, the more heat will be transferred

across the couplings. In general, for given voltages,

For instances of V less than Vl the system behaves desirably - best

at V1 much greater than V - yielding higher transport ratios, say

X%. This implies that the Rescue pipe will receive X% of the laser

heat input. The other 100-X% will be "dunped" in to the central

evaporator.

From this developiment it is possible to estimate the
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* proportions of heat being transferred through the system. Due to

the assumptions made in order to use this resistor/current

analysis, the results are strictly qualitative in nature.

To optimize the system a better understanding of the effective

dimensions mentioned above (te, tc, etc.) is necessary as is a

model accounting for the thermal storage of the system. The

*results of Table 2 indicate then for a given system with fixed

resistances, the greater the laser heat input (VI) the more heat

will be transferred through the conduction couplings (12 through R1

will increase) in proportion to that transferred through other

channels. Also, for given laser and central evaporator heat inputs

(Vl and V), the greater the length of the coupling to the length of

the evaporator, again, the greater the heat transfer through the

conduction couplings.
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IV. Condensation in Packed Beds

To meet the small temperature change criterion for high heat

transfer hc.at exchangers, system designers are forced to consider

change of phase, a constant temperature process, in which to remove

or add heat frcm a working fluid. For use in general energy

storage applications, packed beds of spheres containing a phase

change material (PCM) have been proposed and constructed in the

past with a single-phase fluid circulating through the bed.

In this portion of my research I worked to devise an approach

to investigate the possibiliy of heat transfer in packed beds with

change of phase of the working fluid as well as that of the PCM

encapsulated in the spheres. An experimental method to study the

fundamental aspects of this phenomenon will be described below. A

brief proposal for support for fabrication and completion of the

experiment is provided in the reconendations section.

DESCRIPTION OF APARATUS

A schematic of the proposed experimental aparatus is provided

in Figure 4. It consists mainly of a constant inlet pressure and

temperature system and a packed bed section with a condensate

collection device. The bed can be oriented vertically or

horizontally and may accommodate a wide range of sphere sizes. A

closed loop system was selected to make available a larger

selection of working fluids, most of which are toxic to some

degree. A more detailed schematic of the bed is provided in Figure

5. As seen from this figure, the bed is to be broken-up into

several packages each representing a psuedo-differential volume of

the bed along its axis.
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S

DATA ACQUISITION

CONDENSATION RATE MEASUREMENT. Each package is to be spaced just

far enough from the adjacent packages to allow capillary contact of

the condensing fluid, but inhibit the spheres of one package to

touch the spheres of another. In this way, load cells can be used

to accurately measure the amount of condensate in each package with

time.

Drip rates out of and/or into the packages can be obtained

from the load cell data and the mass balances for the system.

Located at the end of the bed is 2-phase flow seperation device for

use in the vertical orientation. For the horizontal orientation,

grooves milled into the package walls will remove the condensate

* from the vapor.

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS. The transient energy storage of the bed

can be monitored by inserting sensitive thermocouples at the center

and wall positions of certain spheres in the bed. If the PCM is

different than the encapsulating material, the thermocouples would

be attached to both inside and outside walls of the sphere shell.

• Measured with time, this energy storage data can be used to compute

an ideal condensation rate because the energy storage rate is

directly proportional to the vapor condensation rate (assuming

complete unsensible heat exchange). This value can then be

compared with the measured condensation rates.

Temperature measurements will be made axially as shown in

• Figure 5. Lateral bed temperatures will be monitored as well as

local fluid temperatures. Sphere temperature behavior near the

package interfaces will e studied to check the effect of the break
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in continuity of the bed at these locations.

PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS. Pressure data from the bed is vital for

mass and momentum balance equations and are necessary for

correcting the bulk values output by the load cells. Probe-type

transducers are proposed for these measurements. If 2-phase flow

measurement becomes a problem, flow-through manometers may be

necessary (3]. The pressure drops expected may be as low as 0.02

ATM, so the instruments will need to be sensitive.

PRELIMINARY WORK ACCOMPLISHED

In addition to design calculations and materials

considerations, a small simulatory experiment was conducted using

steam and nylon sheres (0.125" mean diam.). Constant pressure

inlet conditions were attained by poking a hole in a sealed flask

of boiling water. Upon initiation of the vapor flow into the

cylindrical bed (0.75" diam., 12" long), vapor-, condensate-, and

energy storage-fronts were seen to propagate, at a rate dependent

upon the inlet pressure, along the length of the bed. The inlet

pressure remained constant (note; condensation is also a constant

pressure process) until enough condensate accumulated in the bed to 0

inhibit vapor flow. For the case of condensation in beds of

particles, the porosity of the bed is a function of the vapor

condensation rate and effective particle diameter.

For small pressure drops across the bed, the three fronts

mentioned above practically coincide with each other. For this

condition, the downstream side of the front remains at its initial B

temperature, while the upstream side remains at the inlet

temperature of the vapor. This condition was photographed with a
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high speed video camera to better visualize the condensation

phenomena.
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V. Recommendations Concerning Heat Pipe Coupling

Time was not available to perform the coupled pipe testing.

Due to the predicted enhanced response of the system to condenser

heat input the investigation is worth completing.

It is most advisable that if the electrical analogy system

evaluation technique be used, the solution listed in the Appendix

needs to be reduced. This could be accomplished easily by an order

of magnitude method (Re>> RI, etc.), or by analytical methods.

Sufficient time was not available for this reduction.

It is also recommended that a transient model be developed

since, unfortunately for me, the phenomenon of condenser heat input

will be practically entirely transient.

No prediction of system failure is provide by the eletrical

analogy. System failure, mainly dryout of the pipes, may be

estimated if both heat fluxes (Vl and V) into the coupled system

and respective pipe temperatures are known. From the pipe

temperatures, limiting heat transport values may be calculated and

if found to be less than the heat input to the system dryout of

one or both pipes is likely.

Before any experimental work is done for the coupled system,

it is mandatory that the transient properties for the pipes be

determined (see [2]).

VI. Recommendations Concerning Packed Bed

An energy storage system utilizing a phase change of the

working fluid in addition to encapsulated PC4 in the bed is

appealing in that low changes in bed and fluid temperatures are to
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be expected. The increased heat transfer rate associated with a

change in phase of the inlet vapor is also an added attraction. In

order to implement such a system in practice, a more fundamental

understanding must be acquired of condensation in packed beds.

There is no apparent literature addressing the subject.

I propose to investigate this topic as my Masters Thesis topic

during the 1986-87 acedemic year. My objectives would be to

measure the condensation rate in a packed bed of spheres using a

constant pressure step input condition for the entering vapor and

to develop a better understanding of the characteristic fronts

associated with the condensing flow process. Changes in bed

porosity due to condensate accumulating in the bed will also be

investigated.

A list of components necessary to carry out the proposed

research is provided in the appendix. Included also are their

likely costs and a rough total of the expected funding needed to

complete the study.

This work, if undertaken, will be unique in that it addresses

a fundamental problem, condensation in packed beds, yet is still

very directed towards application in the energy storage fields.

THE WPPeoDIX 15 SAVEO Fo- TIHE LA5 COP ' 1.EPoP-T
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An Investigation of Prospective Media for Thin Film

Fabrication of III-V Semiconductors

by

Steven P. Wicelinski

Abstract

Investigations have been performed to determine the prospects of

electrochemically forming layers of the III-V semiconductor gallium

arsenide from an AlCl 3 :l-methyl-3-ethylimidazollum chloride room

temperature molten salt. Basic electrochemical studies of gallium and

arsenic species in 1-methyl-3-ethylimidazolium chloroalumlnate molten

salts have been carried out. In addition, electrodeposition

experiments under potentiostatic conditions were performed to determine

if GaAs films could be produced by codepositlon in the AlCl3-MEIC

molten salt system. Characterization of novel low temperature melts

based on gallium chloride was begun involving differential scanning

calorimetry, electrochemical and nuclear magnetic resonance studies.
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I. Introduction

Currently, I am pursuing a PhD in Chemistry at Louisiana State

University. My research involves the prospeLts of gallium arsenide

film formation from room temperature molten salts. Included in this

work is the investigation of media suitable for thin film fabrication

of III-V semiconductor materials.

One area of research currently being pursued at the Frank J. Seller

Research Laboratory is the Physical Chemistry and Electrochemistry of

Room Temperature Molten Salt Systems. The research being carried out

at Seller broadly encompasses the methods and means by which my

research is performed. Thus, due to the similarity in molten salt

chemistry and equipment availability, I was provided with the

opportunity to perform research at the Seller Lab.

e

II. Obectives of the Research Effort

The objective of the first project area Involved investigating the

prospects of electrochemically forming layers of gallium arsenide from

a room temperature AlCl3 :MEIC melt. This effort involved:

1. The study of the electrochemistry of gallium and arsenic species in

the AlCl3 :MEIC molten salt system.

2. Performing electrodepositlon experiments under potentiostatic

conditions to determine if GaAs films could be produced by

codepositlon In the AlCl 3-MEIC molten salt system.
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Characterization of low temperature chlorogallate molten salts

systems was the objective of the second project area of my research.

This research involved:

1. The study of the electrochemistry of GaCl3-BPC and GaCl3-MEIC

molten salt systems.

2. Performing preliminary physical characterizations of the

chlorogallate melts.

III. Prospects for GaAs Film Formation

All electrochemical experiments were performed in a drybox with a

purified helium atmosphere. The procedure used for the purification of

AlCl3 was similar to that described by Gale and Osteryoung (1).

Procedures used for the synthesis and purification of 1-methyl-3-

ethylimidazollum chloride were similar to those described by Wilkes et

al. (2). Working electrodes used for voltammetry were a platinum

button electrode sealed in glass (area - 0.810 mm2) and a tungsten

electrode (area - 7.06 mm2 ). Molybdenum foil served as the counter

electrode and the reference electrode consisted of a high purity,

coiled Al wire immersed in a N-0.6 AlCl3-MEIC melt contained within a

glass fritted tube. Arsenic trichloride (Alfa, 99.999%) and gallium

trichlorlde (Aesar, 99.999%) were used as received. Voltammetric

investigations were made with a PAR Model 175 Universal Programmer and

a PAR Model 173 Potentiostat/Galvanostat.

Cyclic voltammetric studies have been performed in the A1C13-MEIC

melts at various melt compositions containing Ga(III). Ga(III), added
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as GaCI3 to the AlCl3-MEIC melts, exhibits similar behavior as when

added to AlCl 3-BPC melts (3). Two poorly defined reduction waves,

Ga(III) to Ga(I) reduction followed by Ga(I) to Ga(O) reduction, occur

In the neutral to acidic regime. However, an oxidation peak at

approximately +1.35V vs Al (N=O.6) reference which occurs in the acidic

AlCl3-MEIC melts is sharper than the oxidation peak in the

corresponding AlCl3-BPC melts. Glassy carbon, tungsten and platinum

working electrodes were employed with the best response being exhibited

by platinum.

Next, As(III) added to the chloroaluminate melt as AsCl3 was

investigated by voltammetry in the chloroaluminate melt. In the acidic

regime (N > .5), a broad but well resolved reduction peak occurs at

approximately +O.5V vs Al/Al(IIi) reference. On the reverse scan, a

peak at approximately +1.7V can be seen and is presumably the arsenic

stripping peak. The electrochemistry of arsenic becomes more

distinctive with Increasing basicity. At N - 0.5 AlCl3-MEIC three

oxidation waves occur at -O.7V, -1.3V, and -1.6V. On the reverse scan,

three well resolved reduction waves occur at -1.5V, -O.4V, and

--O.25V. Preliminary evidence indicates that the chlorocomplexes of

the intermediate valence states of arsenic are stable in the neutral

region.

Prior to electrolysis of As(III) and Ga(III) mixtures, the

electrochemistry of these species was examined by cyclic voltammetry.

In view of the slow kinetics for Ga(III) reduction relative to As(III)

reduction, a five to ten-fold excess of GaCl 3 over AsCl 3 was used.

Most studies Involved Investigating the mixture of As(III) and Ga(III)
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in neutral AlCl3-MEIC melts. The cyclic voltammograms obtained from

these studies are quite complex. Before proper conclusions may be

drawn, it appears that other electrochemical methods such as normal

pulse polarography, coulometry, and rotating disc electrode studies

will be required. Electrodeposition experiments were performed under

potentiostatic conditions at room temperature in neutral AlCl3-MEIC

melts. Several films were grown on Pt foils at various potentials with

current densities ranging from 1 - lOmA/cm 2 . These codeposition

experiments were performed in melts containing 20 to 40 microliters of

AsCl 3 with the Ga(III) concentration being at least five times greater

than the As(Ill) concentration. It is felt that the increased electro-

chemical window of neutral AlCl3-MEIC melts will minimize any possible

Al contamination problems. Characterization of these electrodeposits

using various analytical methods such as X-ray fluorescence and X-ray

diffraction is currently in progress. Potentiostatically controlled

reduction of mixtures of As(III) and Ga(III) appears promising, but a

comment on the results is dependent on the ongoing analyses.

IV. Low Temperature Chlorogallate Molten Salt Systems

During research to find media suitable for thin film fabrication of

III-V semiconductors (3), some mixtures of gallium trichloride and

1-butylpyridinium chloride (BPC) or l-methyl-3-ethylimidazolium

chloride (MEIC) have been found to be liquid at room temperature (4).

Chlorogallate melts were prepared in a helium filled dry box with a

total air and water content of less than 15 ppm. Slow gradual addition
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of gallium trichloride to either BPC or MEIC, recommended to avoid melt

decomposition, produces melts that are clear colorless liquids.

The compositions of these melts may be expressed as the mole

fraction, N, of GaCI 3. GaCl 3-MEIC melts in the composition range of

N-0.3 to N-0.8 are liquid at room temperature. Within the composition

range 0.3 < N < 0.7, several GaCl3-BPC melt compositions in the acidic

regime (N > 0.5) and some in the basic regime (N < 0.5) are liquid at

room temperature. However, certain melt compositions near the neutral

region (N-0.5) are not liquid until approximately 45°C.

Differential Scanning Calorimetry studies, employing a Perkin Elmer

DSC-7, were performed on several compositions of the two chlorogallate

melt systems. GaCl 3-MEIC melt composition from N-0.28 to N-0.84 and

GaCl 3-BPC melt compositions from N-0.32 to N-0.68 were analyzed by

DSC. Samples of various melt compositions were placed into stainless

steel pans, weighed (10-40 mg sample quantities) and sealed in the dry

box. DSC scans were usually performed at rates of 5°C/min and 10OC/min

from -650C to +1250C. Except in a few cases, the DSC investigations

yielded information concerning a glass transition or a melting point

for the various samples. Selected melting point data are provided in

Table 1 for the two chlorogallate melt systems. In addition, the DSC

studies have shown the melts to be stable, exhibiting no sign of

decomposition, up to at least 1250C.

9
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TABLE 1

Melting and Glass Transition Temperatures

Melt System N .O

Gadl 3-BPC 0.30 30.7

GaCl 3-BPC 0.40 30.5

GaCl 3-BPC 0.50 46.4

GaCl 3-BPC 0.60 -1.5

GaCl 3-BPC 0.68 5.7*

GaCl 3-MEIC 0.30 21.4

GaC1 3-MEIC 0.40 5.5

GaCl 3-MEIC 0.50 14.5

GaCl 3-MEIC 0.60 -15.7*

GaCl 3-MEIC 0.70 < -50

GaCl 3-MEIC 0.80 20.7*

*Glass Transition
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Preliminary electrochemical work has been performed on the

chlorogallate molten salt systems. Voltammetric investigations were

made with a PAR Model 175 Universal Programmer and a PAR Model 173

Potentiostat/Galvanostat. The electrochemical windows have been

obtained by cyclic voltammetry for the GaCl3-BPC melts and the GaCI 3-

MEIC melts. In the acidic regime of these melts, it is reasonable to

state that the anodic limits correspond to chlorine evolution while the

cathodic limits correspond to gallium deposition. However, in the

basic regime of these melts, the anodic limit appears to correspond to

the electrooxidation of chloride ions, while the cathodic limit appears

to correspond to the electroreduction of the respective organic

cation. Similar to neutral GaCl3-RCl melts also exhibit wide

electrochemical windows (-3.7V for N=0.5 GaCl 3-BPC and -4.OV for N-0.5

GaCI3-MEIC melts respectively).
Nuclear magnetic resonance studies utilizing 69Ga and 71Ga NMR have

begun on these melts. Though in the early stages, the gallium NMR

should provide valuable information about the chemical species present

in the various melt compositions. Since only preliminary NMR results

of these melts are available, it wouid be inappropriate to draw any

conclusions at this time.

V. Recommendations

1. The electrochemistry of gallium is fairly straight-forward in

chloroaluminate melts. However, the electrochemistry of arsenic

species in the chloroaluminate melts can be very complex. This in part
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explains the complexity of the electrochemistry of mixtures of As(III)

and Ga(III) In the chloroaluminate melts. To complete an analysis of

the electrochemistry of these species, coulometry, normal pulse

polarography and rotating disc electrodes studies should be performed.

2. Suggestions concerning the electrodepositlon experiments depend on

the forth-coming results of the film analyses. Once a suitable

potential and melt composition are determined, optimization of film

quality may be addressed. It may be necessary to perform the

electrodeposition experiments at a higher temperature while employing

some innovative pulsing sequences during the process. Film analysis

employing several surface analytical techniques is recommended, though

not always available.

3. More work to determine the usefulness of the chlorogallate melts as

solvents for electrochemical and spectroscopic studies is required.

Various studies need to be performed to determine their suitability for

thin film fabrication of III-V semiconductor materials.

Determination of the density and viscosity of the various melt

compositions of the chlorogallate melts systems is strongly recommended.

The GaCl3-MEIC molten salt system requires some additional melting

point/glass transition investigation around the N-.35 and N-.65 melt

compositions to complete the phase diagram for the system. Similarly,

the GaCl3-BPC system requires further investigation, particularly more

visual confirmation to complete its phase diagram.
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4. Continuation of the NMR studies of the chlorogallate melts is also

recommended. In order to better understand the melt structure, it is

advisable to examine the anion and cation interactions by NMR.

Valuable information concerning these chlorogallate melts can be

obtained from 1H, 69Ga and 71Ga NMR experiments.

0
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UG f Of xen-elated Defet in Electror--

I radiated Boron-doped Silicon

b v

Celeste Benay Williams

Radiation-induced defects in electrok-irradiated.

boron-doped silicon have been studied by means of a

capazitancc transient technique. The technique is kno.,

as Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy, DLTS. The DLTS

spectra +or the sample were obtained and analyzed to
0

find the energy levels and concentrations o+ deep

doe- = introdoced into the energy gap region of a

semiconductor. Samples were fabricated b> ion

implantation tecniques to determine the role of oxygen

concentration in defect formation in boron-doped

s- ] icc:n.
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I. IntrodLL-tion

My graduate work, at Auburn University, involves a,

study of silicon light emitters and the role of process-

induced crystal defects on luminescence. Hence, my

assignment to the Radiation Harden Electronic Technolog

branch. RADC/ESR, which investigated the effects and

formation of induced defects, was quite advantagec.n.

K. Objeti'-es p the Research Effort

The overall objective of tie ivestiga l e

research involves the study of the effects and nature of

radiation-induced crystal defects in semiconducto;-

d vices. The detEction an-rd stud/, of defects, due to

di-spacement damage, is carried out by using capacitance

tansient techriques, specifically, by Deep Level

*:r hie-t Sectroscopy (I)L1S) C1-5]. With this method,

a. in(watj tion ritL the role of o.ygen in the

formation o+ radiation-induced defects is studied.

It is important to notice that defect states

p,, cna-- or rdiatiorl--inCLuced, can have deep energy'

lvels in the elergy gap region of a semiconductor and

play an important role in device performance E&-73. At

such levels, carrier recombination or generation and

trapping are dumirating processes (see Fig. 1:. For

e. empi , soch deiects can greatly alter the reverse I-V

characteristics of a diode by increasing the reverse

saLuration current or the defect can degrade the
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luminescence of light emitting diodes by' increasing the

9 minority carrier times through carrier trapping. Hence,

the study of the nature of such defects is very helpful

in theW ection of growth and fabrication processes ir

order to optimize device characteristics. Most

importantly, the devices used in space technology are

e.po :sed to radiation which can produce performance-

* el tering defects.

De-ect levels in the space charge or depleti nr.

region of a junction, may bE detected by their influence

on either the junction current (TSC) or the capacitance

OL.T.. A modulating reverse tias that opens and closes

te depletion region produces a capacitance transient.

is the reverse bias is suddenly turned off and

immediately reapp lied., the transient is produced when

t,, dewect leels in the depletion region emit charge

carriers. This transient can be readily deleted, see

Fig. 2. As the bias opens the depletion region, the

carrier traps, which are filled when the region

* collapsed,. will empty at a rate dependernt or the

temper ature ard the energy level [1-2]. This rate is the

carrier ewa si on rate, e n or e p. Hence, the exponential

capecitance decays can be detected.

The DLTS meLhod is a useful technique to display

the time constant of the decaying capacitance signal by

the introduction of a rate window concept E13,[]. The idea

of the rate window is that if the capacitance transient
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produces a maX imum signal at a selected decay rate,

a DLTS maximum signal is obtained when the decay rate

passes through the selected window rate. By a slow scan

of trie sampie tenperature (i.e., a change in the th;.rt-i

arrier emission rate +rom a level) the capacitance

decay rate is varied and a DLIS peak signal obtained

when the decay rate is within range of the wi:-,dow rate.

There are a variety of ways for implementing E ratt.

i However, the ore used in.,olved a loc,-ir

arplifier. For this technique, a ma::imm DLTS output is

obtained when the reciprocal of the capacitance decay

tin, cLCnslant appro: imates the lock-in frequency of the

amplifier [1].EJ. That is, the rate window is

dete:-,,.irned t-, the choice of the lock-in opertinmc

f-e._ec... The LTS spectra are capable oi providing
ivi:.}r .,tl, r~ '- 4 -e e___ ,g

_,=_,,'. En-r e l con cen tr ati o a.rtd

cer!r..tre, crose sectior, of the defects (ses. Appendi.).

A!--, it can distinguish between minority and majority

e:- leve . A spectrum sigrna. in the +y direction

, ,, -- L a ,. . Ea ritt trap, which is -o._i-d bV. a

r~er-_e ia.s.. A forward bias injects minority carriera

- es l a- majoritv carriers) into the collapsed

dEpletion region. Thus, minority carrier emission i!

ob-erved fronr minority traps. The DLTS sigral is then ir,

the -y direction [-]. The DLTE; seositvity typically

-4
allows- one to detect concentrations of about 10 times

the dopa,-t concentration.
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The typical DLTS spectrum for 1-MeV. eleatran-

*irradiated boron doped silicon Lsing n+ - p junctionrs is

given in Figs. 3a-c, taken from Refs. 5,9, and 10. 1he

p side is the lighter doped side so that the derlet cn

region e:tend5 mostly into the p region. Hence, the

ob=awrved defects are in the boron doped region. ThE

. OLS induceLd defects involve: point Ce+ects, bo-cm (a

p-.ru -ipal dopanrt , carbon and o.ygen (both u.rter)i,,rn,

, t , ontamiarts), ard the inLE azti..... D" ...

p_rticleB. The identifying labels for the DLTS spectra

penis may differ for various authors-, b..t all the peah-

a,- in ag-eemet. The nomenclature follo owed is that

give" 3r Re+. 5, where the majority carrier traps at e

HI, H2, ard H7. El repreeits a mir oity carrier

t _p,:,g defect. Fimeliry EV-10] ard others C5],LII -1L]

la prc.'ded idertificatioJs of the dei ct states

deri veLd fruJm EF-R and IF situdies. The HI state is the

div'acanzy (V-V) defect, H2 is a carbon interstitial

defect (Ci), and H7 is described also as a carbon-

trel ted d ect, gi 't as either i carbon irterstitia

a, silsti uti ,a) coplE (Ci--Cs) L1J or a carbor-

c;nygnn--acancy (L-D-V) structure E10]. Kef. 5 observes

that in low oxygen content samples (i.e., float zone),

the H: defect is not present. Hence, one proposed

siru-ture is C-O-V because of the dependency on o. yger.

himer ling L9], however, observed no involvement o" an U-

V componert in the formation of H7. See Fig. 4.
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"CoCi EH.O..)J. ... the corstancy of E(CO.13, 0-V)
in the annealing data [in Fig. 43 shows clearly that
this state is not a product oT a Ci + (V-W)
reaction. The activation energy (0.71) and
freqlency factor ... of [data] are consistent with
Ci diffuaicn to Cs. The Ci~s assignment remain!:
4&xjwrbe.... ". P,4+. 5.

Thos. himerling's studies lead to the support o0 the

Cl--.- stcucture.

The El structure is of special interest as an

ir, ndw defeat because it is a mirority carrier trap. it

isL-er ed to be d-pedeL on- a miajo dopa t a-'

cortswinart impurities, and it is possibly related

to reverse anneal effects [4-5],Elit- -l.J

Annealing studies of l-MeV' electrzn-irradi.ted

wilicon samples show that the El defect anneals out at

to:,t. 2.0C [4],[I0]. Howeer, at the same time. a

T.. ,-ty cortier trap (H4 appears (see Fig. 5. tekLr

n-c-. P'nfs. A and 5). Mooney and co-workers [12) obse .-ved

idartizal activation energies for the anneal uut and the

groy in of El and H4, respectively. It has been found

that H4 always appears in samples that e'hibited El [5)

.rd M ,e et al observed that H4 does not appear in

splas in which El is not observed. Drevinsky arid

le~nyelis A-51 obErved that the H4 deiect fo-,rmation is

independent o oxygen concentration in annealing studies

ir which the H4 defect is observed, both in float-zor, c

;0 ygvO-lear and CZOhralski (onygen rich) samples.

Also, ,revirnsky and DeAngelis observed that the

prooiction, of thy H4 majority trap is independent of El
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in, the 1loat zore samples. H-,eer, they did otser ve H4

* wwhenever El appeared.

The El structure is reported to be a boron-relat-

derect th-t 4 crms according to the proposed mecha:-iEr.

di agram used inr Fig. 6 [53. The structure results from

a- irteraction of boron and o.ygen interstitials <EVi-0.)

[53,[123. A study of the role of boron ir the prcductior

* f the E i ro'ity trap revealed a linear depe-dwre w+

El ,_ ,,_ o, rate Nith the bor n con ertration [53, [I -

(ee Fef. 5). In observing the dependece of El with

boron, Drevinsky ar.d DwAngelis noticed a dependence of

El or thc on y'gen concentraticn as well [M]. The El

prdwatior, rate was seen to increase ir Czochralski

(Wo .,gen-rich) samples, and to sharply decrease as the

c:.ger c ncer-trati ci, was reducad. From the compari S-C

E! irtrodctior rates in float-zore, modiiied i.e.

o.. , .;--ir, trc.duL d, float-zne., and C-ochraIski saples,

a clear indication of the oxygen, involvement in the E!

structure was observed [5].

An invE ti g- t.: o of tho dEpeder,.: ot El on o vo-.

L ,:'.:t Lrvtior i- to be carried out u.i,,g si iic n sw'l4 i

i-_w..ticna d, oa thJ ar ying ,oxyg~en co,,temt.

I ".' E;.per 1 mental Frocedur es

Seweral types of p-typc , boron-doped silicon

.p es -i Lh contrcl I ed c,:ygr, corcertrations were uL,'EC

for L studieS: (1) flOat-ZOnE, (2) Czochralski. and

,T magnetically-g-o.wr Czochralski (MCZ). Sample TYPE 1
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W: Used e. Such +or low-o::yger content (about

1C. /cT) . Some of these were in-diffused with

-0 to increase the intrinsic oiygen content. 1 wa

L.E 1nst Ld of 160 to permit a SIMS analysis in ordze

tc, oLtait, the oxygen content and profiles (i.e.q

corccntration por depth). Also, 180 could bc readily

ide;,tif;ied from the background concentration of

h-,atLLzr. ily-ccurrirg o~;:gen. Sample TYPE 2 con air.d ,i h

1 L
0,. O/: mcer:t.I o -- ( m rane LAFi -grov-

S ] 1 cC. SEnM ,. E TYFE 3 involved magnetical 11y ro-n

-'tal- which contained a radial oxygen gradient in the

ig,.,t, qith higher concentrations in the center- and lower

toward the edge. With this combination o samples,

o:.,gerL content rangLd frQm about 10 to 1)1/ cn, 3 .

The p-t .:pe matcr ial, of 15 mils thickness, had a

fr o-t lor, impla-tation o 1 F ard a bac im iI t ,f

11 4 +I-4
E: to creaLe the n -p-p junction. A photol ithography

techniquE- was used to control diode fabrication and

geomtAry. Meia areas of about 7.5XI)-0 cm were formed.

F hotcllthogrph 1 forms masking patterns that cpen or

blo-, cpeni.nys tc thL SilicCn_ surface. The netallization

msl pr ov. led a go] d dot contact on the mesa and a i -

Pd-Ag contact to the back p+ layer. The implantirg

niethod allowed no ouidation steps that could alter th&

o.,,, >,r, content. The- implants were annealed in a nitrogan

amL i erit.
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The wafers with mesas were diced into square chips

of (D .25 cm on edge, with each chip containing a single

diode. The chips were affixed to TO-5 headers usin; an

ectrically-cnductive silver epO. y, Epo-Tek H-1 (Ego x

TechnwJog,. Inc., Bi'llerica, Ma.), which was cured at

8EC for ? minutes. The contacts were bonded

Lt.trasonically with 1-nil aluninum wire, with two &,ires

* to tha mes: corta-t for redundarc',.. ThUS, the rou nted

L_: -ples onsisted of three leads, two t- the ni

i ayr and the grCfunded lead to the p+ contact.

The samples are irradiated Under ambie nt

conditions with 1-MeV electrons to fluences of 24C115 -

141 C: : . electrons/cm or the Dynamitron ac.-elerato-. Tha

samljles are kept in dry-ice until ready for D-TS

iTU..Esur ene7tB, to prevent unt..anted annealing.

E SL.1 - /icussion

lypical DLTS runs on electron- irradiated, Beron-

doped sanples are shown in Figs. 7-8. The Hi and H3

defects are clearly seen (Fig. 7). The rate window

(lo:k-in amplifier frequency) is set at 5 H: with a

dcte--tor sensitivity of 5 mV. The El de+ect is cle=.ri,

observed in Fig. Fj in a sample where H2 has been

annealed out in order to remove the influence of H2 on

thE amplitUde of El. Using the equations shown in the

Appendji,, one obtains the data gi-en in Table I from the

ELI. peaks. The carrier trap energy levels given in the

table are in good agreement with those found in the
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literature. To obtain better values, Arrhenius plots, in

which the rate window is varied resulting in a shift o+

the signal peas to give several data points, could be

platted 11]. However. the lineshaps calculations EI.,

gIvE good approximations as long as the shape of the

peak is clean and distinct. Note, however, that the

lne=hape equations may be modified to include sliyhtly

distortCC peaks. See Appendi .

The DLTS spectra are obLained with, an --v ch art

recorder with the temperature x-axis zeroed at a

specific baseline point. This direction was given a

ser-sitiviti of 0.25 mV per cm. The temperature is

recorded by a copper-constantan thermocouple setup so

that the V readings can be translated into temperatLre,

using a starndard thermocouple chart. The sample wa=

,-2 lcd doon to about B2P ard slowly warmed up bi a

cartridge heater to room temperature. Mhe baselines ior

both scans are pretty much level. However, there is a

baseline drift fcr the El peak. This drift alters the

hcicj of the DLTS signal. However, since the hight o{ 0

the E gnai givea the trap concentratior (see Apperd±:

and Table 1., there is only a difference o+ about 5 to

10% in the ccncentration for typical drifts. This

particular drift introduces an error of less than 5% in

the El con:entration.

To obtain the El signal, the junction was biased

from -7.S to +0.75 volts (note the depletion widths.
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Qi.en in Table 2). The slight forward bias caused th,

S i injection of electron minority carriers into the p

region of the collapsed depletion regior. The carriers

were trapped by the defec.t and then emitted during the

revyese bias phase of the pulse. In order to obtain the

mrjority carrier defects, the junction was biased f+on -

7.5 to -0.5 volts. In order to deter-mine the uni+ icxiit L

1*1 oT the dEc-fccL thro ughout the p region examirned, saea.el

- - c.o..n be made with the reverse bias bain. iF::n- - ,

step-wised, just below the diode breakdown voltage

to wider the depletion width. A pulse width of 100 use-

wo used throughout and was found to be sufficient to

allow carrier trapping.

YI. Summary/Recommer.dations

Participation in the study has provided insight

into the usefulness of DLTS in detecting defects in

semiconductor materials and devices. The initial

experiments on the role of oxygen in samples containing

typical oxygen concentrations of float-zone and

Czochralski-growr silicon, have been completed. The

investigatior is continuing at RAD.C/ES.R (Eolid State

Scienoes Division) with a more detailed ex.amination of

additional DLTS samples containing known concentrations

of cxygen.
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A Study of Finite Element Method in Limited

Area Weather Prediction Modeling

by

Cornell L. Wooten

ABSTRACT

A preliminary study of the use of finite element techniques in limited

area atmospheric models was performed. This included a survey and sum-

marization of the basic theory and programing procedures employed in

finite element approximations. Attention was then focused on the fully

operational Canadian model, particularly on the development of the finite

element grid scheme. A key component of this is a 2-dimensional nonuni-

form rectangular grid which contains a subregion of high resolution. An

* alternative grid, consisting of a combination of rectangular and trape-

zoidal elements, was developed. This grid contains fewer elements in the

overall domain while maintaining the same high resolution over the area

of interest. A finite element program to solve a Poisson equation using

a simplied version of either grid scheme was written. Runs were made with

both grid types and the results were compared at the grid points within

the high resolution region. The error at most of these point were smaller

fQr the new grid. More extensive tests should be conducted; however, these

results indicate that further investigation of the new grid scheme is

warranted.
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I. Introduction

0 Durning my undergraduate school years, I pursued two degrees.

That does not sound unusual; however, I earned both degrees from

two different schools while attending them simultaniously. One degree

was in mathematics, and I earned it from Texas Southern University.

The other was in mechanical engineering, and I earned it from Rice

University.

The mechanical engineering degree provided a varied exposure

to many numerical techniques, and the mathematics degree provided a

solid background and means to analyze the various techniques. How-

ever, after finishing college, I felt that I had learned only a small

portion of what is available in the field of numerical analysis. So,

I decided to go to graduate school. Thus, I am currently pursuing

an advanced degree in applied mathematics from Texas Southern Uni-

versity.

At the geophysics laboratory, my supervising professor and I

attempted to examined the feasibility of using the finite element tech-

nique for limited area weather modeling. Our efforts are presented

in this paper.

II. Objectives of the Research Effort

The overall objective of our research project was to make a

preliminary examination of the practicability of using the finite

element method in a limited area atmospheric model.

Our individual goals were:

1. to study the basic theory of finite element approximations,

2. to survey current applications of the finite element method

in local weather prediction models, and

3. to develop a preliminary finite element program.
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III. The Finite Element Method

In order to study the finite element method (FEM), we began with

a survey of some of the literature in this area ([l],[2],[3],[4],[5],

[61,[7]). The following is a very brief synopsis of the FEM.

The FEM has developed rapidly over the past thirty years as a tech-

nic for solving a wide variety of problems in engineering, physics,

and mathematics. The first step of the process consists pf covering

the domain of the problem with a grid, formed by partiticning the re-

gion into small non-overlapping pieces called elements. Local approx-

imations (shape functions) of the solution are formed over each ele-

ment and these are patched together to from global approximating func-

tions (basis functions). The basis functions T(, , and,Lfare general-

ly piecewise polnomials which are zero over most of the elements.

The next step is to determine the coefficients in the expression

V =~ E A; Tt. (3.1)

so that the functionfis, in some sense, the best approximation to

the solution. In problems this leads to a matrix equation

5". C) =CQ (3.2)

where S is an n x n-matrix, 0 and C are n x 1-vectors. The unknown

coefficients,,, Ag4in 3.1 form the vectorQ . The terms of the

other arrays in 3.2 involve integrals of expressions containing basis

function or their derivatives. Integrations are performed over indi-

vidual elements and usually require numeric procedures. After the arrays

S and C are determined, the system 3.2 is solved for an, ,..., "

For one dimensional problems in which the domain FL is an interval,

elements are formed by a partition of U into subintervals. The Simplest

shape Functions, piecewise linear functions having -the value 1 -at one

MfbiVt8rNl endpoint and 0 at the rest of the end points.

The rectangles and triangles are popular elements for two dimensional *
problems. A rectangular domain % may be subdivided by lines parallel to

the sides of k into a grid cotMistingof rectangles. The,-orresponding

shape functions are often products of pairs of one dimensional shape

functions. 98-4



For example, prouducts of roof functions produces the bilinear shape

functions g+ 6 c ) c 4 Y* 4 .

Triangular element are useful in the approximation of boundaries

of irregular domains. More complex elements, including those with curved

sides, are formed by isometric tranformations. This technic involves

non-singuldr mappLirs of some standard element, such as a rectangle or

triangle, into the domain P.
The main advantage of the FFM is the flexibility in the choice of

elements and shape functions. Furthermore, the resulting algebraic

system will often involve a positive definite symmetric matrix containing

a large number of zeros. The disadvantages generally arise from the com-

plexity of the method. The programming problem usually requires a large

storage capability and numerous calculations. Moreover, questions con-

cerning the accuracy and stability associated with a particular finite

element scheme cannot be answered easily.

In recent years there has been a lively debate as to the relative

merits of the FEM and the older finite difference method among the sup-

porters of each. The situation is comxplicated by the fact that compari-

sons of results depend upon many factors, including the type of problem,

the grid used for the domain, the numeric procedures employed in the pro-

gram, the design of the computer and the criteria used in evaluating the

results. Similar difficulities arise when different finite element schemes

are compared. Generally, the use of more complex element or shape func-

tions of a higher order will increase the rate of convergence of the method

at the cost of increased computer requirements. The question of which is

• the best scheme, or even a satisfactory one, for a particular problem is

one that requires further research and experimentation.
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IV. Historv of Limited Area Weather delnc

In order to gain a perspective about finite cleent nodelin-

of meteorological phenomena, a study of the Canadian limited area

finite element model was attenpted. Several paper were exa-ined,

and the follo.-ing is a summary of our readings.

Limited area modeling did not imediately come into .. ..cnc,

it was a culmination of years of study and the piecing together of

parts into an overall model. Many have mrde ccntributions to the

study; however, since we were mainly interested in the grid or mesh

solution t)e, we studied the works of only a few individuals.

Oar interest were then concentrated on the configuration of the

mesh that the model was solve with. Staniforth and Mitchell studied

tne efficiency of using the finite elenent method to solve the shal-

low- water equations, which was a barotropic model. They used vcr-

ticity and divergence as predictive variables rather than the velocity

components, and they used a semi-implicit time discretization. The

shape function known as roof functions, were used for interpolation.

The equations were solved on a uniform rectangular grid. Later,

St aniforth and Mitchell I 0 generalized the above model to a variable

resolution rectangular mesh. Meaning, the mesh had one area of Dar-
ticularly fine resolution, and the rest of the mesh had course re-
solution. Methods were given for approximating the elliptic bondary-
value problems; however, we were mainly interested in the mesh itself.

Exeriments were performed using several mesh configurations, and

all had uniform high-resolution every-4here. They found that, " the
forecast produced on uniformly high resolution mesh can be essential-
ly reproduced for a limited time over the specific area of intcr tst

by a variable -mesh comfiguration at a fraction of the carVataional

cost."1 2  Noise problems were eli~ated by smoothly varying the reso-
lution away from the area of interest.

They therefore concluded that the above was a workable s-r6ateg

for the limited-area/time rr~merical weather prediction problem.
9 xMean-vile, Staniforth and Daley were fo--uating a baroclinic model

for the vertical discretization of the sigma coordinate system. They
wanted to combine the baroclinic model model vith the barotropic
model 10 in order to create a three-dimensional limited area model.

Finally, the three-dimensional iLndnted area model was created by
11Staniforth and Daley , and it had the adddition of the moisture
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equation to enhance the overall accuracy.

V. A Finite Element Model

At the suggestion of our research colleague, we considered pos-

sible alternatives to the variable rectangular grid described in the

previous section. We felt that the flexibility of the finite ele-

ment method has not been fully utilized in such limited area models

Figure 1 displays a simple version of a grid scheme that we developed.

* Square ABC 0 represents the higher resolution area which is covered
by a uniform rectangular mesh. The rest of the domain is partitioned

by two layers of trapezoidal elements. Square tFa4 was placed so

that A /A, -4k, , where A, Ag, A3 are the areas of elements

in different layers (see Figure 1).

0

S Figure 1 Square domain of a finite element model
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Next we wanted to compare this configuration with an analogous

nonuniform rectangular grid in which AbCDis cover by the same high

resolution grid. Our grid contains fewer elements and, therefore ,

will require less storage and fewer computations. In order to test

the accuracy,a finite element program was written in which either

grid could be employed with bilinear shape functions. A simple time

independent problem was choosen for the program;

+ -- , and (5.1)

lk-= OK) on the domain boundary.

We ran the program with both grids using i=t'w and OdX)SOin (5.1).

Utilizing the analytic solution to (5.1), the results for both grids

were compared at the grid points within the high resolution area Aco.
The rectangular grid gave rather uniform results; the percent error

at all grid points ranged from 1.25% to 1.36%. The results from the

new grid were not as good at the corner points A , a , C and D but
were better at interior points. (The percent error at each corner

was 2.8%; however, at the rest of the boundary points, it ranged from

.2% to 1.5% and at the interior points it ranged from .5% to .7%.)

These initial results are encouragig, _butt-time did-not-permit a more

extensive series of tests. However, we feel that further investiga-

tion of the new grid scheme is justified.

Many of the components of our program are modifications of pro-

cedures found in Akin I. The program employes a subroutine which

generates the initial mesh data for the rectangular grid. However,

the corresponding data for the new grid must be supplied as input.

9
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VI. Recommendation s

1. In order to facilitate further study, a subroutine 0

should be developed which would generate the intial

mesh data for this type of grid.

2. There should be further testing of this particular

grid, including runs with different functions f and

in (5.1). Also? the question of where the inter-

mediate square UGH should be placed needs to be

examined further. It would be important to determine,

if possible , which location produces the best (in

some sense) results.

3. The next step would be the investigation of a similiar

grid which has a higher resolution. This would involve

a finer mesh (more squares) over AeCo and probably
additional trapezoidal layers (i.e. -more intermediate

squares of the type EF68 ). 0

4. The use of this grid scheme for time dependent problems

should then be stuied extensively. This will introduce

questions of stability and numeric time discretization

procedures. The work would begin with a simple initial

value problem but should eventually lead to more complex

dynamic systems; for example, the shallow-water problem.

5. We also feel that comparisons should be made with models

based upon finite difference techniques only.
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ABSTRACT

Energetic polymers are recently being investigated because of their use as

binders in solid rocket propellants. For this reason, the synthesis of dinitropropyl

vinyl ether (DNPVE) and its energetic prepolymer has been undertaken. The

polymerization of DNPVE was carried out with a p-dicumyl chloride/AgSbF6

catalyst system at -880C. The catalyst, p-dicumyl chloride, is a bifunctional

catalyst and will be incorporated within the polymer. The polymer chain was

terminated with ethanolamine which results in a hydroxyl group at both ends of each

*1 polymer chain. By changing the monomer catalyst ratio, the molecular weight of

the polymer was controlled. A polymer with molecular weight of 1600 to 1700, gave

the best splitting patterns in the NMR spectra. Further work is needed on the

physical properties of the polymer for complete evaluation as binder for solid rocket

propellants.

9
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I. Introduction

The purpose of this project was to synthesize large amount of monomer,

dinitropropyl vinyl ether(DNPVE) ana its polymer poly-DNPVE. The physical

properties of the polymer will be studied in order to evaluate the polymer as binder

for solid rocket propellants.

The polymerization was unique in two ways: first, the incorporation of the

catalyst within the polymer and second, the termination of the polymer with

ethanolamine which results in a hydroxy-terminated polymer.

The catalyst, para-dicumyl chloride (p-DCC), is a bifunctional catalyst which

means that the monomer will polymerize from two sites on the catalyst. Therefore,

the catalyst is incorporated into the polymer rather than at the end of the polymer

chain. This is advantageous from the polymer chemists' point of view because the

4 molecular weight can be approximated due to the incorporation of th3 p-DCC within

each polymer chain by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). For example, the p-DCC

will give a single peak at 7.5-7.6ppm which integrates to four hydrogen atoms.

Among other peaks, there is a characteristic peak at 4.4ppm which should be for the

two hydrogen atoms per monomer unit. Therefore, if the actual peak at 4.4ppm

integrates to 16 hydrogen atoms, then there are four monomer units per p-DCC unit.

Knowing the weights of monomer (DNPVE) , p-DCC, and ethanolamine, the total

molecular weight of the polymer can be approximated. The molecular weight was

compared to the calculated value found from the mole ratio of reactants.

Agreement was good for weight range between 1500 and 1700, however, NMR

results for molecular weights outside of that range were difficult to obtain due to

poor spectra resolution.
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Other uses of the catalyst, p-DCC, are for the synthesis of bifunctional polymers

and as an initiation-transfer catalyst (IlNIFE). Since p-DCC polvmerizes from two

sites, the functional grouQ of the compound used to terminate the polymerization

will appear at each end of the polymer chain. Catalysts which cause polymerization

at only one site results in a monofunctional polymer leaving the unreactive catalyst

at one end of the polymer. A bifunctional polymer can be used in a variety of

reactions such as extended copolymerization or synthesis of a polyurethane. Para-

dicumyl chloride can also be used, along with boron triachloride, as a INItiator and

transFER (hence: INIFER) catalyst. The boron triachloride removes a chlorine from

the catalyst forming a carbocation (positive carbon). This cation initiat-!s the

polymerization which forms the active polymer in-situ. The catalyst can then

transfer a chlorine to the active polymer, terminating the polymer and regenerating

the carbocation of p-DCC.

Ethanolamine is used to terminate the active polymer with a primary hydroxyl

group. Hydroxy-terminated polymers are termed "prepolymers" because of their

reactions with diisocyanates to form a polyurethane. Polyurethanes are currently

being used as binders for solid rocket propellants. The use of poly-DNPVE as an

energetic prepolymer is proposed to increase the burning speed and efficiency of the

solid rocket fuel.

II. Goals and Objectives

It is the goal of the researcher to synthesize and polymerize dinitropropyl

vinyl ether (DNPVE). Since the percent yield of pure DNPVE is low using previous

procedures (I), a large amount must be synthesized for further polymerization.

Some factors of this synthesis will be altered in order to maximize the yield of
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DNPVE. Poiy-DNPVE will be catalyzed by p-DCC and silver hexafluoroantimonate

and terminated with ethanolamine. The molecular Aeight of the polymer will be

varied between 600 and 10,000 by changing the ratio of p-DCC to DNPVE. A 90

MHz JOEL FT-NMR will be used to determine the purity of the reactants and

products and to approximate the molecular weight of the polymer.

II. Synthesis
Dinitropropyl vinyl ether was synthesized by refluxing dinitropropanol (DNP) and

divinyl ether (DVE) in dichloroethane (DCE) (scheme 1). The ratio of DNP to DVE

(1:1) used in a previous method (I) was changed to 1:2 because of the high volatility

of DVE. The reaction was catalyzed by mercury oxide (HgO) and trifluoroacetic

acid (TFA). The best workup procedure consisted of washing the crude

monomer with a solution of 0.1% NaOH which was saturated with NaC. After

extraction, the DCE layer was dried with magnesium sulfate and gravity filtered

through a course sintered glass funnel. The resulting yellow solution was evaporated

under reduced pressure to give a 100-120% crude yield. If one washed the organic

extract with dilute HCI or neglected to wash altogether, a lower overall yield was

obtained. The yellow-orange solution was further purified by column

chromatography by using alumina as tne absorbent and CCI 4 as the eluting solvent.

The column was 2.5in x 7in and 100g of alumina per gram of sample was used.

Fractions with similar NMR spectra were combined and evaporated to give a 22-26%

yield. DNPVE was vacuum distilled at 55-56 0 C (0.7mmHg); NMR(CDCI3)

(dd,6.4ppm, I H), (s,4.Sppm,2H), (m,4.2ppm,2H), (s,2.2ppm,3H).

The polymerization of dinitroprop:,l vinyl ether was catalyzed by para dicumyl

chloride (p-DCC) as shown in scheme 2. A 100ml flask was charged with 35ml of
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freshly distilled dichloromethane (DCM) and p-DCC under N2 atmosphere. When the

solution was at -880C, silver hexafluoroantimonate (AGSbF 6 ) in 10ml of fresh DCM

was added. After allowing 10 min for generation of the carbocation (scheme 3),

freshly distilled monomer was added. The amounts of p-DCC and monomer were

varied according to the molecular weight of the polymer desired. Immediately after

monomer addition, the polymer was terminated with ethanolamine. Schemes 4 and 5

show the p-DCC functioning as a bifunctional catalyst as well as the termination

step with ethanolamine (EA).

The product was decanted into methanol. The yellow ppt. was washed with

methanol/NH 4 OH and filtered. The off-white solid was dissolved in acetone and re-

precipitated with methanol. The methanol was evaporated and the white powder

was dried under vacuum; NMR, (s,7.4ppm,4H), (m,5.lppm,2H), (s,4.Sppm,2nH),

(b,2.6ppm,2nH), (S,2.3ppm,3nH), (s,2.Oppm,12H), (d,l.7ppm,2nH) where n is the

number of monomer units per molecule, impurities appear at 1.2 and 1.3ppm.

IV. Discussion and Recommendations

In order to use the prepolymer, poly-DNPVE, as a solid rocket binder, there

are several areas which need further investigation. The poor yield of DNPVE may

be due to several factors. It is recommended that the washing procedure be

improved such that the product solution in DCE becomes a light yellow solution. It

is also very possible that the monomer is polymerizing during concentration because

the solution becomes orange-yellow and viscous. If these ideas are correct, the

monomer may be purified by vacuum distillation without the previous use of liquid

chromatography (LC). Avoiding the use of LC may increase the yield by a factor of

2x.
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Since the polymerization process is water sensitive, it is recommended that

the reaction be done in a dry box. In this case, all the reactants can be purified,

dried, and de-aired in the box. It is difficult to remove all of the AgCI from the

polymer so other solvents should be investigated for product purification. The

polymer with a molecular weight of about 1500 seemed to give the best NMR

spectrum, however, polymers with molecular weights lower and higher than 1500

also need to be further analyzed.

Since ethanolamine (H2 NCH 2 CH 2 OH) contains an active site at the nitrogen

and at the oxygen, it is possible for the polymer to be terminated with -NH2 rather

than the desired group, -OH. By protecting the hydroxyl(-OH) group of the EA with

a trimethylsilyl group, the only active site with a high electron density would be

nitrogen. This process will ensure a hydroxyl terminated polymer. The resulting

polymer can be compared to a previously synthesized polymer having a similar

molecular weight from the unprotected method. If the spectra of both compounds

match, than it can be assumed that protection of the hydroxyl group is not

necessary; therefore, the original procedure provides a convenient one pot synthesis

of the prepolymer, poly-DNPVE.

The final goal should be to test the physical properties of the polymer;

therefore, large amounts will need to be synthesized and tested. Since it is the goal
9

of this project to synthesize a more efficient and effective solid rocket binder, more

time is needed to optimize the entire synthesis as well as the synthesis of the

polyurethane binder from the poly-DNPVE. Finally, p-DCC can be used as a

powerful synthetic catalyst. Further studies of this catalyst should be undertaken in

order to show its full potential as a bifunctional catalyst or as a possible INIFER

catalyst.
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Schemes

I .DNPVE

HOCH2CH3 + CH2CH-O-CH=CH2 ------- ---
DNP DVE

CH2CHO0CH2C-CH3

CH 3  CH3

2. p-DCC CL-C- -C-Cl

CH 3  CH3

3. Carbocation

CL(CH 3)2C- -C(CH3)2CL + 2AgSbF6

(CH3)2 C- C-(CH3)2 + 2SbF6- + 2AgCI

4. Incorporation
p-DCC + I----

* 5. Termination
--- -CH2-CH + H2NCH2CH2OH

--- CH 2 -CH-NHCH 2 -CH 2 OH
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Development of a High Speed Infrared Detection and Recording

System with Resident Imaae Processing and Graphic Data

Display for Support of Remote Defense Nuclear Agency

High-Powered Pulsed Microwave Source Measurements

by

Jon D. Zobel Jr.

ABSTRACT

Infrared detection and measurement of electromagnetic field

strengths is used at the University of Colorado at Colorado

Springs (UCCS). In each experiment, the measurements are of

steady-state, continuous wave (CW) conditions. However,

Seiler Labs was asked to support the test of a pulsed

microwave source to be conducted by the Defense Nuclear

Agency (DNA) at the Air Force Weapons Lab (AFWL) in late July

or early August, 1986, and the AGA Thermovision 780 system

that is used at UCCS is not suited for such tests.

Subsequent investigation revealed that an appropriate and

affordable system could not be obtained for the test. At that

point, a means of adapting the present system at UCCS to

support the test was pursued. The resulting system consists

of the AGA system, and a modified IBM PC/AT to store the data

and do all of the necessary data/image processing at the

remote test site. The effort was a three phase group effort.

It included hardware development, software development, and

detection material acquisition. This report covers the

hardware portion of the project.
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I. Introduction

I received my Bachelor of Science degree in electrical

engineering from the University of Colorado at Colorado

Springs with an emphasis in applied electromagnetics, and am

presently working on my Master of Science in electrical

engineering at UCCS with the same emphasis. During my

undergraduate studies, I worked in the electromagnetics

10 lab/anechoic chamber facilities at UCCS supporting

experiments in IR CW measurements.

II. Objectives of the Research Effort

The goal at Seiler was to come up with a means of

recording the field strength of a high-powered pulsed

microwave source. The duration of the experiment was to be

approximately two (2) seconds, with the pulse-width of the

source being on the order of nanoseconds. Therefore, the

measurements would be of transiate field strengths as opposed

to the CW, steady-state nature of the experiments conducted

at UCCS. The OSCAR (Off-line System for Computer Access and

Recording) recording unit has a magnetic tape drive

associated with it. The tape unit has a one (1) second write

time in order to record the data on tape, which is not

acceptable for the DNA test. Therefore, a faster method of

recording the data was needed. Since an appropriate and

affordable IR system could not be found, it was decided to

modify the one in use at UCCS.

The following items needed to be accomplished in order
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to meet our objective of modifying the present system in

order to do the transient field measurements:

1. Understand the internal operation of the OSCAR unit.

See if it is capable of providing significantly more

than one image per second, and, if so, what temporary

modifications were needed to record all of the images.

2. Find a means of storing all of the data as fast as or

faster than the OSCAR unit is capable of generating it.

3. Be able to do all of the data processing necessary at

the test site.

4. Find or develop a material that could be used as a

detection screen in order to be able to map the field

pattern.

The scope of this paper will include items 1 and 2. The

other two will be covered in more detail in reports by my two

colleagues on this project, Paul Bussey and Bob Littleton.

The faculty member on this project was Dr. Ron Sega, also

from UCCS.

III. The OSCAR Unit

This piece of equipment was the crucial component of our

proposed system. If the number of "images" that it was

capable of generating was not sufficient for our image

processing techniques, the goals of the overall summer
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research would not have been met.

After discussions with Jan Eklund, President of Eklund

Infrared Systems (the manufacturer of the AGA 780 and OSCAR

systems), it was known that the system generates 25 "fields"

each second, numbered sequentially from one (1) to four (4),

and that two fields are interlaced in order to produce an

image. With the OSCAR unit, it writes only fields 1 and 3 to

tape, and does nothing with fields 2 and 4. Fields 1 and 3

are interlaced to produce an image for display. If there was

a way to also get the information for the even-numbered

fields, the field rate of 25 per second would yield 12.5

images during a two (2) second test (the expected duration of

the tests to be conducted in August at AFWL). Our scheme

would be to interlace fields 1 and 3 to get one image, and

then interlace fields 2 and 4 for another.

The technical reference manual for the OSCAR provided

all of the schematics for the system. Analysis of the

system-level schematic and the schematic for the Input

Controller 2 card (INC2) revealed that the data for fields 2

and 4 was being processed by the A/D converter, but that it

was prohibited from being placed on OSCAR's data bus. This

was done by some gating logic located on the INC2 card, where

the D/A, A/D, and resident-memory control signals are

generated. After achieving a thorough understanding of the

function of the INC2 card, the data for fields 2 and 4 was

made available to OSCAR's bus by modifying three (3) IC's on

the INC2 card. All of the modifications had to be of a

temporary nature so that OSCAR could still be used at other
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times in its designed configuration. This was accomplished by

unsoldering the 3 IC's from the board, and installing DIP

sockets in their place. Then the IC's themselves (IC8, IC12,

and IC29) were modified by having certain pins pulled up and

soldered to others. In this fashion, OSCAR could essentially

be changed from one mode of operation to another simply by

replacing 3 IC's. These modifications are listed in Table 1.

IC No. Part No. Modification

8 74LS00 Pull up pin 9 and solder to
pin 10.

12 74LS20 Pull up pins 4 and 5, and
solder to pin 2.

29 74LS367 Pull up pin 10 and solder to
pin 8 (ground).

Table 1
INC2 Card Modifications

These modifications alone would have been enough to

allow us to use OSCAR as we wished. However, as an added

measure, the buttons on the front panel of OSCAR were

disabled by unplugging them from the circuit cards they

connected to, and the two memory cards within OSCAR are

removed from the card cage. These were done to prevent any

part of OSCAR's original operating mode from interfering with

our intended mode of operation. *

A list of the actual steps for the mode change is
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contained in the appendix of this paper.

To insure that the data lines from OSCAR are not loaded

by the interface cable running to the AT, and by the AT

itself, a buffer circuit has been designed and implemented.

It plugs into the back of OSCAR in the Remote Controller 1

connecter. A schematic of the buffer card can be found in the

appendix.

IV. Data Storage System

Some of the criteria for our system dictated that it

must be a stand-alone system capable of collecting the IR

data, storing it, processing it, and displaying it while

still at the test site. It also had to be easily

transportable. In order to meet these requirements we decided

to use an IBM PC/AT for both our data storage and

image-processing/graphic-display needs. The AT was equipped

with an extended graphics adapter (EGA) card and monitor, a

memory expansion board with an additional 0.5 Mbyte of RAM,

and an AT TurboSwitch II capable of increasing the CPU clock

to 12 MHz. In addition to all this, an additional circuit

card had to be designed and installed in order to decode the

data from OSCAR and control the direct memory access (DMA)

chip in the AT, causing it to store the image data from OSCAR

in a manner that would permit it to be processed by our image

processing code. The general layout of this card, its

corresponding schematic, and the overall system configuration

can be found in the appendix.
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The test of the DMA controller card involved several

steps. First, it required the construction and implementation

of a simple data generation scheme. This was very useful in

checking out and debugging the card while having it do the

transfer of just a single byte of data, and eventually a full

64K of data. It consisted of eleven on/off type switches, of

which three were debounced. These three were used to simulate

the three control signals that will eventually be coming from

OSCAR due to the IC modifications that were made to it. The

other eight switches, used as data switches, were not

debounced because during the initial tests we were not going

to change the data during the transfer. This initial set up

proved quite effective in identifying most of the operating

problems with the DMA control card and the associated

software. The test circuit and the software generated to

perform the transfers are located in the appendix.

The next test circuit replaced the data switches with

two cascaded synchronous 4-bit binary counters (74163), and

the switch representing the strobe control line from OSCAR

with a frequency generator (HP 3312A). This allowed us to

attempted to push the DMA card toward the 400 Kbyte transfer

rate that OSCAR generates. This test also utilized the AT

TurboSwitch, which we had set at 9.5 MHz. This was the

fastest speed that the AT was capable of operating at, as

determined by starting the system at different clock rates

until an error was detected during power-up. The DMA control

system checked out fine until the frequency of the strobe was

increased to 270 kHz, at which point some of the sequential

data values were lost. This loss of data became worst as the
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frequency was increased to 400 kHz, and meant that our

proposed scheme would not work using a PC prototyping card. A

copy of the schematic for the test circuit is located in the

appendix.

The only alternative was to implement the design using

an AT prototyping board. By using the AT instead of the PC

board, we could do 16-bit transfers using a 16-bit DMA

channel instead of 8-bit transfers. This in turn would reduce

the needed data transfer rate from 400 kHz to 200 kHz, which

would work since previous testing indicated that the design

would work for frequencies up to 270 kHz. However, the

graduate fellowship ended before this could be done, and the

success of this work is not known.

V. Recommendations

The fellowship was completed before the scheduled test

at AFWL; therefore, a complete system operation was not

performed, and any problems arising from it are not known.

It is greatly recommended that the DMA controller

circuit be placed on an AT prototyping card instead of one

for the IBM PC. This will reduce the speed at which the AT

has to perform the transfers from 400 kbyte to 200 kbyte,

since it wculd be doing two word-transfers utilizing a 16-bit

DMA channel instead of one word at a time, and eliminate the

problems that have been encountered with the original circuit

card. The circuit needs to be rebuilt anyway, because with

all of the design changes that were made by the Air Force
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researcher in his original design, and subsequent wiring

changes that were needed to implement these changes, the

wiring is not as close to the ground plane as it should be,

and thus the circuit is more sensitive to noise than it could

be.
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OSCAR MODE CONVERSION

AGA TO IBM PC/AT

The following are the steps that must be done in order to use
OSCAR with the IBM PC/AT as the data storage unit.

1. Open OSCAR's front panel. Pull out the two (2) memory cards
(Ml and M2).

2. Pull out the control card (INC2). Replace IC8 (74LS00), IC12
(74LS20), and IC29 (74LS367) with the customized equivalent
chip. Return the card to its slot in OSCAR's card cage.

3. Pull the plugs that connect to the front panel switches.
Disconnect them where they attach to the circuit cards in
the card cage. Most of them are accessible from the front;
the back may have to be removed in order to unplug one of
the cables. Secure the front and back panels.

4. Plug the buffer card assembly into the Remote Controller 1
connecter (DB37) in the back of the Oscar unit.

5. Plug the interface cable into the male DB25 connecters on
the buffer board and the IBM PC/AT.

These steps must be reversed in order to restore OSCAR to its
normal operating mode.
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(modified) (EGA included)

IR Detection System Configuration

+5V

Strobe E0 0 0To IBM AT
(1 reqd.)

+5v

Field No. To IBM AT
(2 reqd.)

+5V

150 k.

I o To IBM AT
Data

(8 reqd.)

1st Test Circuit
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1 REM DMA TEST PROGRAM
2 REM CREATED 17 JUL 86
50 REM
51 REM SET PAGE REGISTER FOR CHANNEL 3 TO 006
52 OUT &H82,&H6
90 REM
91 REM INITIALIZE PORT 300 WITH ALL l's
92 OUT &H300,&HFF
100 REM
101 REM CLEAR FLIP FLOP
102 OUT &HC,&H17
200 REM
201 REM SET MODE REGISTER
202 OUT &HB,&H57
300 REM
301 REM LOWER ADDRESS BYTE
302 OUT &H6,&HO
400 REM
401 -REM UPPER ADDRESS BYTE
402 OUT &H6,&HO
600 REM
601 REM LOWER BYTE WORD COUNT
602 OUT &H7,&H20
700 REM
701 REM UPPER BYTE WORD COUNT
702 OUT &H7,&HO
800 REM
801 REM SET MASK REGISTER
802 OUT &HA,&H3
9999 END

Software for 1st Test Circuit

To IBM AT

7404 741l63

Strobe - 2 14 DO (To IBM AT)

1 1 Dl (To IBM AT)
I S O7 12 D2 (To IBMAT)

10 1 D3 (To IBM AT)

15

2 >- 14 D4 (To IBM AT)
13_ _ D5 (To IBM AT)
1 _12__ D6 (To IBM AT)

+5v 11 D7 (To IBM AT)

74163

2nd Test Circuit
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Program TestDma ;

************************************************************

Procedure Initialize;

Const
maskreg = $OA;
xfer latch = $300; (I/O port, DMA control board)
mode reg = SOB;
dma ch3 disable = $07;
xfer ff disable = $00;
dma-ch3demand mode = $07;

Begin
Port[maskreg] := dma ch3 disable;
Port[xfer latch] := xfer ff disable;
Port~mode reg] := dma ch3_demandmode;

End; (Initialize-

Procedure Transfer(StartPageAddr, StartOffsetAddr,
PageCount : Integer;
Var Startfield : Integer;
Var Error : Boolean;

Const
(* DMA #1 registers *)

dma ff = $OC; (Internal flip-flop)
mode_reg = SOB;
startaddr-reg = $06;
wordcnt_reg = $07;
maskreg = $OA;
status_reg = $08;
pagereg = $82; (page register, DMA #1, ch 3)

(* DMA control board registers *)
xfer latch = $300; (I/O port, DMA control board)
xfer-status = $300; ( }
xfer-ff disable = $00;
xfer ff enable = $01;

(* Masks *)
Xfer Status Mask = $03;
Xfer-Enable-Mask = $04;
Ch3_TCMask = $08;

(* Misc constants *)
clear ff = $17;
dma ch3 demand mode = $07;
dma ch3-enable = $03;
FulfPageStart Addr = $0000;
Full_Page_Count = $FFFF;

Var
Word Count, Count : Integer;
Xfer FieldStatus, DMAStatus : Byte;

Software for 2nd Test Circuit (Page I of 5)
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Begin
If (Hi(StartOffsetAddr) in [$00, $20, $40, $60, $80,

$AO, $CO, $EO]) and (Lo(StartOffsetAddr) = $00)
Then

Begin
Error := False;

(* Transfer first page *)
Port[page_reg] := StartPageAddr;

Port[dma_ff] := clearff;
Port[startaddr reg] Lo(Start_OffsetAddr);
Port[startaddr reg] Hi(Start_OffsetAddr);

Word count := SFFFF - StartOffsetAddr;
Port[wordcntreg] Lo(Word_Count);
Port[wordcntreg] Hi(Word_Count);

(* Make sure xfer flip flop is disabled *)
Port[xfer latch] := xfer ff disable;
Repeat (Until field number changes)

Xfer Field Status := Port[XferStatus)
Until (XferEnable_Mask and XferFieldStatus) 0;

(* Start DMA transfer *)
Port[mask-reg] := dma_ch3_enable;

Port[xfer latch) := xfer ff enable;
Repeat (Until field change enables DMA)

Xfer Field Status := Port[Xfer Status]
Until (XferEnableMask and XferFieldStatus) <> 0;

Sound(600);
Delay(50) ;
NoSound;

(* Get the starting field number *)
StartField := (XferStatusMask and XferFieldStatus);

Repeat (Until terminal count, DMA done)
DMA Status := Port[status_reg]

Until (Ch3_TCMask and DMAStatus) <> 0;

Count := 1; (* one page transfered *)

(* continue DMA transfers *)
While Count < PageCount Do

Begin
(* Set up for full page transfers *)

Port[dma_ff] := clearff;
Port[startaddrreg) := Lo(Full_Page_StartAddr);
Port[start_addrreg] := Hi(FullPage_StartAddr);

Port[wordcnt_reg) Lo(Full_Page_Count);
Port[wordcnt_reg] Hi(Full_Page Count);

Port[page_reg) := Start_Page_Addr + Count;

Port[maskreg] dmach3_enable;

Software for 2nd Test Circuit (Page 2 of 5)
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Repeat (Until terminal count)
DMAStatus := Port~statusreg]

Until (Ch3_TCMask and DMAStatus) <> 0;

Count := Count + 1;
End; (While)

End (Then)
Else
Error := True;

End; (Transfer)

{ MAIN PROGRAM )

Label TA;

Const
startinglocation_1 = $4000;
startinglocation_2 = $5000;

Var
Page start, adr_strt, lb addr start, ubaddrstart,
Pg-count, First Field, valuein memory,
expected val in-mem, i integer;
BadAddr, Bad_Data : boolean;

Begin (* main program *)
ClrScr;
Pagestart := $04;
Writeln('The initial page register setting is ',Page_start);
*adr strt := $0000;
Writein;
Writeln('The start address within that page is ',adr strt);
Pgcount := 2;
Writeln;
Writeln('The number of pages of data being transfered is ',

Pgcount);
Writeln;
Writeln;
Writeln('Toggle one of the field switches now.');
Initialize;

TA: Bad Addr := false;
Transfer(PageStart, Adrstrt, Pg count, First_Field, Bad_Addr);
If Bad Addr Then

Begin
Writeln('The start address was not on an even

64k boundary.');
Writeln;
Write('What is the start address ($XXXX)? ');
Readln(adrstrt);
Writeln;

End;
If Bad Addr Then GOTO TA;
Sound(600);
Delay(50);
NoSound;

Bad Data := False;
value in memory := Mem~starting locationl:$0000];
expectedval in mem := valuein Memory;

Software for 2nd Test Circuit (Page 3 of 5)
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$0;

Repeat
value -in -memory := Mem~starting location l:i];
If (value-in-memory = expected-val in-mem)
Then4

If expected val in mem < 255
Then
expected-val-in-mem expected-val-in-mem + $01

Else
expected-val-in-mem expected-val-in mem -255

Else
Begin
Writeln('Data error in page 4 at 1,i);
expected -val in -mem := value-in-memory + $01;
BadData :=True

End;
i :=i + 1;

Until i = $FFFF;

value -in -memory :=Mem~starting location l :i];
if (value-in-memory = expected-val-in-men)
Then

If expected-val-in-mem < 255
Then

expected-val-in-mem :=expected-val-in-mem + $01
Else

expected-val-in-mem expected-val-in-mem -255

Else
Begin
Writeln('Data error in page 4 at 1,i);
expected -val in men := value-in-memory + $01;
BadData := True

End.-

i := 0;

Repeat
value -in -memory := Mem~starting-location 2:i];
If (value-in-memory = expected-val-in-mem)
Then

If expected-val-in-mem < 255
Then

expected-val-in-mem expected-val-in-mem + $01
Else

expected-val-in-mem :=expected-val-in-mem - 255
Else

Begin
Writeln('Data error in page 5 at 1,i);
expected -val in mem := value in memory + $01;
BadData :=True

End;
i :=i + 1

Until i = SFFFF;

value in-memory :=Mem~starting location_2:i];

Software for 2nd Test Circuit (Page 4 of 5)
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If (value in memory = expectedval in mem)
Then

If expectedval in-mem < 255
Then
expectedvalin-mem := expectedval in mem + $01

Else
expected val in mem := expectedval in mem - 255

Else
Begin
Writeln('Data error in page 5 at ',i);
expectedval in mem := value in memory + $01;
BadData := True

End;

Writeln('It is ',BadData,' that there was a data error.');
End. (main program)

Software for 2nd Test Circuit (Page 5 of 5)

Program clearmemory ;

Const
startinglocation_1 = $4000;
startinglocation_2 = $5000;

Var
i : integer;

Begin
i := 0;
Repeat
Mem[starting location l:i] := 0;
i := i + 1;

Until i = $FFFF;

Mem[starting location_l:ij :=0;

i := 0;

Repeat
Mem[starting location_2:i] := 0;
i := i + 1;

Until i = $FFFF;

Mem[starting_location_2:i] := 0;
End.

Memory Clearing Program - Test Circuit 2
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